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CODIFICATION OF NON-NATIVE ENGLISH: IS IT NECESSAH Y/POSSIBLE?
Jean O'souza
The unprecedented spread, in the last fifty years,
of English as a word language has raised issues and
concerns for which there are no easy answers. One of
these issues is taken up in this paper - that of the
status of non-native Englishes, the need to codify them,
and the possibility of doing so. It is claimed that as
English now belongs to the world, the * native-speaker '
no longer has the sole prerogative to initiate changes
and innovations in the language. Wherever English has
put down roots it is marked by the ecology of the
contexts in which it is being used. This, far from
being a matter for concern, should be viewed as a source
of enrichment and a mark of the vitality that has
allowed English to become a world language.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
English began to spread around the world about four
hundred years ago as a result of the exploring spirit of the
British. In the last fifty years, however, this spread has
excelerated in an unprecedented manner and today English is
the sole official language of at least twenty-one nations.
It is the co-official language of government, education,
broadcasting, and publication in sixteen other nations and is
the first language of some 300 million people around the
world (figures taken from Bailey and Gorlach 1982).
B.Kaehru (1985:12) provides a useful way of looking at
this unparalleled spread of English. He suggests that
(1) The spread of English may be viewed in terms of
three concentric circles representing the types of
spread, the patterns of acquisition and the
functional domains in which English is used across
cultures and languages. I have tentatively
labelled these: the inner circle the outer circle
(or extended circle), and the expanding circle.
The ^inner' circle refers to the use of English in native
contexts, e.g. Australia, Canada, England, the United
States, New Zealand. The 'outer' circle comprises countries
in which English has become institutionalized (largely a
result of colonization), e.g. India, Nigeria, Singapore,
South Africa, Zambia. The 'expanding' circle includes
regions where English has not become institutionalized but is
used as a performance variety, e.g. China, Egypt,
Thailand.
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The "^unique cultural pluralism' (B.Kachru igSS:!**) that
the non-native varieties have brought to English has aroused
the fear that universally accepted standards no longer exist
for the language and therefore what happened to Latin in the
past will happen to English in the future i.e. it will break
up into mutually unintelligible languages. To guard against
this, concerns have been roused regarding codification,
standardization etc.. a major question that is being asked
is - Should nativization of English be permitted, and if so,
to what extent?
In this paper I address the issue of codification of the
non-native varieties of English and ask whether codification
is necessary, and if necessary, whether it is possible. I
will restrict myself to English in the outer circle because
it is here that the problems become most serious. In the
expanding circle English is viewed as a foreign language and
therefore an exonormative standard is acceptable. In the
outer circle, however, English has been institutionalized and
an exonormative standard is no longer seen as acceptable. In
order to illustrate my arguments I take my data mainly from
Indian English because it is the variety I am most familiar
with.
2.0 CODIFICATION
The most common meaning of codify is *to arrange (as a
collection of laws) in a systematic form.' (Webster's New
Deal Dictionary 1978). In the context of language,
codification brings in the problem of norms. The questions to
be asked are: What are the norms? Who controls them?
B.Kachru (1985) disc
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2.1 Till recently, codification in the outer circle has been
seen in terms of a preferred model. So far the following
assumptions have been made:
a) the norm is British English or American English,
b) learners are to acquire native speaker competence,
c) any shortfall is taken as "error' or as evidence of
" interlanguage' ( Y.Kachru 1985.)
Of late, however, these assumptions have been questioned.
The main reason for this is, as pointed out earlier, the
peculiar status of English in the outer circle where the
language is not used only for very limited purposes but has
acquired both "range' and "depth' (Kachru 1984). Learning
English does not mean that the learner wishes to become a
imitation Englishman or American. In most cases the foreign
learner does not need English for western culture but in
order to function within his/her own cultural context.
Describing the use of English in countries like Africa and
India B.Kachru (1975b:114) says
(3) In these countries the English language is not
taught as a vehicle to introduce British or
American culture. In these countries, English is
used to teach and maintain the indigenous patterns
of life and culture, to provide a link in
culturally and linguistically pluralistic
societies, and to maintain a continuity and
uniformity in educational, administrative and legal
systems
.
Under these circumstances, English has its uses extended to
non-native contexts and innovation inevitably plays an
important part. Innovation is one result of the nativization
of English, which itself is a result of the *new ecology' in
which a non-native variety of English functions (B.Kachru
1982). In order to appreciate such innovations the role of
English in the sociolinguistic context of each English using
country oust be examined and understood. Innovations are
employed to express soc io-cultural phenomena which may be
unknown to the native speaker who, therefore, is not
qualified to judge their appropriateness or accept ibi lity.
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(U) It had always been my belief that the native
speaker was the only one who could set the norms
for the language and it was up to all second
language learners to follow them (Moag and Moag
1979:75).
What have not been taken into consideration are the
non-native speakers' communicative needs and their notions of
communicative competence. Often such speakers' discourse
strategies, for example, represent their ^attempts at
expressing meanings that are crucial for their cultural
identities' (Y.Kachru 1985). Inevitably, these identities
are different from those traditionally expressed by English
and so English is changed and expanded to enable it to fulfil
new needs.
The point to be drawn from the above discussion is that
native English can no longer be seen as the sole norm-setter.
English serves unique needs in the countries in which it is used
and each country must decide for itself what it is going to accept
as the norm.
(5) English must exist in many different forms if it is
to serve as a viable means of communicating the
thoughts and ideals of very different cultures'
(Moag and Moag 1979:75).
Given that we accept the possibility that an
institutionalized variety of English i.e. Indian English,
Nigerian English, Singaporean English be accepted as the norm
then a different kind of codification is brought into focus.
This codification implies determining the bounds of
innovation or the "allowable" deviation from the native
norms .
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English is the world's most widely used language and it
has a heavy ^vehicular load' (Quirk et.al. 1972). It is used
for a variety of purposes not only intranationally but also
internationally. It is the language of international
business, science, politics, aviation etc. The advantage of
codification is that it allows for educational and social
mobility, for intranational and international
intelligibility. It allows the Yorkshireman to communicate,
not only with his own countrymen, but also, should the
occasion arise, with the Indian from Tamilnadu.
Codification, however, also has its drawbacks. These are
that codification gives rise to elitism, the deficit
hypothesis (Bernstein 1966) and in the outer circle to a
confusion between norm and behaviour, if a native model is
accepted as the norm. Does this mean that codification
should be eschewed altogether? The answer is "no*.
3.1 QuirK et . al . (1972) refer to the "common core' of
English (Quirk 1985 calls it the "hieratic lexicon and
grammar'). It is here that I believe that codification is
both necessary and possible. The common core of English
(basic grammar and vocabulary and the essential phonemic
distinctions) must remain intact if English is to remain
English. Core grammar, core phonemic distinctions,
therefore, must be taught and insisted upon. This goes
without saying, however, because so far the standard
varieties of all kinds of English (native and non-native)
have not deviated too much from the common core.
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4.0 INDIAN ENGLISH
The existence of Indian English as a distinct variety of
English had been a hotly debated issue for some time. Thanks
to the pioneering efforts of B.Kachru (see Kachru 1965,
1975a, 1976 etc.) the term has met with a degree of
acceptance in recent years. Indian English (IE) differs from
British English (BE), the variety it was modeled on, in the
following ways (except where otherwise indicated, data has
been taken from Kachru 1986. Nihalani et.al.1979 and personal
observation) :
( 6) Grammar and Syntax ;
IE "aircraft' (ag) "aircrafts' (pi)
BE "aircraft* (sg) "aircraft' (pi)
IE "I am having two houses'
BE ' I have two houses'
IE *Where you are Koing?'
BE "Where are you going?
Lexis ;
IE 'hot water bag'
BE 'hot water bottle'
IE 'match box'
BE "box of matches'
Idiom
:
IE have a soft corner for someone'
BE 'have a soft spot for someone'
Style ;
IE mixes registers in a way BE does not e.g.
'He was felicitated on bagging the first prize.'
Socio-cultural ;
IE is used to refer to phenomena unique to the
Indian way of life e.g.
'He's threatening to have them shoe-beaten
.
'She is my cousin sister '
'Are you wearing your sacred thread ?'
Collocational ;
IE collocates items BE would not e.g.
'They were awarded bribes . '
'Throw out the dining leaves '
Semantics ;
IE ' busybody ' = a busy person
BE 'busybody' = a meddlesome person
Loan words ;
IE has borrowed a number of words from the various
Indian languages e.g.
'hartal' 'bandh' 'lathi' 'lakh'
Neologisms ;
IE has a number of neologisms e.g.
'prepone' 'freeship' 'batch mate' 'head bath'.
Pronunciation ;
Some of the pronunciation differences between the
two varieties are:
IE has 12 pure vowels and 6 diphthongs.
BE has 12 pure vowels and 8 diphthongs.
IE has ^, ^ and t , d .
BE has t, d and e, 9 .
1.1 From the above list it may be seen that many of the
processes used in Indian English are found in native English
too. For example:
8- tJE has borrowed extensively from the Indian languages e.g.
(7) 'calico', 'chintz', 'gingham', 'curry', 'toddy',
'veranda', 'loot', 'baooo', 'mahout'
(Yule and Burnell I903).
- All native varieties of English make use of culturally
bound idioms (Data from Quirk et.al. 1972):
(8) British 'that's not cricket' (that's unfair).
American 'get to first base' (achieve success)
Australian 'fossicking something out' (searching
for something)
- IE maices use of archaic forms like 'thrice' and 'native
place'. American English uses archaic forms too e.g.
'fall' for bE 'autumn'.
- IE has localisms like 'study holidays'.
American English has localisms like 'finger foods'
Turning to grammar and syntax 'errors' in IE, the
following point is of interest. In 1933 Kindersley noted
that Indians omit the reflexive pronoun when using the
reflexive verb 'to enjoy' e.g.
(9) IE 'Come and enjoy'
BE 'Come and enjoy yourself
Even in 1986 Indian school children are being corrected for
using 'enjoy' without the reflexive pronoun. In American
English however, the verb 'enjoy' is used without the
reflexive pronoun even by educated speakers.
The compilers of Indian and British English A Handbook
of Usage and Pronunciation in an afterward acknowledge the
fact that some of the usages they have labelled Indian are
also found in native English e.g. 'native place' 'forenoon*.
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In 1599 Samuel Daniel in a work entitled Musophilus, or
a General Defence of Learning
,
said of English;
(10) And who, in time, knowes wither we may vent
The treasure of our tongue, to what strange shores
This gaine of our best glorie shall be sent
T'enrich unknowing nations with our stores?
The wheel has now come full circle and the "unknowing nations'
have begun to enrich English with treasures of their own.
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ESP AND NON-NATIVE VARIETIES OF ENGLISH:
TOWARD A SHIFT IN PARADIGM
Braj B. Kachru
This paper focusses on the non-native
institutionalized varieties of English and their
relevance to the methodology and materials on ESP. The
presuppositions of current ESP texts and contexts are
critically discussed from the perspective of the
localized uses of non-native Englishes and their
registers. An attempt is made to answer questions
concerning issues such as: Acceptability, norms and
functions of non-native varieties (e.g., Sri Lankan,
Singaporean, Indian); pragmatic success and ESP; ESP
and localized 'verbal repertoire*; the use of nativized
features of English in the instructional materials. A
number of suggestions are given for shifting the current
paradigms of ELT/ESP. It is claimed that the present
research on pragmatic success and failure of ESP has
ignored important context-bound and code-bound variables
of the institutionalized varieties. Some fresh data is
provided to support the above claims. The paper also
raises several linguistic, methodological and
pedagogical issues.
INTRODUCTION
At the outset this paper warrants a cautionary note
concerning the issues I propose to address. I shall
essentially focus on those issues related to English for
Specific Purposes (ESP; See Strevens 1977a) which concern us,
for instance, as Sri Lankan, Indian, Nigerian, and Singaporean
users of institutionalized non-native varieties of English. I
shall, therefore, approach the concept of ESP from a
perspective which to my knowledge has so far been ignored.
However, I shall begin with a digression concerning my
understanding of the concept ESP? In ESP texts generally
three basic assumptions are made: These relate to the
appropriateness of language corpus: the formal organization
of the corpus at various linguistic levels: phonetic,
phonological (e.g.. Flood and West 1952); lexical (e.g.,
Anthony 1976; Cowan 1974; Flood 1957); syntactic (e.g., Dubois
1982; Huddleston 1971; Lackstrom et al. 1972); and discoursal
(e.g., Widdowson 1971); and the relationship between the
formal features and the functions of the texts in terms of the
profession, participants, and so on. Thus we have courses on
English for academic purposes, English for science and
technology, English for business and economics, and English
for vocational purposes, to give a few examples. The
"specific purpose" of such materials, we are told, determines
the type of texts, the organization of the features of the
text and contextual appropriateness of the texts. The list of
such text materials is overwhelming . ^ One can hardly quibble
about the pedagogical usefulness of this concept. However,
pedagogical acceptance does not mean that all the descriptive
and methodological fand if I might add, functional) issues
have been answered. These issues are being discussed and
questioned in the fast-growing literature on ESP. Robinson
(1980), for example, presents "the present position" of the
field, and in a provoking paper Swales (1985) raises some
basic ethnomet hodological and attitudinal questions. However,
the conceptual (I would like to avoid the term 'theoretical*
here), and applied research on ESP seems to have avoided
addressing issues vital for understanding the uses of English
across cultures, Swales (1985) being an exception. And even
in studies which present "common sense about ESP" (e.g.,
Brumfit 1977), the vital methodological and pragmatic issues
concerning the non-native varieties of English and their
relevance to ESP are left untouched.
ESP: SOME PRESUPPOSITIONS
In available literature on ESP, and in resultant
pedagogical materials from the Western countries, two basic
presuppositions are made. These concern the text and the uses
and users of the text. These presuppositions, then, determine
the conceptualization of the field of investigation and its
methodology in several ways: The selected texts are typically
those written by native speakers of English. In terms of the
users of the texts, it is believed that the interlocutors are
primarily of two types: native speaker-native speaker, and
native-speaker-non-native-speaker. The typology of the ESP
contexts is highly restricted. It includes, for example,
a. native interactional contexts,
b. native register-types,
c. native speech functions, and
d. native pragmatic settings.
Finally, in terms of the language use, there is a certain
attitude about the varieties and subvarieties of English,
specifically, about the non-native varieties,
institutionalized or non- ins t i t ut ional ized . In this paper, I
propose to bring the dimension of the institutionalized
varieties to the deliberations on this topic.
NON-NATIVE VARIETIES AND ESP
What do I mean by the institutionalized non-native
varieties of English? In several earlier studies 2 a
distinction has been made between the institutionalized and
performance varieties of English. This distinction becomes
clearer if the diffusion of English is viewed in terms of
three Concentric Circles: the inner circle, the outer (or
extended) circle, and the expanding circle. The first circle
represents the native varieties (e.g., American, British, New
Zealand); the second circle represents the institutionalized
varieties (e.g., Indian English. Nigerian English, Philippine
English, Sri Lankan English), and the last circle represents
the non-native performance varieties (e.g., Egyptian English,
Japanese English).
By introducing the non-native Englishes into this
discussion one is opening, as it were, a Pandora's box. A
number of daunting questions must be answered before the non-
native Englishes are recognized as areas of research for ESP,
and before suggestions are made for appropriate texts for
teaching. As an initial step, one has to answer questions
such as the following.
First, the ontological question: What is the status of
the institutionalized varieties and how acceptable are these
varieties as 'standard' varieties of English? Second, the
attitudinal question: Have the localized varieties been
recognized in the language policies of non-native English-
using countries? Third, a functional question: What is the
role of such varieties as codes of communication? Fourth, a
pedagogical question: What, if any, are current uses of such
varieties in the instructional materials for the teaching of
English? Fifth, a question concerning linguistic creativity:
What do we mean by localized linguistic innovations, and what
criteria may be used for determining whether such innovations
should actually be incorporated in the pedagogical texts? The
sixth question takes us to the contextual izat ion of such
innovations: What is the pragmatics of such innovations, and
what are the functions of such innovations in various socio-
cultural contexts? And, finally, an often asked vital
question with wider attitudinal and linguistic implications:
What will happen to English as an inter national language if
divergent varieties are accepted, encouraged, and recognized
as viable models for teaching? ^ I shall attempt to address
these questions in turn.
ACCEPTABILITY AND NON-NATIVE ENGLISHES
The term 'acceptability* is very elusive; it does not
always entail a formal criterion for language 'acceptance' or
its 'use*. If used in a formal sense, the term conveys the
meaning of correctness according to certain standard, that of
a dictionary, of a manual or of a prescriptive grammar. But,
that is not the only use of this term. In its general use, it
expresses a language attitude, and implies various types of
appropriateness.
With respect to innovations in non-native Englishes, the
attitudinal response often determines the •^acceptance* by the
users of each variety in the Inner Circle. Without pondering
on any formal or functional reasons for non-native
innovations, the reaction often is "as a native speaker I
would not use it Clexical item, construction and so on)."
This attitude even manifests itself toward some
subvarieties of native Englishes, for example, toward Black
English in the USA, or toward regional and some class-based
varieties in Britain. (See, e.g., relevent sections in
Ferguson and Healli 1981, Trudgill 1984).
How is acceptability determined? The following seem to
play an important part in determining acceptability: One's
own attitude toward a variety; the perception of others toward
one's variety, and at t
i
tudinal ly-de t ermined functional
allocations of a variety, (for example, the reactions toward
the use of basilect in Singapore, bazaar or Babu English in
India, and Nigerian pidgin in Nigeria.) *
Now, returning to the non-native varieties, the issue of
'acceptance' seems to have been divorced from the pragmatic
and functional contexts. That English has localized uses, and
English has interactional uses with (mostly) other non-nat ive
speakers, these two important facts of language use are not
well-recognized. In my view this non-recognition of pragmatic
context has crated a serious gap between the researcher's
concept of language use, and linguistic behavior, and the
language needs of the users of institutionalized varieties of
English.
NATIONAL LANGUAGE POLICIES AND NON-NATIVE ENGLISHES
The lack of pragmatism in methodology and the evangelical
zeal of the specialists is not restricted to the 'outsiders'
who are either indifferent to, or not familiar with, local
situations (see Maley 1984). It is surprising that the
national language policies and educational policies of the
nations with institutionalized varieties of English have not,
until recently, recognized the uses of English for
int ranat ional purposes. This pragmatic fact is not,
therefore, reflected in language planning, teacher training,
and curriculum design. The Anglophone nations (e.g., India,
Kenya, Malaysia, Nigeria, Singapore, Sri Lanka) have, until
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very recently, adhered attitudinally to an external norm of
Engl ish English. The nations which were under the American
influence f e . g . , the Philippines, Japan") have generally
followed the educated American model.
But, having said this, one must add an important caveat
here. The language policies and the actual language
performance show a serious conflict. The perceived normal
rarely matches the language behavior. In Sri Lanka, where
traditionally the standard of English teaching was very high -
<'ertainly before 1950 - this preference for an imitation model
of English English was questioned (see, Passe 1947) . DiTring
the post-independence period, this view has been well
articulated by Fernando (1977) and Kandiah (1981).
Dissanayake in his several papers (particularly in Dissanayake
and Nichter (forthcoming)), focuses on this question from a
literary perspective.
It is encouraging, however, that recently in the minds of
some educators this conflict between an endonormat ive and
exonormative model is being resolved, and the earlier
'linguistic insecurity' is now in less evidence (see Kachru,
e.g., 1985:215-216). This shift toward the realization of
actual language behavior is evident in the following ways:
(a) the identification of a variety with regional modifiers
such as Sri Lankan English, Indian English, Nigerian English,
or Singaporean English without serious connotations of stigma:
(b) the recogni t ion of reasons for such identification in
terms of national identity, educational realism, and localized
functions of English; and (c) the recognition of English in
the language policy of a given country such as Sri Lanka or
India as a 'link' language for intra national purposes.
NON NATIVE ENGLISHES AS CODES OF COMMUNICATION
A functionally and pragmatically important aside is
appropriate here. Whatever external (or even internal)
attitudes arc present about the institutionalized varieties,
and whatever descriptive labels are used for them, in reality
the 1 ocal ized varieties of English are actually used by most
of the users of English in these nations. The segment of
population that uses external models comprises such a small
percentage of the total population that for our discussion we
might as well ignore it. If I might take an extreme case, the
administrative network of the Indian subcontinent has been
held together by the users of various types of Babu English
(Widdowson 1979), and in Nigeria by Nigerian Pidgin. The code
of the elite has generally been the local ized educated
variety .
In the functional network, the localized varieties of
Indian English or African English have developed typically
local registers, for instance, for agriculture, for the legal
system, and for the localized speech functions. This
linguistic fand pragmatic) fact was recognized, for example,
by Wilson over thirteen decades ago (Wilson 1855: i) concerning
the use of what may be called ESP in agriculture in the Indian
subcontinent. He observed
Ryot and Ryotwar
,
for instance-, suggests more precise and
positive notions in connection with the subject of the
land revenue in the South of India, than would be
conveyed by cultivator, or peasant, or agriculturist, or
by an agreement for rent or revenue with the individual
members of the agriculture classes. ^
Three decades later, suggesting an "Indian supplement to
the English dictionary", Whitworth ( 1885 : v i i -vi i i ) remarks:
The words of Indian origin will be by far the most
numerous, as it is usual, when new ob.jects and ideas are
met with to call them by the names they already possess.
But this is not always done, and no one can make much
acquaintance with India without hearing of alienated and
unalienated land, permanent and annual settlements,
inferior and superior holders, twice-born classes, right-
hand and left-hand castes, village headmen and village
accountants, governors and district officers; then
references are frequently made to the solar race, the
lunar race, the serpent race, even such words as 'month'
and 'year' have different meanings in India and in
England: and there are many names which, though their
component parts are familiar English, yet express things,
unknown in England such as 'bell music' , 'black buck*,
'carpet snake', 'dancing girl', 'egg-plant', 'fire-
temple', 'prayer-wheel', 'slave-king', 'sacred thread'...
Before I provide further examples of these registers and
styles, let me go back to the question of localized 'verbal
repertoire' in English, and the uses of such repertoire in the
intranational contexts. The uses of English for intranational
communication raises a host of complex issues which have
generally been left unanswered in methodological literature on
ESP. One can, for example, think of questions such as the
following: (a) What is meant by communication, and the
levels of communicabi 1 i ty? (b) What determines pragmatic
success and pragmatic failure of English in its international
uses? (c) What role do the varieties within a variety play
in local/national/regional communication? (d) What role does
the context of situation play in communication, and what role
should localized context-dependent innovations play in the
pedagogical materials? (e) What accommodation does a native
speaker of English have to make for participation in
communi<:at ion with those speech fellowships which use
localized varieties of English? (f) What insights have we
gained by research on intelligibility and comprehens ib i 1 i ty
concerning intranational and international uses of English?
And ( fi,) What attitudinal and linguistic adjustments ar<
desirable for effective teaching of localized varieties'
These questions may sound rather broad, but it seems to
me that they are directly related to any serious discussion on
ESP in the international context, particularly since they have
been swept under the rug in the prolific literature that has
been published on this topic during the last twenty years.
Unfortunately, a large body of such publications is primarily
motivated by commercial goals whose proponents have found it
convenient not to encourage discussion of these more basic
issues
.
PRAGMATIC SUCCESS AND ESP
Now, turning to ESP: the underlying assumption for ESP
is that, ideally, it contributes to maximum pragmatic success
in the contexts of language use. It entails a hierarchy of
encounter-types in which linguistic interaction has been
observed and described. The research (see Smith
[forthcoming], particularly the chapter by Candlin) on, what
may be termed interactional aspects of language, has as yet
been given very limited attention.
In such research there still is no awareness of the non-
native contexts in which varieties of English have been used
for, at least, a century in distinctly localized encounter-
types . The competence of such users of English varies from
local educated varieties to a form of pidgin. Such localized
interactional contexts also show an extensive use of "mixing",
and use of discourse types which presupposes bilingual or
multilingual competence. ^
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Pragmatic success, then, is determined by the context of
encounter, and the participants in the encounter. We should,
of course, expect maximal pragmatic success in "survival
registers" or "survival ESP": e.g., seaspeak, aviation,
diplomacy, and so on. In registers of law or medicine, we
must investigate the localized strategies of lexical izat ion
,
mixing, switching, and lectal change.
This pragmatism and shift in the paradigm is well-
articulated in Swales ri985:223) who, like J. R. Firth,
for "local knowledge" and "...for renewal of connection
the textual environment, and for greater attention to t
tasks that specialized environments require of their
occupants." And, he rightly feels, that "we have given
too great a place in nature and believed a thick descri
of a text is the thickest of description of them all."
question is: In doing so, and by ignoring the "convent
conduct" and "localized pragmatic needs", are we actual
producing, to use Clifford Geertz term, "thin descripti
which have less pragmatic validity?
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The phenomenal spread of English, the diverse users of
the language in world cultures, and the development of world
Englishes make it imperative to view concepts like
"communicative competence," "pragmatic success," and
"pragmatic failure" and ESP from a realistic perspective of
current world uses of English. One has to consider several
aspects in order to provide functional bases to such concepts
These aspects include, for example.
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Let us consider the South Asian situation: South Asia
gives us a repertoire of legal Englishes, which have distinct
characteristics in the following respects:
(a) the level of the court,
(b) the type of the legal document, and
(c) the participants in the legal interaction.
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This concept does not apply only to legal English, but also to
other ESP types (e.g. administration, banking, newspapers).
2. Typol(>gy of ESP : A typology for ESP should take into
cons iderat ion parameters such as the following:
(1) What is the functional range of the ESP types with
reference to intranational and international uses?
(2) Who are the participants in the situations?: (a)
users of one variety and/or (b) users of several varieties?
(3) Wha* is the Innguage competence of the users on the
cline of b i 1 ingual ism?
(4) What are the distinctive characteristics of the
verbal repertoire for the participation in the interaction?:
(a) H(igh) varieties, (b) T,(ow) varieties, (c) mixing of
varieties, and Cd) bi- or mult idialect ism or mul t i 1 ingual ism?
(51 How are the codes used in the "interaction" viewed
by those who are "outside" the speech fellowship, and by those
who are "within" the speech fellowship?
(6) What formal features of the ESP roust be learned by
the members of the speech fellowships who are essentially
"outsiders"?
(7) What are the implications of the formal innovations
on the materials production and the curriculum? ^
The repertoire of a specific ESP (e.g., legal English)
clearly shows that the burden of pragmatic success and
pragmatic failure does not rest only on the non-native
learner; it rests on the native speakers of English, too.
Particularly, those users who desire to establish successful
communication with the users of other varieties, native or
non-nat ive
.
If the international uses of English are viewed within
this context, it has several consequences: theoretical,
applied, methodological, and pedagogical. In theoretical
terms, one has to reconsider the notion "speech community" for
English, as I have stated elsewhere (Kachru, 1985). One has
to view the world Englishes in terms of speech fellowships.
The defining context and acceptance of linguistic innovations
must be related to the pragmatic context of each speech
fellowship. This is particularly important in the case of
institutionalized varieties of English. The applied aspects
include, for example, research on lexicography, discourse
strategies, interactional sociol i ngui s t i cs , and attitude
studies
.
The methodological aspect becomes important since one has
to raise questions about the universal validity claimed for
language teaching or language learning methods. The present
tendency that the Western methods should be sold to the non-
native users with an evangelical zeal is suspect (for a
stimulating discussion, see Maley 1984 and Phillipson and
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Skutnabb-Kangas 1986). It is particularly suspect since
commercialism and at hnocent r icism seem to determine such hard
sell. What is more frustrating is that the survival rate of
such "methods" does not seem to be more than a decade. It is
sad that often these methods are promoted without much
familiarity with intra national contexts in which the non-
native varieties of English are actually used.
Finally, the pedagogical aspects. This takes us to the
educational policies, teacher training programs, and language
in the classroom, and language use out of the classroom. One
can develop each category into a full paper. The above
discussion is just to provide a bird's-eye view of the issues
i n vo 1 ved
.
Let me now turn to two issues specifically related to one
localized variety. First, the question of the use of
nativized linguistic features in instructional materials, and
second, the divergence of nativized varieties and the future
of English as an international language. I shall discuss
these in the two following sections.
LOCALIZED LINGUISTIC CHARACTERISTICS AND INSTRUCTIONAL
RESOURCES
I will interpret the term "instructional resources" in a
broader sense: both for pedagogical materials and other
supplementary published resources to which a student may be
exposed. At the lexical and collocational levels, let us
consider the localized characteristics of ESP in the caste
system in in t ercommunal (Muslim vs. Hindu) interactions and in
politics. Consider the following lexical sets.
LEXIS RELATED TO CASTE : The lexical item "caste" may be
followed by -basis
,
-brotherhood , -dinner , - dist inction , -
domination
,
-elders , - feast , - feeling , following , - less ,
mark , -proud , - sanct i ty , -union , -vermin" -wai J' ,
-wel
1
. The lexical item "caste" may be preceded by high- ,
inter - , low- , lowest- , out- , professional- , sub- , upper- .
Note also the following
used in the context of caste
born , upper caste, casteless. low-caste, lower caste,
untouichable
.
odes of address and reference
highborn , high caste , twice-
LEXIS RELATED TO LOCAL RITUALS: rice-eating ceremony.
turmeric ceremony, naming ceremony^ arot i time, bath milk
,
fest ivaTj shagan ceremony, brother-anointing ceremony , rain-
bringing ritual , vinayaka-festival.
The localized innovations at other levels have been
illustrated in several studies. I will not elaborate on this
point here due to the limitations of space. However, the
localized innovations must be distinguished with reference to
the cline of b i 1 i ngual i sm and the soc iocul tura] contexts of
use as has been done, for instance, in the case of Singapore,
Malaysia, India, and English-using parts of Africa.
In the case of Sri Lankan English, the need for such
distinctions has been well illustrated in Kandiah (1981).
Consider, for example, the illustrations given by him: sil (a
Buddhist religious observance); asweddumize (a process used by
farmers in paddy fields); basket woman (a woman whose
behavior is rouch); rice puller (an appetizer eaten with
rice) . The items .junct ion , under , is too much , put a
telephone call , and put a catchto are used with typically
local meanings. The localized innovations, then, have a
"code-related" dimension and a "context-related" dimension.
These are two basic aspects which any research on ESP cannot
neglect .
There is also the question of motivation: One
distinguishing feature of the institutional varieties, as
opposed to that of performance varieties, is that English is
not used with an "integrative" motivation with the native
speakers of English, but essentially with an "instrumental"
motivation. The instructional materials clearly show such
contextual izat i on of English in the local sociocul tural
context
.
However, the "integrative" motivation is of a different
type: This point has not generally been well appreciated.
The integration is not necessarily sought with the native
users of English, but English is seen as a vehicle of
integration within the sociopolitical context of the nation,
or a wider region comprising several nations (e.g., South
Asia, West Africa). In other words, English provides a link
among the culturally and linguistically diverse groups. This
is clearly evident in Singapore, Nigeria, India, and other
nations. English thus becomes a language of national
integration, political awakening, and cultural unification.
As it were, the linguistic code is turned against the native
speaker; a colonial language is nurtured and retained as a
tool for emancipation, and more important for national
resurgence: The native (localized) linguistic resources are
additionally used for an approximation of localized discoursal
strategies of various types (see Kachru 1982a and 1983b); for
lexical izat ion from local languages see Kachru 1983a; and for
creative texts (e.g., short stories, poems) by local creative
writers in English see relevant sections in Bailey and Gorlach
1982 and Kachru 1982b.
LOCALIZED VARIETIES AND ENGLISH AS AN INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE
I will indulge here in self-plagiarism and repeat some
points which I have discussed in several earlier papers. The
question is: Does the recogni t ion (and the use of) localized
varieties of English necessarily mean that such recognition
will have adverse effects on the international intelligibility
of English? If that happens, the argument that English is an
international for universal) language is defeated. This
question certainly has validity and cannot be brushed aside.
The question has three aspects. First, the pragmatic
aspect: We need international intelligibility for those users
of English whose linguistic encounters entail internat i onal
interaction and communication. The need for such
communication is generally combined with adequate motivation
for achieving intelligibility, comprehens ib i 1 i t y , and
pragmatic success. Those users of English whose functions do
not entail such encounters need not, functionally speaking,
aspire for proficiency in exonormative models. Equally
important, native speakers of American or British English, who
have e.xlensive encounters with the users of a particular non-
native variety should be encouraged to familiarize themselves
with the characteristic features of the variety, and should
show some awareness about its repertoire range. It is
difficult to imagine an expatriate to be linguistically
comfortable, for example, in Singapore without some
familiarity with the basilect and its uses, interactional and
creative. The same applies to the varieties of Indian English
and Nigerian English.
The second aspect is that of implementation. I will not
discuss this aspect here since this discussion forms part of
several earlier studies, particularly Kachru (1985). However,
one should point out that, unlike French, standardization and
codification have very complex implications for English. Even
if one recognizes the need for such international standards,
one is at a loss to provide practical steps for such
codification, other than the ones I have briefly discussed
above in the context of acceptability.
The third aspect brings to the debate a variety of
interrelated issues. Let me consider some of these here. In
most of the nations of South Asia or Southeast Asia, English
has a long tradition of use as a language of politics,
education, administration, and literary creativity. The
identity with the language is deep, and its functional range
and depth is considerable (See Kachru 1982). It would be
unnatural to expect that the language would not be 'shaped*
and 'molded' according to the local needs, and develop its
variation due to the influence of local languages and
literatures, cultures, and uses. The result of such deep-
rooted local functions is that the intranational uses have
been institutionalized. Additionally, in regional writing in
English, the nativization is consciously used for creative
purposes, as has been shown in, for example, Chishimba (1983),
Lowenberg (1984). Nelson (1984 and 1985), and Magura (1984).
The intranational roles show a cline in use and a large
number of users seem to engage in constant lectal shift.
involving acrolects, masolects, and basilects, depending on
the participants in a linguistic interaction. Again, an
evidence of this is found in Singapore, Nigeria, the
Philippines, and Sri Lanka, to give just four examples.
TOWARD A SHIFT IN PARADIGM
The pragmatics of world Englishes clearly shows that in
research on ESP, particularly for relevance in the Outer
Circle, there is a need for shift in the paradigm. There is
also a need for change in the methodology and in collection of
appropriate empirical data. One also has to change the
attitude toward the varieties of English and their users.
What types of change can one suggest? The following are
illustrative.
1. Recognition of the functional usefulness of the
concept verbal repertoire, and a description of such a
repertoire with reference to its societal meaning;
2. Recognition of the levels of pragmatic failure due to
the inappropriate selection of the code. The non-recognition
of localized lectal range has already resulted in various
types of problems in English-using countries such as
Singapore, Nigeria, and India;
3. Acceptance of localized innovations in ESP and the
subvarieties within ESP (e.g., legal, administrative,
advertising) as part of the pragmatic needs of the users; and
4. Recognizing the creativity in regional literatures in
English as an extension of the local literatures and the
'literatures in English.' Such recognition will make it
easier to select local texts for instructional purposes.
This recognition is not desirable only for functional
reasons. It is also vital for several psychological and
sociological reasons. This attitudinal change means accepting
a hypothesis of code difference as opposed to one of code
deficit. This is an important distinction since as teachers
we are concerned with language-using human beings, and not
merely with figures and percentages.
The last point brings in another dimension of non-native
varieties of English which has traditionally not been
considered as one of the concerns of ESP met hodol ogis ts : The
literary creativity in localized Englishes. Such contact
literatures have certain textual and functional
characteristics which set them apart as a body of writing in
English. These texts n ed both linguistic and contextual
explanations for a person who does not belong to the speech
fellowship. Does this entail expanding the boundaries of ESP
research? Perhaps it does. Contact literatures raise many
theoretical and descriptive questions which are only recently
being raised (see Kachru 1983b and 1986; Smith forthcoming;
and Thumboo 1985). The writers of such texts are bilingual or
muHilingual, but not nef.essarily bi- or multicultural. They
are using English in contexts which give it new linguistic and
cultural identities (see Nelson 1985). In this non-native
creative use of English a distinctive ESP has developed which
is not identical to British, American, or Australian writing
in English. Consider, for instance, the creative writing of
Singapore writers, Kripal Singh, Arthur Yap, and Cathrine Lim,
or Sri Lankan writer Punyakante Wijenaike, or Indian writer
Raja Rao.
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The Sri Lankanness of Wijenaike's English, as Dissanayake
and Nichter (forthcoming) have shown, is expressed through
various linguistic and cultural exponents; her "food idioms,"
her "hot/cold dochotomy" and her use of silence as a speech
act, are potent means for conveying cultural and linguistic
"meaning". This meaning is missed if the text is divorced
from the context in which it functions. We see the same
stylistic experimentation in Raja Rao's novels Kanthapura and
The Serpent and the Rope (see Parthasarathy forthcoming,
Kachru 1983b and Dissanayake 1985)
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What we need, then, is to extend the monolingual
(traditional) stylistic norms of creativity in English, and to
evaluate such Singaporean, Sri Lankan, and Indian texts with
reference to new norms, and extended, linguistic, cultural,
and interpretive contexts. In other words, recognize that
functionally these non-native users of English have evolved a
culturally and linguistically appropriate ESP.
Let me provide an illustration from English in
advertising in Japan, which according to the three Concentric
Circles belongs to the Expanding Circle of English. The
pragmatic success of the Japanese innovations in this register
must be seen within the context of Japanese attitudes to
English, and their 'consuming passion' for English vocabulary
(see Asiaweek , October 5, 1984:49). There is, therefore, a
"social meaning" in the following 'deviations' (innovations):
1. Kanebo cosmetics: "for beautiful human life"
2. Tokyo Utility Company: "my life, my gas"
3. Shinjuku Station Concourse: "nice guy making";
"multiple days autumn fair"; "planning and creative"
"let's communicate".
Now, it is rightly said that "to the English speaker they
[vocabulary items] may be silly, childish, or annoying.
Sometimes a double meaning makes them unintentionally funny.
But the ubiquitous English of Japanese ads convey a feeling to
a Japanese" (p. 49).
More important is the following observation concerning
the psychological effects and commercial motivations of these
phrases. I cannot resist the temptation of presenting the
original quote here.
To produce one such phrase requires the expensive
services of an ad agency as sophisticated as anywhere. A
creative director gathers the team and concepts are
tossed about, a first-rate copywriter works on the theme,
a lengthy rationalisation is prepared for the client, a
decision eventually made to launch. Cost: maybe
millions of yen. Everyone understands that it is sub-
standard English. Explains a copywriter at Dentsu:
"yes, of course we know it sounds corny to an American,
even objectionable to some. But what the foreigner
thinks of it is immaterial. The ad is purely domestic, a
lot of market research has gone into it. It evokes the
right images. It sells ." For product names, English
words that seem dismayingly inappropriate to the foreign
listener are sometimes chosen. The most frequently
quotod example is a very popular soft-drink called
"Sweat." The idea of using a body secretion as an
enticing name for a fluid to drink out of a can is just
as unpleasant to a Japanese as tn an Englishman, but
"sweat" conjures a different image: hot and thirsty
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This is a very pragmatic statement, and clearly
demonstrates that the norms for "English in advertising" are
context bound and variety-dependent. This fact about non-
native uses of English has yet to be recognized by the
specialists in ESP. The advertising agencies in Japan seem to
have seen the linguistic light.
There is another aspect of the use of multicodes (or
lectal range) which touches us all as parents, teachers,
students, and academic administrators. I am thinking of the
varieties of English and their use in the classroom. The
primary focus of such research on English, though very
insightful, has been the linguistic behavior of the speech
fellowships in the Inner Circle. It is the native context of
the language functions, complexities of linguistic
interaction, language attitudes, and interpretation of
language use in the professions that has been the focus of
attention. The Englishes of the Outer Circle, unfortunately,
are still not part of this research activity.
The paradigm must change in another sense, too. We have
to discard the exclusive use of deviat ional approach and
evaluate the pragmatic success (or failure) of various codes
with reference to the types of interact ion and encounter
within the intran at ional uses of English. The deficiency
hypothesis, interlanguage hypothesis, and exclusively error-
oriented approaches do not capture the sociol inguis t ic realism
of the Outer Circle.
All the bees are not out of my bonnet yet. A number of
points remain which are specific to ESP. In developing ESP we
must adopt a pluralistic approach since English functions in
pluralistic sociol inguis t ic contexts. This means a shift from
the monomodel approaches to a polymodel approach. As a result
one would have to significantly modify one's approach to
teacher training, curriculum development, and materials
product ion
.
CONCLUSION
The issues I have raised have wider and deeper
implications. They touch delicate attitudinal chords of users
of English internationally, and do not necessarily conform to
traditional ESL/ELT paradigms. It seems to me that the
consequences of not facing the pragmatic context of
international Englishes are serious. The issues involved are
linguistic, soc i ocul t ural
,
psychological, and educational. In
his Presidential Address, delivered to the Linguistic Society
of America in 1973, Dwight Bollinger emphatically told us that
"truth is a linguistic question" f 1 973 : 539-550 ) . The research
of the last two decades has shown that linguistic issues do
have educational, social, and psychological implications. And
having seen that, we must pay heed to Bollinger's warning that
"a taste of truth is like a taste of blood." Once the issues
have been raised, it is the responsibility of the profession
to explore their implications.
What is needed in research on ESP, then, is to provide a
pragmatic basis to such research in terms of the world-wide
uses of English, both internationally and in t ranat ional ly
.
Swales (1985) has very insightfully drawn our attention to
these issues. It is essential that the professionals in
ESP/ELT reconsider the earlier paradigms of methodology, and
their applications to the regions where institutionalized non-
native varieties of English are in use.^
NOTES
* In three randomly selected catalogues of publishers for
1985 I found the following titles advertised: Cambridge
University Press, English for Science and Technology, L.
Trimble; Pergamon Institute of English, Bank on Your English.
(M Pote et al.); English for Negotiating (J. Brims);
Developing Reading Skills in ESP (includes volumes on
biological sciences, physics, or medicine,
telecommunications); Seaspeak (includes a Reference Manual,
Training Manual, Teacher's Guide and Workbooks, Self-Study
Course); The Language of Seafaring (P. Strevens); Engl ish
for Maritime Studies (T. Blakey); English for Harbour
Personnel (E. Joycey) ; English for Aeronautical Engineers (C.
Sionis); Hotel English ( P. Binham et al.); Restaurant
English (P. Binham et al.); English for International
Conferences (A. F i t zpa t r i ck ) ; Prentice-Hall, English for
Adult Competency (A. Keltner et al.); Basic Adult Survival
.English (R. Walsh); Headlines (P. Kara'^TTTl English f^
30
Academic Uses (J. Adams et a 1 . ") : Scltech fKarl Drobnic et
al.): EnKlis'h in Context: Reading and Comprehension for
Science and Tertinulogy 'J. Saslow ; ; Computer Notions CL.
Ross i "> ; The Computer Book (M. Abdulazia); Language From Nine
to Five: Developing Business Communication Skills (K
.
Rietmann) . I did not have the courage to open the more
ambitious catalogues of Macmillan, The Regent Publishers, and
so on.
2See, e.g., Kachru and Quirk 1982 and Kachru 1985.
^For various viewpoints on this question see Kachru 1976
and 1985, Prator 1966, Quirk 1985, and Smith 1981 and 1983.
"There is no need to labor the point that no language or
variety of a language is intrinsically deficient. The
attitudinal and functional acceptability of a language is an
external matter, educational or social. The formal reasons
which may contribute to such acceptance relate to the lexical
stock of a language or variety, and to its register-range and
style range. True, that these factors contribute to the
"intellectual izat ion" of a language and its functional
efficiency in various contexts. The larger such "resources"
of a language or a variety, the greater is its effectiveness
as a language for "specific purposes". There are, of course,
other factors too which determine acceptability: Academies,
teacher trainers, academic administrators, the media, social
pressure, and so on.
spor references to such studies see bibliographies in
Bailey and Gorlach 1982, Kachru 1982 and 1983a, and Smith
1981.
^In recent years there has been extensive theoretical and
empirical research on this topic. For a detailed discussion
and references see Kachru 1983a, the chapter entitled "On
Mixing.
"
'For a detailed discussion of legal English see
Mellinkoff 1963, also see Bhatia 1983 for the characteristics
of legal texts.
8A number of other issues emerge which have been
discussed in, e.g., Kachru 1983a and 1985, Y. Kachru 1985a and
1985b, Smith 1981 and forthcoming.
^This is a revised version of an invited paper presented
at International Conference on English for Specific Purposes,
organized by the Asia Foundation, the British Council and, the
Ministry of Higher Education, Colombo, Sri Lanka, April 1-5,
1985. A slightly modified version of this paper will appear
in the proceedings of the conference.
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APPLIED LINGUISTICS AND FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING:
A NON-WESTERN PERSPECTIVE
Yamuna Kachru
In this paper, several issues have been raised with respect
to standard paradigms of research in second language acquisition
from the perspective of multilingual societies of the non-Western
world. Data from institutionalized varieties of English have
been brought to bear upon explanations in terms of interlanguage
and fossilization. It has been argued that if discourse considerations
are responsible for the non-nativeness of institutionalized varieties,
as has been claimed in several recent studies, the non-native
features can hardly be characterized as 'errors' and explained
away as due to fossilization, overgeneralization, ignorance of
rule restriction, etc. A number of questions have also been raised
about the so-called 'approaches' to, or methodologies of, language
teaching currently in favor on both sides of the Atlantic. It
has been demonstrated that second language acquisition research
needs to take into account the research findings of sociol inguistics
in language and social identity, and bi-/multil ingual ism. Similarly,
the research in teaching methodologies needs to be sensitive to
the wider context of language teaching. Unless the data base
of research in these areas is expanded, the claims to universality
of research findings in second language acquisition and language
teaching methodologies will remain suspect for most of the non-
Western world.
Introduction
The field of foreign and/or second language teaching is so vast
that it may be useful, at the outset, to indicate the exact context
of my discussion. First, I will not mal<e any distinction between foreign
and second language teaching: This distinction is not very clear-
cut from the perspective of a majority of non-Western countries. I
will return to this point later. Secondly, as the issues arise, I
will refer to second language acquisition, second language learning,
and second language teaching, as all three are related in the context
of language education. Thirdly, I will confine myself to posing some
questions for applied linguistics and language teaching. I am particularly
concerned with the theoretical framework in second language acquisition
research, and the methodology of second language teaching.
Second vs. Foreign Language
First, let me address the question of second vs. foreign language.
It is true that historically speaking, for example, English and French
are foreign languages in several parts of the world where they were
introduced by the colonial powers. The countries where these two
languages are used in the present post-colonial era are referred to
as Anglophone and Francophone, respectively. In these nations, English
and French are no longer foreign languages, they are used intranationally
for purposes such as administration, education, and legal services.
Hence, they are the most prominent second languages in these countries.
Nations where English has become a prominent second language are listed
in 1 below.
(1) Non-English mother tongue countries where English has official
status:
Botswana
Burma
Camroon
Ethiopia
Fiji
Gambia
Ghana
India
Israel
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Malawi
Malaysia
Malta
Mauritius
Namibia
Nauru
Nigeria
Pakistan
Philippines
Sierra Leone
Singapore
South Africa
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Swaziland
Tanzania
Tonga
Uganda
Western Samoa
Zambia
Zimbabwe
(Fishman, Cooper and Conrad 1977:10,12]
(*The language situation is quite complex in South Africa,
but is not relevant to our discussion.)
What is true of English in the above countries is true of French
in the Francophone countries of Africa. In the following countries
of Africa, French is the medium of education and hence, of administration,
etc.
(2) Former French colonies where French is the medium of education:
Algeria
Benin
Burundi
Central African Republic
Chad
Congo
Djibouti
Gabon
Guinea
Ivory Coast
Madagascar
Mali
Mauritania
Morocco
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Togo
Tunisia
United Rep. of Cameroon
Upper Volta
Zaire
(Bokamba 1984)
What is true of English and French in the countries listed in
1 and 2 above is true of Spanish and Portuguese in Latin America.
Since I am most familiar with the Anglophone parts of the world, my
subsequent discussion will focus on English in non-native contexts.
I will particularly concentrate on English as a Second Language (ESL)
as a representative case of second/foreign language teaching. This
is perfectly justifiable on the grounds that a great deal of research
in the area of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) is devoted to ESL
al 1 over the world.
SLA Research: The State of the Art
As regards the paradigms of research in the field of second language
acquisition, this area has been approached from four major standpoints
in the past three decades. The first approach took the position that
one's first or native language either helps or hinders one in learning
a subsequent language. Therefore, a careful comparison of the structures
of the native and target languages is essential for effective language
teaching. This approach, known as the CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS HYPOTHESIS,
was advocated by such well-known linguists and language educators as
Charles Fries and Robert Lado (Fries 1945 and Lado 1957). A number
of contrastive analyses of well-known languages appeared and it was
taken for granted that materials based on them would lead to better
success in language learning. Good examples of such contrastive analyses
are the works published by the University of Chicago Press on Spanish-
English (Stockwell and Bowen 1965 and Stockwell, Bowen, and Martin
1965), German-English (Moulton 1962 and Kufner 1962) and Italian-English
(Agard and Di Pietro 1965, 2 vols.) The bibliographies published by
the Center for Applied Linguistics list several contrastive studies
involving almost all major languages of the_ world (e.g.. Gage 1961,
Hammer and Rice 1965; see also Dechert, Bruggemeier and Futterer 1984).
Soon, however, disillusionment set in and experienced language
teachers as well as researchers began to point out that contrastive
analysis had limited predictive value. It was argued that simply on
the basis of a comparison of the native and target languages, teachers
will not be able to identify what causes most difficulty in learning
the various sounds, words, and sentence patterns of a given target
language. The errors that the learners make are not always what contrastive
analysis predicts: It is not always the case that the errors made
by the learners have their source in their native languages (e.g.,
Lee 1968, Du?kova 1969). Researchers also pointed out that some of
the errors learners make are similar to, or even identical with, the
errors made by children learning the target language as their first
language (e.g., Ravem 1968 and 1974). Emphasis thereafter naturally
shifted to the learner errors. Studies by Corder (1967 and 1971),
Dulay and Burt (1974) and others pointed out that systematic errors
provide clues to the progress that learners make in their learning
task. Hence, ERROR ANALYSIS is more relevant as compared to contrastive
analysis as the paradigm of research in second language learning (e.g.,
Dulay and Burt 1974).
The emphasis on learner-centered approaches soon resulted in a
more comprehensive framework for studying second language learning
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or acquisition. The new approach incorporated the techniques of con-
trastive analysis and error analysis and became known as the INTERLAN6UAGE
HYPOTHESIS (Selinker 1972). This hypothesis stipulated that systematic
learner errors provide clues to the process of learning. A periodic
study of such errors, and a comparison of learner performance in the
target language with the native and target language systems, will identify
the successive stages of learning. At each stage, learners have an
interlanguage system that is different from their native as well as
the target language system that they are attempting to acquire. A
learner progresses through several stages of interlanguage before acquiring
competence in the target language. In a majority of cases of adult
learners, native-like competence in the target language is difficult
to achieve. Even at the most advanced stages of the interlanguage,
adult learners have traces of fossilization of their native language,
or of an interlanguage, features in their target language system.
The interlanguage hypothesis, incorporating the insights of earlier „
approaches and concepts such as fossilization, is by now well-established.
The interlanguage hypothesis represents a general acceptance of
the assumption that second language learning is similar to first language
acquisition (Dulay and Burt 1976). This in turn has led to investigations
of learner errors in terms of language universals. It is claimed that
an explanation for errors in learner performance can be found if it
could be established that it is the marked structures of the target
language that cause learning problems (Eckman 1977). An example of
this phenomenon is the following: Relative clause formation in English
is marked in the sense that it involves, in addition to the use of
appropriate relative pronouns, the fronting of the relative pronoun
and hence a change in word order within the relative clause. For instance,
in the sentence I would like to see the book which you recently bought ,
the relative pronoun which is understood as referring to the object
of the verb buy , and yet the word order is not you bought which . As
a consequence of the front shifting of the relative pronoun, the structure
becomes complex and difficult to acquire from the point of view of
a learner. As this hypothesis is attractive to researchers interested
in linguistic universals, it has been adopted by a number of them.
Recent Trends in SLA Research
This emphasis on linguistic structure to explain language learning
was not acceptable to all. A number of researchers proceeded to demon-
strate that language learning and teaching do not involve language
structure only. Rather, successful language learning involves competence
in communicating one's ideas, beliefs, needs, etc., in various types
of linguistic interactions.
The activities of the Council of Europe dealing with the problem
of teaching European languages to immigrant workers in Western Europe
and Britain ultimately resulted in the development of a new approach
labelled COMMUNICATIVE LANGUAGE TEACHING. According to this approach,
what language teaching and learning have to deal with is the use of
language in social interactions rather than a mere mastery of the
skills of pronunciation, grammatical structures, vocabulary, etc.
The main issue in teaching is how to equip the learners with the capa-
bility to use the target language appropriately in various social situations
to achieve their communicative goals. This approach and related methodology
were first proposed in Wilkins (1976) and later elaborated in Munby
(1978). By now, the communicative approach to language teaching has
gained wide acceptance on both sides of the Atlantic. It should,
however, be noted here that the underlying theoretical and methodological
insights for these approaches were provided by linguists and sociol inguists
such as J. R. Firth, Dell Hymes, and M. A. K. Halliday.
SLA: A Non-Western Perspective
Approaching second language teaching and learning from a non-
Western perspective opens up a whole new range of issues not normally
addressed in the approaches discussed above. The issues of literacy
and language in education are inextricably tied in with the issue of
language teaching and learning in those areas of the world where English,
French, Portuguese, and Spanish are the media of education without
necessarily being the native languages. In Ivory Coast, Kenya, Singapore,
and South Asia, to name just a few nations, it is not a question of
teaching French or English as a second language, but a question of
teaching literacy skills, mathematics, sciences, history, etc., through
French or English. Thus, the whole issue of teaching a second language
is linked with questions of language policy and planning. (See ARAL
4, 1983 for a discussion of literacy in several regions of the world,
and Rubin and Jernudd 1975 and Cobarrubias and Fishman 1983 for questions
of language policy and planning in developed and developing countries.)
It is worth noting that in a majority of the nations of the non-
Western world (e.g., the ones listed in 1 and 2 above), it is not a
question of 'bi 1 ingual ism.or not' (Skutnaab-Kangas 1984), as is clear
from the data in 3 below.
(3) Language profile of selected countries of the non-Western
world:
a. India: Number of mother tongues reported in the census:
1652. These belong to four language families:
Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, Austro-Asiatic, and
Sino-Tibetan. Official languages: Hindi
and English. Media of higher education:
sixteen major languages and English.
Kenya: Four major languages: Swahili, Gikuyu,
Lubya (Bantu family), and Luo (Nilotic family).
Official languages: Swahili and English.
Medium of higher education: English
Singapore: Three major ethnic groups: Chinese, Malay,
and Tamil. Languages: Several Chinese dialects,
Malay, and Tamil. Official languages: Mandarin,
Malay, Tamil, and English. Medium of higher
education: English.
It is clear from the above that a majority of the population in
these countries is bi-/multi 1 ingual and has been for centuries. Thus,
concerns of bi-/multi 1 ingual ism are extremely relevant for research
on second language acquisition from the point of view of these countries.
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The Case of Non-Native Varieties of English
I would like to elaborate on these concerns with one example.
The case in point is that of English around the world. In many of
the countries where English is used either as an official language,
as a language of higher education, or for international trade and commerce,
diplomacy, etc., varieties of English have developed which are not
identical with the native varieties used in Australia, Britain, Canada,
New Zealand and the United States of America (see Bailey and Gorlach
1982, B. Kachru 1982, 1983, Piatt, Weber and Ho 1984, Smith 1983, among
others, for details regarding these varieties). In some of these varieties
there is a considerable body of creative literature. The perceptions
of some of the users of these varieties is given in 4 below.
(4)a. Most Singaporeans recognize the fact that they speak English
differently from the so-called "native speakers" of English.
... They accept these differences but are quite content
to speak English their "own" way as long as they can be understood
by fellow-Singaporeans and foreigners.
(Richards and Tay 1981:54)
b. I feel that the English language will be able to carry the
weight of my African experience. But it will have to be
a new English, still in communion with its ancestral home
but altered to suit its new African surroundings.
(Achebe 1965:30)
c. I am an Indian, very brown, born in
Malabar, I speak three languages, write in
Two, dream in one. Don't write in English, they said,
English is not your mother-tongue. Why not leave
Me alone, critics, friends, visiting cousins,
Everyone of you? Why not let me speak in
Any language I like? The language I speak
Becomes mine, its distortions, its queernesses.
All mine, mine alone. It is half English, half
Indian, funny perhaps, but it is honest.
It is as human as I am human, don't
You see? It voices my joys, my longings, my
Hopes, and it is useful to me as cawing
Is to crows or roaring to lions, it
Is human speech, the speech of the mind that is
Here and not there, a mind that sees and hears and
Is aware. Not the deep, blind speech
of trees in storm or of monsoon clouds or of rain or the
Incoherent mutterings of the blazing
Funeral pyre. ...
(Das 1980:38-39)
Some of the linguistic features that make these non-native varieties
different from the native varieties of English are given in 5 below.
(See B. Kachru 1982, Piatt, Weber and Ho 1984, Smith 1981, among others,
for details).
(5) Phonology:
Different stress placement in words (the syllable preceding '
is stressed):
a. Filipino: laborato'ry , chara'cterized , circu'mstances
b. Singaporean: facu' Ity , educa'ted , conte'xt , prefere'nce
c. Indian: de' velopment . chara'cter
d. Nigerian: su'ccess , recogni 'ze , investiga'te
ftowenberg 1984b)
Lexicon :
a. Singaporean: Handicaps on our island republic get stares
wherever they go.
(Lowenberg 1984b)
b. Indian: What are the subjects you offered at B.A.?
(Lowenberg 1984b)
c. Ghanian: He does not use a chewing stick to clean his teeth.
(Lowenberg 1984b)
d. East African: He overlistened to the boy's conversation.
(Hancock and Angogo 1982:318)
Syntax :
A. Countability of non-count nouns:
a. Filipino: He has many luggages . (Gonzales 1983)
b. Singaporean: Give me a chalk . (Lowenberg 1984b)
c. Nigerian: I lost all my furnitures and many valuable properties.
(Bokamba 1982:82)
d. Indian: There are historical as well as synchronic evidences
which can support separating of aspiration from stops.
(IL 35:3, 1976:230)
^
8. Resumptive pronouns:
a. Arab: the time I spent vt in practice
b. Chinese: We put them in boxes we call them rice boxes.
^^Schachter 1976)
c. Nigerian: The politicians and their supporters, they don't
often listen to advice.
(Bamgbose 1982:106)
C. Tenses:
a. Singaporean: Are you feeling lonely, bored or having no time
to get friends?
(SM July 7, 1984:5)
b. Indian: You are all knowing , friends, what sweetness is in
Miss Pushpa.
(Ezekiel 1976)
Interlanguage or bilingual's creativity?
The above examples and similar data from non-native varieties
of English give rise to several questions. The first question is
whether the differences observable in the data are due to overgenerali-
zation of target language features or transfer from the native languages.
The difficulty is that this question is not easy to answer. To take
one example, there is no consistent semantic basis for marking the
count/non-count distinction in English nouns, especially in the case
of collective and abstract nouns. In such cases, learners simply follow
the conventions of their own native languages (cf. examples in A above).
Similarly, in the case of resumptive pronouns (cf. examples in B above),
Schachter and Celce-Murcia (1980) argue that such structures in the
performance of Chinese and Japanese learners are motivated by the topic-
comment structure of their native languages. Hatch (1978b) claims
the same about the use of articles (a^, an, and the) in the English
of Spanish speakers. In Hatch (1978b), it has been pointed out that
an analysis of total texts produced by Spanish speakers reveals the
fact that these learners follow the Spanish convention of use of indefini!
and definite articles in their English. This learner strategy leads
to fewer errors in the use of the, but a greater number of errors in
the use of a/an.
The following examples from various localized forms of English
provide further support for the claim that learners follow the discourse
conventions of their native languages which results in their using
specific grammatical devices of English in a non-native fashion."
Discourse :
a. Indian:
... The position has belonged to such actresses who come to
personify, at any given moment, the popular ideal of physical
beauty ...
(rr. September 30, 1983:39)
... They are brought up in such an atmosphere where they
are not encouraged to express themselves upon such subjects
in front of others ...
( HLI : 194-195)
The use of such as a correlative of who and where in the above
examples reflects the conventions of use of cohesive ties (Halliday
and Hasan 1976) in Indian languages such as Bengali, Hindi, Marathi,
Punjabi, and others.
This leads to a further question: if the features identified
as unique to non-native varieties of English are motivated by discourse
considerations, as has been demonstrated in studies such as Chishimba
(1983), B. Kachru (1982, 1983, 1984), Y. Kachru (1982, 1983, 1984),
Lowenberg (1984a), Magura (1984), among others, then how can they
be considered instances of fossilization? How can we distinguish cases
that exemplify discourse strategies from cases that provide evidence
for fossilization? What theoretical justification, if any, is there
for characterizing features of non-native varieties as fossilization
and of the varieties themselves as interlanguages? Which characteristics
of the non-native varieties, as encountered in creative literature
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or mature writing (i.e., by journalists, critics, authors, etc.), are
to be treated as illustrations of bilingual 's creativity as opposed
to fossilization, overgeneral ization, or ignorance of rule restrictions?
These questions are serious; they cannot be swept under the rug.
As has been stated above, most of the institutionalized non-native
varieties are being used in their respective regions as media of higher
education, administration, and for social interaction. To label them
interlanguages denies vast populations of these countries a legitimate
language for conducting their business.
Obviously, the question of a model of English for education and
other purposes is crucial for the non-Western world (B. Kachru 1976
and 1982). As far as the users of the non-native varieties themselves
are concerned, they are not in favor of a 'foreign' model, as is clear
from the following tables:
(6) a. Variety of English presently spoken by educated speakers:
Singaporeans Indians Thais
% % %
1. British 40.5 27.4 6.5
2. American 6.0 3.2 28.1
3. Australian 0.6 0.0 0.0
4. Unique 42.3 50.6 40.3
5. Others 10.6 18.8 25.1
b. The variety that we should learn to speak
Singaporeans
(Kachru 1976 presents the results of a survey carried out in
India that involved 700 Bachelor and Master's degree students
in English, and 196 members of faculty and 29 heads of departments
of English.)
It is clear from the above data that unlike the countries where
English is used only for international purposes (e.g., Thailand), the
institutionalized variety users prefer to characterize their English
as their "own" rather than to conform to some "native" English norm.
The tables in 6 support the sentiments expressed by scholars and creative
writers in 4 above.
Communicative needs and the uses of English
Looked at from the point of view of communicative needs of the
users of the localized forms of English, it is clear that the adoption
of these varieties as models for teaching and learning in their respective
regions is entirely justifiable. The differences that these varieties
exhibit serve specific sociocultural needs such as satisfying certain
conventions of linguistic interactions, whether through an oral or
written mode. The following excerpt from an Iraqi news report demonstrates
this dramatically.
(7) In the name of God, the merciful, the compassionate.
Great Iraqi people, sons of the glorious Arab nations, it has
been known to us from the beginning that many parties local
international, were and still are behind the eagerness of
the backward and suspect Iranian regime to stir up the dispute
with, and conduct aggression against and begin the war against
Iraq.
(from B. Kachru 1982:340)
The above are the opening paragraphs of an official statement
about the destruction of the Iraqi Osirak nuclear reactor by the Israeli
forces in June 1981. The point of the story - the attack by Israeli
forces - is mentioned in one sentence after five such short paragraphs.
Such elaborate build-ups before coming to the point of a story is not
unique to Iraqi Arabic. To quote Chishimba, "In the cultures of Africa,
loquacity, ambiguity, redundancy, obscurity and other strategies of
verbal discourse are markers of wisdom, age, knowledgeability, sex,
and other socially relevant criteria." (Chishimba 1982:246-247).
What is suggested is that the unique features of non-native varieties
deserve to be treated as evidence for bilingual 's creativity rather
than as evidence for fossilization (a la Selinker 1972), ignorance
of rule restrictions, deficiency, etc. In cases where such features
occur in literary texts, we have less difficulty in accepting them
as stylistic innovations (Nelson 1984a, 1984b). In the case of expository
prose or ordinary speech, however, there is an attitudinal factor that
labels such innovations "un-English." Considering the range of variation
in dialects within a native English-speaking country, and in varieties
across different native English-speaking countries, it is not unreasonable
to suggest that certain features of non-native varieties be accepted
as legitimate variations. After all, the non-native variations in
8 below are no more severe than the native ones.
(8) British: Have you had your holiday yet?
American: Did you have your vacation yet?
(Strevens 1977:149)
British: different from, to
American: different than
(Strevens 1977:150)
Singaporean: So you have to go turn by turn.
(Piatt, Weber and Ho 1983:48)
African: ...we are seven and a half million strong and quite
a number of these can not get jobs to do, so we
should cut down on bringing forth.
(Bokamba 1982:88)
Indian: The concept of idiolect I do not know if people
still talk about it.
(JI 35:3, 1974:229)
This entails a new theoretical framework for research that starts
with the assumption that people learn languages in order to fulfill
certain communicative needs which may not coincide with the needs of
the native speakers of the target language. Consequently, second language
users develop their own strategies which result in differences at
each level of the target language structure as well as conventions
of its use. Second language acquisition research thus has to take
into account the findings of research in bi-/multil ingual ism.
Issues in methodology
As regards the question of methodology, several methods have been
proposed, adopted for a short time, and discarded as the fashions change
in second language pedagogy (Richards 1984). Very little empirical
evidence is available to support the claims of effectiveness for any
particular method, and yet, scarce resources continue to be invested
in following 'the trend' in ESL classrooms. In the eighties, there
is a definite shift from the audio-lingual method to the communicative
approach in the classroom, but, unfortunately, neither approach, as
currently conceptualized, takes any notice of the situation in non-
Western countries. The following is typical of many of the countries
listed in 1 and 2 above.
(9) Teaching English in Gambia:
a. General teacher information:
Gender Qualifications Qualifications by gender
67% male 27% qualified 28% men qualified
33% female 73% unqualified 25% women qualified
b. Bi-/multilingualism:
Average teacher speaks 2.8 languages, one of which is English.
34% bilingual, 48% trilingual, 15% speak four languages,
3% speak five languages.
Patterns of language use: English used for banking;
in linguistic interaction with the head teacher and other
teachers; in teaching mathematics, sciences, social
studies; in praising children for their performance;
occasionally in interacting with the parents of children;
occasionally in interacting with one's spouse, children
and friends.
(Bowcock 1984)
There is an urgent need for research in the area of suitable method-
ology for language teaching in crowded, sparsely equipped classrooms
as compared to the type of classrooms we are familiar with. Recently,
a group of English teachers and teacher trainers from selected non-
Western countries visited a number of TESL programs at U.S. universities.
Their typical concerns were as follows:
(10) Pakistan: (college-level teaching)
Two of her biggest problems are large classes (100-200 students)
and lack of sophisticated resources. She would like to learn
as much as she can about strategies for teaching large classes
and where to find (or how to make) inexpensive visual aids.
Sudan: (high school teacher training)
60-80 students are often in one class; what can be learned
on this trip to help teach in this environment?
One can always take the position that these are impossible situations
and ignore the whole question. As applied linguists, teacher trainers,
teachers, and educators, however, I hope we accept the challenge instead.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we need serious, basic research that will lead
us to adequate descriptions of English and other languages of wider
communication around the world in their varied sociolinguistic contexts.
This has to be accompanied by applied research in teaching methodology
and curriculum and materials development. At the present state of
our knowledge regarding what makes second language learning possible,
it is more useful to encourage different methodologies, both tried
and familiar methods as well as new ones, rather than to throw out
any as being out-dated. As suggested in Oilier (1981), different methods
and classroom practices utilize different areas and different pathways
of the brain and result in better success in learning. From a non-
l»lestern perspective, these are the challenges that applied linguistics
and foreign language pedagogy face today.
NOTES
Theoretically speaking, a distinction is made between second
language learning and second language acquisition. Second language
learning is said to be a conscious process that involves instruction
whereas second language acquisition is characterized as a natural,
unconscious process. Learning and acquisition are both learner-centered
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as opposed to teaching, which is teacher-centered and does not take
into account factors related to learners such as age, attitude, motiva-
tion, the difference between input (provided in the classroom) vs.
intake (internalized by the learner), etc. There is, however, some
doubt as to whether the distinction between learning and acquisition
is so clear-cut (Oilier 1981).
See Sridhar (1980) for an insightful discussion of contrastive
analysis, error analysis, and interlanguage.
This is clear from recent publications meant for language teachers
(and teacher trainers), e.g., Widdowson (1978), Brumfit and Johnson
(1979), Finnochiaro and Brumfit (1983), and Savignon (1983).
'Bilingualism or not' is the main title of Skutnaab-Kangas (1984)
which contains a detailed discussion of the problem of minority education
in Europe. The need for guest workers or immigrant laborers in the
industrialized nations of Europe has created a situation where it is
becoming increasingly obvious that the immigrant workers and, more
importantly, their children have to have access to bilingual education
if these nations are to avoid a great deal of social and political
unrest.
In addition to the sources listed in the References the following
have provided additional data discussed in this study:
HLI = Singh, Amrik and P. G. Altbach, eds. 1974. The higher
learning in India . Bombay: Vikas Publishing House; J_L = Indian Linguis -
tics , the journal of the Linguistic Society of India; and jj = India
Today , a bimonthly magazine, comparable to Time . The quotes in this
paper are from the overseas edition.
I do not mean to suggest that all attested differences between
native and non-native varieties are motivated by discourse considera-
tions. Obviously, non-native varieties, too, just like the native
varieties, have a range of dialect variation (e.g., basilect, mesolect,
and acrolect in Singapore discussed in Lowenberg (1984a)). Also, in
any body of attested data, it is likely that there will be a number
of 'mistakes', whether the data is from a native or a non-native variety.
What I am concerned with here is the variation that is due to discourse
considerations. Most such innovations in non-native varieties result
from restricting or extending the domains of specific devices of English,
e.g., in the example in 5 under discourse
,
Indian English extends the
function of such to a correlative of the relative pronouns who and
where . It is worth remembering that such does function as a correlative
in the constructions such as and such that in native varieties, too.
See Davidson (1980) for a description and illustration of various
methods practiced currently in the ESL classrooms.
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SENTENCE PARTICLES AS EVIDENCE FOR MORPHOSYNTACTIC INTERACTION
WITH PRAGMATICS
Sue Ann Kendall and James Hye-Suk Yoon
Abstract
In this paper we argue that sentence particles (SPs) in
languages like Japanese, Korean and Thai must be treated as
phrasal affixes which combine in the syntax with syntactically
constructed phrases. This accounts for the observed correlations
between the placement of SPs and their scope within the sentence.
In order to provide the theoretical background for the analysis,
we appeal to the overall framework of morphosyntactic interaction
proposed in Kendall and Yoon (19i36) and Yoon (1986) within which
the our ideas can be implemented, vie show that the behavior of SPs
closely paralllels that of other phrasal affixes posited in our
earlier works. We then discuss the possibility of alternative
treatments of SP scope facts in the morphosyntactic frameworks of
Autolexical Syntax (Sadock 1986) and that of Marantz (198U, 1985)
and entertain the possibility that SPs might be clitics whose
behavior is best accounted for by postsyntactic readjustment
rules. We highlight the differences between our analysis and the
alternatives and conclude by addressing some unresolved questions
in morphosyntactic interaction brought forth by the discussion in
the paper.
1. INTRODUCTIOM"
In the past, when linguists have looked at the speech act properties of
language, such as illocutionary force, illocutionary commitment and speaker
attitudes, they have concentrated on how these properties are conveyed in
English or related European languages. Even people who propose "universal"
theories of speech acts base their analysis on Western languages (cf. for
example Searle and Vandervecken 1985). A problem arises from this European
bias that has to do with the fact that in these languages illocutionary
force is not usually indicated morphosyntactically, as shown in (1).
(1) Why don't you take out the trash?
(interpreted as a command)
Further, if illocutionary force (or any other speech act property) is
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indicated through morphosyntax, it is marked by the use of a word or
morpheme that also has a non-performative descriptive use in addition to a
performative use, such as is the case .^ith performative verbs in English.
(2) a. I order you to re-examine the trashcan.
(illocutionary force of ordering/commanding)
b. I ordered you to re-examine the trashcan.
( order as non-performative)
Looking only at systems like English leads naturally to an analysis of
speech acts that concentrates only on the semantico-pragmatic features of
utterances, e.g. how structure is assigned to the set of illocutionary
forces, how to determine the conditions of success for a given speech act,
or simply how to determine an utterance's illocutionary force.
Focusing on the semantico-pragmatic aspects of speech acts is, of
course, a worthwhile endeavor, and this line of investigation has led to
many useful insights about the nature of speech acts. However, a natural
consequence of the European language bias of current speech act theories,
such as those of Searle (1979, 1983), Searle and Vandervecken (1985), Bach
and Harnish (1979), Levinson (1983), is that the models they provide have
little to say about some of the speech act properties of certain languages,
namely those which have morphemes whose sole function is to indicate speech
act properties. 1 The languages we look at in this paper are Japanese,
Korean, and Thai, 2 and examples of these pragmatic morphemes , which show up
as sentence particles (SPs) are illustrated in (3)-(5).-^
(3) JAPANESE Kare-ga shukudai-o shi-te-imasu-^
he-NOM homework-ACC do-prog-be-SP
'He is doing his homework (I tell you!)'
(4) KOREAN k-^-ga sukjay-1+1 ha-go-iss-ta-ne
he-NOM homework-ACC do-prog-be-mood-SP
•(I am surprised that) he is doing his homework.'
(5) THAI k^»Sw kamlang tl^ara kaanbaan yuu Lfc*w-n£-kh|
he prog do homework prog asp SP speaker-sex
•He is doing his homework (I tell you!)'
Thai has the largest number of SPs, and they are used to convey many
different kinds of attitudes (cf. note 4 below), and Japanese has a good
number of SPs as well, although they are used to indicate a more restricted
range of attitudes. Korean has a much smaller and less flexible set of SPs,
but they are nonetheless very common in conversation.
An interesting fact about these languages is that they not only have
special "pragmatic" bound morphemes which do not have descriptive uses like
performative verbs in English, but also that the morphosyntactic placement
of these bound morphemes seems to correlate strongly with what can be
considered as their "scope" in a sentence.
SPs typically convey speaker attitudes or commitment associated with
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the illocutionary force of the entire sentence'* when they occur finally in a
sentence. However, when these SPs occur clause-internally, their domain of
modification extends to just the phrase headed by the word they are attached
to morphologically. In other words, they show systematic variations in
"scope" depending on their placement in the clause. Their behavior in this
regard is similar to that of domain adverbs whose domain of modification (or
"scope") correlates with their positions in a sentence (cf. Ernst 1985).
This is illustrated by the contrast observed between (3)-(5) on the one
hand, and (6)-(7) below.
(6) JAPANESE:
a. [kono hon-wa]-ne, omoshiroi-desu
this book-TOP-SP interesting-COP
'Hey, this book is interesting.'
b. [tokoro-ga]-sa [umaku ikanakute]-3a komachatta
but SP well didn't go-SP was in trouble
'But it didn't go well and I was in trouble.'
(7) THAI:
n<)n nS?, k'^ray-k'^ray kS yaak-dlay
money SP anybody PART want
'Money! Everybody wants it!'
Our main claim in this paper is that if the SPs are analysed as
attaching to syntactically constructed phrases, then their scope can be
straightforwardly calculated since they incorporate the clauses or phrases
that they have in their scope. As justification for the proposed analysis,
we appeal to the arguments for the necessity of recognizing phrasal
affixation put forth independently of SPs in Kendall and Yoon (1986) and
Yoon (1986) in Section 3 of the paper. We show that SPs also exhibit the
full range of properties associated with phrasal affixes and therefore
warrant being classed together with other phrasal affixes. An immediate
advantage of our proposal is that it gives a unified account of the usual
"sentence-final" versus the "sentence-internal" uses of SPs (cf. (3)-(5) vs.
(6)-(7)) as a scopal difference. The following schematic representation
illustrates the core of our analysis.
Although this proposal may seem relatively harmless to some, and would
surely have been accepted in the early seventies when lexical decomposition
was in fashion, such is no longer regarded as innocuous under the currently
accepted thesis of Lexical Integrity (Bresnan 1982; Lapointe 1980)) which
prohibits syntax from referring to word structure.
The Lexical Integrity Hypothesis is associated with lexicalisin, dating
back to Chomsky (1970), and characterizes (explicitly or implicitly) most
current syntactic frameworks, although the existence of Affix Hopping in G3
runs against other aspects of the theory consistent with Lexical Integrity
Lexical Integrity indeed is forced by the commonly accepted view of the
overall organization of the grammar where lexical insertion takes place
before any syntactic operation is done (i.e. before deep structure) and no
interface between lexical rules and syntactic rules is envisaged (Wasow
1977). The LIH has been a guiding principle in recent lexicalist syntactic
theories and has often been cited in the criticism of the inconsistency of
GB with respect to this principle, since mixing morphology and syntax is
seen as undermining the autonomy of the two components.
Despite the fact that what we propose is inconsistent with LIH, we
argue in Section 3 that it is not only plausible but apparently necessary to
recognize affixation in syntax quite apart from the question of SP scope. We
establish certain properties of phrasal affixes and show that SPs show all
of those properties. The framework of morphosyntactic interaction we adopt
in this paper leads us to abandon the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis as it is
stated but we seek to save the generalizatin concerning the autonomy of the
domains of syntax and the lexicon sought under the LIH although we allow
some morphology in the syntax.
Before presenting the theoretical framework, in Section 2 we go over
why previous investigations of SPs prove to be inadequate to account for
either their semantico-pragmatic properties or their syntactic scope. In
Section 4 we consider alternative frameworks which seem capable of
accounting for the range of facts we observed in this paper and consider the
consequences of treatment of SPs for each of these frameworks as well as the
plausibility of modifying these models to suit our needs. Section 5
concludes the paper by considering the issue of morphosyntactic interaction
raised in this paper and pointing out some remaining problems and prospects
for future research.
2. PREVIOUS WORK ON SPS
In this section we briefly go over work on SPs that is relevant to our
discussion of the syntactic scope of pragmatic particles. First we list the
precedents for claiming that SPs are pragmatic particles. Then we examine
how past scholarship has dealt with the issue of lexical integrity and SPs.
Finally we note that the syntax of SPs has been largely ignored.
2.1. SPs as Pragmatic Markers
The earliest discussions of SPs come from traditional descriptivist
accounts of Japanese, which look only at the so-called semantic properties
of SPs. They are claimed to be "mood" markers, but what descrlptivists call
mood in Japanese is not the same [syntactic marking of] "mood" found in some
Indo-European languages, such as indicative vs. subjunctive. Instead, "mood"
refers to emotional moods of speakers (cf. Takahara 1972). Peyasantiwong
also labels a large class of Thai SPs as mood particles (1981: 28).
Realizing that "speaker moods" fall into the realm of pragmatics, others
began to look at the conditions for felicitous uses of SPs, and discussions
of SPs as "politeness markers" began to appear. In fact, the major
discussions of Thai and Korean SPs have been in terms of politeness (cf.
Peyasantiwong 1981; Cho 1982). The Japanese SPs are also often viewed in
terms of their politeness or how speaker/hearer sex roles affect their
felicitous use.
The rise of Generative Semantics led people to link SPs with
illocutionary force. For example, Uyeno (1971) labels Japanese SPs
"performative higher predicates". Even after the idea of SPs as higher
predicates lost favor, they have been linked with illocutionary force, as in
Givon's (1982) scalar analysis of Japanese SPs as ranging from
[+interrogative] to [+declarative],5 and Cho's claims that Korean SPs can
strengthen or weaken illocutionary force [1982: 11]. We assume in this
paper that the pragmatic function of SPs is to indicate certain speaker
attitudes about utterances rather than marking politeness or illocutionary
force per se (cf. Kendall 1985; 1987; for justification). However, what is
relevant to this proposal is that SPs are a unique class of particles with
no descriptive non-speech-act function, but which serve exclusively as
markers of speech act properties.
2.2. Lexical Integrity and SPs
There are two obvious approaches to SPs with regard to the LIH: SPs may
be free morphemes or they may be bound to the words that precede them. Both
approaches are represented in the literature. Thai SPs are generally
treated as free morphemes, mainly because Thai is usually analyzed as an
isolating language. However, Noss (1964) claimed that SPs are bound
morphemes, and further that one of the determining factors for considering a
final particle as an SP is bound morpheme status (1964: 200; cited in
Peyasantiwong: 9). As for Korean SPs, Cho (1982) includes them in the verbal
complex, along with other pragmatic markers such as subject honorific affix
-si-
.
Whether Japanese SPs are treated as free or bound morphemes depends on
the analysis. For Uyeno they are independent free morphemes, as she
considers them performative predicates, while those who consider SPs as part
of the Japanese modality system tend to suffix them to the verbal complex as
well.
Although these authors present little evidence to justify their
respective choices, we choose to go along with those who treat SPs as
affixes, if only because it is the traditional analysis. Besides this, the
V-SP complex acts like a "word" in that it cannot be interrupted by
conjunctions or parentheticals, and thereby it conforms to Sadock's (1980)
criteria for wordhood. And, at least in the case of Uyeno's analysis of
Japanese, there is little justification for calling them free morphemes. She
does so only because her analysis forces SPs to be higher predicates and
verbs are typically free morphemes. However, since other morphemes
Generative Semanticists treat as higher predicates (like -sase 'cause to V)
are bound affixes, her analysis would not suffer if SPs were treated as
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affixed as well.
2.3. Syntax of SPa
The syntax of SPs is by and large ignored. Usually they are assumed to
simply appear affixed to words at the ends of sentences or phrases, and
since they have no "interesting" properties, their relationship to other
phrasal categories is not examined. The systematic scopal differences
between sentence-final and non-sentence-final SPs rarely come up, mainly
because non-sentence-final uses aren't dealt with in traditional
descriptions of Japanese. The exception is Martin (1975), who lists
examples, but does not commit himself to any syntactic theory or its predic-
tions. Uyeno mentions the non-sentence-final SPs (1971: ^9), but dismisses
them as some other part of speech, most likely because they would otherwise
cause problems for the performative hypothesis.
3. A THEORY OF PBRASAL AFFIXATION
3.1. The Lexical Integrity Hypothesis versus Phrasal Affixation
Our claim in this paper is that the observed correlation between the
scope of SPs and their morphosyntactic placement falls out from the fact
that SPs are phrasal affixes which combine with syntactically constructed
phrases. Under this view, since the SPs are syntactically sisters to phrases
with which they combine, they thus c-command the phrase over which they have
scope. Therefore, the scope of SPs will fall out naturally. In this way we
capture the traditional observations that SPs are attached to sentences
whereas morphologically they are affixed to the last word of a sentence.
On the other hand, if we adopt the LIH and treat SPs as an unanalyzable
part of the words to which they are affixed, it is not obvious that we can
explain the fact that SPs seem to have sentential scope just when they are
affixed at the end of the clause and otherwise show scope only over the
constituents they are attached to (cf. (3)-(5) vs. (6)-(7)). Furthermore, if
the morphosyntax of SPs is irrelevant to the scope they bear in a sentence,
then there is no reason why the sentence internal instance of the SPs cannot
have sentential scope and vice versa. Thus, any analysis in keeping with the
strict lexicalist assumption of Lexical Integrity is unable to account for
the observed scope correlations in a principled way and is forced to
conclude that the morphosyntax of SPs is irrelevant to their scopal
properties.
Our analysis, on the other hand, does account for the correlation of
scope and morphosyntactic placement of SPs, but at the cost of introducing
phrasal affixation. Therefore, our analysis would not be a much better
alternative if phrasal affixation is introduced solely to account for these
facts. But there is an abundance of proposals in recent literature as well
as some fairly solid empirical arguments that some morphology has to be
allowed in the syntax in some languages and therefore, that the LIH as it is
stated cannot be correct for both empirical and theoretical reasons.
In what follows we present the essentials of one such theory of
morphosyntactic interaction proposed in Kendall and Yoon (1986) and Yoon
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(1986) in which the phrasal affixation analysis of 3P scope can be
naturally accomodated.
3.2 Rules in the Lexicon and Syntax
In our earlier works, we pointed to the ambiguity in the use of the
terms "Morphology" and "Syntax" in current linguistic literature to refer
both to the domain of appplication of these types of rules and also to the
rule types or rule components (modules) of morphology and syntax. One
undesirable consequence of such ambiguity is that the issue of the autonomy
(modularity) of syntax and the lexicon sought under Lexicalism (Chomsky 1970
and thereafter) has come to be confounded with the operational autonomy of
morphological and syntactic rules. The confusion stems from the fact that
the domain of application of rules and the types of rules (or, strictly
speaking, operations associated with the rules) are identified. In other
words, all morphological rules are regarded as taking place in the lexicon
and all rules which involve concatenation of words or other types of
operations such as movement rules are considered syntactic rules. The
consequence of this is that the assignment of rules to domains becomes
trivial since it follows the typology of rules. This is the basic idea that
is spelled out in the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis.
This is often claimed to follow from the autonomy thesis which is
attributed to Chomsky's "Remarks on Nominalizations" (1970). But in
"Remarks", the autonomy thesis is introduced and pursued in a slightly
different way. That is, Chomsky did not seek to support the autonomy of the
domains of the lexicon and syntax by identifying each with a particular type
of rule or operation. He assigned a rule to a particular domain when the
properties exhibited by that rule matched the independently known properties
of the domains, regardless of the type of operations associated with the
rules. Thus, the formation of gerunds was assigned to the syntax because of
the productivity and generality of the process while that of nominalizations
was assigned to the lexicon because they lacked such properties. The crucial
thing to notice here is that both processes involve morphological
operations. A proper construal of such a position should have led to the
abandonment of the identification of domain assignment and the type of
rules, but the proposal made in "Remarks" was generally understood as merely
sanctioning inflectional morphology in the syntax while restricting
derivational morphology to the lexicon. This has led people to subsequent,
largely futile, efforts to find formal properties distinguishing inflection
and derivation. The latter effort clearly illustrates the preoccupation on
the part of linguists to define distinct domains by distinct types of rules .
The idea that the same type of rule could be in two distinct domains seemed
to ruin the autonomy of domains and therefore did not sit well with them.
The search for properties differentiating inflectional and derivational
morphology - which are now agreed in general to be the same type and to
involve the same operations - aptly illustrates this point.
We suggested in our earlier works that the persistence of such a view
was mistaken in light of the numerous counterexamples posed to the LIH and
proposed reinterpreting the LIH as a constraint prohibiting the interaction
of rules in the lexicon and those in the syntax but not as a principle
prohibiting the co-existence of different types of rules (operations) in the
respective domains of the syntax and the lexicon. Implicit behind this
proposal was the view of the lexicon and syntax as domains with distinct
sets of properties and constraints. While these properties may have been
difficult to identify in the early seventies, the advent of Lexical
Morphology and Phonology (LPM) (Kiparsky 1982, 1983; Mohanan 1982, among
others), as well as other works on the nature of the lexicon (Aronoff 1976;
Jackendoff 1975; Selkirk 1982, among others) provides us with fairly well-
understood properties of the Lexicon and enables us to contrast it with the
known properties of syntactic rules.
One crucial difference between syntactic and lexical rules that emerges
from the early works In the lexicon (Aronoff, Jackendoff, etc) is the nature
of rules in the lexicon as redundancy rules . The rules of the lexicon differ
from the rules of syntax in that while syntactic rules are "generative" in
the sense that sentences are generated anew each time they are uttered,
rules of the lexicon are "redundancy rules" which state generalizations
holding among basic items already stored in the mental lexicon. Such a
distinction was posited to be necessary to capture the intuition that words
are stored as such in our mental lexicon, while sentences cannot be.
Doubtless, there are sub-regularities holding among words stored in the
mental lexicon and yet the regularity is fundamentally different from
syntactic regularities. The regularities one finds in the lexicon are
limited and full of exceptions. Thus, although regular plural formation in
English is quite productive, it cannot be a syntactic rule because of the
existence of exceptions to it.
Now it is typically the case that morphological processes are irregular
and less productive than phrasal concatenation of words. Therefore, if all
morphological processes lacked productivity and had exceptions, the picture
of raorphosyntactic interaction espoused under the LIH would hold, since all
morphological rules would be redundancy rules and thus restricted to the
lexicon while phrasal rules would be syntactic. Nevertheless some
morphological processes are characterized by a high degree of productivity
and even recursiveness. A case in point is noun incorporation and complex
verb formation in polysynthetic languages. These processes are productive
and recursive. If a rule is recursive, the output of that rule cannot be
stored in the finite lexicon because the output is potentially infinite.
Therefore, a recursive rule, be it a morphological or a phrasal rule, cannot
be in the lexicon.
Viewed in this manner, syntax can have rules which operate in different
modes, so to speak, either in terms of simple concatenation, inversion,
movement, or morphological processes (cf. Dowty 1979: 29'<ff. for these
ideas). Likewise, lexicon may contain rules which operate in terms of
concatenation of words. The cases in point would be phrasal idioms (take
advantage of, kick the bucket etc) which have to be stored as units in the
lexicon.
The moral that different rule types (and even the same rule) can apply
in different domains is available in the model of Lexical Phonology where
phonology is in fact split into two modules (domains). Cyclic (lexical)
phonological rules are much like lexical redundancy rules in that they are
irregular and less productive than post-lexical ones, Postcyclic phonology
is done after words are inserted in the syntax and all syntactic operations
are done. Nevertheless, the same type of rules and in cases the same rule(s)
appear in both modules (Kiparsky 1983). In other words, the type of rule is
not identified with a domain.
What we suggested was that we do the same for rules of syntax and
morphology. Understood in this way then, there is a real sense in which
lexical rules (now to include not only affixation but some phrasal
concatenation as well) and syntactic rules (including rules which operate in
an affixing manner) do not mix, since by their very nature lexical rules
list exceptions to general syntactic rules. A similar observation about
phonological rules with different degrees of productivity has been termed
the Elsewhere Condition (Kiparsky 1982). The idea behind the division of
phonological rules into lexical vs. post-lexical also reflects this
observation. Our ideas are illustrated schematically below.
( 9 ) Rule Coapo
I
Morphology X—
—
lother rules (gR) W-'^'^s
Foroatlon, Interpretation R's
Allowing rules with morphological modes of operation in the domain of
syntax has, we believe, some interesting consequences for the traditional
typology of languages in terms of morphological types (e.g., agglutinating
vs. inflectional, etc.). It is an accepted fact that processes like Passive,
Causative, Raising are found almost universally across different languages
and yet they may be realized either through affixation and no change in word
order, or solely through standard syntactic means, or through a combination
of both. A lexicalist model of syntax would, strictly speaking, have to say
that the same process takes place in one language in the syntax if it is
achieved by solely syntactic means and in the lexicon in another language if
the process is realized just as affixation. In practice, they avoid such
undesirable consequences by the additional stipulation that all processes
with lexical exceptions are lexical rules, thus making all these rules
lexical. But then this additional assumption really contradicts Lexical
Integrity because it means conversely that highly productive rules with no
lexical exceptions are syntactic and we have been trying to show that among
such rules are morphological rules in some languages, which under lexicalist
assumptions, should be restricted to the lexicon. But in a framework where
affixation is just another type of rule among other types of rules in the
syntax, the criterion for whether are not say, Passive in one language is
syntactic boils down to whether it meets the external criteria for other
syntactic rules. And to the extent that Passive in a heavily agglutinative
language is regular and productive, it will be a syntactic rule. This
explains the traditional observation that in agglutinating languages a lot
of what is syntactic is done in the morphology.
3.3. Characteristics of Syntactic (Phrasal) Affixation
In the previous section, we introduced the rationale behind a framework
where the assignment of different types of rules/operations to domains is
done by examining the properties exhibited by each rule rather than by
looking at the operations involved in the rules. In such a framework, the
question that needs to be answered is what properties characterize processes
in the lexicon and those in the syntax. Therefore, in this section, we
present certain properties observed to characterize phrasal syntactic
processes which also are found in morphological processes we regard as
syntactic.
First, syntactic, in contrast to lexical, affixation is characterized
by a high degree of productivity. That productivity should play a crucial
role in differentiating lexical vs. syntactic processes was already
foreshadowed In the discussion of the difference between redundancy rules
and generative rules in the previous section. For this reason, many have
argued for a particular morphological operation to be syntactic on grounds
of productivity. For example, the GB treatment of inflection (Rule R; POSS-s
insertion) as syntactic reflects the fact that inflection is in general more
regular and productive than derivation. The treatment of verbal compounds
(synthetic compounds) as syntactic is largely due to their productivity and
regularity (cf. Fabb 198U; Sugioka 1984; Sadock 1985). Most of the affixes
that Sugioka considers as syntactic also exhibit a high degree of regularity
unlike typical lexical affixes.
Second, phrasal affixation preserves the syntactic relations holding
among the words in the phrase to which they are affixed. The primary reason
for suspecting that synthetic compounds, as opposed to regular root
compounds, might be syntactically constructed lies in the syntactic
transparency of these compounds. For instance, if we treat the suffix -er in
the synthetic compound story teller shown in (10) as being attached to the
VP below, the Internal syntactic structure of the VP (subcategorization,
theta role assignment) Is preserved in that the verb retains its
subcategorization and theta assigning properties.
(10) [n [ypstory tell] ]-[er]]
Sugioka argues convincingly that phrasal affixes in Japanese preserve
the internal syntactic structure of the constituents they are affixed to,
which is shown in (11) where the phrasal affix -tai attached to the
conjoined VP does not alter the syntactic relations (Case, theta-marking)
holding within the VP.
(11) JAPANESE:
Taroo-ga [ypgohan-o^ tabe-te biiru-o nomi]-tai
T-SUBJ rlce-OBJ eat-and beer-OBJ drink-want
•Taroo wants to eat rice and drink beer.'
In general, the reason for treating incorporation as syntactic owes to
the fact that the incorporated element has "syntactic reality" (Sadock
1985), as incorporated nominals retain referential properties and can be
referred to anaphorically (see Sadock 1985; 1986) given usual assumptions
about the anaphoric islandhood of lexical units.
Third, the semantics of the phrases which involve phrasal affixation is
regular and is compositional since the affixes are attached to the entire
phrase. Thus, in the synthetic compound discussed earlier, the agentive
suffix -er refers to the agent of story-telling and not just to the agent of
'telling', an interpretation which is obtained straightforwardly if -er
combines with the VP [story tell]. Similarly, in the Japanese example above,
what is wanted is the 'eating of the rice and drinking of the beer' and not
just 'drinking of the beer'. Truly lexical morphological processes do not
exhibit this semantic transparency, as we see in (12) where the apparent
"scope" of the lexical comparative affix -er does not correlate predictably
with its raorphosyntactic placement.
(12) [happy-er than us]
The affix in question is a lexical affix attached to the adjective, yet its
"scope" seems to be over the entire AP. That compositional semantic
transparency is characteristic of syntax in general should be obvious.
Fourth, a property of phrasal affixes that is noted by Sugioka is that
the affixes can attach to different types of syntactic constituents (for
example, to VP, S, S'). This behavior is similar to that of clitics, which
also have the ability to attach to different syntactic constituents. For
example, the affix -soo in Japanese is claimed to attach either to a VP or
to an S.
(13) a. Bill-wa [ypFrance-ni iki]-30o desu
Bill-TOP France-LOC go-appear COP
'Bill appears to soon go to France' (VP)
b. [sBill-wa France-ni iku]-soo desu
Bill-TOP France-LOC go-hearsay COP
'I hear that Bill will go to France' (S)
This is by no means an obvious property of syntactic rules, although the
fact that a VP predicate can have either NP or PP subjects ("[ppUnder the
table] is a good place to hide") or the fact that verbs may take NP or S
complements may correlate with this property.
S .M. SPs as Phrasal Affixes
It is significant to note that exactly the properties discussed in 3.3
also characterize SPs, which we argue to be phrasal affixes attaching to
clauses and other types of phrases.
First, their attachment Is highly productive in that they can attach to
a wide range of clause types.
(14) JAPANESE:
a. DECLARATIVE:
Kono okastii-wa amai-^
this candy-TOP sweet-SP
'This candy is sweet (I tell you!)'
b. INTERROGATIVE:
Sonna tokoro-ni dare-ga iku-ka-^
such place-LOC who-SUBJ go-SP(Q)-SP
•Who would go to such a place?' (U's (132))
c. IMPERATIVE:
Mati-nasai-yo
wait-formal-SP
'Wait, would you?' (U's (128))
(15) THAI:
a. DECLARATIVE:
Chan wia khiw maa laeaew nS?
I say he come already SP
'I believe he has already come' (P: 114)
b. INTERROGATIVE:
(ca) pay n^y n^?
will go where SP
'And just where are you going?' (P: 120)
c. IMPERATIVE:
yaa phorj pay L>ay na?^
neg just go SP SP
'Don't go just yet!' (P: 112)
Also, the affixation of SPs does not alter the internal syntactic
constituency of the clause and all syntactic relations (theta marking,
subcategorization, predication, etc.) are trivially preserved as the
Japanese example in (16) shows.
(16) tgJiroo-ga [yphon-o yonda]]-jro
Jiroo-SUBJ book-OBJ read-SP
'Jiroo read a book (I tell you).'
As we have stated at the outset, the semantics/pragmatics of the clause
can be calculated eompositionally if we view SPs as c-comraanding the entire
clause.
(17)
Jiroo-ga hon-o yonda
Finally, SPs can, as we have observed earlier, attach not only to clauses,
but also to NPs, AdvPs or PPs, as the following examples illustrate.
(18) a. KOREAN:
[[jpi ch^'J<—t-n]-yo chierai-iss- jro
this book-TOP-SP interesting-SP
'You know, this book is interesting.'
b. KOREAN:
K+ c^^a-ka [/^pypacu p'al+ke]-^ cina-kass yo
that car-SU3J very quickly-SP pass-go-SP
'That car, you know, went by very quickly.'
c. JAPANESE:
[ppKansas-ni]-^, asoko-e iki-tai-n-desu
Kansas-LOC-SP there-to go-want-nom-COP
'Ah, Kansas, there's where I want to go.'
We conclude on the basis of above evidence that SPs share enough
similarities with other phrasal affixes to be treated similarly, i.e., as
involving affixation to phrasal constituents.
4. ANALTZIMG SP SCOPE UNDEB DIFFEKENT FRAMEWORKS
U.I. SP Scope and Autolexical Syntax
A framework which has been recently proposed that can handle the
interaction between morphology and syntax in a principled way is that of
Autolexical Syntax (ALS) (Sadock 1985). Unlike other models where
morphology is split apart and is done both in the syntax and in the lexicon
(cf. Anderson 1982 where inflectional morphology is done in the syntax; also
Aronoff (1976)), ALS claims to preserve strict autonomy of the modules of
morphology and syntax by assigning to an expression a dual representation of
morphology and syntax and mapping between the two in a principled way. By
virtue of the structure of the model, it can account for processes like
cliticization where the demands of morphology"^ and syntax are in conflict,
as illustrated in (18).
(19) The tall man's here
The clitic in (18) is part of the VP syntactically whereas morphologically
it is an affix on the final word of the subject phrase. While earlier
attempts to treat such phenomena had to break up morphology (affixation)
into modules or scatter them throughout the grammar (for example, see Zwicky
and Pullum (1983), who treat cliticization in a separate post-syntactic
cliticization component), ALS provides a natural way of representing such a
clash of morphology and syntax directly without scattering morphology into
modules. Such duality is also exhibited by noun incorporation structures in
Eskimo where the incorporating element is morphologically an affix on the
incorporated noun, while syntactically the affix takes the noun as its
complement. Incorporation has proved to be particularly stubborn to analyze
in standard syntactic theories, most of which seek to retain autonomy of
morphology and syntax (and, as a byproduct, lexical integrity). An ALS
analysis of noun incorporation is as follows:
(20) rSadock's (30)
Hansi illu-qar-poq
Hansi house-have-T/A
A
The morphological analysis of the "lexemes" (either free or bound
morphemes) illu- and -gar represents them as forming a single word while the
syntactic representation reflects the intuition that illu- acts as the
complement of -gar . The well-formedness of the expression owes to the fact
that both the syntactic and morphological requirements of -gar are met. A
similar analysis can be readily found for the clitic -^^ in (19) (see
Sadock's example (6): 385), and thus the need for a separate cliticization
component vanishes. The theory can also handle the facts of inflectional
morphology without having to say that it takes place in the syntax.
Inflectional morphology need not be represented in the syntactic part
of the representation because the inflectional information they carry is
passed on to stems and words by the familiar feature percolation principles
of GPSG (the HFC and CAP) (Gazdar, Pullum, Klein & Sag 1985). That
information is also passed on to the lexeme in the syntactic part of the
representation by association lines and is compared with the syntactic
features instantiated on syntactic terminal nodes (also by GPSG feature
instantiation mechanisms). In this way, it is claimed that the strict
autonomy of morphology and syntax is preserved. Incorporation even if it
requires a syntactic treatment, ceases to be evidence that morphology should
be broken up into smaller modules and spread throughout the grammar.
Semantics in the model, an area which is directly relevant to our analysis,
is assumed (without much discussion) to be restricted to the syntax, and
Sadock remarks that when there is a conflict between morphological and
syntactic constituency, compositional semantics will be always done on the
syntactic configuration (387).
ALS can be extended as a model for SP scope if we represent SPs as
affixes on verbs in the morphology and as modifying the clause in the
syntax, as in the following Japanese example.
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(21) [[kono hon-wa]-ne, omoshlroi ]-yo
this book-TOP-SP interesting-SP
'Hey, this book is interesting (I tell you).'
The scope will then be determined by the syntactic representation, while
allowing the morphological representation to capture the "wordhood" of the
Verb-SP complex. Notice that if the SP is not represented in the syntax and
only in the morphology as in (22) below, then we cannot obtain the correct
scopal readings, even if we extend compositional semantic rules to
morphology.
(22)
But since scope is considered in general to be a syntactically determined
semantic property, we feel justified in giving SPs, which are scope bearing
elements, a dual representation in both syntax and morphology. This
extension seems natural in light of the similar treatment that Sadock gives
to certain verbal affixes (see his example (55): 416) in order to ensure
that the affixes have correct "scope" (over the S and over the VP
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respectively) in the syntax.
Extending ALS to SP scope belies certain differences between it and the
framework we adopt in this paper, which lead us to believe that ours is a
more constrained account.
First, the model does not provide a clear basis for just what kind of
affixes can be given a dual representation. One implicit assumption seems to
be anaphoric transparency within a lexical unit, and this is illustrated by
noun incorporation. Incorporated nouns are referential and can be referred
to anaphorically in the syntax. Since words (including compounds) are
anaphoric islands, the incorporated noun needs to be represented in the
syntax where it will be a separate constituent from its affix. Another
implicit criterion for giving a lexeme a dual representation seems to be
where morphological constituency fails to reflect the correct syntactic
constituency. This is basically a "scope" problem, and is exhibited by
synthetic compound forming affixes in English, verb incorporating affixes
which have sentential "scope" (Sadock's (8'4)) and also our analysis of SPs.
According to this implicit criterion there is then no reason why
inflectional affixation, which is argued to require reference to a syntactic
configuration , cannot be treated in a similar fashion. In other words, the
basis for syntactic relevance, precisely because it is largely assumed and
not spelt out explicitly, is really vague and arbitrary. However, in the
theory of syntactic affixation adopted in this paper, the question of which
morphological processes are syntactic is relatively straightforward since
all one needs is to look at the properties exhibited by that particular
process.
A second difference between ALS and the present approach is that in
order to maintain strict autonomy of morphology and syntax, ALS provides a
solution to cases of mismatch between morphology and syntax by resolving the
conflicts in the interface between the modules of morphology and syntax.
Thus ALS maintains the traditional assumption which recognizes morphology as
a domain whereas we reinterpret morphology as designating a type of
rule/operation rather than a domain.
Thirdly, as pointed out to us by Jerry Morgan, ALS makes the commonly
held, but by no means proven, assumption that semantic opacity (e.g. the
wrong scope of SPs in morphology; lack of correlation between the surface
syntactic position of quantifiers and their logical scope) has to be
resolved before syntax becomes input to semantic representation so that
syntactic representations need to have the relevant elements in the right
"scope" for the compositional semantic rules to apply. It could be that the
interface between syntax (in this case, morphosyntax) and semantics is not
as trivial as the theory (or the LF representations of GB) make it out to
be. In fact if the major work of the syntactic part of an ALS representation
is to "fix up" logical scope obscured by the morphology, then it serves
basically a filtering function for semantics, much like the role of LF in
GB. Then since the compositional structure of sentences have to be
interpreted anyway, these rules might be given the power to look inside word
structure as well and gain the correct scopal readings (for arguments that
an LF is needed for word structure, see Pesetsky (1985)). In other words, a
theory with the requisite semantic interpretation rules (be they MG-like
compositional rules or Affixal QR as in Pesetsky's proposal) and a simple
syntactic structure where affixes are not separate constituents is also
able to handle the same facts. This last point of objection is important and
seems to carry over into our analysis as well where a partial role of
phrasal affixation is that of providing semantics with a transparent input.
However, in our framework, not all cases of semantic opacity induced by
morphology can be resolved by phrasal affixation. For instance, the
comparative forming suffix -er in (12) exhibits semantic opacity but since
its affixation is not productive, it cannot be analyzed as a phrasal suffix
in our framework while nothing in ALS excludes treating -er as an
autolexical affix, since it also exhibits "failure of hierarchiality".
U .2. SP Scope and Harantz's Work
The model of morphosyntax proposed in Marantz (198'4) for the treatment
of grammatical relations in a GB-like model is appealing as a candidate for
implementing our analysis of SP scope because certain grammatical function
(GF) changing affixes are presented as independent syntactic constituents at
one of his syntactic levels (1-s structure, s-structure, surface structure).
The affixes so represented can get merged morphologically (Morphological
Merger) within a structural level when required by other principles of
gramniar (such as Binding Theory). The merger is mediated by the properties
of the lexicon. There is a principle that maps the different structural
levels to one another (in a non-derivational manner) termed Principle M and
this principle is loose enough to allow mappings between levels where one
may level corresponds to another where the order of words and constituent
structure are different. The mappings are anchored by associating lexical
items across the different structural levels. In addition to these three
levels, Marantz also assumes a level of Logical Form (LF) as in other
varieties of GB. He assumes that 1-s structure is an unordered tree where
the logico-semantic relations between predicates and arguments are defined
(configurationally). s-structure is also an unordered tree where syntactic
relations are defined. The role of LF seems not to be different from other
variants of GB theory (presumably where scope, among others, is determined).
Although the above characterization of the theory may give the
impression that it is wildly unconstrained, the power of the mapping
principle is proven to be constrained enough to allow just the correlates of
Raising, Passive, and a few other local transformations. Morphological
Merger, which is claimed to take place within a level and not to map across
levels, is adirectional, in that at a single level, two constituents can not
only be merged (if the lexicon stores the merged form), but a logico-
semantic constituent can be split up (splitting). The latter case is claimed
to be exemplified by causative constructions in French. Not only is
Morphological Merger (MM) triggered by lexical properties, but the kind of
affixes that can be represented as separate constituents at a structural
level and then be merged is highly restricted. The affixes that can undergo
merger are a subset of GF-changing affixes that have their own Predicate
Argument structure like regular verbs. Causative affixes in languages that
have them are examples of such affixes, and Marantz (1985) shows that it is
indeed plausible to regard them as having their own P-A structure on a par
with verbs. The analysis of causatives and MM In his framework is
exemplified below.
(23) (= Marantz's (15))
na
some reasons why we do not think this is a plausible move.
First, in keeping with assumptions generally accepted in GB, Marantz
assumes scope and related phenomena to be determined at LF. But there is no
merger at LF and since at LF, merger has already taken place, SP scope will
have to be determined at 1-s (or s-) structure, while other scopal readings
(such as WH-questions) are done at LF.
Secondly, Marantz' s framework as it stands is narrowly constrained with
respect to what the mechanisms of the theory allow. Indeed, although the
mapping principle and MM allow representations resembling a Generative
Semantics style deep structure tree, the theory enforces constraints on just
what elements can be represented in that manner. Extending the theory to
cover a far wider range of morphosyntactic phenomena without exploring the
consequences that such an extension would have for the current theory does
not seem a worthwhile endeavor and we are not inclined to take that move
here.
1.3 Post-syntactic Readjustment Rules
Another possible way of implementing our idea is that of phonological
readjustment rules, a mechanism that is employed to account for the
attachment of clitics in Zwicky (1977) and Zwicky and Pullum (1983).
Readjustment rules are postsyntactic phonological rules which readjust the
constituency (boundaries) assigned by the syntax and these rules have the
property of ignoring major constituent breaks as defined by syntactic
constituency. Therefore, if clitics are attached postsyntactically through
readjustment rules amounts, they are affix-like only for the purposes of
phonology and that their phonology is unrelated to morphosyntactic
constituency that they enter into. Put in another way, clitics are like
other independent words as far as the syntax and morphology is concerned.
This seems to be a correct characterization of their properties since
clitics are often reduced forms of full words.
The reason that we consider the possibility that SPs may be clitics is
primarily due to Sugioka (igSM) who proposes that syntactic affixes which
attach to fully inflected forms (unlike the bulk of the derivational phrasal
affixes she examines in her work which attach to stems) are clitics and
consequently that they should be treated as being readjusted post-
syntactically. Among the affixes to be treated in this manner are
subordinating clausal affixes and sentence particles in Japanese. Her
reasons for suspecting that they are different from typical derivational
phrasal affixes are that:
i) they attach to inflected words
ii) they do not determine the category of the constituents they seem
to be affixed to.
In appealing to these assumptions, she seems to be taking the position that
all phrasal affixation has to be category-changing. Upon closer examination,
however, there seems to be no principled reason for her assumptions. She
concurs with people who view inflectional morphology to be syntactic and yet
inflectional morphology is never category-changing. Furthermore, the affixes
she considers subject to readjustment show more differences than
similarities when compared with clitics. Indeed, the only point of
similarity is that both clitics and these affixes attach to inflected words.
The similarity ends there and goes no further. First, SPs are neither
reduced forms of full words nor do they have full word counterparts. Second,
unlike clitics which cannot be further affixed to, the SPs in particular can
be further affixed by other SPs. One of the reasons that Zwicky and Pullum
treat readjustment as postmorphosyntactic is precisely because the clitics
seem to follow all processes of morphology and therefore can be analyzed as
being attached in an independent module that has nothing to do with
morphology proper. SPs on the other hand can be affixed to by other SPs. In
fact, Thai allows a conglomeration of these particles to occur in final
position as shown in the following example.
(25) diaw te? sia-leey-nii
soon kick SP SP SP
'I'm gonna kick you in a minute!' (P: 157)
Third and crucially, while clitics attach phonologically to neighboring
words regardless of the constituents that they combine with syntactically
and semantically (for example, the fact that the auxiliary clitic -'_3 in
English, which is syntactically part of the VP, attaches to the end of a
subject phrase), such is not the case with SPs since SPs typically appear
attached to words which are syntactic heads of the phrases that they have in
their scope. In this regard, SPs are parallel to other phrasal affixes like
the Japanese -tai discussed earlier as well as noun incorporating affixes in
Eskimo which also incorporate the head word of the syntactic phrase that
they combine with.
Indeed, if SPs are attached postsyntactically via readjustment, there
is no reason why their attachment should preserve semantic transparency,
since presumably semantics is not relevant to phonology. True clitics, like
the Latin clitic conjunction -que for example, do not show semantic
transparency in their attachment. In the example below,
(26) boni pueri bellae-que puellae
good boys beautiful-CONJ girls
'Good boys and beautiful girls' (Sadock's (70))
the clitic is attached to the first word of the second conjunct, whereas
semantically it conjoins the two NPs. Such lack of transparency is also
exhibited in the attachment of the English auxiliary clitic -'s where the
clitic which is part of the VP attaches to the subject phrase.
(27) the tall man's eating his dinner
On the basis of such evidence, we argue that the superficial similarities
between clitics and SPs are illusory and that SPs (and perhaps subordinating
clausal particles which behave in the same manner) are more like regular
phrasal affixes. We are somewhat uncommitted as to whether the proper
treatment of cliticization is via readjustment rules, but it is evident that
the SPs are sufficiently different from true clitics and enough like other
phrasal affixes to be treated in the same manner. We suggest that the
reasoning behind Zwicky and Pullura's treatment of clitics as involving a
mismatch of phonology and syntax is basically correct and that as such, it
should not be treated in a theory of morphosyntax since clitics presumably
do not involve any morphology, as we and Zwicky and Pullum contend that they
don't.
In sum, there seem to be some real reasons for treating cliticization
and phrasal affixation differently and our proposal to treat SPs
morphological operations which take phrasal units seems plausible at this
point.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we made an observation concerning the correlations in
the scope of SPs and their morphosyntactic placement and argued that if
these are treated as phrasal affixes which combine with syntactically
constructed phrases, the scopal correlations fall out as an automatic
consequence of the analysis. This simple proposal led to a reexamination of
the thesis of the autonomy of the lexicon and syntax spelt out in a
particular manner under the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis and we suggested
the outlines of a framework in which the insights of the LIH concerning the
autonomy of the domains of the syntax and the lexicon are carried over but
interaction of morphological and phrasal operations within a particular
domain are sanctioned. We implemented our analysis of SP scope in this
framework where the distinction between the domain and the type of
operations involved in rules is made and where rules are assigned to domains
by the properties they exhibit.
We then compared our analysis with possible alternatives under three
other morphosyntactic frameworks of Autolexical Syntax, Marantz's work, and
Readjustment rules and concluded by defending the plausibility and the
necessity of our assumptions and our proposed framework. It remains to be
determined however, whether our framework is capable of handling the bulk of
cases of morphosyntactic interaction discussed in the literature and whether
the apparent differences between our analysis and those of other frameworks
are merely matters of execution. However, we believe that by reinterpreting
Morphology as a rule type and by letting rule components have access to both
the syntax and the lexicon, we have opened up yet another possible way of
treating the highly intriguing, and often frustrating, interaction between
morphology and syntax.
NOTES
This paper is a revised and expanded version of a paper we presented at
CLS (Kendall and Yoon 1986). We'd like to thank everyone who has made
suggestions for this paper, including Jerry Morgan, Dale Russell, Dale
Gerdemann, Georgia Green, Michal Livnat, Bill Grain, Michael Kenstowicz,
Hyangsook Sohn, Euiyon Cho, and Jae Ohk Cho. Tsuneko Nakazawa and Namtip
Pingkarawat provided Japanese and Thai data. We owe an inspirational debt of
gratitude to Tom Ernst. We may regret that we have not heeded all their
valuable advices. Portions of the discussions in the paper that deal with
the theory of morphosyntactic interaction adopted for our analysis of SP
scope are truncated versions of longer expositions in our other works and
the reader is referred in particular to Yoon (1986) for a fuller exposition
of these ideas.
' Note that we are not claiming that in languages like Japanese, Korean
and Thai there are no speech act properties that are conveyed solely
pragmatically or through lexical items that can also function as non-speech
act indicators. Implicature, performatives, etc. are calculated similarly
to English and in many cases are determined only through contextual
information. We are merely claiming that there is in addition, a class of
particles that act only as indicators of speech act properties like
illocutionary commitment (cf. Kendall 1987 to appear).
2 This is not an exclusive list of languages with SPs, nor of languages
with speech act particles. We have chosen these examples for expository
purposes.
3 We should mention that some SPs, like Japanese ka "question
particle/or' have descriptive uses in addition to their function as attitude
markers (as the translations above indicate), but these descriptive uses
have different syntactic distributions from the SP uses, as (i)
demonstrates.
(i) a. Kono hon wa omoshiroi desu ka?
this book TOPinteresting cop Q
'Is this book interesting?'
b. Kore wa hon ka zassi desu
this TOP book or magazine cop
"This is a book or a magazine'
So, even when there are non-speech-act modifying descriptive equivalents for
some particles, we still must account for their syntactic and morphological
properties when they act as SPs.
^ Note that the Thai SPs we refer to are only those that are labeled
"mood" particles by Peyasantiwong (1981). There are a number of other final
particles in Thai which indicate speaker sex or speaker/hearer status (ef.
(5)), but they are beyond the scope of this paper.
5 Kendall (1985) contains a detailed criticism of the analysis of SPs as
illocutionary force markers.
^ It is possible in both Thai and Japanese to have SPs one after another,
as in (c). There are many possible combinations, but describing them is
beyond the scope of our investigation.
7 It is doubtful whether clitics exhibit a conflict between the
morphological and syntactic requirement. Clitics blithely attach to
adjacent words and we suspect that they exhibit conflicts in phonology and
syntax. More on this later.
° The GF-rule syntax is broader in scope than what Marantz assumes and
includes not only all affix-mediated GF-changing processes but also
processes that are GF-referring , such as Agreement processes which
intermingle with GF-changing affixes in a predictable and important way, an
aspect of grammar dubbed the Mirror Principle by Baker (1985).
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THE PHONOLOGY OF CHUKCHEE CONSONANTS*
Michael Kenstowicz
In this descriptive study the major phonological processes affecting
Chukchee consonants are discussed Chukchee is a language of the
Kamchatka Peninsula In Eastern Siberia Sources for this study
include Skorik (1958, 196 1,1 977), Moll & Inenllkej (1957), Bogoraz
( 1 922, 1 937), and Zhukova ( 1 972)
Chukchee is a language with a remarkably rich phonological structure.
This paper will concentrate on one aspect of this structure— the various
rules of assimilation and disssimilatlon affecting adjacent consonants.
Special attention will be given to the ordering of these "local" consonantal
rules. These rules constitute a reasonably homogeneous and rather easily
segmentable portion of the entire phonology in that they follow various
rules inserting and deleting vowels and are essentially unordered with the
vowel harmony process. However, since some of these vocalic processes
pervade many of the examples to be presented below, it Is necesssary to say
a few words about them here (see Kenstowicz 1979 and Krause 1979 for
more detailed discussion).
Chukchee vowel harmony is of the dominant-recessive variety, with [a]
and (o] dominant and [i], (e), and (u] recessive. When the recessive [l,e,u]
appear in a word with a dominant vowel, they mutate to (e,a,o]. The schwa
vowel undergoes no harmonic alternation and appears freely with either
dominant or recessive vowels. Nevertheless, it may also appear as the only
vowel of morphemes which trigger the harmonic change.
Like many languages Chukchee has rigid restrictions on the number of
consonants that are permitted to cluster together in phonetic
representation. There are no word-final clusters and, with the exception of
(CC?], medial three-consonant clusters are prohibited as well. In addition,
most Initial consonant clusters are not tolerated. When such impermissible
clusters arise through the concatenation of morphemes in underlying
representations or through the deletion of a vowel, they are broken up by the
insertion of a schwa. Initially and finally the schwa is Inserted within the
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Cluster (I.e. *C_C and C_C»), while medially it appears at the morpheme
boundary (i.e C+_CC or CC_+C).
The inventory of Chukchee consonantal phonemes includes the voiceless
stops [p.t.k.q,?], the nasals [m,n.nL the alveopalatal affricate [c] (with [s]
allophones initially and finally), a voiced velar spirant (transcribed here as
[g]), the liquids [I] (voiceless) and [r], and the glides [w] and [J].
One of the most pervasive processes in Chukchee is a rule changing
voiceless stops to nasals before a nasal. {p,t,k] ^ Im.n.n] / (m,n,r)]. (In
Chukchee's sister language Koryak only (t] undergoes this process.)
(1) pane-k "to grind" ge-mne-lin "grinded'
rapan flesh side of hide' ramn-at (plural)
par)al "news' ga-mr)at-len "having news'
tam-ak "to kill' ga-nma-Ien "killed"
ratan tooth' rann-at "teeth"
tar)e-k 'to grow" ge-nne-Un "grew"
plek-at "footware" te-plen-H"* to make footware*
No examples of [k] before [m] or [n] appear in ( 1 ) because of the existence of
another rule which weakens [k] to the spirant Ig] before a nonvelar
consonant.
(2) mak-atanwal-an "having many wounds"
mak-garg-an "multitude"
mag-patwal-an 'many-storied"
mag-jan greater part'
mag-clslo many numbered"
mag-mllger-e "many guns'
cek-ajalgaw-ak 'to fear slightly*
clg-mejf)et-ak 'to grow slightly'
clg-nllgln-nln "he raised slightly"
ga-kwot-len 'took part in" (cf. kawot-arkan 'takes part In
na-gt-aqan hard' (cf . kat-otto-ot "hard wood' , also cf.
na-fltlr)-kin "beautiful", gaLer)-garg-an
"beauty"
The most straightforward interpretation of these data would be to order the
k-»g rule before stop nasalization, depriving the latter of any [km] orfkn]
Inputs. However, the existence of another rule dlsslmllatlng [q] to [gl before
a nasal offers the possibility of a more roundabout way of converting [km]
and [kn] to [gm] and [gn]--nanne1y through the intermediate stage of [r)m] and
Inn). Examples of the ln)-»[g) / lm,n,r)) rule appear in (3).
(3)
tarar)-ak to build a dwelling'
metlarj-en five'
enawrer)"9'< to give as a gift'
tej3ltn-3k to press, iron"
taaror)-8k to request'
P8t?in 'cold', Qinqej 'boy'
na-tarag-more
matlag-more
enawrag-nen
tej8llg-nin
ra-taarog-r)-8t8k
P3t?ig-r)inqej
we built a dw.'
we five'
he gave It'
he pressed It'
you pi. will req.'
boy with a cold'
Thus, one might envisage deriving (gm) and [gn] from [km] and [kn] by first
nasalizing the underlying sequences [km] and [kn] to [r)m] and [Qn] and then
dlssimilating the latter to [gm] and [gn] by the process operative in (3).
However, such an analysis is precluded by the fact that underlying [kQ]
would become [qo] and then [gr)] Instead of the desired [qq]; Q-disslmtlatlon
applies only to underlying [qq] clusters, not to those derived from [kr)] by
stop nasalization Thus, unless the rule of Q-dissimilation is endowed with
the global power to distinguish those [r)\)] sequences which derive from [kQ]
from those that derive from [Qf)] (but still to apply to [nm] from [km] and to
[r)n] from [kn]), this analysis must be rejected,
We will thus require k-*g to precede and "bleed" stop nasalization. We
also require that n-disslmilation precede stop nasalization since, as we
have just seen, n-disslmilatlon applies to underlying [oq] sequences but not
to [qq] sequenecs that derive from [kr)]. The following derivations Illustrate
the relationship among the rules In the proposed analysis.
(4) [pn] [kn] [kQ] [Qn] [nnl
gn — — — k-»g
gn gi^ r)-dissimilatlon
mn — nn "" " stop nasalization
The two sounds [q] and [g] figured prominently in the above discussion. Let
us now examine the behavior of these segments in other contexts. First of
all, [f]] assimilates the point of articulation of a following consonant, while
[m] and [n] do not. This is illustrated In (5).
(5) ter)-3l?-3n
tam-wagarg-an
tam-pera-k
tan-cotcot
good'
good life'
to look good"
good pillow'
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tan-l8mr)8l
tan-r?arq8
ten-j8lqet-8k
good story'
good breastband"
to sleep weir
r)8to-k
line)
wlr)3r
r)3pe-k
plmplf)
'to go out'
pigeon'
'hoe'
'to get off
ga-nto-len
linl-8t
winri-t
ge-mpe-lin
'ashes' (reduplication of (pir)]
'went out"
pigeons'
'hoes'
'got off
mak- 'many'
imat 'load'
ne-kim-aqln 'slow'
pera-n 'image'
na-mka-kin 'often'
imti-t loads'
ge-n-kim-ew-lin impeded"
ga-n-pera-w-len decorated'
The Chukchee nasal asssimilation process thus provides Important evidence
bearing on the question of nasal assimilation hierarchies. As is well known,
there are many languages (e.g. Lithuanian, Arabic) where [n] assimilates the
point of articulation of a following consonant while (m] does not. The
Chukchee data suggest that [q] is weaker than [n] in this respect. This
provides further support for the generalization noted by a number of writers
(e.g. Chen 1974) that velars are more likely to suffer assimilation and
lenitlon than are dentals, which In turn are weaker than labials. The k-»g
process noted earlier Is a further manifestation of this phenomenon since
[p] and [t] do not suffer analogous weakening. (As we shall see later,
Chukchee [q] also weakens before a consonant).
The behavior of the velar spirant Ig] in Chukchee is quite complex.
Generally before the labial consonants [m] and (p] underlying [g] appears as
(wl, though in some cases this change appears to be optional.
(6) 3tlag-an 'father
?ig-an 'wolf
n-etleg-qln sweet'
8tlaw-poJg-an
?lw-p1piq-3lg-an
etlew-matqamat
clwm-al?-an « cigm-al?-an
cew-mak « leg-mak
short'
'eggshell'
father's spear'
lemming' (wolf-mouse)
honey' (sweet-fat)
In some cases underlying [k] will appear as [w] before [m] and [p],
presumably through reordering of the k^g rule to feed the g-»w process:
^,^^^X' 'young man', aacew-matal?-dn 'brother-in-law'; /77d'/('- 'many', mew-
penwel many two-year-old reindeer bucks', mdw-mooQor 'many pack
reindeer'. The latter two forms come from Bogoraz (1922), who lists many
more cases of [k] appearing as (w] before a labial than does Skorik (Bogoraz
worked with informants from the western dialect, while Skorik describes
the eastern (literary) dialect.) Interestingly, in no cases have I found that
[gm] from (qm] alternates with (wm) Finally, there are a number of cases
where [g] sporadically alternates with [w] (usually in the environment of a
round vowel), but where the alternating consonant corresponds to a (w] and
not to a Ig] in Korjak: cf. Chukchee wopgd ~ gopqe 'moose', Korjak wepqa-n,
Chukchee wut-dk ~ gut-dk 'to attach', Korjak wut-dk . These forms thus
evidence a variable rule dissimilating [w] to [g] in the context of a rounded
vowel. This rule provides an explanation for the following correspondence:
Korjak r)dwo-k to begin', Chukchee r)oo-k ~ mgo-k. These forms have
arisen from a couple of variable rules in Chukchee phonology. One deletes
intervocalic glides, converting (nawo-k] to [r)ao-k], which yields [r)oo-k) by
obligatory assimilation of schwa to an adjacent vowel. The other rule
variably deletes an unstressed schwa from initial syllables giving Inwo-k],
whence [mgo-kj by n-dlssimtlation and IwHg]. (See Skorik 1961:61-64 for
discussion of these variable rules.)
Summarizing the above discussion, It seems safe to assume, with Skorik
( 1 96 1 :46), that there is a rule [gl-lw] /_ [labial], with a tendency to
reorder this rule into a feeding relationship with the (k]->(g] rule. The other
cases of [g] alternating with [w] must await further study.
Continuing the discussion of [g]. It remains unchanged before coronal
continuants: ganu-k 'to be superfluous', ge-gnu-lin (past tense); ger-dk "to
lasso', ge-gra-lin (past tense); g&ju/et-ak 'to instruct', ge-gjulet-lin (past
tense). The behavior of [g] before a velar consonant is best discussed In
terms of the following matrix showing the phonology of all possible
combinations of velar consonants.'
(7) k g w n
k kk kg kw r)0
g kg kw r)r)
w wk kw kw wf)
n r)k 09 mw 90
Examples illustrating the combinations of underlying velars depicted in (7)
appear in (8).
(8) (k) [k] ekak son', ekk-at sons'
(k] + [gl mak-garg-an 'multitude"
[k] [w] kawot-ark-an 'takes part in', ga-kwot-len (past tense)
[k] + [q] gannik animal', gannir)-r)att-ak to earn one's living by
means of animals'
[g] + [g] menig 'cloth', manek-gape 'from cloth'
[g] + [w] watacg-an 'ovei^Us', manek-watacg-an 'overalls cloth',
gawa-k 'to be delayed', ga-kv\/a-len (past tense)
Ig] + [r)] I'glig 'egg'. O^^O"'^ "^o go o^f, len-n^to-k 'to hatch',
len-r)9ta-k 'to go for eggs'; ?ig-an 'wolf, Qinqej 'boy',
?ir)-r)inqej 'wolf-boy'
M + (k] na-kew-kin 'comfortable'
[w) + [g] taw-ak 'to tell', tak-warg-an communication' from
(tav\/-garg-an]; kak-warg-an comfort' fi^m [kew-garg-an
[w] + [w] r)ev\/-?en 'woman', war)e-k 'to sew", Qak-waQe-gerg-en
woman's sewing'
Iw] + [q] anjiw "uncle", anjiw-qew 'uncle's wife"
[r)] * Ik] emnui^ 'tundra', emnur)-ka (locative case)
[qI Ig] lO'n 'hose", en-gapa 'from nose". eQ-garg-an 'middle blade
of reindeer horn"
(nl * [w] pimpir) "ashes" (root (pir)]), pim-watr-an "flour"
[r)] + (r)] taaror)-ak "to try", ra-taarag-r)-anen he will tr\) it';
nagtlQ-kin 'beautiful", gatig-r)ew-acgat "beautiful woman"
An immediate problem is presented by the data in (8)—how can (g+i^]-»[nr)l
while [r)+ol-*lgnl'^ The latter change, recall, is part of a more general
process that disslmllates [q] before all nasal consonants (cf. (3) above). No
matter in which way the rules are ordered one will always undo the effect
of the other. If r)-diss1m1lat1on applies first, converting [r)+r)) to (gr)], there
is no way to prevent the latter from switichlng back to [no] by the rule that
would convert (g+r)) to (nol A similar problem arises if the rules are applied
in the reverse order Nor do these rules fall under the purview of any of the
various constraints discussed in the literature for imposing disjunctive
ordering.
A solution to the dilemma is suggested by the fact that a rule
disslmllating the velar spirant [g] to [k] before [g] and [w] (and [k]?) is
needed in any case. Suppose that this rule is extended to apply before [q] as
well. This move would take [go] to (kr)] and thus effectively shield this
cluster from the n-dlsslmilation rule. After the latter rule has applied to
derive (gr)] from [oq], [kQ] from both [kQ] and from (gr)] will convert to (r)n] by
the general rule of stop nasalization, The following derivations Illustrate
the proposed solution.
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(9) ikn) [go] (on)
kr) — g-dtssimilation ((g]-»[kl/ lg,w,r)]
gn Q-dissimilation
on no -- stop nasalization
The change of (ww) and [wg] to [kw] in (8) can be handled in a variety of
ways Perhaps the most natural is [wg)-»[ww]-»[gwl-»[kw], though I know of
no evidence that would justify this particular solution
Before proceeding to some additional rules involving Chukchee consonants
it is worthwhile to note the dual nature of [w] in this language. In some
cases it patterns with the labial consonants, as in the n-assimilation rule
of (3) and in the rule [g]-»[w] / (labial), where the change of (gl to (w] can
be interpreted as an assimilation of the labiality of the following [p] and
(m]. It is therefore somewhat remarkable that (w] does not trigger the
latter rule. But this can be explained by the assumptiuon that all
occurrences of (g+w) have already switched to (kw] by the rule of g-
dissimilation, where the velar character of [w] manifests itself,
incidentally, this ordering of g-dissimilation before [g]-»(w] is consistent
with the principle noted in Donegan & Stampe (1979) that disslmilatory
processes tend to precede asslmllatorii ones. 1 will return to this point
later.
Turning now to the (q] and (?) phonemes, there are two phonologlcally
distinct kinds of glottal stop in Chukchee— a prevocallc one and a
preconsonantal one. (The glottal stop does not appear word-finally.)
According to Skorik (1958), these two glottal stops are distinguished
phonetically in the eastern (literary) dialect. The prevocallc variety is
described as "weaker" (aspiration with no complete glottal closure), while
the preconsonantal one is "stronger", articulated with glottal closure. This
state of affairs is historically explicable by comparison with Korjak: the
prevocallc glottal stop corresponds to the Korjak pharyngeal fricative
(transcribed here as (hi), while the preconsonantal one corresponds to
Korjak (qj.
(10) Chukchee (eastern dialect) Korjak
?8l?3l
me?m)t maqmlt 'arrows'
Most occurrences of the Chukchee preconsonantal glottal stop alternate
with a prevocalic [q] and thus may be derived by the rule [q]-»(?) / C.
Illustrations of this automatic alternation appear in ( 1 1 ).
(11) abs.sg abspl.
pi^piq
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(r] [r] etro-lg-an « erro-lg-an 'bedding made of needles'
[r] + [j] kur-3k "to buy", kot-Jo 'purchase'
[j] it] w?ej-3k grass" (locative), w?eg-ti (plural)
[j] * [c] n'f^'Pej '^oy'' nen-qag-can-en 'big boy"
[j] + [n] caj tea', cag-nalk-3k 'to make tea'
[j] + ill qej-we correct', qeg-lananget 'truth'
ij] (rl w?ej- grass', w?ag-ran 'grass house'
ijl [j] qejaqej nestling'. qag-ja?jaq young sea-gull'
Thus, similar to the strengthening of [g] to (k] before velars, we find that [r]
strengthens to [t] before coronals, with subsequent nasalization before (n).
in addition. [1] is strengthened to [t] before liquids and [c] assimilates the
closure of following voiceless coronal consonants articulated with closure
(i.e. [ct]^(tt]and(cl)-.(tl]).
More interesting Is the change of [j] to the velar spirant (g) before
coronals This is, admittedly, a rather peculiar phonetic change. But it is a
quite regular rule, as evidenced by the behavior of Russian loanwords such
as caj tea': cf. cag-te (plural), but caj-paw-ak 'to drink tea', caj-kojrj-dn
tea cup' The phonetically bizarre nature of this alternation might be
mitigated by construing the change of [jl to [g] to take place in stages rather
than directly. Given the phonology as a whole, it does not seem
unreasonable to suppose that Just as (r] is strengthened to [t] before a
coronal so [j] would be strengthened to (k'j, which would naturally merge
with the velar [k], whence [g] by the regular rule that weakens (k) to [g]
before nonvelar consonants.
In any case, whether the change of [j] to [g] is mediated by (k] or proceeds
directly will not be relevant for the point that 1 wish to now develop. In
Kenstowlcz & Klsseberth (1973) it was proposed as a general ordering
constraint on phonological rules that a rule of vowel epenthesls breaking up
a consonant cluster will always precede and hence prevent the application
of any local consonantal rule which changes the feature composition of a
consonant by virtue of Its adjacency to another consonant. This principle Is
one of the few rule-ordering unlversals to have withstood the test of time.''
Chukchee phonology provides an excellent illustration of this principle since
It has a rich stock of local rules Although this point should have been
apparent from the examples already cited, it will be useful to reiterate It
here. Alternations like pane-k
,
ge-mne-lin (root (pne)) show that schwa
epenthesls bleeds stop nasalization, while alternations such as kat-otto-ot
na-gt-aqen show that epenthesls precedes [k]->(g]. Forms like lirjal , linl-at
from underlying [IIqI] and (linl-tl) show that epenthesls precedes
n-assimllatlon. A pair of forms such as pojg-a spear (instrumental case)
but ga-pojg-dma (comitative case) from underlying [ga-pojg-ma] show that
epenthesis bleeds the rule changing [g] to [w] before a labial. Finally, forms
such as gdwa-k
,
ga-kwa-len (root [gwa]) and aqm , a?n-^ (root [aqn])
demonstrate that epenthesis must precede the rules of g-dissimilation and
[q]-»[?]. The principle that vowel epenthesis must precede any local rule
correctly predicts that insertion of a schwa always prevents the application
of these rules from affecting Chukchee consonants
There is, however, an additional aspect to this principle It predicts that
if an epenthesis rule Is, for any reason, sensitive to a particular feature of
one of the consonants in a cluster, epenthesis will always be determined by
the underlying character of the consonant, as opposed to any derived
characteristic it would acquire by virtue of the application of a local rule.
The Chukchee rule dlssimilatlng [j] to [g] before a coronal provides an
interesting test of this principle. As shown in Krause (1979), when word-
medial epenthesis applies to break up a CCC cluster, the schwa Is regularly
Inserted at the morpheme boundary: CC+__C or C*_CC. However, when each
consonant belongs to a separate morpheme (I.e. when we have C+C+C), there
is variation between whether the schwa appears between the first and
second consonants or between the second and third consonants. According
to Krause the principle underlying this variation is that the schwa is placed
between the first and second consonants unless they share the coronal point
of articulation, in which case the schwa is placed between the second and
third.
The sufflxal complex composed of the elements [1+q] that appears in the
absolute singular of many nouns will illustrate this aspect of Chukchee
phonology.5 However, first it must be pointed out that the (r)] of this
morpheme Is often disguised as surface (g] by a rule of Chukchee that
converts (nl to [g] after [1] and [c] (one of the few r\jles of Chukchee
phonology affecting the second consonant in a cluster instead of the first
one). The operation of this rule is apparent in the data of (14).
(14) i8n-3k
Note that In ( 1 5) the schwa appears between the (11 and the (q) in the
underlying [C+I*r]] cluster since the final consonant of the stem and the (1)
agree in corwallty.
However, when the stem ends in a noncoronal consonant the shwa appears
between the stem and the [1], permitting the (r)) of the underlying [C+I+q]
cluster to become [g] by the rule illustrated In (14).
(16)
Thus, there is a consistent contrast in the location of schwa between stems
ending in an underlying [g] (cf. teg-dhg-an , root [tig]) versus those ending
in an underlying [j] (cf. w?ag-hdrj-dn , root [w?ej])—despite the fact that
the (g] - [j] opposition is itself neutralized in these forms. Interestingly, a
similar contrast appears in the plural of nouns. As shown in Kenstowicz
(1979) and Krause (1979) the plural affix [-ti] is subject to a special rxjle
that deletes its vowel when the preceding stem ends in a vowel or in a
noncoronal consonant. Underlying [milute-ti] "hares" appears as mi/ute-t,
[wejem-ti] "rivers' as [wejem-t] whence wejem-et by epenthesis;
iaacek-ti] "young men" as aacek-et ,Xiwi (q?awal-ti] "comers is q?awaMe
and [jit-ti] "drops' is jit-ti. Stems ending in underlying [g] permit the vowel
of the plural suffix to be lost: [menig-ti] "cloths' appears as menig-et and
[tig-ti] "skis" as tig-at . But stems ending in underlying [j] prevent dropping
of the plural vowel even though the [j] itself surfaces phonetically as Ig]:
[w?ej-ti] "grasses" is w?eg-ti and lejwej-tl] "wooden forks" as ejweg-ti.
This contrast can also be explained by the proposed ordering constraint
requiring epenthesis to precede local rules. A derivation where
j-dlssimllatlon applies first and then permits the vowel of the plural suffix
to be lost would involve a subsequent splitting of the dlssimilated cluster
by final schwa epenthesis.
In a recent paper Donegan & Stampe ( 1 979) have suggested that the
epenthesis— local rule ordering constraint can be viewed as a manifestation
of a more general principle that strengthening processes (under which they
Include dissimilation, diphthongization, syllabication, and epenthesis)
always precede weakening processes (assimilation, monophthonglzatlon,
desyllabification, reduction, deletion, and lenition). In the light of the
fortltion-precedes-lenition principle they go on to propose a general model
of phonological derivation consisting of two components.
(18) GRAMMAR ^^\ •'^
— > ( Fortltions ] -'-> ( Lenltions ] ^~> SPEECH
LEXICON
The underlying representation is subject to the simultaneous application of
all fortltion processes (with possible reapplication) The resultant output
Is then subject to the simultaneous application of all lenition processes
(again with possible reapplication).
In general I am quite sympathetic with the approach Donegan & Stampe
have taken in viewing sequencing constraints in terms of the phonetic
content and Intent of phonoloqical processes. For one thinq. the fortltion-
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Characteristic rule-Interaction pattern that resists an account In terms of
the more cognltlvely based notion of rule opacity. As noted In Kenstowtcz &
Klsseberth ( 1 977: 1 75) many languages have vowel lengthening and
shortening rules whose environments partially overlap. In such situations
of overlapping environments a given vowel Is subject to two contradictory
Instructions. One rule requires the vowel to be long while the other
requires It to be short. Application of either one of the rules will render
the other opaque. Since either ordering leads to equivalent opacity one
would expect no preference for one kind of sequencing over the other.
Nevertheless, In such conflicting situations the vowel is typically shortened
rather than lengthened. If one makes the rather natural assumption that
lengthening is a fortitlon process while shortening is a form of lenltlon
then Donegan & Stampes principle provides an interesting explanation for
this phenomenon.
Nevetheless I think that It Is a mistake to construe the vowel-epenthesis
-precedes-local-rules constraint as a subcase of the more general
fort ItIon-precedes- lenltlon principle. For one thing, vowel epenthesls will
bleed a local rule irregardless of whether the latter takes the form of a
strengthening or a weakening process. As we have seen, the local rules of
Chukchee are more or less evenly distributed between lenltlons
(assimilation) and fortltions (dissimilation); yet the application of both
types Is suspended when a consonant cluster Is split by an epenthetic
vowel. 7 For example, given the underlying form (ge-kejr)-ma] 'bear'
(comitative case) the model in ( 1 8) predicts the simultaneous application of
both epenthesls and o-disslmilatlon, which would yield the Incorrect
surface form ga-kajg-dma Instead of the correct ga-kaj/j-ama . Perhaps It
would be better to view vowel epenthesls not as a fortitlon process but
rather as more of a prosodic principle responding to the exigencies of
syllable structure and require It to apply fairly early In the derivation, with
subsequent reappllcatlon when necessary.
Another reason for not viewing epenthesls as a fortitlon process Is that In
some languages it must clearly follow deletion rules. For example, In many
dialects of Levantine Arabic unstressed short high vowels are syncopated In
open syllables. When syncope gives rise to an Impermissible CCC cluster a
general vowel epenthesls process Is applied. If vowel epenthesls Is a
fortitlon process, however, then this sequencing of processes would be
precluded by (18).
Regardless of whether vowel epenthesls is properly regarded as a
strengthening process there Is, in my opinion, a more disturbing aspect to
the model of phonological derivation Donegan & Stampe propose—nam ley its
appeal to simultaneous application of processes. They correctly point out
that bleeding interactions are the most serious challenge to this mode of
rule application and suggest that most examples of bleeding can be
accounted for in terms of the fortltlon-precedes-lenltlon principle. Be that
as It may, there Is at least one type of situation which empirically
distinguishes between a simultaneous versus a sequential mode of mle
application—deletion r\jles that stand In a mutually bleeding relation. An
example of rules exhibiting this relation appears In Russian. One rule
deletes the dental stops (t) and [dl before the past tense suffix [-11. Thus, we
have [met) 'sweep' and [ved] 'lead' appearing without the dental stop In the
feminine, neuter, and plural past tense forms me-l-a, me-ho, me-I-i
;
ve-l-a, ve-l-o, ve-I-i. The other rule deletes the past tense suffix [-1] in
word-final position when preceded by a consonant. I.e. In the context C *.
Thus, we have nes-l-a, nes-l-o, nes-hi, but nes from [nes-1] for the
masculine form of 'carry'. The underlying form for the masculine past of
•lead' Is clearly [ved-1]. If the rxjles are applied sequentially we derive
either ved or ve-l depending on which rule of deletion Is applied first. The
correct output happens to be ve-l, showing that the deletion of a dental
stop must be granted priority over deletion of the [-1]. If, however, the rules
were to be applied simultaneously we would derive *n?. Not only Is *v!p
Incorrect, It Is exceedingly bizarre. So far as I know, application of both
rules In a mutually bleeding relationship Is unprecedented. Yet since this Is
the one (and only?) kind of rule Interaction that would distinguish between
simultaneous and sequential application. It should call for some
reconsideration of the issue.
It should be noted here that the Russian data are not being presented as a
counterexample to the simultaneous application proposal of Donegan &
Stampe since deletion of dental stops and loss of the final lateral consonant
are phenomena limited to the past tense of Russian verbs and are thus not
phonological processes In the sense of Donegan & Stampe. Nevertheless
they represent the kinds of deletion phenomena that are found among natural
phonological processees. If it can be shown that there are pairs of deletion
processes standing in the mutual bleeding relationship that do apply
simultaneously, this would constitute a strong argument in favor of the
simultaneous mode of application. On the other hand, if one process must be
granted priority over the other in such cases then we have a strong
argument in favor of sequential application. It is my guess that the latter
possibility will prove to be correct.
*Thls paper was written in the fall of 1 978 for a volume edited by
Beinard Comrie on the languages of the Soviet Union Unfortunately this
volume has never appeared. Although the paper is theoretically outdated in
certain respects the Chuckchee material is sufficiently interesting as well
as virtually inaccessible to most readers so that publication in this form
seemed warranted.
1 1 have been unable to find any clear cases of underlying [g] [k], though
it Is clear that the morphology of the language would permit such clusters
to arise freely since there are many suffixes beginning with [k]. As Skorik
(1961) is quite careful to mention all phonological and phonetic alternations
in Chukchee, his silence on this matter would lead one to believe that (g)
[k] undergoes no phonological change and thus appears as [gk] on the
phonetic surface The velar stop [k] would then constitute the only
preconsonantal environment In which [k] contrasts with [g]. Before all other
consonants this opposition Is neutralized phonetically.
2as evidenced by a tape recording of a western dialect speaker supplied
to the author by Bernard Comrte.
3zhukova ( 1 972;3 1 ) states that Korjak [h] deletes In final position, citing
alternations like hdllah-dk "mother" loc, but hdlla abs.sg. I have been
unable to find any examples of an [h] In preconsonantal position In Korjak,
leading me to believe that the Chukchee phonotactic constraint limiting the
"weak" glottal stop to prevocallc position reflects a similar limitation on
Korjak [h] and thus Is a reflex of the proto-language If this Is correct, then
one can view the western dialect change of V?C to ?VC as motivated by this
constraint. A similar positional limitation on the glottal stop appears In
many Philippine languages where [?] Is barred from preconsonantal position.
It is Interesting to note that when a (?C] cluster arises morphophonemlcally
In these languages, typically by vowel syncope, the glottal stop is
metatheslzed in the opposite direction from that In western Chukchee: I.e.
CV?eCV-> CV?CV-^CVC?V.
'^The only counterexample I know of occurs In the Nootkan language
Makah, as described In Jacobsen ( 1 97 1 ), where a rule of vowel Insertion
must apply after the rule delablallzing labialized consonants before another
consonant or word-finally. This rule Inserts a lengthened version of the
root vowel after a monosyllabic stem when it Is followed by a suffix
beginning with a voiced or glottalized consonant: [diq] to sew" (yak*) -»
diqiyak "sewing machine"; (kutx) 'to drum" [yak*] -» kutxuyak "drum";
[c'atq] to spoon up" + (yak*) - c'atqayak spoon' The rule does not affect
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polysyllabic stems (cf. [we?jc) "to sleep" [yakw] -» ^eP/C(/3J(: 'mattress')
nor does it apply between suffixes (cf. [llc+a:s+yak^] -» lica.syak
'tablecloth'). The examples cited by Jacobsen showing delabialization
applying before vowel insertion are llakw] 'lick' * [yak*] -^ laka.yak tongue*,
[q'akw] to whittle' + [yak*] -» q'akayak 'knife' and the reduplications
llakw+lakw] 'to lick repeatedly' - laka:lak, [q'akw+q'akw] 'to whittle
repeatedly" -» Q'aka.q'ak. Unlike Chukchee vowel epenthesis, Makah vowel
insertion is a rule with no apparent phonetic intent. One might thus
conclude that the proposed ordering constraint only obtains between
phonological process. Nevetheless the constraint also holds for many
morphologically governed processes and thus it does not seem proper to
exclude them from the scope of the proposed ordering constraint.
^Although it is difficult to assign any definite semantic content to the
[1] and the (nJ separately, there are nevertheless good reasons for dividing
them into distinct morphological elements, Note in particular that the
addition of the [1+q] complex triggers the vowel harmony rule: er)er 'star',
a/jat-hd/j-an
.
This same property is exhibited by a pair of augmentative
suffixes that share the [r)] element, (j+r)) f^as a "positive" shade of meaning
and Ic+q] a "negative" one: tftht "needles', tete-J-ij-dt 'big needles";
tumg-dt "comrades', tomg-aj-Q-at 'big comrades'; kuke-t 'kettles',
koka-c-g-at "big kettles'; t/'/jur^tf 'bows', ter)or-c-ar)-dt "big bows". It thus
seems reasonable to segment the Ir)I common to all of these suffixes and
endow It with the lexical property of triggering vowel harmony. Perhaps
this same element is to be identified as the historic source for the vowel
harmony In the dative and ablative cases: cf. Chukchee kupre-n net'
(abs.sg.), kopra-gta (dative), kopra-jpa (ablative) versus Korjak milut
'hare', melota-jtai)
,
melota-jpai).
^Paired body-part words often employ the [I+q] complex as a singulatlve:
cf. relw-ahg-an « Pelw-at-l-dr)-an
, rilw-at 'eyebrow'; mang-al-g-an »
mang-dt-har)-an
, mang-at 'hand'; relp-al-g-an ~ re/p-at-/-ao-an , rflp-at
'shoulder'.
^The fact that vowel epenthesis bleeds both local assimilation and
dissimilation rules militates against another possible explanation for the
ordering principle. If one adopts an autosegmental approach to phonology
(cf. Goldsmith 1979), it Is reasonable to view processes of assimilation as
the spreading of an autosegment. For example, the Chukchee assimilation of
(n*t] to (n*t] might be viewed as the deletion of the point of articulation
feature [velar] from a nasal standing before a consonant. By general
principle the point of articulation feature of the following consonant, in
this case [dental], will automatically spread to the nasal, as depicted below.
(velar] (dental]
1 1 -->
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TONAL CHANGES: INTERPLAY BETWEEN TONE AND TONE SANDHI
A CASE STUDY OF THE SHANGHAI DIALECT*
Zhiji Lu
This paper is intended to offer a new interpretation of
historical changes in tonal systems by studying old and new
varieties of the Shanghai dialect of Chinese. The tonal
developments in the Shanghai dialect are analyzed as the
interplay between the isolation form and the sandhi form.
Based on a detailed discussion of these processes, a new
model of tonal changes is proposed.
1. Introduction
As noted by Hyman (1978), the study of tone changes in relation to tonological
systems has lagged behind its segmental counterpart, since it is not always clear what is a
plausible or phonetically motivated tonal change. However, this is an important field
worth more study.
Shanghai is located on the eastern coast of China. The speech of metropolitan
Shanghai belongs to the Wu Dialect, one of the seven major dialect groups in China.
Within the Shanghai dialect, there are two varieties which are easily perceived by the
native speaker as being different. One is spoken only by some old and middle aged
people. The other is spoken by the majority of the people in Shanghai, especially by the
younger generation. The former is referred to as the old variety and the latter as the new
variety. The new variety is considered to be standard in metropolitan Shanghai. People
who speak the old variety are often regarded as a "country cousin". The differences
between the old and the new varieties in a synchronic perspective are the synchronic
shadow of a diachronic development within the period from the end of the last century to
the present day. This situation provides us with abundant and useful living data for the
study of the nature and the processes of tonal changes. The new view on tonal
development proposed in this paper is based on a careful study of the relation between
the tonal systems of these two varieties.
2. Tonal systems of the old and the new varieties
* I would like to express my gratitude to Professor Chin-Chuan Cheng and Professor
Michael Kenstowicz for reading the manuscript of this paper and discussing the contents
with me. My thanks also go to Professor Charles Kissebirth, Stephen Helmreich,
Dorothy Evans and Hyang-sook Sohn for their comments, suggestions, help and
encouragement during the preparation of this paper.
2.1 The old variety
In Chinese, generally speaking, the syllable is the smallest tone bearing unit. In
the traditional analysis of the old variety of the Shanghai dialect, the syllables in isolation
are assigned to six tone classes: Yin Level, Yin Rising, Yin Departing, Yang Departing,
Yin Entering, Yang Entering. In Middle Chinese (i.e. the ancient Chinese of around the
7th century A. D.), Level, Rising, Departing and Entering were the basic tone categories.
According to the properties of the syllable-initial consonants, every category was further
divided into two classes: Yin, tones with voiceless initials; and Yang, tones with voiced
initials. These eight classes are usually illustrated as follows:
(1) lA Yin Level
IB Yang Level
2A Yin Rising
2B Yang Rising
3A Yin Departing
33 Yang Eteparting
4A Yin Entering
4B Yang Entering
Since Shanghai dialect descends from the Middle Chinese, the tones in isolation
regularly correspond to the classes illustrated above. However, the syllables originally
having tones of Yang Level (IB) and Yang Rising (2B) have merged into those of Yang
Departing (3B).
Based on the reports of Shen (1981a, 1981b, 1982), Xu et al. (1982b), and the
results of a recent investigation by the Chinese Ctepartment of Fudan University in
Shanghai (Xu 1986), the phonetic values of these tonal classes are as follows: 1
(2) Tone Pitch value
lA 53 or 52, noted as 53
2A 44 or 33, noted as 44
3A 34
3B 23
4A 4 or 5, short duration, noted as 44
4B 12 or 13, short duration, noted asH
Syllables with tone 4A and tone 4B are checked syllables. Ending with a glottal
stop, they are of a short duration.
Tone sandhi occurs when monosyllabic morphemes or words are combined into
compound words or idiomatic phrases. Sherard (1972) calls these a "phonological
word". Below is a chart of the phonetic values of the sandhi forms for bisyllabic words:
1 In order to be conmiensurate with the original data source, five scale notation (with 5
highest and 1 lowest) is used here to indicate the pitch values. Pitch value is underlined
when the tone is of short duration.
(3)
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Second syll
First syll
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Based on the spectrographs from the author's own phonetic experiments on the
tones of the new variety of Shanghai, and the reports (Xu et al. 1981, 1982a, 1983, Xu
1986), the phonetic values of these five tones are as follows:
(5) rone
3A+3A b. s] 34 kj 34 -> s] 55 ki: 31 'world'
3A+3B a. eij 34 n0 23 -> e'u 33 n0 44 •little girl'
3A+3B b. If i 34 mi 23 -> tc' i 55 mi 31 'smell'
3A+4A ku<i 34 so' 44 -» ku.t 33 so^ 44 'quick'
3A+4B k\: 34 u-)'i3 -> k'<i 33 ui-44 'happy'
3B+1A liu 23 fi 53 -» hu 22 t i 44 'staircase'
3B+3A hn23 sO 34 - hn 22 s0 44 'five years old'
3B+3B fit 23 dt 23 -> lit 22 d£ 44 'salty egg'
3B-I-4A hi« 23 sO' 44 -> inia 22 so' 44 'uncle'
3B+4B fin0 23 nil? 13 -> hnp 22 nii^44 'warm'
4A+1A pii''44 St 53 -j> pii'33 s£ 44 'beggar'
4A+3A so? 44 hu 34 -> so' 33 hu 44 'coward'
4A+3B sr 44 dj 23 -> S9'33 ds 44 'cork'
4A+4A f.r44 t v 44 -» tr 33 tv44 'put off
4A+4B ko' 44 zu- 13 -> ko? 33 z«-44 'feel'
4B+1A 2.J-13 f,y 53 -> zvU f 1 23 'thief
4B+3A b>' 13 ci-t 34 -> h:>- U eid 23 'play'
4B+3B za^n zot) 23 - zft^ U zoij 23 'emphasis'
4B+4A birU tcia'44 -» bir U tcia'23 'bad quality'
4B+4B fim-:^^ 13 lo' 13 -» hma^ 11 lo"" 23 'dark green'
Tone 2A is shown separately under category 3A, because different sandhi forms
arise from the combination of the syllables whose tones in isolation originally belonged
to2A.
Ignoring the differences in duration, only four types of pitch values are observed:
(7) Type I: 55-31
II: 33-44
III: 22-44
IV: 11-23
Obviously, Types 1, III and IV in the new variety are the same as Types 2, 8 and
10 in the old variety.
3. Interaction between tone and tone sandhi
3.1 The most prominent characteristic of the tone sandhi of Shanghai
Comparing the sandhi fornis with the isolated forms, it is not difficult to note the
prominent characteristic of the relation between tone and tone sandhi in both the old and
the new varieties in the Shanghai dialect. That is the contour of the first syllable in
isolation dominates the contour of the whole sandhi domain.
For example, in the new variety, the sandhi form of the combinations lA-lA, lA-
3A, 1A-3B, is 55-31 (Type I). That is, it is not dependent on the tone class of the second
syllable. The sandhi forms of 1A-4A and 1A-4B are the same as those above, if we
ignore the difference in duration. Thus, the sandhi forms of all these five combinations
can be treated as one pattern, namely lA-X, where X represents a syllable in any of the
five tone classes.
This kind of characteristic will be more obvious if we look at the spectrographs
for lA-X (see Figure 1).2
Sherard (1972) is the first to claim that the contour of polysyllabic words depends
only on the tone of the initial syllable. Ballard (1976) stated that "in Shanghai apparently
the only sandhi that occurs is of the type I shall call 'right spreading'." (p.12) This
conclusion was modified by Zee and Maddieson (1979) with regard to the accurate pitch
values of the first (leftmost) syllable spreading.3
In the old variety, since there are six isolated forms and ten sandhi types
(disregarding the difference in duration), things seem a little more complex than in the
new variety. However, comparing the sandhi forms with the isolated tone forms of each
syllable which is a member of the combination, it is clear that in many cases the isolated
form of the second syllable is irrelevant in determining the sandhi form. For example, the
combinations 4B-1A, 4B-2A, 4B-3A, 4B-3B share the same sandhi type of 11-23 (Type
10). The isolated form of 4B is 13. The contour of the sandhi form with 4B as the first
syllable results from spreading of the contour of 4B in isolation, as illustrated below:
(8) 13 X 13 1 (2) 3 11 23
M - I
-
s s
~
I!
Generally speaking, this most prominent characteristic of the Shanghai dialect
mentioned above also prevails in the old variety. However, considering the variants of
sandhi forms under the same sandhi pattern and, especially, the relation between the
2 The experiment was carried out in the Phonetic Lab of Department of Linguistics in
University of Illinois, in May, 1985, by using Digital Sona-graph 7800 and Visi-pitch
6087. The informant is a male native of Shanghai, in age of 35, who was, at that time, a
visiting scholar from Shanghai, China.
3 In Zee and Maddieson (1979), detailed data of tone and tone sandhi in Shanghai
based on the phonetic experiment are presented. But their data differ in several cases
from what I present here. As a native speaker who was bom and raised in metropolitan
Shanghai, I do not think the speech of their informant can be considered as "standard
metropolitan Shanghai" since this informant was in her late fifties and the acoustic data
concerning the Entering tones and the related sandhi forms could not be found in any
other reports.
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Figure I
sandhi patterns of the two varieties, this prominent characteristic cannot give a complete
interpretation of the whole picture. For instance, there are two variants, namely 44-44
and 34-53, under the category 2A in the old variety. How are they related to the isolated
form 44 of their first syllable? What is the relation between these two different sandhi
forms? Furthermore, how can we relate them with the sandhi form 33-44 in the new
variety since 2A merged into 3B? To answer these questions, further studies are needed.
3.2 Diachronic stages in the sandhi variants
During the tonal development, some deviation of sandhi forms will happen,
caused either for phonetic reasons or by some special tendency in the development of this
tonal system. Therefore, the variants in synchronic perspective might reflect stages of
historical development. Some represent earlier stages while others represent later stages.
With this viewpoint, we can detect some traces of the tone changes of Shanghai dialect
by comparing and analyzing the variants of the sandhi forms.
For example, there are two sandhi variants related to tone 1A in the old variety:
55-53 (Type 1) and 55-31 (Type 2). Since there is only 55-31 existing in the new variety,
we can assume that 55-53 is an earlier form while 55-31 is a later form. 55-53 is directly
derived from the isolated form 53 (tone 1 A), because of the most prominent characteristic
of Shanghai dialect. Then, 55-31 is derived from 55-53 as a deviation form. This
deviation is caused by a special tendency of tonal change in Shanghai. In the old variety,
the pitches on second syllable of the bisyllabic words in most cases are high falling if
they are falling contours. In the new variety, only low falling contours occur in the same
positions. So this kind of change can be viewed as the result of a special tendency which
turns the contour of the high falling in second syllable into low falling. Under this
assumption, the process of tonal development related to tone lA can be illustrated as
follows:
(9) Old variety New variety
Tone (lA) 53 53 (lA)
\
Sandhi 55-53 > 55-31
. . .
55-31
The arrow in (9) means that the sandhi form 55-53 is determined by the isolated
form 53 in the old variety. Roughly speaking, the sandhi form is the "right spreading" of
the isolated form of the first (leftmost) syllable. The symbol ">" indicates the historical
stages reflected in these variants. 55-53 belongs to the earlier stage while 55-31 to the
later stage. What related to tone 1A in the new variety is a continuity of those in the later
stage of the old variety.
Let us turn to the sandhi variants related to tone 2A in the old variety. There are
also two variants under the same sandhi pattern: 44-44 (Type 4) and 34-53 (Type 3). In
the same way as for 1 A-X, I assume that 44-44 was directly derived from tone 2A which
has the pitch 44. Comparing to 44-44, 34-53, which is regarded as derived from 44-44,
belongs to the later stage. The reason for such deviation can be explained by phonetic
dissimilation. 44-44 is the only sandhi form consisting of two identical pitch values
among the ten types of the old variety. It is not a stable one since all other forms have
contours. It is reasonable to take the occurrence of 34-53 as the result of phonetic
dissimilation. Thus, these two variants reflect different stages in historical development.
The process of this development can be shown as below:
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(10) Tone (2A) 44
Sandhi 44-44 > 34-53
With the most prominent characteristic of Shanghai dialect mentioned in 3.1 and
the assumption of the diachronic stages existing in the sandhi forms, many traces of tonal
development in Shanghai can be figured out. However, it is not enough to sketch out the
whole picture. For instance, how can we relate the above process shown in (10) with the
tone 3A and its related sandhi form 33-44 in the new variety since tone 2A has merged
into the 3A of the new variety? We have to go further.
3.3 New approach: from tone sandhi to isolation tone
In traditional Chinese phonology, the tone of the isolated form of the syllable is
regarded as the basic or underlying form, while the sandhi form is viewed as derived
from the basic form in isolation. Thus, the isolated form is called "the original tone"
while the sandhi form is called "the changed tone" in the literature of traditional Chinese
phonology. Obviously, the most prominent characteristic discussed above makes sense
from this perspective: isolated (basic) tone determines the (derived) sandhi form.
However, in studying Chinese historical linguistics, some scholars (Ting 1982, 1986, Ho
1984) have found that the sandhi forms might be more conservative in keeping the value
of the proto-tones, for which the analysis in the above section can also be taken as
evidence though it is not related to the proto-tones. Thus, looking in the reverse
direction, i.e. from tone sandhi to tone, has been suggested. With this new approach,
some interesting facts in the Shanghai dialect can be accounted for.
The most important change in the tonal development from the old Shanghai
variety to the new variety is that tone 2A merged into 3A. I have interpreted 44-44 as the
result of the spreading of the isolated form 44 of the first syllable and 34-53 as an
innovation by phonetic dissimilation. But, what then can be said about the relation
between this sandhi form 34-53 and the sandhi form 33-44 in the new variety? How did
tone 2A with a pitch value of 44 become 34 when it merged into tone 3A? Let us take
the position that the sandhi form can also be viewed as the basic or underiying form and
that the isolated form might be derived from the related sandhi form at some stage of
tonal development. It is very interesting to note that the first part of the sandhi form 34-
53 is exactly identical to the isolated form of tone 3A which is 34 in pitch value. It is
systematic if we look through the whole data. Thus, I assume that the sandhi form 34-53
plays the role of the basic or underlying form for the tone 3A. The isolated form of tone
3A is derived from this portion of the sandhi form. The process of the tone change in
syllables with tone 2A in the old variety merging into 3A in the new variety, can be
illustrated as follows:
(11)
Of course, there are several stages involved in the whole process: First, the
sandhi form 44-44 was derived from the isolated form 44 which acted as the basic form
for it. Next, another sandhi form, 34-53, occurred as a variant of 44-44 by phonetic
dissimilation. Then, the first part of the this sandhi form, 34, became the basic form for
the new isolated form, 34. This resulted in the merging of 2A into 3A. Now, in the new
variety, the isolated form 34 becomes the basic form, which results in the new sandhi
form 33-44. Thus 33-44 replaces the variants in the old variety. With this view of the
interplay between isolation tone and tone sandhi, we can work out the whole picture of
the tonal developments in Shanghai.
3.4 Motivation for the new approach in Shanghai dialect
Before sketching a complete account of tonal developments in Shanghai, I present
some considerations that motivate derivation of isolated form from the sandhi form.
First, the fact that tone sandhi can play an important role in forming a new
isolated form follows from a general tendency in the historical development of Chinese.
In archaic Chinese, most of the words in the lexicon were monosyllabic. In order to
differentiate homophones when the vocabulary expanded, many monosyllabic words
became bisyllabic. Today, the majority of words in Modem Chinese are bisyllabic. This
means that many free morphemes in ancient time are now bound morphemes. Thus, the
language-learner memorizes many bisyllabic words as a complete unit instead of as
separate syllables. Therefore, when a native speaker is asked for the isolated forms of
certain syllables which are bound morphemes, sometimes he will be unable to tell you
immediately. I have performed an experiment I wrote down some characters which are
bound morphemes and are never used independently, then asked native speakers from
Shanghai to pronounce them in their own dialect. Some of them were unable to do so at
once. Instead, first they spoke some bisyllabic words containing these bound
morphemes. They used these bisyllabic forms to analogize or make sure of the tones on
these syllables in question. Obviously, tone sandhi as the pitch of the phonological word
has become more and more important in language acquisition as well as language use. In
some sense, the linguistic significance of tones in the Shanghai dialect has undergone the
shifting from tones of the separated syllables to the sandhi patterns of the phonological
words, by which the sandhi forms have been dramatically simplified within this tonal
system.
Second, that the first part of the sandhi form could be seen as the basic or
underlying form in the forming of a new isolated form of certain tone class is simply the
obverse of the basic principle discussed in 3. 1. Since the sandhi form is dependent on the
tone of the first syllable and the first syllable is always stressed in the word domain, the
pitch value of the first part of the sandhi form, which is closely related to its isolated
form, is more prominent than the second part. In my experiment mentioned above, when
a native speaker tried to use the sandhi form to derive or check the isolated form, in most
cases, he used a bisyllabic word where the tone of the syllable in question was in the first
position. This fact can also be viewed as evidence for explaining why the pitch on the
first syllable of the sandhi domain becomes the key in tonal change.
4. The processes of tonal changes in Shanghai dialect
4.1 The sketch of the tonal development
Based on the assumption that tonal change can be expressed in terms of the
interplay between tone and tone sandhi, the whole process of tonal development in the
Shanghai dialect can be sketched as follows:
(12) Old variety New variety
lA 53 53 lA
55-53 > 55-31 55-31
2A 44
44-44 > 34-53
3A 34 34 3A
55-31 > 34-53 33-44
(IB) 22-55 > 23-44
33 23 23 3B
(2B/3B) 23-55 22-44 .... 22-44
4A 44 44 4A
44-53 44-44 > 33-44
33-53
48 13 13 4B
22-55 > (23-55) 11-23 .... 11-23
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4.2 More explanations for the processes of tonal changes
In this section, I give a detailed interpretation of the processes of tonal
developments sketched above in (12).
Since I have discussed the processes of tonal changes under the 1A-X and 2A-X, I
proceed to tone 3A directly. Under the pattern 3A-X, in the old variety there are two
variants: 34-53 and 55-31. Neither of them can be explained as the result of "right
spreading". But we can take both of them as historical remnants. In the tonal system of
the Suzhou dialect, which also belongs to the Wu dialect and is spoken in Suzhou city,
located about 60 miles away from metropolitan Shanghai, tone 3A has the pitch value
412 and under 3A-X there are two variants: one is 55-31 (or 55-21), the other is 41-
34.(Yuan 1960, Ye 1979a, b, Zhang 1979, Xie 1982, Qian and Shi 1983, Ting 1986) In
relation to proto Wu, Shanghai is more advanced than Suzhou, not only because the
history of Shanghai is far shorter than Suzhou City but also because there were drastic
sound changes in Shanghai within this century. Therefore, since Shanghai shares the
same sandhi form 55-31 with Suzhou under the 3A-X, 55-31 can be viewed as a remnant
of an earlier stage. Thus, 34-53 occurred later than 55-31 though we do not know the
exact process of the development between them. Then, 34-53 as the basic form produced
the isolated form 34 of tone 3A. In this sense, the two variants under the 3A-X already
existed before the isolated form. After this isolated form took shape, the new sandhi
form, 33-44 was derived in the new variety. The whole process was shown in (12).4
Under the 3B-X, there are three historical sources for the original tone class of the
first syllable: one is descended from IB, one from 2B, and one from 3B. As for the
isolated forms, 2B merged into 3B before IB merged with them. We can find evidence
for this assumption. The tonal system in Songjiang dialect has eight isolated forms: lA,
IB, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 4A and 4B (reported in JHSFG 1960). Songjiang is located to the
south of Metropolitan Shanghai and now is a county of the autonomous municipality of
Shanghai. Historically, Shanghai was a small town under the administration of the
Songjiang Prefecture. The tonal system in the old variety of the Xinzuang dialect has
seven isolated tone forms: 1 A, IB, 2A, 3A, 3B, 4A and 4B. Xinzuang is a small town in
the Shanghai County just south of Shanghai City where 2B has merged into 3B in this
dialect. The differences among these geographically related dialects reflect the historical
development. From Songjiang to Xinzuang, then to the old variety of Shanghai, and
finally to the new variety of Shanghai, we have, in miniature, the process of
simplification in the tonal system.
Since the merger of 2B and 3B occurred earlier, they share the same variants: 23-
53 and 22-44. 23-53 represents an early stage while 22-44 represents a later stage since
in the new variety only 22-44 survives.
For the 3B-X with the first syllable of original IB, two variants are observed: 23-
44 and 22-55. Since we find the same sandhi form 22-44 under the IB-X in Suzhou
dialect, 22-55 is assumed to represent an earlier stage while 23-44 represents a later
stage. 23-44 can be considered as being derived from 22-44 by either phonetic
dissimilation or "accentually induced change" (Hyman 1978).
4 It is possible to give another interpretation for the process related to 2A-X. Since the
sandhi form of the later stage under 2A-X is 34-53 which is identical to one of the
variants under 3A-X, we may also assume that the merger of the sandhi forms of these
two different sources happened first and then, with the new isolated form 34 was derived
from this sandhi form, tone 2A merged into 3A in the new variety.
Obviously, the first part of both 23-55 and 23-44 plays the important role in
forming the isolated form 23. In turn, 22-44 is derived from the isolated form 23.
Three variants are observed under 4A-X: 44-53, 44-44 and 33-53. 33-53 exists
only in the combination of two short or checked syllables, so it can be viewed as a
complementary variant of 44-53 which has only one checked syllable, i.e. the first
syllable. Since 44-44 is closer to the sandhi form 33-44 of the new variety, and since it
can be considered as the spreading of the tone of the first syllable which has the pitch 44
or 55, it represents the late stage, while others represent the early stage. The isolated
form 44 is derived from 44-53 or 33-53, and, in turn, 44-44 is derived from the isolated
form 44. Since 44-44 is not stable, it becomes 33-44 in the new variety.
Under the 4B-X, there are also two variants: 1 1-23 and 22-55. Since Suzhou has
4B with the pitch 23 and the similar sandhi form 23-55 in contrast to 22-55 here, I
assume that 22-55 is a remnant of the earlier stage. It might be earlier than Suzhou's form
23-55. 11-23 has the same form in the new variety and should be viewed as being
derived from the isolated form 13. But where does this 13 come from? If sandhi form
23-55, though it no longer exists in the old variety now, is inserted between the stages
represented by 22-55 and 11-23, the picture of the process may be clear: 23-55 was a
deviated form of 22-55. It exerted the influence on the formation of 13, then 13 causes
the occurrence of the sandhi form 11-23. Since I think such an interpretation of the
process of tone change is reasonable, I put 23-55 in (12) within the paratheses as an
intermediate stage between 22-55 and 1 1-23.
5. Conclusion: the model of tonal changes
Based on the study of the processes of tonal developments in the Shanghai
dialect, a new model of tone changes is proposed, as illustrated below:
(13) Tone .... (isolated form)m (isolated form)n ....
\
Sandhi (sandhi form)i ^ (sandhi fonn)j
To summarize, the process of tonal changes is viewed as an interaction between
the isolated form and the sandhi form. The three arrows which relate two different forms
in diagram (12) may represent three different stages in tonal developments. In the first
stage, tone is the determining element which serves as the basic or underlying form for
the sandhi form. The sandhi form is derived from the isolated form. During the second
stage, some deviations of the sandhi form occur because of different conditions or
situations. A new variant is produced and may co-exist with the earlier form for a period,
and then it replaces the old one. In the third stage, the new or deviated sandhi form, in
turn, exerts a great influence on forming the new isolated form. It becomes the basic or
underlying form for the derived isolated form as shown in the processes of tonal changes
in the Shanghai dialect. These three stages constitute a cycle of spiral development.
Of course, this model does not reject the influence of other parts of sound
structure over the tonal system. For example, segmental elements, such as syllable-initial
consonants and syllable-final endings, also play important roles in tonal developments. It
is easy to find evidence for this in the development of Chinese. However, this model,
based on the case of the Shanghai dialect, shows that the interplay between tone and tone
sandhi can constitute the impetus for change within the tonal system.
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IN DEFENCE OF IMPLOSIVES
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This article demonstrates that Imploslves in Sindhl involve
ingressive airflow, unlike the implosives in Hausa. The immedi-
ate consequence of this fact is that the proposal that there are
no true imploslves, i.e., those which involve suction (Ladefoged
1971) must be rejected. It also raises the question whether im-
plosives should be characterized in phonological theory as sounds
involving suction, or as sounds involving the lowering of the
larynx. Comparison of the implosives in Sindhl and Kalahari with
those of Hausa also demonstrates the need for including certain
kinds of "phonetic implementatlonal phenomena" in the domain of
phonology.
1. Introduction
The traditional characterization of implosives is that they are (a)
glottalic Ingressive sounds, produced by (b) lowering the vibrating glottis
(Catford 1939; Pike 1943). It is also well known that the articulation of
voiced plosives (explosives) is accompanied by a lowering of the larynx
which "allows a greater amount of air to pass up through the glottis before
the pressure of air in the mouth has Increased so much that there is in-
sufficient difference in pressure from below to above the vocal cords to
cause them to vibrate" (Ladefoged 1971:27). Given that lowering the vi-
brating glottis is common to voiced explosives and implosives, the crucial
distinction between them centers round the direction of the airstream: ex-
plosives are egresslve, produced with a supraglottal air pressure higher
than that of the atmospheric pressure, while imploslves are ingressive,
produced with a supraglottal air pressure lower than that of the atmos-
pheric pressure.
Ladefoged appears to think that there are no "true" implosives that
meet this description, i.e., those in which the airstream is ingressive,
rather than egresslve. "The action of the vocal cords in the production
of these implosive sounds has been one of a leaky piston often the
piston is so leaky that the airstream Is not actually Ingressive nor the
sounds really implosive. In many of the languages I have observed (cf.
Ladefoged 1964) the pressure of the air in the mouth during an ingressive
glottalic stop is approximately the same as that outside the mouth, since
the rarefying action of the downward movement of the glottis is almost
exactly counterbalanced by the leakage of lung air up through the vocal
cords. Although these sounds may be called implosives, in ordinary con-
versational utterances air seldom flows into the mouth when the stop
closure is released" (Ladefoged 1971: 25-26). These observations lead
Ladefoged to the conclusion that "the difference between imploslves and
plosives is one of degree rather than of kind.... an implosive is simply
a sound in which this downward movement is comparatively large and rapid"
(Ladefoged 1971:27).
I shall show, using data from Sindhi, an Indo-European language spoken
in Northern India, that there exist natural languages in which implosives
do involve an ingressive airflow, in addition to the downward displacement
of the vibrating glottis. If so, it is NOT the case that for all languages
the difference between implosives and plosives is one of degree: at least
in Sindhi, plosives are egressive and implosives are ingressive.
2. Instrumentation
2.1 Mingograph
An 8-channel mingograph ink writer, running at a speed of 25 cm/sec,
was used to display simultaneously airflow through the mouth and nose, pitch,
larynx waveforms and the audio-signal as shown below.
(1) Channel 1 - Timer
Channel 2 - Nose Intensity Filter
Channel 3 - Airflow through the nose
Channel A - Mouth High-Pass Filter
Channel 5 - Airflow through the Mouth
Channel 6 - Larynx Waveforms
Channel 7 - Pitch
Channel 8 - Audio Signal
2.2 Pneumotach Head
For measuring the oral and nasal airflow as electrical signals, the trans-
ducer used was the pneumotach head. This device employed a shaped hollow tube
with a fine wire mesh screen across it which acts as a resistance element.
(Farquharson and Anthony 1970:813). Two such transducers were used to measure
separately the oral and nasal airflow. The principle of measuring airflow
rate is based on the fact that the pressure drop across the resistance (the
mesh screen) which is caused by an air stream, varies linearly with flow
rate under certain conditions. Under these laminar-flow conditions, very
precise measurements can be obtained.
Both transducers were calibrated at 396 ml/sec/2 cm. In order to obtain
the volume of air displaced as a function of time, the volume velocity
electrical signals are generally integrated with time. But no such attempt
was made in this experiment. Instead the area was firstly worked out by
applying the formula:
(2) Area = 1/2 height x base (ml/sec)
Then, volume of air in ml was obtained from the volume velocity at 396
ml/sec/2 cm. Values of the volume of air for 1 mm area will be
= 396 X ] mm = 0.1584 ml.
2500
The pneumotach head is fitted into an anaesthetic mask and precautions
were taken to ensure that it fits tightly to the subject's face. With the
pneumotach head fitted tightly to the face, the subject could speak quite
naturally as judged from the tape-recording.
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2.3 Laryngograph
Thelaryngeal vibrations (Lx) were picked up by superficially applied
electrodes placed on the skin of the neck at the thyroid cartilage. The
output of the vibration pick-up was amplified in the usual way and displayed
on channel 6 of the mingograph. Pitch (Fo) was not calibrated.
2. A Audio-Signal
A dynamic microphone was used to pick up the audio-signals which were
then fed through a pre-amplif ier to the photographic oscillograph and
displayed on the eighth channel of the mingograph. These simultaneous
acoustic oscillograms helped to determine the onset and cessation of vowels
and consonants.
A tape-recording of the utterances was also made to verify the identity
of the word-items and for use in later experiments, if necessary.
3. Test Materials
Data on the oral and nasal airflow were collected from my own speech.
The author was the sole subject for the experiment. The conclusions will,
therefore, be based on my own pronunciation. Statements made are valid
basically for my own idiolect, and loosely, for any/all of the other
speakers of Sindhi.
Minimal pairs representing all the Imploaive sounds positioned syllable-
initially were selected.
(3) Bilabial
[6a ro ]
[baro ]
[6a6o ]
[babo ]
All these words were uttered with a particular context of situation in mind
to make them sound natural.
Figure 1 gives the airflow record of the word [githo] (seen). The
closure period in the articulation of the implosive sound [d] is represented
by a straight line Q-C (channel 5) and A-B (channel 4) indicating no airflow
in either direction through the mouth. Corresponding to this, the delimited
section R-S (channel 6) of the larynx tracing clearly Indicates the presence
of vocal fold activity during the period of closure.
v\,vmmmmmAW\.^w\m^m^
Figor* langoertu of [ixVao] (sew) Mbowtag
Srd.the airflow roooz
The downward displacement of the vibrating glottis beginning at R
(corresponding to point Q, channel 5) enlarges the supraglottal cavity
behind the oral closure and thus generates negative pressure in the mouth.
A slight leakage of air from the lungs passing through the glottis is
sufficient to produce vocal fold activity, but it does not destroy the
partial vacuum produced by the larynx-lowering. Thus the rarefaction
process in the expanding supraglottal cavities is not affected, so much
so that the air is sucked in when the outer closure is released at point
C (channel 5) and point B (channel 4). The downward deflection of the
tracing below the zero line at point B (channel 4) characterizes the in-rush
of the air as soon as the oral closure is released.
Two more features were noted in the production of imploslves in
Sindhi:
i) The mingograph records show that the duration of voicing of implosive
stops is much shorter than that of the corresponding explosive stops. A com-
parison of implosive and explosive stops in relation to the duration of voicing
was attempted. Minimal pairs representing all the implosive sounds, positioned
syllable-initially, were selected and uttered with a particular context of
situation on different occasions. Each word was uttered three times and the
average of three measurements was taken. Table 1 presents the duration (in
centiseconds) of voicing in both 'implosive' and 'explosive' stops.
Sound
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relation between the voicing and supraglottal pressure can be maintained
by incomplete velo-pharyngeal closure so as to help absorb the transglottal
airflow. Therefore, the duration of voicing of implosive stops is much
shorter than that of the corresponding explosive stops.
ii) The laryngograph records indicate the lowering of pitch and greater
resonance. Figure 2 gives pitch curve obtained with the laryngograph. A
sharp steep fall in the pitch beginning at point A and going upto point B
may be ascribed to the downward lowering of the larynx during the closure
phase of the articulation of the implosive sound [(J] in the word [(fitho]
(seen)
.
Figure 3 gives the pitch curve of the word (d i tho] (obstinate). A com-
parison of the two pitch curves shows that the articulation of the corres-
ponding explosive stop [d] is not characterized by such a sharp steep fall
in the pitch as noted in the production of implosive [rf]. Greater resonance
may be due to an increasingly larger cavity behind the oral closure.
^r.
;}mm
lAfJWfV \mwNmm
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The quantitative measurements of the air-pressure and airflow dynamics
run counter to Ladefoged's assumption that there are no real implosives.
The mingographic records show that the downward movement of the larynx
occurs while the vocal cords are vibrating. This downward movement of the
vibrating glottis enlarges the supraglottal cavity behind the closure.
These vibrations are maintained by a small amount of lung air which was
not of sufficient volume to destroy the partial vacuum (i.e. rarefying
action) caused by the laryngeal movement and thus prevent the occurrence
of pressure suction and subsequent 'ingressive' airflow. The negative
pressure ranging between -3 and -7CmH20 was generated in the mouth. On
the separation of the articulators, the airflow was found to be ingressive.
The volume of air taken in ranged between 0.85 and 2.15 ml as against 6.20
and 11.67 ml thrown out for the corresponding explosives. The oral airflow
records clearly indicate a very significant volume of air being sucked in
at the point of release in the articulation of implosive sounds in Sindhi.
These figures, of course, are precisely valid only for the specific Sindhi
implosives investigated by the author.
Ladefoged seems to have lost sight of the crucial initiatory difference
between the two sound-types. The implosive sounds are initiated by the
downward movement of the larynx, generating negative pressure and the
resulting ingressive airflow. Thus the initiation of such sounds is
primarily one of glottalic suction type as opposed to one of pulmonic
pressure type in the articulation of corresponding voiced explosives.
It is thus the relative absence of pulmonic pressure initiatory activity
in the implosive sounds in Sindhi that distinguishes implosives from voiced
plosives.
5. Conclusion
The preceding discussion makes it clear that Sindhi implosives involve
the suction of the air from outside, in contrast to the implosives observed
by Ladefoged in which there is no such suction. The first question that
comes up is: should the linguistic characterization of implosives be based
on suction, the greater degree of downward displacement of the larynx being
a physiological consequence of the need to maintain the pressure difference
for suction, or should it simply specify (as Ladefoged implies) the greater
displacement of larynx?
It seems to me that the latter choice will not explain why Sindhi im-
plosives exhibit suction, in addition to downward displacement. The better
alternative would be to have the linguistic definition include suction, and
explain the absence of suction in other types of implosives in terms of the
implementation of the linguistic features in terms of physiological
mechanisms. This would, in some sense, be similar to the implementation
of voicing in post pausal positions in English: even though linguistically
specified as voiced, most of them do not exhibit voicing during the closure
period.
The second question that the discussion of Sindhi implosives raises is:
is the difference in suction between Implosives that Ladefoged has observed
and those that I have observed a general property of the languages that we
are dealing with, or is it an accidental property of the individual speech
habits of the speakers? Could it be the case, for example, that there are
speakers of Sindhl who produce imploslves without suction, and speakers
of Nigerian languages who produce it with suction? Since a sufficiently
large body of data is not currently available, I leave this interesting
question for future research. If it is the case that it is Indeed a
property of the languages (I personally subscribe to this) , it is of great
interest to phonological theory: what it means is that natural languages
exhibit language-specific rules of "phonetic implementation" and that these
must be part of the phonological description of natural languages.
It is not unlikely that the sounds of one language differ from those
of another because of the phonetic value of the segments. If there is a
noticeable difference between two sounds in different languages, such that
either of them would sound foreign if it were used in the other language,
then this difference is part of the linguistic facts of each language.
The phonetic implementation of these differences is as much important as
those in the sound patterns. "Both Kalahari and Hausa, languages of Nigeria,
have voiced bilabial and alveolar imploslves. Figure 4 shows spectrograms
of words containing these sounds preceded and followed by low vowels, and
q a 6 a f a cf a
^
.
a 6 a a cf a
'""^"f.Voiced bibbul and alveolar implosives in Hauia /«46»a/ 'joint
'.
/fidia/ 'quarrel'
and KaU^ari /a6a/ 'to kill her', /ada/ 'her father'.
illustrates a considerable difference between the two languages. In the
Hausa words, the preceding vowel is marked by irregular vibrations of the
vocal cords, and there is at best laryngealized voicing throughout the
closure. But in Kalahari words, the Implosive sounds are fully voiced
throughout the closure, and there is no tendency toward creaky voice or
laryngealization" (Ladefoged 1980:500).
Figure 5 shows spectrograms of words containing these sounds in the
identical environment in Sindhi. A comparison between these two sets of
spectrograms clearly brings out the distinction between the implosives in
Sindhi and Kalahari on the one hand, and those in Hausa on the other.
Evidently, the Sindhi implosives are fully voiced throughout the period of
closure and there is no tendency toward creaky or laryngealization. As a
native speaker of Sindhi, 1 would say that Kalahari implosives, even per-
ceptually, sound much closer to those in Sindhi. Thus there are measure-
able phonetic differences between languages that should be evident from full
descriptions of each language. While giving a precise account of what makes
a particular language sound the way it does, it is necessary to describe the
phonetic properties of individual segments.
Flgur* 5. Voiced Bilabial, and Alveolar laploalve* In Sindhiire » v i o J
/thaBa/ (Jerks), /a^a/ (crooked)
I would therefore propose that the implosives are best characterized
linguistically in terms of [+/- suction] feature rather than the greater
degree of downward displacement of the larynx which is just a physiological
mechanism adopted in order to maintain the pressure difference for suction.
The absence of suction in other types of implosives (such as Hausa and
other Nigerian languages) could be explained in terms of the implementation
of the linguistic features in terms of physiological mechanisms.
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SYNONV'M SPLIT IN THE DIALECT OF BOSNIA AND HERCEGOVINA:
A STUDY OF A CHANGE IN PROGRESS
Vesna Radanovic-Kocic
This paper represents an analysis of synonym split
currently taking place in the variety of the standard
Serbo-Croatian which is spoken in Bosnia and Hercegovina.
The fact that it is a change in progress and that it is
affecting a large number of synonym pairs makes this
investigation particularly promising. This paper represents
a starting attempt to organize the data and to make some
generalizations about the directions in which the change
could develop.
1: When linguists deal with linguistic change, they usually
seek answers to two questions: what causes the change and what
are the mechanisms through which the change is realized. In the
case of synonvTn split the answer to the first question seems to be
clear: language simply cannot afford large numbers of synonyms, the
area of meaning being infinite and the means of language finite.
This is the reason why there are so few, if any, pure synonyms in
language; if two expressions have the same reference, they usually
differ at least in connotation or usage. The second question --
the question of mechanisms through which this semantic change is
realized -- is more complex. As in other kinds of semantic change,
it seems that the historical developments are unpredictable and
less orderly than in any other kind of language change.
My focus in this paper will be on the mechanisms through
which a particular synonvTn split is realized. I will investigate
this semantic change in the variety of Serbo-Croatian that is spoken
in Bosnia and Hercegovina. Two facts make this variety of standard
Serbo-Croatian particularly interesting from the viewpoint of the
mechanisms of synonym split:
(1) Synonym split is a general process affecting a wide
range of lexical pairs and
(2) It is a change in progress, which always gives hope for
a better understanding of the nature of a change.
The first part of the paper gives the background necessary
for understanding the language situation in Bosnia and Hercegovina.
The second part presents the analysis of the data. The third part
summarizes the conclusions and implications of this paper's
findings.
2: Standard Serbo-Croatian is usually said to be one language
with two variants: Western or Croatian and Eastern or Serbian. The
complex historical, ethnic, religious, and sociolinguistic reasons
which lie behind this situation are not of interest here and, besides.
there exists a considerable literature on the subject. The last several
decades are marked by attempts on the side of Yugoslav linguists to
define differences between the variants and to establish norms for each
variant in the strongest possible terms.
The major linguistic differences between the variants are:
(1) Different alphabets - Latin alphabet in Western and both
C>-rillic and Latin alphabets in the Eastern variant.
(2) Differences in phonology or rather in the phonetic shape of some
words as the result of borrowing from different languages. Compare
the following examples: OCEAN/OKEAN 'ocean' -- the first form shows
traces of a Latin-German adaptation of Greek words, while the second form
is more faithful to the Greek original. 0PC!INA/0PSTINA 'district'
shows the Old Church Slavonic influence on eastern Serbo-Croatian, while
the western form represents the native Serbo-Croatian development. In
pairs like SOL/SO 'salt' the form with j_ reflects the influence of Kajka-
vian and Cakavian dialects in the west, while the form without final 1_
shows regular Stokavian development.
(3) Syntactic differences are: more frequent use of the infinitive
and of indefinite adjectives in the Western than in the Eastern variant,
and the position of the enclitics in the sentence (after the first accented
word in Western and mainly after the first constituent in Eastern)
.
(4) The most prominent differences are in the lexicon, which I will
discuss in the rest of the paper.
3: The most important observation is that the two lexicons only
rarely differ in basic vocabulary, which is Slavic. Differences are found
mostly in that part of the vocabulary which includes concepts connected
with modern civilization. The situation is, again, the result of many
different factors.
Croats and Serbs were united in one state only in 1918, and during
the long period that preceded, they lived in separate states, with very
little contact and under very different cultural conditions. Croatian
was heavily influenced by Latin, German, and Italian, while the Serbs
borrowed from Greek, Russian, Church Slavonic, and particularly Turkish.
Most of the differences appeared in the nineteenth century. At this
time the need for the development of new terminology in a vast area of
knowledge was greater than ever before and that task was performed separa-
tely in two centers -- Zagreb and Belgrade or Novi Sad.
One of the strongest reasons for the lexical differences is a
different attitude toward foreign words. To counter the threat of
assimilation by German and Hungarian and to promote Pan-Slavic ideas,
the Croats, like the Czechs, developed a very strong puristic attitude.
They made constant efforts to replace borrowings from West Eauropean
languages and Turkish by Slavic, especially Czech words. The Serbs were
much more open toward international terminology and borrowed freely from
various languages.
All these factors brought about i'.i.'"ferences between the two lexicons,
which have resulted in the existence of so-called doublets -- two different
words used to express the same concept, one used in the East, the other
in the West.
Even though efforts to separate the variants have had only limited
success, the situation in the eastern and western parts of the Serbo-
Croatian territory is more or less stable. The interesting question now
is the form which the standard language will take in Bosnia and Hercego-
vina, which occupies the central part of this territory, where the popu-
lation is ethnically and linguistically mixed, and where the majority
of isoglosses dividing the variants meet.
4: The official standpoint with respect to the variants in Bosnia
and Hercegovina is tolerance and openness to free influence from both
sides. The press, mass media, educational establishment, etc. are subject
to this policy, which affects doublets as well. This in practice means
the appearance of large numbers of synonyms in this variety of
standard Serbo-Croatian.
The starting point for my analysis was to collect data from several
articles and books, the most relevant of which were: Brozovic (1961),
Ivic (1971), Markovic (1971), Jezicni savjetnik sa gramatikom , and the
Mostarsko savjetovanje o knjizevnom jeziku . The first aim was to
establish as exhaustive list of doublets as possible and then to extract
from that list only those doublets that appear in both forms in Bosnia
and Hercegovina. I did not include in my analysis those words which
are used only by members of one ethnic group. This analysis is based
on my own speech, plus the speech of two additional informants. All
three of us grew up in Sarajevo.
The following tables represent the results of my analysis.
5: Table 1 includes doublets which are not currently undergoing
synonym split.
ABECEDA/AZBUKA alphabet
MISA/LITURGIJA mass, liturgy
NADBISKUP/ARHIEPISKOP archbishop
PROCESIJA/LITIJA procession
REDOVNIK/KALUDJER monk
SAMOSTAN/MANASTIR monastery
2UPA/PAR0HIJA parish
Table 1:1
BOCA/FLA§A bottle
DATULA/URMA date (fruit)
DOJENCE/ODOJCE suckling baby
GRAH/PASULJ beans
hlaCe/pantalone
hrenovka/virSla
kruh/hljeb
ljestve/merdevine
napojnica/bakSiS
nazor/pogled
nedostatak/mana
nogomet/fudbal
umjetni/vjeStaCki
trousers
hot dog
bread
ladder
tip, (gratuity)
opinion, view
defect, shortcoming
football
artificial
BROJKA/CIFRA
taStina/sujeta
gnojivo/djubrivo
kvasac/gernia
neizbje2an/
neumitan
nepovrediv/
neprikosnoven
digit
vanity
fertiliser
yeast
inevitable
untouchable,
inviolable
DVO-.TROCIFREN
SUJETAN
DJUBRITI
VINSKI KVASAC
NEUMITNA SMRT,
SUDBINA
NEPRIKOSNOVENO
PRAVO
(adjective)
vain
to fertilize
wine dregs
inevitable
death, destiny
inviolable
right
Table 1:1 consists of pairs of words which are not synonyms in
Bosnia and Hercegovina. These are mostly religious terms which in
Bosnia and Hercegovina conveniently keep the distinction between the
two ethnically defined religions. Even though in standard Croatian and
standard Serbian the members of the pair SAMOSTAN/MANASTIR mean only
'monastery', in Bosnia and Hercegovina they mean 'Catholic monastery' and
•Orthodox monastery', respectively. Similarly, ABECEDA here meand 'Roman
alphabet' while AZBUKA is used for the Cyrillic script. The unmarked term
is SANIOSTAN for Croats and NIANASTIR for Serbs. These pairs probably
underwent synonym split at some earlier stage and that split was basically
of the same nature as the present-day change. But since my main interest
is the split which is currently taking place in Bosnia and Hercegovina, I
exclude these data from the following discussion.
The second group (Table 1:2) represents doublets which have not
undergone split, and probably never will. Usually only one of these words
exists actively in any one speaker's idiom, while the other form is in
the passive part of her/his vocabulary, i.e. he/she knows its meaning but
does not use it. I will later come back to these examples and discuss the
possible reasons for their resistance to split.
The third group (Table 1:3) contains doublets which are confined to
'basic' forms, while 'derived' forms do not appear as doublets. They are
derived in this dialect from only one of the competing basic forms.
6: Table 2 shows synonyms which are currently undergoing split and
therefore form the focus of this paper.
The translation on the left side shows the meaning which doublets
share in the standard variants. The translation on the right side
represents the meanings which the words have acquired through synonym
split in Bosnia and Hercegovina.
home, house
liver
lingual, tongue C^d j
.
)
march
case
abbreviation
lens, lentil
beach, spa
violet
straight
hour, lesson
open market
DOM/iai(!A
jetra/d"1gerica
jeziCni/jeziCki
koraCnica/marS
kovCeg/kofer
kratica/skra(fenica
LE(^A/SOClVO
kupaliSte/banja
ljubica/ljubicica
ravno/pravo
sat/Cas
trZnica/pijaca
house: home
liver (organ) : liver (food)
tongue (adj .): lingual
march (song) :raarch(way
of walking)
coffin:suit case
shortcut : abbreviation
lentil : lens
beach: spa
violet(na]ne) :violet
(flower)
flat : straight
hour: lesson
market: open market
escape
action
crossing
lowlands
to pass
standpoint
BIJEG/BJEKSTVO
DJELOVANJE/DJEJSTVO
kriZanje/ukrStanje
nizina/nizija
osiguranje/
OBEZBJEDJENJE
PRETEdl/PREDUHITRITI pass: outwit
STAJALISTE/STANOVISTE place for standing:
standpoint, viewpoint
running away: escape
action: effect
inter sect ion: crossing
low(noun) : lowlands,valley
insurance: security
blanket
hall
principal
dill
bath
tin
string beans
cotton
heel, shoe heel
gas
DEKA/C^EBE
DVORANA/HALA
GUVNICA/KAPITAL
KOPAR/MIRODJIJA
KUPELJ/KUPANJE
LIM/PLEH
MAHUNE/BORANIJA
pamuk/vata
peta/Stikla
PLIN/GAS
blanket: type of blanket
auditorium, hall:
workroom in a factory
principal :wealth, property
dill :herbs
medical bath:bath
tin: baking pen
leguminous vegetables:
string beans
cotton: absorbent cotton
heel :shoe heel
gas for heating:gas
Table 2:3
impression
lonely
realization,
cognition
doubt
liquid (adj.)
assure
exterior (adj.)
DOJAM/UTISAK
OSAMLJEN/USAMLJEN
SPOZNAJA/SAZNANJE
SUMNJA/PODOZRENJE
TEKU(il/TECAN
uvjeriti/ubijeditl
vanjski/spoljaSnji
lasting :momentary impression
lonely by one's own will:
lonely
sudden realization:
realization
doubt: suspicion
running liquid: liquid (Adj
.)
convince
:
persuade
space: surface
Table 2:4
Jew
garbage
ZlDOV/JEVREJ
SME(!e/DJUBRE
Examples in this table were divided into several groups according to
the nature of the split.
The simplest and most straightforward way in which split is realized
is represented by the examples in Table 2:1 , i.e. in the case of 'total'
split. It is characteristic for almost all of these words that they are
polyseraous in each variant, i.e. they refer to related but different concepts.
For example, JETRA has two distinct references in Croatian variant --
' liver=organ' and ' liver=food' . It is not surprising that in the
dialect of Bosnia and Hercegovina the split is realized by 'dividing
the job' between the two words and assigning one of the meanings to each
side of the pair.
It should be noted that the majority of examples in this group are
common nouns which are very close (in the way of referring) to names,
i.e. they refer to concrete objects. It is interesting that the same
clase of nouns also appears in Table 1:2 . It seems that only in the
instances of polysemy can such nouns undergo split. On the other hand,
when there is no polysemy, the fact that these nouns refer to concrete
objects (i.e. that there is no possibility for differentiation within the
reference) prevents them from undergoing the change.
If there is no polysemy, which means no possibility to assign distinct
references to two words in a pair, we find a kind of split represented
by the examples in Table 2:2 and Table 2:5 . The notions expressed by
these words are usually of complex nature and allow several possible
distinctions within themselves. The most common division is along the linej
of abstract vs. concrete (cf. for example NIZINA 'low (noun)' vs.
NIZIJA 'lowlands, valley' and other pairs in Table 2:2) and general vs.
specific (like in a pair MAHUNE 'leguminous vegetables' vs. BORANIJA
'string beans' and other examples in Table 2:3) . Unlike the case of
'total' split, many words in these groups belong to the category of verbal
nouns or nouns derived from adjectives and thus are different from common
nouns and names. The complexity of concepts which they express is the
source of the split in this category. The split here, then, reflects the
inherent complexity of their meaning.
The fourth group of examples shows a third type of split. Here we
do not deal with 'total' split or with differentiation within the same
(complex) reference, but rather with a development of new meanings. The
majority of doublets in this group are adjectives or verbal nouns and the
new meanings that are developed in some instances have to do with the
introduction of the notion of time in the meaning of the word (e.g.
DOJAM/UTISAK 'lasting vs. momentary impression') or some other additional
meaning (+ or - motion in the case of TEKU(!i/TECAN 'running liquid vs.
liquid (adj.); + or - agent in the case of OSAMLJEN/USAMLJEN 'lonely by
one's own will vs. lonely'). One side of the pair is usually marked
for this new meaning, while the other is neutral, unmarked with respect
to it.
Finally, the fifth group shows split in connotation. It is also
very common in languages that in a pair of synonyms one word is stylisti-
cally unmarked, and the other, for various reasons, obtains special conno-
tation. In the two pairs which I have cited, the unmarked forms are
JEVREJ and SME(!e, while 2ID0V has an additional pejorative meaning which is
lexicalized, and DJUBRE is used almost exclusively in cursing. The stylistic
potential of doublets was not of interest in this paper, but almost every
word that belongs to the lexicon of one variant can have an additional
stylistic marking when used by a speaker of the other variant.
7: The main question in the conclusion of this paper is: What
can be predicted about synonym split as a kind of semantic change on
the basis of the analysis of Serbo-Croatian data?
The first and completely expected prediction is that split will
occur in all instances where the conditions for it are met, i.e. where
there exists the possibility of some kind of differentiation within the
reference. We have also seen that split commonly fails to take place
in the case of common nouns and that their resistance to the change can be
explained by their nature, i.e. by the fact that they behave like names
for concrete objects.
Thus, the mechanism through which synonym split is realized is
differentiation in the reference. This differentiation is carried out in
four different ways:
(1) assinjnment of different references or 'total' split
(2) differentiation within the reference
(3) development of a new meaning
(4) difference in connotation
One other point which is related to the question of synonym split is
the possibility of predicting the division between the variants with
respect to these different meanings. It would be interesting to see
if there is some systematicity in choosing, for example, abstract meanings
for Eastern words and concrete meanings for the forms from the Western
variant. In his work on Old Church Slavonic elements in Russian,
Trubetzkoy (1949) showed that Old Church Slavonic words usually have more
abstract meanings than their Russian equivalents. In Serbo-Croatian, the
situation is much more complicated. In the case of Russian vs. Old
Church Slavonic, there is a clear sociolinguistic difference between
vernacular/secular and learned/church language, and it is this difference
which is reflected in the special connotations of Old Church Slavonic
words in Russian. In Serbo-Croatian, however, the two variants, Serbian
and Croatian, are sociolinguistic equals. There is, therefore, no
'built-in' direction for the development of special connotations.
On the other hand, it might be possible to approach this problem
not in terms of the opposition between the two standard variants, but
from several other points of view, such as: native vs. borrowed words,
frequency of usage, the meaning of different affixes, degree of morpho-
logical transparency, etc. Such an analysis would have to include a
larger number of lexemes and could not be limited to just one dialect of
Serbo-Croatian. Though highly desirable, such a study would exceed
the scope of this paper.
NOTES
^See, for example, Jonke (1965) and Ivic (1971).
IVhenever both forms are listed, the example on the left belongs to
the Western and the example on the right to the Eastern variant.
Serbo-Croatian consists of three major dialects: Stokavian,
Cakavian and Kajkavian. The Stokavian dialect is the basis of the
Serbo-Croatian standard language.
'*Ivic (1971), 193.
Three major ethnic groups in Bosnia and Hercegovina are: Muslims,
Serbs -- traditionally Orthodox Christians, and Croats -- traditionally
Roman Catholics. The differences in religions, together with historical
facts, explain the cultural and linguistic differences between these three
groups. For the purpose of this analysis the distinction between Croats
and Serbs (cf. Table 1:1) is particularly relevant.
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DOES THE OBLIGATORY CONTOUR PRINCIPLE OPERATE IN POLISH?
Jerzy Rubach
The purpose of this paper is to bring to attention some facts
from Polish which appear to bear on the operation of the Obligatory
Contour Principle (OCP) . Although the evidence cannot be taken as
conclusive, it seems that in general the structure of Polish can be
described better if we do not evoke the OCP. The interest of the
analysis is that the evidence appears to be contradictory. From one
point of view the OCP seems to induce the desired effects while
from the other point of view it leads to incorrect results. The
structure of the paper is as follows. We begin by looking at the
evidence that seems to motivate the operation of the OCP in Polish.
We then pursue the consequences of our analysis for some further
rules. These consequences turn out to be uniformly negative, which
raises the question of whether it is correct to assume that the
OCP holds for Polish,
1. Derived Imperfective Lowering
In Polish, like in other Slavic languages, verbs may appear either in
the so-called perfective form or in the imperfective form. The latter denotes
frequentative action. The imperfective form is derived from the perfective
form by adding the suffix -aj . The phonetic representations of this suffix
are [aj] before vowels and [a] before consonants since Polish has a rule
of j_-deletion (see Rubach 1984:92ff.).
As is well known, the imperfective suffix -aj^ induces some changes in
the vowel of the verb root. In the framework of generative phonology, these
changes have traditionally been accounted for by postulating the rule of
Derived Imperfective Tensing (Laskowski 1975:74, Gussmann 1980:74). This
rule has been assumed to be responsible for both the surfacing of the,
so-called 'yers' (high lax vowels) and for the change of //o// to [a] .
Not to distract the reader, I will discuss the relevant facts in the
appendix, where I will show that the collapsing of the rule which changes
//o// to [a] with the rule which accounts for the surfacing of the yers is
an overgeneralization. For the moment, I will simply assume that the
alternations of [o] and [a] are governed by a rule of their own.
Consider the following data:
(1) Perfective
Derived Imperf.
vv ~, u+praszcz+aj+§
u+proszc2+9 [u+prosd+ow] -
.^.^gy simplify'
'they will simplify'
o+glosz+a [o+gwos+ow] - o+glasz+aj+4
•they will announce' 'they announce'
nagrodz+a [nagro^ow] - nagradz+aj+^
•they will reward' 'they reward'
u+zbroj+4 [u+zbroj+ow] - u+zbraj+aj+^
•they will arm^ 'they arm'
The generalization is clear. Polish must have a rule which lowers /o/ to
[a] in derived imperfectives. We state it informally as follows:
(2) DI Lowering
']DI
Dl Lowering is a very productive rule. This is best shown by the fact that
in recent years it has started affecting the so-called 'nasal vowels' . In
spite of the efforts on the part of the normative grammarians to suppress
the incoming change, it is now commonplace to find [a] in derived imperfectives
such as the following:
(3) wy+l§cz+^ [vi+wonc+ow]
'they will switch off
wy+m^drz+5 [vi+mondz+ow]
'they will play clever'
za+k^sz+^ [za+kows+ow]
'they will have a snack'
na+d^z+^ [na+dowz+ow]
'they will manage'
wy+[wanc]+aj+§
'they switch off
wy+[mandz]+aj+^
'they play clever'
za+[kaws]+aj+^
'they have a snack'
na+[dawz]+aj+§
'they manage'
In terms of its status as a rule, DI Lowering would fall within the class
of lexical (cyclic) rules since it refers to the grammatical information:
derived imperfective.
The data analyzed so far would be of little interest if not for the fact
that Polish seems to be developing a harmony process which is a complement
to DI Lowering:
(4) o+swobodz+^
'they will liberate'
u+spokoj+§
'they will make quiet'
u+osob+i^ [-b'+jow]
'they will personify'
u+sposob+i§ [-b'+jow]
'they will develop
an attitude'
o+swabadz+aj+§
'they liberate'
u+spakaj+aj+§
'they make quiet'
u+asab+iaj+§ [-b'+jaj+ow]
'they personify'
u+spasab+iaj+§ [-b'+jaj+ow]
'they develop an attitude'
Observe that both o^ vowels of the verb root change into [a] . This is a new
development and hence it has passed unnoticed in the generative descriptions
of Polish. As a fact about the pronunciation of Polish, it is not quite
recognized by normative grammarians. Thus, Slownik poprawnej polszczyzny
(Dictionary of Correct Polish) permits the a ... a_ pronunciations only in
some words: o+swabadz+aj+§ 'they liberate' in our list is one such case.
An informal elicitation experiment which I have conducted with a group of
educated native speakers of Polish points to the fact that a. • • • a
pronunciations are much more frequent than the Dictionary of Correct Polish
would like us to believe; hence in what follows I will not be concerned with
the judgements of the normative grammarians.
Let us establish the exact environment in which the left hand o in the
135
verb roots in (4) changes into a. There is no doubt that this change is
directly connected to the fact that the right hand o has been turned into
a by DI Lowering. This connection comes to light when we consider examples
such as na+gromadz-t-^ 'they will accumulate' - na+gromadz+aj+§ 'they accumulate'
Notice that here the £ of the verb root is not affected. It is clear that
this is due to the fact that the capitalized A of na-t-gromAdz+aj+^ (DI) is not
a derived segment. As shown by the perfective form na->-gromAdz-t-§ , the A is
part of the underlying representation. This is confirmed further by gromad+a
'group', the noun from which the verb na+gromadz+a^-d 'to accumulate' has
been derived.
Thus we have arrived at the following generalization: //o// changes into
[a] before a derived /a/. This is a classic case of a derived environment
rule, as discovered originally by Kiparsky (1973) and developed further by
Lexical Phonology. The rule, which we call Vowel Harmony, is stated in (5)
:
(5) Vowel Harmony o -* a / — C a
Rule (5) is cyclic and hence it applies exclusively in derived environments.
The a in na+gromadz+aj-t-^ 'they accumulate' comes directly from the underlying
representation and hence it cannot function as an environment for rule (5)
.
Unfortunately, at a closer inspection it turns out that our rule is
incorrect: Vowel Harmony does not apply in environments which are derived
morphologically, that is, where the conditioning segment appears in the
neighboring morpheme:
(6) kot 'cat' - kot+a (gen.sg.)
bok 'side' - bok+ami (instr.pl.)
This is very disappointing. We are forced to accept a rather uninteresting
interpretation: the fact that the /a/ is derived and not underlying must be
written into the formal statement of Vowel Harmony. In other words, during
the derivation we must be able to distinguish between the underlying a's
and the derived a's. To achieve this end, we modify DI Lowering to the extent
that it now derives /o/, a low round vowel:
(7) DI Lowering o > o / —
^o
^^ IDI
Thus the mid o is turned into a low £. The phonetic output [a] is derived
further by a redundancy rule which states that all low vowels in Polish are
nonround
.
The Vowel Harmony rule is now formulated as follows:
(8) Vowel Harmony o -> o / — Co
We might wish to state these rules formally. In particular, it should be
made explicit that there is a phonetic relationship between the output and
the environment both in DI Lowering and in Vowel Harmony. The desired effect
is achieved by spreading the feature [+low] . We use the formal alphabet
spelled out in Clements (1985) and in Steriade and Schein (1986), where
phonetic features are grouped under nodes , We assume that £ is specified
as round (labial) when DI Lowering applies and that consonants in Polish
are never specified for any value of [±low] . Consequently, they are
transparent to the spreading of [+low] from one vowel to another:
(9) DI Lowering [-high] [+back] [+low]
dorsal dorsal
place place
root [-cons] root [-cons]
Vowel Harmony is stated as rule (10)
:
(10) Vowel Harmony [-high] [+back] [+low]
dorsal
1
place place
I
I
root [-cons] root [-cons]
Given these rules the derivation of o+swabadz-i-aj+^ 'they liberate' proceeds
as in (11). Recall that o+swabadz+aj-t-§ is the imperfective form of o+swobodz-*-^
(see the examples in (4) above) . We are looking at the portion of the derivation
that contains the root and the derived imperfective suffix -aj . Note: Z^/ is
the alveolar voiced affricate:
(11) -svobo5+aj-
svobo^+aj DI Lowering (9)
svobo^+aj Vowel Harmony (10)
svaba^+aj Low Vowel Redundancy: [ + low] -> [-lab]
Although the rules that we have postulated can correctly account for
the data, the whole solution is clearly unsatisfying. Vowel Harmony is the
weak link. What is particularly disturbing is the fact that the information
'derived by DI Lowering' must be encoded in the statement of the rule.
The easiest way to overcome this difficulty is to assume that the change
from //o// to [a] takes place in one step for both vowels. In other words,
the suggestion is that the two £'s should be treated as if they were one
vowel. It is in this connection that we evoke the Obligatory Contour
Principle (OCP)
.
The OCP, which originally comes from Leben's (1973) treatment of tone,
has been adopted for segmental phonology by McCarthy:
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(12) Obligatory Contour Principle
At the melodic level, adjacent identical segments are prohibited
(McCarthy 1986:208)
The function of this principle is to enforce multiple linking of neighboring
identical segments. Thus, to achieve the desired effect, we only need to find
a way of interpreting the two o's in (11) as adjacent. This interpretation
is readily available if we assume that vowels (syllabic segments) and
consonants are on separate tiers in Polish . Now Vowel Harmony is no longer
necessary as a rule. The derivation in (11) is replaced by that in (13):
(13) o a
/-I I
xxxxxx+xxMil I
s V b 5 j
X\ IXXXXXX + XX
I I I I I
s V b 3 j
DI Lowering
/-I IXXXXXX + XX
I I I I I
s V b 5 j
Low Vowel Redundancy
Let us recall that the full imperfective form of the word for 'liberate'
is o+swabadz+aj+§ (3rd p. pi.). We observe that the £ of the prefix does not
change to [a] .This is a generalization. Consider the data in (14):
(14) o+glosz+^
'they will announce'
po+zloc+?
'they will gild'
do+sol+?
'they will add salt'
od+now+i§ [-v'+jow]
'they will renovate'
roz+zloszcz+^
'they will make angry'
o+glasz+aj+^
'they announce'
po+zlac+aj+§
'they gild'
do+sal+aj+^
'they add salt'
od+naw+iaj+§ [-v'
'they renovate'
roz+zlaszcz+aj+f
'they make angry'
jaj+ow]
Given McCarthy's (1986) theory of the OCP, the behavior of the prefixes is
a predictable result. McCarthy assumes that each morpheme is on a separate
tier. Consequently, the OCP holds only in the domain of the morpheme. This
means that the o of the prefix cannot be multiply linked with the o of the
verb root. The structure of o+swabadz+aj+§ 'they liberate' (DI) at the stage
prior to the application of DI Lowering is thus the following:
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(15) o o a
I ^\ I
x+xxxxxx+xx
1 1 I 1 I
s V b 5 j
The IhiI of the prefix cannot undergo DI Lowering since it is not adjacent
to the morpheme //a.]// . As mentioned earlier, in this interpretation there
is no rule of Vowel Harmony, hence the prefix o remains unaffected throughout
the derivation. We seem to have arrived at a descriptively adequate analysis
of vowel alternations in derived imperfectives.
2. Implications
Recall that the success of our analysis rests upon the assumption that
vowels and consonants are on separate tiers in Polish since only then the
OCP can apply and the inadequate Vowel Harmony rule can be dispensed with.
We will now look at the implications of this analysis and at some consequences
of applying the OCP. We will consider three problem areas: palatalization,
polymorphemic domains, and variability.
2.1. Palatalization
Polish has a rule of Coronal Palatalization which turns dentals into
prepalatals and //r 1// into [I 1] . We state it informally as follows (for
details, see Rubach 1984:59ff.):
s z 5 f
(16) coronal Pal. J^ -> ^ ^ / — [ l"-]
r 1 z 1
Note: [t 5] are prepalatal affricates.
With our assumption that vowels and consonants are on separate tiers,
morpheme- internal 'long distance' identical consonants must be multiply
linked, an effect which is produced by the OCP. We therefore have a single
segment as a representation on the melodic level in words such as the
following:
(17)
SOS
sauce '
segment that undergoes Coronal Palatalization :
(18) nom.sg. loc.sg.: ending //e//
SOS 'sauce' - sos+ie [soJ+e]
zez 'squint' - zez+ie [zef+e]
atut 'trump' - atuc+ie[atu<5+e]
kanon 'canon' - kanon+ie [kanort+e]
rur+a 'pipe' - rurz+e [ruJ+e]
One obvious move to make at this point is to assume that Coronal Palatalization
applies after tier conflation when 'long distance' identical segments have
become singly linked (see McCarthy 1986). The difficulty with this assumption
is that tier conflation may take place at the end of the stratum or component
but not in the middle of it (McCarthy 1986). As shown by zez+ie 'squint'
(loc.sg.): //zez+e// -> [zef*e] and amply motivated in Rubach (1984), Coronal
Palatalization is a cyclic rule and hence it is in the same component as
DI Lowering. In sum, tier conflation cannot be evoked to solve the problem
that we have encountered
.
2.2. Polymorphemic domains
A different type of difficulty comes to sight when we look at the word
wy-t-narad+aw-i- [ j ] aj *•§ 'they denationalize'. It is the imperfective from
wy+narod-t-ow+[j]^ 'they will denationalize' whose morphemic structure is
motivated by the following set of forms:
(19) nar6d //narod// 'nation'
narod+ow+y 'national': -ow is the adjectivizing morpheme and
-Y_ is the masc. nom.sg. ending
wy+narod+ow+i+d 'denationalize', where -£ is the verbalizing
morpheme, wj^- is the perfective prefix
and -t_ is the infinitive suffix.
The input to DI Lowering is thus found in two morphemes: in the root and in
the adjectivizing morpheme /nar£d+£v+aj/ . This presents a problem since, as
has already been said, the OCP has the morpheme as its domain. Consequently,
the two o's cannot be multiply linked and hence the o of the root cannot
undergo DI Lowering. The result is incorrect.
The words prze+pol+ow+[j]^ 'they will cut into two halves' and
za+dom-t-ow-»[j]| 'they will make themselves at home' are entirely parallel to
wy-t-narod+ow+[j]^ 'they will denationalize'. Both £'s change to [a] in derived
imperfectives: prze+pat+aw+ [ j ] aj-*-^ 'they cut into two halves', za-t-dam+aw-*-[j]aj+^
'they make themselves at home'.
2.3. Variability
The third problem area for the interpretation that proposes multiple
linking is the variable nature of the data. While turning //o// into [a] before
-aj in the immediately preceding syllable is uniformly obligatory for all
speakers, the change of //o// into [a] in the non-neighboring syllable is
often optional
. Thus, for many speakers, forms such as those on the right
in (20) are in free variation (compare the data in (4) above)
:
(20) o+swobodz+^ - o+swabadz+aj+^ ~ o+swobadz+aj+§.
'they will liberate' 'they liberate'
u+spokoj+^ - u+spa_kaj+aj+^ ~ u+spo^kaj+aj+§
'they will quiet down' 'they quiet down'
wy+narod+ow+[j]^ - wy+narad+aw+[j]aj+^ ~ wy+narod+aw+[j]aj+§
'they will denationalize' 'they denationalize'
If we proceed on our assumption that the o's are multiply linked, then the
variation in (20) cannot be explained. In fact, the prediction is made
that such variation should not exist.
2.4. Single linking
The difficulties that we have encountered in this section will all
disappear if we give up the earlier claim that vowels and consonants are on
separate tiers in Polish. Since the relevant o's are always separated by
consonants, the OCP will not be able to enforc^e multiple linking. Thus, the
representation of o+swabadz-i-aj-t-^ 'they liberate' will be as in (21) rather
than as in (13). We look at the structure: root + suffix.
(21) XXXXXX + XX
I I I I I I II
svobo^ aj
The application of Coronal Palatalization (section 2.1.) to words such
as sos+ie //sos+e// 'sauce' (loc.sg.) will not be a problem since the two _s's
will be singly linked. The lack of multiple linking in wy+narad+aw-f [ j ] a j +^
'they denationalize' (section 2.2,) will not lead to any difficulties because
Vowel Harmony (which then becomes necessary as a rule) can complement the
changes induced by DI Lowering. The variation described in 2.3. can receive
a simple explanation: Vowel Harmony is becoming established as a rule and
hence in the transition period it still has a number of exceptions. Since
each of the two a^'s in u-t-spokoj+§ 'they will quiet down' - u+spakaj+aj+^ (DI)
is derived by a different rule, it is perfectly possible that the change of
one o to a need not imply the change of the other o_ to a.
What remains as an unanswered question is the behavior of the //o// in
the prefixes (see (14) above) . Recall that this o never changes to a_. However,
there is no reason for concern. In Polish it is generally true that only phrase
phonology rules can affect segments at the juncture between the prefix and
the stem. To accomodate such facts, Booij and Rubach (1984) have proposed
that prefixes are phonological words. This proposal is supported additionally
by the observation that resyllabification is blocked at prefix junctures but
not at morpheme junctures (see Booij and Rubach 1984) . In sum, there is nothing
unusual in the behavior of the prefix //o// toward Vowel Harmony. Like many
other rules in Polish, Vowel Harmony has the phonological word as its domain.
We seem to have arrived at the conclusion that the OCP does not operate
in Polish, However, this fact need not be taken as an argument against the
OCP itself. The same range of data can be accounted for by assuming that
vowels and consonants are on the same tier. This will preclude the application
of the OCP in the cases which we have analyzed. The intriging question is
what happens if we have clusters of immediately adjacent identical vowels or
consonants. Such structures will be subject to the OCP even if vowels and
consonants are on the same tier.
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Vowel clusters such as //oo// in koordynacja 'coordination' are of no
interest since they do not meet the environment of any phonological rule.
The relevant observations can be made by inspecting consonant clusters, to
which we turn now.
3. Geminates
Polish has a class of words which have clusters of identical consonants
.
The consonants are geminates in the sense that they are not separated by vowels
at any stage of derivation and that they are pronounced as long. Thus, a phonetic
distinction is made between words such as Budda 'Buddha' and bud
a
'kennel'.
The interesting fact is that clusters of identical consonants behave toward
palatalization rules as if they were sequences and not geminates, that is,
only the segment which is immediately adjacent to the palatalizing vowel is
affected:
(22) a, nom.sg.
Sudd +
a
'Buddha'
gett+o
'ghetto'
pass+a
•spell'
mirr+a
'myrrh'
loc.sg.
Buddz+ie [bud^+e]
getc+ie [getC+e]
pass+ie [pasg+e]
mirrz+e [m'irz+e]
b. Mekk+a
•Mekka'
mifkk+a
'soft' (fern.
Mekc+e [mekc+e]
(loc.sg.)
nom.sg.) 11
:+mi?kcz+y+<:
'to soften'
z+m' jeokX+i+d]
Note: [c 5] - alveolar affricates
[S i] - postalveolar fricatives
[X
^] - postalveolar affricates
[5 f] - prepalatal fricatives
[6 5] - prepalatal affricates
The OCP enforces multiple linking in all the examples in (22). We thus have
the following representations:
(23) nom.sg.: Budd+a X X X X + X
I I \l I
b u d a
Mekk+a X X X X
I I \l
loc.sg.: Buddz+ie X X X X
I 1 \l
b u d
X X X X
I I \l
me k
These representations present a serious problem to our analysis. The question
is how to avoid the application of palatalization rules to the left half of
the geminate, that is, how to avoid generating *[mecc+e] for the correct [mekc+e].
In the cases where Coronal Palatalization (16) applies to the examples
in (22) , we might try to resort to some manipulation in the statement of
the spreading of [-back] . For example, we could perhaps try to spread it to
one X slot but not to the other, (This is assuming that such a move would
in general be permitted for segmental rules.) No such options seem to exist
for the changes of velars in (22b) . The crucial observation here is that
velar palatalizations (First Velar and Second Velar, see Rubach 1984:chap.5)
are purely feature changing operations which are devoid of any direct phonetic
motivation: [+back] sounds (velars) are turned into [+back] affricates and
fricatives. That is, the sounds produced by velar palatalizations are 'hard'
and not 'soft' . This contrasts with the obstruent inputs to Coronal Palataliza-
tion. They end up as phonetically 'soft' prepalatal consonants [i i 6 ^] . In
sum, while Coronal Palatalization may perhaps be constured as a rule of spreading,
velar palatalizations may not. They must therefore be operations on the melody
tier alone. Now multiple linking leads to incorrect derivations: at the melody
level palatalization rules cannot tell the difference between singly and
multiply linked consonants. Consequently, Mekk-t-a - Mekc+e ends up as the
incorrect *[mecc+e]. That is, it is derived in the same manner as words such
as bibliotek-t-a 'library' - bibliotec+e (loc.sg.).
There is a simple solution to our problem: assume that the OCP does not
operate in Polish. The consequence of this assiomption is that identical segments
need not be multiply linked. Thus, the representations in (23) axe replaced
by those in (24)
:
(24) nom.sg.
loc.sg.
l+a X X X X + X
1 1 1 1 1
Appendix: Derived Imperfective Tensing
The reader will recall that we have assumed that Derived Imperfective
Lowering is a separate rule from the rule known as Derived Imperfective
Tensing. We will now briefly motivate this distinction.
As is well known, Polish exhibits a pattern of £ - iji_ - zero vowel
alternations, for example: zamek [-mek] 'lock' (N) - zamyk-t-aj+§ [-mik-]
•they lock' (DI) - zamk-t-a [-mk-] 'lock' (gen.sg.). These alternations are
traditionally accounted for by postulating underlying high lax vowels of
which one is palatalizing //I// and the other is not //$//. These vowels,
called 'yers', lower to [e] before C # and delete elsewhere by the context-free
rule of Yer Deletion: zamek //zamlk// ->• [zamek] vs. zamk+a //zamik+a// ->
[zamk+a]. In derived imperfectives yers tense to [i i] , which blocks
Yer Deletion. The tensing rule is as follows:
(25) DI Tensing {\] ^
^i^ /
—
^o ^h DI
It is rule [25) that derives the [i] in zamyk-t-aj+§ 'they lock' (DI)
.
Traditionally, DI Tensing is stated more broadly in order to include
the alternations of //o// and [a] which are found in derived imperfectives
(see Gussmann 1980:74). In other words, our rule of DI Lowering (9) is not
recognized as separate from DI Tensing (25). As we will see, collapsing the
two rules is an overgeneralization and it leads to a factually incorrect
analysis.
The real generalization is the following: DI Tensing (25) applies only
to the verbs which belong to the so-called C-stem class (for the classification
of verbs, see Rubach 1984:35). These are the verbs that do not have any
vocalic verbalizing suffixes. Compare the alternations of zero and i/i_
in the following verbs (the yi_ are due to rule 25):
(26) za+czn+§ [-2n-] - za+czyn+aj+^ [-cin-]
'they will begin' 'they begin'
na+dm+^ [-dm-] - na+dym+aj+§ [-dim-]
'they will inflate' 'they inflate'
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wy+sch+n+^ [-sx-] - wy+sych+aj+^ [-six-]
'they will dry' 'they dry'
In contrast to the examples in (26), words which are verbalizations by
adding a vocalic suffix are systematically excluded from the operation of
DI Tensing. That is, in these words the yers do not tense to [i i]
:
(27) mydl+o 'soap' - mydel (gen.pl.): e_ - zero alternation, hence
//midJi// - mydl + i+(5 //midll + i+(f// 'to soap', where -£ is
the verbalizing suffix - na+mydl+aj*^ //na+midJl+i+aj+om//
'they soap' (DI)
win+a 'guilt' - win+n+y 'guilty' (masc, full form)
win+ien [v'in+en] 'guilty' (masc, short form): e - zero
alternation, hence //vin+m// - u+nie+win+n+i+H
//-vin+in+i+C// 'to acquit', verbalization by adding -i_
- u+nie+win+n+iaj+^ 'they acquit', phonetic [-v'ifi+fi+aj
-]
derived from underlying //-vin+in+i+aj+om//
Observe that the roots have underlying yers in both C26) and (27) but these
yers surface as [i i] only in (26). That is, DI Tensing (25) applies
if the root is not followed by the vowel of the verbalizing suffix. Clearly
it must be this vowel that blocks DI Tensing in (27) . The verbalizing
vowel is not found in the phonetic representation of derived imperfectives
since Polish, like other Slavic languages, has a rule that simplifies
vowel clusters. This rule was originally discovered by Jakobson (1948):
(28) Vowel Deletion / — V Verb
The derivation of za+czyn-i-aj-t-^ 'they begin' (see 26) and na+mydl+aj+^ 'they
soap' (see 27) proceeds as follows. We omit the prefix cycle and the WFRs:
(29)
Cycle 2
Cycle 3
Cycle 4
Postcyclic
(za)Sln+aj+om
5ln+aj
2in+aj
(na)midl£l+i+aj+om
midJl+i
midJl+i
midil+i+aj
midll+aj
midil+aj+om
BLOCKED
midl+aj+om
DI Tensing (25)
Vowel Deletion (28)
Coronal Pal. (16)
DI Tensing
Vowel Deletion
Coronal Pal.
DI Tensing
Vowel Deletion
Coronal Pal
.
Yer Deletion
(context-free)
The Strict Cyclicity Constraint blocks the application of DI Tensing on
cycle 4 since the structure /midll+aj/ is not derived on that cycle.
In sum, the relevant generalization capturing the different behavior
of the words in (26) and in (27) is expressed by ordering DI Tensing before
Vowel Deletion and hence the verbalizing suffix //i// can block the tensing.
With this conclusion in mind let us return to our original examples
which motivated the postulation of DI Lowering (recall the examples in (1)
above). They are all verbalizations by adding the suffix //i//, that is,
they are entirely parallel to the words in (27). For instance:
(30) prost+y 'simple', -y is the nom.sg. ending - u+progc+i+<J
//u+prost+i+(f// 'to simplify', where -i^ is the verbalizing
morpheme and -C^ is the infinitive suffix - u+praszcz+aj+^
//u+prost+i+aj+om// 'they simplify': the imperfective form
derived by adding - aj to the verb stem //u+prost+i//
Also: glos 'voice' - glos+i+d //glos+i+<f// 'to voice'
o+glos+i+<5 //o+glos+i+<5// ,'^o announce' - o+glasz+aj+^
'they announce' (DI), etc.
Notice that as long as the verbalizing //i// is there, DI Lowering cannot
apply since we know that the presence of an intervening vowel blocks the
rule, compare na+gromad2+aj+§ 'they accumulate': the o remains unaffected.
Consequently, in order for DI Lowering to have a chance to apply, it must
be ordered after Vowel Deletion. This precludes the possibility of collapsing
DI Tensing and DI Lowering. The two rules have different ordering. The proper
sequence is: DI Tensing, Vowel Deletion, DI Lowering.
*I would like to thank the University of Illinois, especially
George A.Miller Committee of this University, for offering me a visiting
professorship at the Urbana-Champaign Campus in 1985-86. It is there that
this paper was written. I also thank Charles Kisseberth for discussion.
Needless to say, all the responsibility for the content of this paper is
solely mine.
I use double slashes // // to enclose underlying representations,
single slashes / / for intermediate stages and the traditional [ ] for
phonetic representations.
"Phonetically, the 'nasal vowels' are nasal only before fricatives,
where they are part of nasal diphthongs. Before stops and affricates they
are represented as sequences of oral vowels and nasal consonants, compare
the data in (3). For a theoretical discussion of 'nasal vowels', see
Rubach (1984 : chapter 5).
Steriade and Schein's system which has been adopted from Clements
(1985) and Halle (1986) assumes the structure of nodes whose hierarchy
is as follows. The root node which is linked directly to the skeleton
groups the laryngeal and the supralaryngeal nodes. The supralaryngeal
node dominates the feature [nasal] and the place node. The place node
includes three further nodes: coronal (features: anterior, distributed
and lateral), dorsal (features: high, low and back) and labial.
4
With this assumption, our analysis is parallel to the analysis of
Javanese in Kenstowicz (1986), from which I have drawn much inspiration.
I have not studied the ways of formalizing Coronal Palatalization
in an autosegmental framework. Perhaps such a study might uncover a way
of avoiding the difficulties that arise in the analysis that recognizes
multiple linking. Note further that Steriade and Schein's (1986) Inapplicab-
ility Condition (developed from Hayes 1986) is of no help. First, it is
not clear whether the Condition would be applicable since it refers to
rules that involve two tiers, one of which is normally the skeleton. This
is not the case in our rules. Second, assuming that the Inapplicability
Condition could be evoked, it would lead to an incorrect result since
Coronal Palatalization would be blocked in its application to both segments
(see the examples in (18) below)
.
listed in Slownik poprawnej polszczyzny (Dictionary of
Correct Polish)
.
Much fieldwork is necessary to establish the exact nature of this
variation.
Most but not all of these words are borrowings from the etymological
point of view.
9
Phonetically, there are many more 'long consonants' but they are
derived from representations which contain an intervening vowel. The vowel
is deleted in the course of phonological derivation. Thus, they are not
geminates at the underlying level.
The first three examples (but not the others below) may end up with
phonetic geminates [^5 ^^ ^^1 • However, this happens only in rapid speech
(see Rubach 1984:104 n.7). In slow speech the contrasts are very clear.
applies in the context of consonants (see Rubach 1984:105 n.l9). Note:
the nasal vowel letter £ stands for a sequence of a vowel and a nasal
consonant. The pronunciation of mi$kk+a is [m' jeQk+a]
.
Historically, they used to be 'soft' but lost their [-back]
specification some four hundred years ago, that is, they 'hardened'. In
other words, at some point in the history of Polish velar palatalizations
may have been phonetically motivated and hence then they were probably
best stated as rules of spreading.
This is a simplification. Below, also some other simplifications
are made. For a more complete account of both yer lowering and verb morphol-
ogy, see Rubach (1984)
.
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The morpheme represented as -n in the perfective form is regularly
dropped before -aj^ (see Rubach 1984:88ff.).
The remaining verbs in (1) are derived from nagrod-i-a 'reward' (N)
and zbroj+a 'armor', respectively.
In Kenstowicz and Rubach (1986) it is argued that in Slovak yers
are segments at the melody tier with no representation at the skeletal and
the syllabic tiers. This interpretation can be easily extended to Polish.
Its consequence is that DI Tensing (25) must be replaced by a rule which
inserts the slot X along with the nucleus N. With this interpretation of
the yers, the argument for the separation of DI Tensing and DI Lowering
becomes much stronger. The two rules perform totally different operations
and hence they could not be collapsed even if the ordering problem did not
arise.
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WHAT IS A BANTU NOUN CLASS?
Rick Treece
Traditional Bantu grammars have tended to confuse the concept
"lexical noun class" with the concept "morphological agreement
pattern". This study will show that an efficient formal grammar
must include both of these concepts separately.
Following a general overview of Kiswahili agreement patterns,
there is data showing how the system gives special treatment to
animate nouns: they trigger animate agreement regardless of the
prefix on the noun. However, kinship terms, if unprefixed in the
singular, usually trigger Class 9/10 agreement on possessives,
rather than animate agreement. It will be shown that the tra-
ditional description of possessive agreement for these nouns is
not synchronically accurate: it errs both in predicting animate
agreement where Class 9/10 agreement is used and vice versa.
While the traditional account may reflect the correct his-
torical motivation for this irregularity in the system, a more
accurate account can be framed in terms of juxtaposition or non-
juxtaposition within a noun phrase.
1. Introduction
Bantu languages have a "robust" agreement system in which noun-class
membership plays an important role. This study will investigate how these
noun classes can best be handled in a formal grammar. Traditional Bantu
grammars, perhaps because of their original pedagogical bent, have tended
to confuse the concept "lexical noun class" with the concept "morphological
agreement pattern". We will see that an efficient formal grammar must
include both of these concepts separately.
The study is theory-independent in that it will refer to "syntax",
"lexicon", "semantics", and "phonology/morphology", trusting that any
theory will have components corresponding to these or some way to do the
work that these components would do in another theory. Examples will be
drawn mostly from Swahili to show that in an efficient grammar, rules
controlling agreement morphology must be allowed to refer to all four of
the components just mentioned; otherwise generalizations will be missed and
significant semantic distinctions will be ignored.
The study will begin with a review of the Swahili agreement system. It
will be shown that agreement in Swahili can be both arbitrary and
semantically significant. Alternately trying two approaches--the "possible
agreement patterns" approach and the "lexical class" approach--I have
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investigated the results of "splitting" as much as possible and "lumping"
as much as possible. I have concluded that an efficient grammar will
incorporate both approaches in ways that are not far from the traditional
analysis in spirit, though formally different.
In the course of investigating difficulties in the description of the
noun-class system, I will show that the traditional description of
possessive agreement for a group of (mostly) kinship terms is not
synchronically accurate for most speakers, and I will propose another
description to replace it.
2.0 Grammatical Agreement
There are two ways to approach agreement in a Bantu language. The
first approach is the "possible agreement patterns" approach, which has
been the traditional approach. This consists in taking (theoretically)
each noun in the language in turn and combining it with a verb, a
demonstrative, an adjective, a possessive, etc. and noting the agreement
morphology, which constitutes its "agreement pattern". The results of this
survey are then submitted to linguistic analysis to determine how many
"basic" agreement patterns there are. To paraphrase W. A. A. Wilson, a
"class" has traditionally consisted of a group including all the
substantives which bear the same agreement affix and which trigger the same
agreement on the words which depend on them grammatically [Sauvageot 1963:
281].
Note that many of these patterns represent corresponding pairings of
singular and plural, but in the traditional approach each pattern is given
a separate number. While this seems odd at first, it does lead to
efficiency in the gram- mar. For instance, Swahili nouns with Class 9 and
Class 11 singulars share the plural Class 10, so that its forms only need
to be included once in the grammar. In some related languages the situation
is even more complex. In Dzamba and Likila, not only do Classes 9 and 11
share a Class 10 plural, but singular Classes 5 and 14 share plural Class 6
[Bokamba 1981: 110]. Moreover, some Class 9 nouns in these languages and
others (Lingala, Libinza, Bobangi) are being reanalyzed to have Class 2 or
Class 6 plurals [ibid.: 33].
In related non-Bantu languages the situation may be still more
involved. In Balanta, a West African language spoken in Guinea Bissao,
there are six lexical classes having singular-plural pairings (twelve
potential agreement patterns), but they share only seven actual agreement
patterns: Group A nouns trigger Agreement Pattern 1 in the singular and
Agreement Pattern 2 in the plural, as one would expect; Group B nouns
trigger Agreement Pattern 3 in the singular but share plural Agreement
Pattern 4 with Groups C and F, the singular of Group C triggering Agreement
Pattern 5; worse yet. Group D, whose singular triggers Agreement Pattern 6,
takes Agreement Pattern 3 in the plural (which you recall was singular for
Group B), as does Group E, which shares singular Agreement Pattern 7 with
Group F, which, like Groups B and C, triggers Agreement Pattern 4 in the
plural [Wilson 1961]. In such cases, numbering "classes" consecutively
regardless of function represents a substantial savings in the grammar.
The second approach to agreement is the "lexical class" approach; this
involves finding all nouns in the language which trigger the same agreement
pattern(s), singular and plural, and assigning them to one lexical
classification. Thus, in the Balanta example above there were only six
lexical groups (A-F), although there were seven agreement patterns. There
is nothing in traditional Bantu linguistics corresponding to this notion.
No doubt these "lexical groups" are a more useful and efficient
characterization of "noun class" than the traditional definition, which
should be called "agreement pattern". However, bowing to tradition, I
shall continue to use the term "noun class" in the customary way with
reference to Kiswahili.
2.1 Kiswahili Agreement
Because studies of Bantu languages have been comparative almost from
the beginning of work by Western linguists, traditional "noun classes" have
been numbered according to a pan-Bantu scheme which is claimed to
correspond to the more than twenty classes reconstructed for *Proto-Bantu.
This means that for a language like Kiswahili, which is traditionally
described as having sixteen noun classes (agreement patterns), these
"classes" are numbered 1-18, Classes 12-13 being omitted, since they dre
extinct in modern Kiswahili.
The sentences below show agreement markers for traditional lexical noun
classes in Kiswahili. In some cases the markers are all very similar, but
in others they are very dissimilar.
(1) Class 1: Htu yule mdogo alimpiga mtoto wangu.,
person that small SP+TA+OP+strike child my
(2) Class 2: Watu wale wadogo waliwapiga watoto wangu.
'Those small people struck my children.'
(3) Class 3: Mti ule mdogo uliuziba rofereji wangu.
'That small tree blocked my ditch.'
(4) Class 4: Miti ile midogo iliiziba mifereji yangu.
'Those small trees blocked my ditches.'
(5) Class 5: Jiwe lile dogo lililipiga jicho langu.
'That small stone struck my eye.'
(6) Class 6: Mawe yale madogo yaliyapiga macho yangu.
'Those small stones struck my eyes.'
(7) Class 7: Kigumba kile kidogo kilikichoma kidole changu.
'That small arrowhead pierced my finger.'
(8) Class 8: Viwe vile vidogo vilivipiga vidole vyangu.
(9) Class 9: Ndege ile ndogo iliigonga nyumba yangu.
'That small plane struck my house.
(10) Class 10: Ndege zile ndogo zilizigonga nyumba zangu.
The table below shows sample nouns for all Swahili noun classes,
together with the most important agreement markers.
(11) SWAHILI AGREEMENT PATTERNS
SUBJECT-AGREEMENT
Gloss CLASS NOUN ADJECTIVE (Object-Agreement) DEMONSTRATIVE POSSESSIVE
'person'
Class \I2
Class 3/4
Class 5/6
Class 7/8
contains only words for humans, but not all words for humans
contains most plants, but many other words as well
somi? loan-words; augmentatives; many liquids are Class 6
prototypical "thing" class; utensils, tools, etc.; diminutives
Class 9/10: most loan-words; most plant products; proper place names
Class 14: cont'iins only abstract nouns, but not all of them .
Classes 16-18: location (specific, general, and interior, respectively)
2.2 Animate Agreement
Most Swahili agreement operates arbitrarily: agreement is a function of the
class membership of the noun. Animate nouns, however, trigger Class 1 agreement
in the singular and Class 2 agreement in the plural, even if the noun itself
forms its own plural according to the morphology of some other class,
(12) Yule mtume mdogo alimpiga mtume wa Kiislamu. r13 111 3 1 [class numbers]^
that prophet small SP+TA+OP+strike prophet of Islam
*Ule *uliupiga [*Class 3 markers]
(13) Wale ml!:ume wadogo waliwapiga mitume wa Kiislamu.
2 4 2 2 2 4 2
those prophets small struck prophets of Islam
*Ile *midogo *ili1piga *ya [*Class 4]
(14) Yule karani mdogo alimpiga karani wangu.15 111 5 1
that clerk small struck clerks my
*Lile *dogo *lili11piga *1angu [*Class 5]
(15) Wale makarani wadogo waliwapiga makarani wangu.
2 6 2 2 2 6 2
*Yale *madogo *yaliyapiga *yangu [*Class 6]
'Those small clerks struck my clerks.'
(16) Yule kijana mdogo alimpiga kijana wa chuo.17 111 7 1
that youth small struck youth of college
*Ki1e *l(idogo *k11ikipiga *changu [*Class 7]
(17) Wale vijana wadogo waliwapiga vijana wa chuo.
2 8 2 2 2 8 2
*Vile *vidodo *vilivipiga *vyangu [*Class 8]
'Those small youths struck the college youths.'
(18) Yule ngamia mdogo alimpiga ngamia wangu.19 111 9 1
that camel small struck camel my
*Ile *ndogo *iliipiga *yangu [*Class 9]
(19) Wale ngamia wadogo waliwapiga ngamia wangu.
2 10 2 2 2 10 2
*Zile *ndogo *zilizipiga *zangu [*Class 10]
'Those small camels struck my camels.'
2.3 Irregular Cases
In the previous section we saw that animate nouns trigger Class 1/2
agreement even if the noun itself has singular/plural forms according to
the morphology of another noun-class pair. Note, however, that there is a
group of nouns with Class 5/6 or Class 9/10 morphology which usually
trigger Class 9/10 agreement on a possessive or genitive ^. This is
actually just one group of nouns, with an unmarked singular (no prefix) and
an optional ma^ prefix on the plural. Speakers vary in their treatment of
these nouns; some speakers treat them all as unmarked in both singular and
plural (Class 9/10), but for almost every noun, it is possible to find some
speakers who will use a ma^ prefix for the plural (Class 5/6). The nouns
in this group all refer to human relationships: the words 'friend' and
'enemy' plus various kinship terms. For convenience, I will refer to these
as "kinship" nouns; bear in mind, however, that only Class 5/6 or Class
9/10 nouns referring to human relationships are included in this group.
Since the possessives and genitive
^i always show the same agreement
prefixes, examples of one will serve to illustrate both, and claims made
for "possessives" can be considered to be valid for genitive
^i as well.
(20) Yule rafiki mdogo alimpiga rafiki yangu.15 111 5 9 [cf. (14)]
that friend small struck friend my
(21) Wale marafiki wadogo waliwapiga marafiki zangu.
2 6 2 2 2 6 10 [cf. (15)]
'Those small friends struck my friends.'
(22) Yule nyanya mdogo alimpiga nyanya yangu.19 1119 9 [cf. (18)]
that granny small struck grandma my
(23) Wale nyanya wadogo waliwapiga nyanya zangu.
2 10 2 2 2 10 10 [cf. (19)]
'Those small grannies struck my grandmothers.'
However, this irregularity does not always appear; sometimes the
possessive agreement reverts to the animate Class 1/2 marker ( w^) :
(24) nyanya yangu (*Hangu) BUT Nyanya mdogo ni wangu (*yangu).
9 9 *1 9 1 1 *9
grandma my The small granny is mine.
2.31 The Traditional Account
The traditional description for this exception to animate agreement is
that Class 9/10 possessive agreement is used whenever the number of the
noun has not already been established in the sentence. Actually, this is
probably the correct historical motivation for this agreement peculiarity.
Recall that Class 9/10 nouns are unmarked for number: that is, whatever
the prefix--zero or nasal--it is the same for both singular (Class 9) and
plural (Class 10). Now, by coincidence, the possessive prefixes for
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Classes 1 and 2 are the same (w^) . Since Swahili usually marks number
overtly, noun phrases with no number marking were unacceptable to Swahili
speakers, so that instead of the expected, semantically motivated animate
(Class 1/2) agreement, they chose the morphologically indicated Class 9/10
agreement, which would unambiguously mark number.
The extension of this Class 9/10 pattern to Class 5/6 nouns referring
to human relationships is not strange if we recall that we are essentially
dealing with the same set of nouns in each case, the only difference being
the variable use of the ma- plural prefix, which may even be an innovation
(for these ounss)) ppoosstt--ddaatti inngg tthhee ppoosssessive agreement pattern.
It may be that there are speakers of Swahili for whom the historical
account is synchronical ly accurate, but for many this is no longer true.
The following noun phrases ire counterexamples to the Traditional Account,
in that they exhibit Class 9/10 agreement despite the fact that the number
of the noun is already clearly marked in the morphology before the
possessive appears. In (25) the ^- prefix on the preceding demonstrative
marks the noun phrase as singular (Class 1); in (26) the ma- prefix on the
noun itself marks it as plural (Class 6).
(25) yule rafiki yako (*wako)
1 9(5) 9 *1
that friend your
(26) raarafiki zangu (*wangu)
6 10 *2
friends my
Further counterexamples to the Traditional Account are shown below in (28)
and (29).
2.32 A Counterproposal
Since the Traditional Account fails to describe accurately the speech
of Kiswahili speakers, we must seek a more satisfactory account. I claim
that most speakers use a simple rule of involving word-order and syntactic
structure.
(27) Kinship Agreement Principle: Within a noun phrase, if a
possessive or genitive ^^ modifies and follows immediately a
"kinship" noun (Class 5/6 or 9/10 morphology, referring to a
human relationship), then it takes a Class 9 (singular: ^) or
Class 10 (plural: z^) agreement marker.
Otherwise, the expected animate Class 1/2 agreement (w^) will appear.
The following data illustrate the superiority of this description in
that the Kinship Agreement Principle correctly predicts their animate Class
1/2 agreement while the Traditional Account incorrectly predicts Class 9/10
agreement. As such they are further counterexamples to the Traditional
Account.
(28) dada za bibi BUT Dada bashashi wa bibi walikuja.
10 10 10 unmarked 2 2
sister of woman sister charming of woman came
*wa *2a
*2 *10
(29) bibi yangu/zangu BUT Bibi si wangu (*yangu/*zangu)
.
9/10 9 10 9/10 1/2 *9 *10
wife my wife not my = 'That woman is not my wife.'
OR 'Those women aren't my wives.
In the sentence in (28), dada at the beginning of the sentence could be
either singular (Class 5 or 9) or plural (Class 10); it is not until the
Class 2 subject-verb agreement prefix on the last word in the sentence that
the listener knows that the subject was plural. Thus, since bashashi is a
borrowed adjective which does not inflect, the number of dada is still in-
determinate at the point the genitive ^a appears; but instead of the Class
10 agreement marker z^ predicted by the Traditional Account, we get animate
Class 2 agreement (w^) , because the genitive j^ does not follow dada
immediately.
The sentence in (29) is even more striking, in that it is ambiguous for
number. Bibi at the beginning of the sentence could be either singular
(Class 5 or 9) or plural (Class 10). Since the negative copula sj_ is
uninflected, the number of the subject is still indeterminate when we
arrive at the predicate possessive, which, instead of the Class 9
(singular) or 10 (plural) marker predicted by the Traditional Account,
takes an ambiguous w^, which could be either Class 1 or 2, as the
Counterproposal correctly predicts.
Note that the Class 9/10 possessive agreement will not appear if the
possessive and its noun are not in the same noun phrase. In Swahili the
"generalized" copula rn can optionally be omitted. Notice the agreement
below:
(30) Direct Modification: bibi yangu (*wangu)
9 9 *2
wife my = 'my wife'
(31) Predicate Possessive: Bibi ni wangu (*yangu).
9 1 *9
wife is my = 'The woman is my wife.'
(32) Omitted Compula: Bibi wangu (*yangu).
9 1 *9
wife my = 'The woman is my wife.'
The words in (30) are a noun phrase; because the possessive immediately
follows its Class 9 noun referring to a human relationship, it takes a
Class 9 prefix (^) . Sentence (32), while composed of the same lexemes, is
not a noun phrase, but a sentence; since the possessive and its noun are
not in the same noun phrase, animate Class 1 agreement prevails.
The noun-phrase test is not sufficient by itself, however. The
sentence in (28) shows that even within a noun phrase, the non-animate
Class 9/10 agreement will fail if another word intervenes between the noun
and its possessive or genitive
^i-
2.33 Irregular Hybrids
Semantic attraction has pulled a handful of otherwise regular Class 1/2
nouns into the pattern described in the previous section, in the plural only
They dre all kinship terms:
(33)
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3.0 Theoretical Implications
3.1 Agreement Patterns
Spl ittinq : How many agreement patterns could Swahili be analyzed to have,
at the maximum? Well, if we take into account all of the variability
described above under "Animate Agreement" (but ignoring the problems of
word order) plus phonological variation, there are potentially forty-five
or more.
Now, such a taxonomy assumes a very weak phonology, so that every
allomorph would have to be called independently by means of some marking in
the lexicon. With a more reasonable phonology, we can eliminate most of
the phonological variation above, but to get rid of every single such entry
will require a very powerful phonology indeed, with plenty of abstract
segments deleted at the end of the cycle, unfilled metrical nodes,
autosegmental matrices, etc. But these questions are not the issue here.
Assuming we can eliminate all of these variants, we still have thirty-one
agreement patterns or more, with most of the obvious duplication arising
from animate agreement. When one considers that many of these patterns can
easily be defined in terms of parts of other agreement patterns, as a
function of some semantic or phonological variable, it seems clear that
this number is at least twice too high.
Lumping : Then, how few agreement patterns, at the minimum, could we con-
ceivably analyze Swahili to have? As it turns out, the answer--13--is not
far from the traditional analysis: 16, the gains coming from lumping
infinitives with non-specific locatives and throwing Classes 3, 11, and 14
together.
Traditional descriptions have eschewed such a radical contraction of
the agreement system because it ignores important semantic distinctions.
Most linguists would agree that the Class 15 infinitive marker and Class 17
general locative agreement are not synchrocally related, semantically.
Likewise, it seems misguided to ignore the fact that traditional Class 14
nouns are all abstract and have no plural, even though otherwise they are
indistinguishable from Class 11 nouns. Indeed, disregarding the prefix on
the noun itself, both of these are just like Class 3, except that Class 3
nouns take a Class 4 plural, whereas Class 11 nouns take a Class 10 plural.
Since traditional descriptions of Bantu languages tend to confuse the
concepts of lexical classes and agreement patterns, they will opt to retain
two identical sets of agreement markers in order to keep the identity of
the nouns involved semantically distinct.
3.2 Lexical Classes
Under the "agreement pattern" approach above, agreement patterns for
Kiswahili words were listed, treating singular and plural distinctly. In
order to set up efficient lexical classes, however, we will need to
establish the number of possible singular-plural pairings, in addition to
any classes with lexical content (like infinitive verbs) where number is
not an issue.
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Splitting: Then, how many lexical noun classes, at the maximum, could be
defined for Swahili? Depending on the speaker, there are 31-33.
As before, this analysis assumes a very impoverished phonology. It
will take only a moderate amount of abstraction in the phonology to reduce
this list to 19-21 lexical classes, or even 17-19. This is beginning to
approach a reasonable range, but still involves too much duplication among
the animates, which account for up to half of the entries.
number of lexical
Sample Trigger
(40) Label Traditional Class No. Gloss
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
[XII]
1/2
3/4
5/6
7/8
9/10
11/10
15
16-18
1/2
6
14
10
mtu/watu
that some words are infinitives while others triggering the same agreement
are locatives--and for consistency within the grammar: it would seem
"messy" to access agreement for some nouns directly from the lexicon and
for others via intermediate rules in a morphological component.
Rules : For illustrative purposes, I will show some examples of how rules
would interact with the Agreement Patterns and Lexical Noun Classes that I
have proposed above. Bear in mind that these rules are included here only
as examples and that only the content of the rules is at issue; what for-
malism they contain is ad hoc, and no claim is made regarding form. The
rules below are stated in a form assuming ordered, disjunctive application:
i.e., once one rule has applied, subsequent rules are disregarded. However,
these same rules could be formulated in a way which would not require
disjunctive application; similarly, the elsewhere conditions could be
avoided by a restatement of the complementary set of conditions of an
earlier rule.
These rules also incorporate some language-specific features, which
refer to semantics, such as [+ kinship], defined here as "referring to a
human relationship". The ordering given here is not crucial in every
instance; for example, the first two rules could equally well follow Rule
10.
Note also that these rules depart from tradition by categorizing nouns
by their own morphology rather than by the agreement they trigger on verbs.
The system outlined here, however, would also work if verb-agreement were
retained as the primary consideration in category assignment.
Lexical Rule
Class Number Features & Conditions Agreement Pattern
III or V [+ kinship], for a
possessive immediately
following its noun in
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Lexical
Class
comes closest to using pure copying rules is Likila. Even here, only eight
out of twelve agreement patterns can be generated solely by copying (and a
little phonology) [Bokamba 1981: 110].
The lexical-noun-class step would also not be needed for a language
where lexical items triggered singular and plural agreement in a random or
nearly random manner, so that a noun's singular agreement gave no clue at
all as to its plural agreement. But even in the Balanta data outlined at
the beginning of this study, where the noun-class system is more convoluted
than that of any Bantu language, the number of singular-plural pairings (6)
is far fewer than the potential forty-nine that random combination would
have generated from seven agreement patterns. Given a Balanta singular,
there are at most two agreement patterns in the plural; given a plural,
there are at most three agreement patterns possible for the singular.
So it is safe to say that for every Bantu language, there are important,
systematic generalizations to be captured by formal Lexical Noun Classes.
3.6 Cross-Linguistic
This system of organization ought to be valid for any language where
arbitrary and phonetically dissimilar agreement markers associate in
regular singular-plural pairs with given sets of lexical items; it also
works well for other sets of agreement markers, such as the locatives. So,
lexical noun classes as outlined here are found in virtually all languages
related to the Bantu sub-family. Even for a language whose noun-class
system is as vestigial as Wolof's, some economy can be achieved through
this organization of the morphology, in that rules testing for number can
be stated once in the morphology, rahter than begin repeated inside each
noun's lexical entry.
Of course, for languages with less complex noun-class sytems, such as
Indo-European gender, the savings will be less, but this system, which is
generally assumed in descriptions of languages with arbitrary gender, is
still valid.
3.7 Further Research
With new models of "lexical phonology" being developed, it should be
possible to construct formally a thorough account of word formation in
Kiswahili. From a comparative/historical standpoint, descriptions based
on the system outlined here should provide better insights into language
change, since variation and shift in surface forms could be explained more
precisely in terms of rule changes and mergers, indexing changes, ordering
changes, etc.; in some cases, a small change in one part of the morphology
might be reflected in a wide variety of surface changes.
4. Conclusion
We have investigated how Bantu noun classes can best be handled in
a formal grammar. I have shown that traditional grammars have erred in
confusing two category systems that ought to have been treated separately:
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agreement patters and lexical noun classes. I have argued that in an
efficient grammar, rules controlling agreement morphology must be allowed
to refer to semantics, syntax, morphophonology , and lexical category to
avoid missing generalizations and significant semantic distinctions. The
system outlined here, incorporating both agreement patterns and lexical
noun classes, allows us to exploit this power in an efficient manner.
I have proposed categorization systems for agreement patterns and
lexical noun classes which take into account both the arbitrary and
semantically significant aspects of Swahili agreement. In the course
of investigating difficulties in the description of the noun-class system,
I have shown that the traditional description of possessive agreement for
a group of (mostly) kinship terms is not synchronically accurate for most
speakers, and I have proposed another description to replace it.
NOTES
SP = Subject-agreement Prefix; TA = Tense/Aspect marker (^i = past; na
= present); OP = Object-agreement Prefix.
2
Some short Class 5 nouns have the prefix ji- .
Class 9/10 is called the "nasal class" because many of its nouns,
especially those whose stems begin with a voiced segment, have a nasal
prefix.
their
ng
4
The locative classes 16-18 have almost no lexical content of n
own; nouns enter these classes by adding the locative suffix -ni ; the
class membership of such a derived noun will be a function ofTTTe meani
intended by the speaker: specific, general, or inside location.
The prefix of mtume is only Class 3 in contrast to its Class 4 plural
mitume ; taken alone, the prefix could be interpreted as Class 1. The other
examples are more compelling.
The zero prefix of karani is only Class 5 in contrast to the Class 6
plural makarani ; taken alone, the zero prefix could be considered Class 9.
Indeed, many speakers use an unmarked (Class 10) plural for this word. In
any case. Class 9 agreement is also ungrammatical
:
*Ile karani *ndogo *iliipiga karani *yangu.
See footnote 6, mutatis mutandis.
o
It is not an issue here whether the semantic (Class 1/2) agreement was
original and the Class 9/10 agreement an innovation or whether the morpho-
logical (Class 9/10) agreement was original and resisted the generalization
of animate agreement in a few cases for communicative reasons. There is
perhaps weak evidence to suggest the latter [Richardson 1967: 382ff].
It is awkward to formulate an example in isolation to show a posses-
sive separated from its noun within a noun phrase, because of a general
requirement of Swahili noun-phrase structure that a possessive follow its
noun immediately. However, since possessives and genitive ^a pattern alike
everywhere else, the genitive
-a examples can be considered compelling for
the possessives as well. IndeeHT some linguists analyze the possessive ad-
jectives as being comprised of an agreement prefix plus genitive ^1 Plus a
possessive stem (viz.
-ngu
, etc.). In any case, it would be a pointless
expansion of the grammar to have one set of rules for possessives and
another for genitive ^3. Moreover, it can be shown that when Kiswahili
speakers, for reasons of emphasis, etc., are led to ignore the usual word
order by allowing material to intervene between a possessive and its noun
within a noun phrase, the possessive agreement patterns just like genitive
^a [cf. sentence in (28)].
I will also ignore certain variations in adjective agreement with
nouns of (traditional) Noun Classes 11 and 14. Some speakers use u- in-
stead of m^ on some adjectives in some positions with some Class lT~or 14
nouns in some speech styles. This kind of stylistic variation requires
separate, special treatment.
Not all ideolects will incorporate this class.
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PREFACE
This special issue of SLS consists of papers written by "family" members
of the Department of Linguistics at the University of Illinois: faculty,
students (post MA), graduates with the Ph.D., and visiting scholars who came
for a year or more. Originally, the papers grew out of a seminar on Korean
phonology and morphology which I taught in the Spring, 1986. The volume was
expanded to include members of the "extended" family.
Korean linguistics in the U.S. has come a long way from early days when
only a handful of scholars devoted their research efforts to this area
(e.g.. Profs. Samuel E. Martin, Fred Lukoff). Since I organized the first
international symposium in Korean linguistics in 1977 at the University of
Hawaii in conjunction with the Linguistic Society of America Summer
Institute, the field has grown in leaps and bounds. There are now meetings
and conferences almost every year (e.g.. International Circle of Korean
Linguistics biennial meetings. Harvard workshops, panels at the meetings of
the American Oriental Society and the Association for Asian Studies). Not
only are an increasing number of Korean students majoring in linguistics
across the country, but an increasing number of American linguists are
joining in the study of Korean, a language which I once facetiously
characterized as the language of demigods because of its enormous complexity
(and, accordingly, enormous difficulty to learn as a foreign language) from
anaphora to zeugma and from phonetics to pragmatics. This complexity is of
course a rich source for investigations into the nature of language itself,
not just into Korean, and I hope that this volume presents a small
contribution toward that end.
The major editing of the volume was done while I spent a year at the
University of Hawaii, 1986-87. At a distance, this job would have been
impossible without the help of Mr. Hyoung-Youb Kim who put the text onto
diskettes, and Ms. Yeon-Hee Choi who proofread and checked format. Their
assistance is gratefully acknowledged. Also, I would like to thank
Professor Byron W. Bender, Chair of Linguistics at Hawaii, who made it
possible for me to have the time to complete the editing in mid-February.
This volume is dedicated to the memory of Jong-Chul Park, a junior in
Linguistics at Seoul National University, who died in January, 1987, while
undergoing police interrogation because of his activities on behalf of the
advancement of democracy in Korea.
Chin-W. Kim
Editor
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ON THE NATURE OF h IN KOREAN
Sang-Cheol Ahn
Kyung Hee University
Seoul, Korea
This paper shows how non-linear CV phonology
explains two interesting aspects of h in Korean:
contraction of h for aspiration and t>-deletion. I
first claim that a double mapping of h and a
neighboring obstruent to a C slot in CV tier produces
aspiration and an obstruent mapped to two C slots in CV
tier causes an optional phonetic representation.
Second, I show that irregularity of h-final predicates
is triggered by a different underlying representation
of the stem-final h: verb stem-final h has its C slot
in CV tier but the adjective stem-final h is floating
without its own C slot. Moreover, T claim that the
loss of a vowel by casual +-deletion triggers
compensatory lengthening of a neighboring vowel, while
the loss of the vowel + by obligatory +;-deletion does
not.
In Korean phonolgy, h functions as the weakest consonant along with
the glides x 3"*^ w. The weak nature of h is revealed in two areas,
contraction of h for aspiration and h-deletion. This paper is addressed to
these two areas by showing how satisfactory a non-linear approach is in
explaining these aspects of h. For this goal, I will use the frameworks of
CV phonology by Clements & Keyser (1933) as well as lexical phonology by
Kiparsky (1932) and Mohanan (1932).
First of all, it is well known that there are three degrees of aspira-
tion in Korean underlyingly : (slightly aspirated) plain consonants like £,
t, ^, c, k, unaspirated (tense) consonants like p', t' , s' , c' , k' , and
(heavily) aspirated consonants like p , t , c , k . These aspiration
differences are linguistically significant because they change the meanings
of morphemes completely, e.g., pul ^ fire'
,
p' ul "horn'
, p ul "grass' .
Besides these underlyingly aspirated consonants, however, plain consonants
become aspirated when they occur adjacent to h (Choi 1937; Huh 1968).
Within a framework of generative phonology, B-G. Lee (1976) formulated a
rule of aspiration as follows:
(1) AspirationCMirror image)
1+obstrl
-contj
,
[-segment] , h — > f 1 ] 2 [31
1 2 3 l+aspj L* J
He claims that when /p.t.c.k/ meet an h separated by the boundary
"//", they become aspirated and /h/ is eliminated as in (2):
(2) a. /cap + hi/ —> [cap i] 'to be held'
' to hold' Passive
/ip * hak/ —> [ip ak] 'entrance to school'
'entrance' 'school'
b. /manh + ta/ — > [mant a] 'much'
'much' Declarative
c. /coh + ta/ — > [cot a] 'good'
' good'
More recently, C-G. Kim (.^9B5:^'^) proposed a glide contraction rule by
which h along with other glides causes a contraction when preceded by a
non-sonorant consonant:
(3)
However, we have to note that there are alternative phonetic
representations used in slow and careful speech which cannot be covered by
the traditional linear rule formulations (1) and (3): cap»hi [capp i],
ip#hak [ipp ak], coh+ta [cott a]. In order to explain this optional
process, we need a non-linear rule formulation by manipulating the
independent CV tier in addition to the segmental tier.
(4) Aspiration (Mirror Image)
or
/ \
X C
<r
/ \
+ obstr"| N / h \
-cont
I
I I +obstr' /
-tensej / f -cont I
h
J
[[-tensej/
(When a syllable-final plain stop and syllable-initial h
sequence or the opposite sequence occurs, the syllable-final
segment is associated to the next onset C slot.)
This non-linear aspiration rule indicates that two segments are allowed to
be mapped to a single C slot like C , yielding an aspirated consonant as
/ \
1 ° ^
expected by other analyses. Moreover, it provides a way to explain two
possible phonetic representations as illustrated in (5) where we retain the
association line between C slot and the nonnasal plain stop in slow-careful
speech, while the association line is dissociated in casual speech.'
(5) Morphological input > slow, careful speech > casual speech
cvc + cv
III M
cap hi
CVC + CV
ill II
coh ta
CVC CV
IIL'-II
cap hi
CVC CV
IIU'-II
coh ta
CVC CV
11^ /ll
cap hi
CVC CV
Wi /ll
coh ta
CVC C V
III / \ I
coh h ta
I
V
t
As we have seen so far, the non-linear CV approach can explain the
aspiration process satisfactorily in a predictable way. The other nature
of h, i.e., deletion of h, however, does not seem to be predictable because
certain cases of h are uniformly deleted, whereas others are optionally
deleted intervocalically . Thus a certain class of h-final predicates in
Korean has been called "irregular" traditionally (Choi 1937). Recently,
however, it is claimed that there is no irregularity in the h-final
conjugation since a stem-final h is uniformly deleted in intervocalic
enviroments (G-W. Kim 1972; Kim-Renaud 1973, 1975).
For the h-deletion phenomenon, to which h-irregular conjugation i3
related, I argue that there are two different kinds of h-deletion rules.
First, ther5 is a post-lexical surface rule which applies in fast or
informal careless speech. As this process is related to the formality of
speech, this post-lexical rule is not applied in a formal situation as I
show in (5) with parentheses. Due to the post-lexicality of the rule, it
applies to both non-derived and derived environments whenever the condition
is met. It thus also applies beyond the word level.
(6) a. ah op /ahop/ [aop] (or [ahop]) ^nine'
kyohwan /kyohwan/ [kyowan] (or [kyohwan]) "exchange'
b. i hanil /iZ/han+l/ [ian+1] (or [ihan+1]) "this sky'
"this' "sky'
ii-±I ha /il++l#ha/ [ir+ra] (or [ir+lha]) "to do work'
"work' OBJ. "to do'
Here, following Kim-Renaud (1975), I also assume that the deletion of h is
processed via the voiced [h]. Then, this positional h-deletion is stated
as follows because no phonological process intervenes between h — > fi and fi
~> (Kim-Renaud 1975).
(7) Inter sonorant h-deletion (optional)
h —> P / [+son] [-cons]
As the positionality of this rule is governed by the degree of formality in
speech, we can hear [h] in careful speech.
On the other hand, there is another h-deletion phenomenon which is
often called "h-irregular conjugation". It behaves quite differently from
the optional post-lexical h-deletion process. Kim-Renaud (1975:47-49)
demonstrated that when a verb-final h (which means predicate-final in this
paper) is preceded or followed by £ or a in intervocalic position, it is
obligatorily deleted as in /nah-+na/ [na+na] "bears but' and /co:h-ato/
[coado] "is good but'. She thus presented the following rule for her Verb
Stem-Final h-deletion employing a boundary approach.
(S) Verb Stem-Final h- Deletion
h —> ^ / [+voice] St V
Condition: obligatory if h is preceded or followed by
optional otherwise.
There are, however, some examples which show that the stem final h is
obligatorily deleted before affixes beginning with m, n, or 1^, as in
/nolah-ni/ [norani] '(since it is) yellow'. In this case she needed an-
other h-deletion rule (9)
.
(9) Affix-Final h-Deletion [minor Rule]
h — > / V St [-cons]
In this paper, however, I will combine (8) and (9) into one rule since
both of them deal with affixational h-deletion. Therefore, within the
framework of lexical phonology, I will make the following lexical rule for
affixational h-deletion which applies in both inflection and derivation.
(10) Affixational h-Deletion (obligatory)
h __>,«/ V ]„ [+son]
(e.g. [[noh] i] — > [noi] "to be located' : derivation
"to locate' Passive
[[noh] +ni ] — > [no+ni] "since (we) locate (it) ' :inflection)
"since'
As often claimed (Kim-Renaud 197^; Ahn 1935), £, t, and s-irregular
conjugations ar^ triggered by the long stem vowel in the underlying
representation. However, unlike the other rules of irregular
conjugation, h-deletion applies regardless of the vowel length of the
stem.
(11) tah - 4-ni /ta:h4-ni/ [ta4-ni] "because (we) reach'
t' ah - +ni /t'ah+ni/ [t'a4-ni] "because (we) braid'
As we saw earlier in (3) and (9), Kim-Renaud relied on boundary symbols
in rule formulation. In my rule fromulation (10), however, there is no
need for boundary symbols because those symbols are encoded as a single
bracket and the necessary morphological information can be obtained from
the lexicon (Kiparsky 1982, 1983; Mohanan 1982). Nevertheless, this rule
is still not satisfactory because of the examples in (12), in which the
affix-initial I is deleted only in (12b):
(12) a. /nah/ - /+ni/ [na+ni] "because (it) produces'
" since'
/t
DECL
/nah/ - /+ni/ [na+ni] "because (it) inserts'
/ta:h/ - Z+ni/ [ta4-ni] "because (it) reaches'
/p'ah/ - /+ni/ [p'a4-ni] "because (it) grinds'
/c'ih/ - /+ni/ [c'i+ni] "because (it) pounds'
b. /p alah/ - /+ni/ [p arani] (»[p ara+ni]) "because (it) is
blue'ui
/p'alkah/ - /+ni/ [p'algani] (•[p' alga+ni]) "because (it) is
2d'
(it) ij
transparent'
/nop talah/ - Z+ni/ [nopf arani] (•[nopf ara+ni]) "because
(it) is high'
re
/ma:lagh/ - /+ni/ [marlgani] (»[ma:lga+ni]) "because
In explanation, Kim-Renaud claimed that those instances in (12b) are
historically derived from the combination of "stem + adjectival affix" as
follows:
(13) /p'alkah/ < /p'alkr-ah/ "to be red'
/nop talah/ < /nop -talah/ "to be high'
Based on this derivation she claimed that both -gh (-ah after vowel
harmony) and -talah are adjectival affixes attached to morphemes which are
already adjectives. She then argued that /-Vc\/ and /-talah/ must be marked
[+ Affix Final h-Deletion] so that the rule applies in those cases. This
proposal, however, brings the following problems. First, we have to allow
two rules (3) and (9) for one lexical affixational h-deletion as Kim-Renaud
proposed. Second, we have to allow abstract underlying representations for
all adjectives. Even if Kim-Renaud' s underlying representations can be
supported by historical data, they never appear on the surface synchoroni-
cally and are not perceived as real among native speakers. Finally, we
have to mark every abstract adjectival affix as [+Rule (9)]. For example,
whenever we meet a new adjective like /tonk+lah/ "to be round' in (12b), we
have to reanalyze it in order to mark the affix as [+Rule (9)1. But this
marking is a burden to the grammar.
As the abstract underlying representation for an adjectival affix never
appears on the surface, we have to recognize the unanalyzed form as the
underlying representation. Therefore, I claim that these examples in (12a)
and (12b) differ in underlying representation for h due to the grammatical
difference between the two cases, i.e., those in (12a) are verbs, while
those in (12b) are adjectives. Thus I will posit the underlying
representations of the two cases non-linearly as follows:
(14) a. verbs: CVC b. adjectives: C VCCV
III I Mil
nah p' alkah
In other words, the final segment h in a verb is associated to its C slot,
while the final h- in an adjective does not have its own C slot under-
lyingly. Therefore, the affixational h-deletion (10) is revised as
(15) Affixational h-Deletion
<C> —> / / V ].,_ [X (X = either C or V)
' ADJ
r
,' 1n L+son]
Here, in addition to this non-linear h-deletion rule, we need to
introduce the obligatory +-deletion rule in order to derive the correct
results in (12b), As discussed in detail in Ahn (1985b), there are several
types of +-deletion process and in order to distinguish this +-deletion
process from others, I will call this "(obligatory) General ^-deletion"
rule.
(16) General +-Deletion: Mirror Image (obligatory)
> / J X I ] „ ^_/_^[ V (X = either C or V
p/c = passive or cau-
sative affix
-N = all granmatical
categories except
noun)
(If a passive/causative affix is attached to an f;-final stem,
the stem should be multi-syllabic.)
As specified in the rule formulation, if an _^final predicate stem is
followed by a vowel-initial passive/causative affix, the stem should be
multi-syllabic as shown in (17):
(17) [[ka] +ni] ~> [kani] 'because (it) goes'
"to go' 'because'
[[carik+ ] i ] —> [cangi] 'to be locked'
'to lock' Passive
(cf. [[s' + ] i ] ~> [s'+i] 'to be used'
'to use'
As was shown in (11), General l^deletion is a lexical rule which applies
only in the lexicon, not beyond the word level. On the other hand, it
applies only to inflection and derivation, not to compounding.
In addition to obligatory +-deletion, there is another j^deletion rule
which is a post-lexical surface rule. And, because it does not apply to
formal or careful speech, it is an optional rule.
(13) Casual +-Deletion (optional) :Mirror Image
V V
is truncated when it meets another vowel and the
remaining vowel is lengthened.)
With these two ^-deletion rules as well as the new affixational
h-deletion rule introduced above, T will display the derivations of
two cases of (12):
(19) a. C V C
I I I
n a h
V C V
^becaus'3 it is good'. However, I will claim that the possible existence of
h between two vowels only shows the existence of a C slot for h in CV tier.
In other words, although coh- is categorized as an adjective, the
underlying representation of this adjective has a C slot for li. Moreover,
considering that coh- has a long vowel underlyingly , I will claim that the
optionality of h-deletion (15) is caused by an attempt to avoid too much
sonority in the surface form, a VW sequence in the CV template:
(20) C V V C
1 1/ I
CO h
V C V
I I I
+ n i
C V V
I 1/
V C V
I I I
+ n i
+-Deletion (16)
h-Deletion (15)
C V
I I
c o
V C V
I I I
+ n i
Compensatory vowel shortening
[co+ni]
C V V C V
I I'--"'* I I
CO + n 1
[co: ni]
Phonetic representation
-post-lexical ( optional
)
Casual J-Deletion (18)
Phonetic representation
Once again, we see that the loss of a segment by the obligatory +-deletion
rule does not cause compensatory vowel lengthening, while the optional
casual +-deletion rule can revive the vowel length. In displaying more
derivations of h-irregular conjugation below, I will claim that, like
Casual ^-deletion (13) but unlike General 4-deletion (16), glide for-
mation can also cause compensatory vowel lengthening.
As we can see below, the stem-final h, the least sonorant and most
unstable consonant, drops out between two vowels to produce [noa]. Here we
can apply glide formation in order to break a vowel hiatus. Thus o changes
to w, which is associated to the C slot, and the empty V slot is associated
to the vowel a, which derives [nwa:]:
10
(21)
l[:
V C V
I II
o h I A
C V C VMil
n o h a
I
'locate'
Inflection
Vowel harmony & h -> (rule (15))
C V
I I
n o
[noa]
C V V
K* ^> J
no a
I
Glide formation & Vowel lengthening
[nwa: ]
In (21), I derived [nwa:] from /noh-A/ by Glide formation and Vowel
lengthening, but we can get only [coa], not "[cwa:] from the underlying
/co:h-A/ "good*. This problem can be explained in turn by assuming a
different underlying representation, i.e., a different vowel length:
(22) C V V c
so that we do not get the undesirable •[cwa:].
Consequently, my non-linear approach does not have to allow two
different h-deletion rules for one affixational h-deletion process.
Moreover, it does not invoke an abstract underlying representation which
never appears on the surface. Furthermore, it provides a natural
explanation for several related issues such as +-deletion phenomena and
ccmpensatory vowel lengthening. Therefore, to sum up the discussion on the
J2-deletion in conjugation so far, I have proposed a threefold claim.
First, adjectives and verbs have different underlying representation which
differ from each other in the CV tier. An adjectival h, unlike a verbal h,
is a floating segment, without a C slot in the CV tier. Thus, only h-final
adjectives undergo obligatory +-deletion, which occurs before or after a
vowel, since +-deletion applies after the final V of the CV tier instead of
the segmental tier. Second, loss of a segment by General (obligatory)
+;-deletion does not cause compensatory vowel lengthening as was often
claimed, whereas Casual (optional) ^-deletion revives the vowel length.
Third, unlike obligatory £-deletion, glide formation causes compensatory
vowel lengthening, and compensatory vowel lengthening applies to a short
vowel but is blocked in a long vowel (e.g., /noh-A/ "release'—> [nwa:],
but /co:h-A/ "good' — > — > [coa] not •[cwa:]).
•I would like to thank Chin-W. Kim for his helpful comments on the
earlier version of this paper. Yale rcmanization is used in this paper for
the transliteration of proper nouns and titles of the references published
in Korean, except for certain proper nouns and names of authors already
using a different romanization system.
lapping of two segments to one C slot is not an
unusual language-paritcular phenomenon applying only in Korean. Wright
(1934) also shows a similar case "d-effect" in Navajo, where she shows that
Navajo allows the mapping of two segments to a possible C position at the
prefix-stem boundary, not only yielding affricates as expected by previous
proposals, but also yielding apparent single fused consonants whose output
is determined by a feature hierarchy.
PRE-SUBJ
Moreover, application of the aspiration rule can be optional in certain
dialects. Especially in Cen-la area, it does not apply in many cases: pap
+ hak [p^bak] 'study of law'(cf. [pap ak] in Standard Korean).
There were also historical h > changes in nouns. K-M. Lee(1973:
153) claims that h-final nouns appeared to be unstable in the literature of
the 15th century. For example, the stem-final h-deletion did not apply
very frequently as in hanjlh-i —> [han3rhi] or [hanjri]. In Modern
"sky' Subj.
Korean, most nouns which had fial h do not retain this segment in their
underlying representations. For exanple, the noun "sky' in Modern Korean
is han41 after historical vowel changes. There are, however, several nouns
which still retain h, although in their underlying representations only.
This h does not appear as an individual form or before a vowel, but it
appears before an obstruent orthographically as well as phonetically by
aspirating the following consonant.
an-pak* /anh-pak'/ [anp ak]
'in' "out*
"in and out'
mali-kalak /mdlih-kalak/ [marik arak] "hair'
"hair' "stick'
Here I assume that the final h is floating without its own C slot in the CV
template because general +-deletion formulated as (16) in this paper
applies to these exanples as it does to h-final adjectives (I discuss the
h-final predicates soon in this paper). Moreover, if any of these nouns
has a vowel immediately before h, it takes -ka instead of -i^ as its subject
marker, just as other vowel final nouns take -ka as the subject marker. I
will display two derivations to support my claim.
C V C V
1 1 1 1
13
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TAG QUESTIOHS IM KOREAN:
FORM AMD FUNCTION
Suk-Jin Chang
Seoul National University
In this paper I attempt to explicate the speech
acts of the Korean tag questions with focus on their
interaction with syntax and prosody. In Section 2, I
set up two types of question tags; namely (1) negative
tags and (2) prosentential tags. I then contrast
negative tag questions with negative interrogative
sentences and move on to the prosentential tag
questions. In Section 3, I examine intonational
features of the tag questions. In Section 4, I look
into the speech acts of the tag questions from the
perspective of illocutionary acts. Finally, I will
present Speech Act Statements for the Korean tag
questions.
1 . Introduction
One of the common grammatical devices by which we modify the
illocutionary force of an utterance is the use of a 'tag' attached to the
end of a sentence. I will use the term 'tag' in a broad sense to.mean any
post-sentential element, including even an intonationnl element. By a tag
question I mean an interrogative sentence consisting of two parts: the main
body, which I will call the pack, and the question tag. The question tag
is an optional part. So the pack alone can form an independent sentence
without the question tag.
2. Types of Korean Tag Questions
I would like to propose to set up two types of tag questions in Korean
on the basis of their form negative tag questions and prosentential tag
questions. Let us look into them one by one.
The negative tag question (NTQ) and the negative interrogative (NI)
sentence are syntactically nondistinct in the present-tense (that is,
untensed) form. They are formally distinct only in tensed sentences. The
NTQ and NI sentences are schematically shown below.
Pack Tag
(1) Negative TQ [s. . .(TENSE) .ci] NEG-ha ("TENSE)
(2) Negative Interrogative [s.
.
.("TENSE) .ci] NEG-ha (TENSE)
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Consider now the illustrative examples in (3), where the two types
of questions are contrasted.
(3) a. Pi ka wa. ss. ci an. ha? (NTQ; •NI)
rain NOM come PAST suppose NEG do/be
'It rained, didn't it? /"Didn't it rain?'
b. Pi ka o. ci an. ha. ss. e? (NI; »NTQ)
come suppose NEG do/be PAST INITIMATE
'Didn't it rain?/»It rained, didn't it?'
c. Pi ka 0. ci an. ha? (NTQ; NI)
'Isn't it raining?/It' s raining, isn't it?'
d. »Pi ka wa, ss. ci an.ha.ss.e? (»NTQ;»NI)
PAST PAST
In (3a) the past tense is marked in the pack and the tag is tenseless. Here
we have only the tag question reading. The standard negative interrogative
reading is blocked, as indicated in the English translation. In (3b),
contrary to (3a), the pack is tenseless and the past tense is marked in the
negative ending. Here we get only the normal negative question reading; a
tag question reading is blocked, as shown again in the English translation.
The sentence in (3c) is tenseless. So it is ambiguous between the two
readings of a tag question and a standard negative question. In (3d) the
past tense appears twice—once in the pack and once in the tag. It is
simply ill-formed.
Let us consider another set of examples involving copulative sentences
such as those in (1), where the distinction between the tag question and
the negative interrogative is more evident.
(H) a. Mia ka pancang i. ess. ci an. ha? (NTQ; "NI)
NOM leader be PAST NEG do/be
'Mia was the leader, wasn't she?/»Wasn't Mia the leader?'
b. Mia ka pancang i. ani
.
ess. e? (NI; "NTQ)
be NEG be PAST INT
'Wasn't Mia the leader?'
c. Mia ka pancang i. ci an. ha? (NTQ; •MI)
be NEG do/be
'Mia is the leader, isn't she? /"Isn't Mia the leader?'
d. "Mia ka pancang i. ess. ci an. ass. e? (•NI; •NTQ)
be PAST NEG PAST INT
e. •Mia ka pancang i. ci. an. ass. e? (•SNQ; •NTQ)
be PAST
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f. »Mia ka pancang i. ani
.
ya? (Nl; "NTQ)
be NEG be INT
"Isn't Mia the leader?'
As was in the sentences in (3), the negative tag in the copulative
sentences in (4) is always tenseless (cf. (4a, c)). Note also that in
the copulative sentences the form NE&»Copula i is used rather than
the form Copula i+ci+NEG+ha as shown in (Ib.f).
The form of the negative tag question is invariably an.ha? (not-do?)
in the intimate speech level. The negative question tag cannot be tensed
as shown in (Ub.d), whereas the pack can be either tensed or tenseless as
in (3a, c). By contrast, in the negative interrogative sentence tense
cannot be marked in the pack, as shown n (1a,d); it can be marked only in
the tag, as in (4b), The negative tag in Korean is formally similar to the
French n'est ce Pas? , which is also invariably used regardless of the tense
or the positive/negative polarity of the pack. Sentences in (5) show the
way in which the negative tag is used in both negative and positive
sentences.
(5) a. Pi ka wa. ss. ci an. ha? (=2a)
come PAST
'It rained, didn't it?'
b. Pi ka o. ci an. ha. ss. ci an. ha?
NEG do PAST NEG do
"It didn't rain, did it?'
Notice that in (5b) the suppositive £i and the negative an each appear
twice. Here, the negative tag is attached to the suppositive sentence in
(6)
(6) Pi ka o. ci an. ha. ss. ci
NEG do PAST suppose
"It didn't rain, I suppose.'
I will now turn to the form of the prosentential tag questions. I
would like to set up two subtypes on the basis of their form: (a) an- kulay
( < an.kule.ha.e " so-be/do' ) and (b) kulehci ( < kule.ha.ci "so be/do').
For ease of reference I will call them PSTQ-I and PSTQ-2 , respectively.
The positive counterpart of PSTQ-1 , that is, kulay ( < kule. ha.e
"so-be/do') is also used as a tag but not as a question tag. It is more
like an interjection in that it may well occur in sentence-initial
position, as shown in (7).
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(7) a. Pi ka wa. ss. e, kul.ay?
so- be/do
'Did it rain, then?'
b. Kul.ay, pi ka wa. ss. e?
so- be/do
'So, did it rain?'
The negative counterpart of PSTQ-2, that is, ankulehci ( < an.kule. ha ci
" not-so-be/so-suppose' ), unlike PSTQ-2, cannot be used as a tag, as
indicated in the ill-formed sentences of (3).
(8) a. "Pi ka (an) wa.ss.e an.kule .h.ci'
b. "Pi ka (an) wa.ss.ci an.kule. h.ci";
Consider now some examples of prosentential TQs in (9)
(9) a. PSTQ-1
Pi ka wa. ss. ci an. kul . ay?
PAST suppose NEG so be/do INT
(Roughly) 'I suppose it rained, didn't it?'
b. PSTQ-2
Pi ka wa. ss. ci kule. h. ci?
so be /do suppose
(Roughly) 'I suppose it rained, didn't it?'
The prosentential question tags can also be attached to the pack, which
ends in the assertive e, as given in (10), as well as to the pack ending in
the suppositive ci^ in (9).
(10) a. PSTQ-I
Pi ka wa. ss. e an. kul. ay?
INT NEG so be/do INT
(Roughly) 'It rained, didn't it?'
b. Pi ka wa. ss. e kule. h. ci?
INT so be/do suppose
(Roughly) 'It rained, didn't it?'
As a contrastive feature of the two tag questions, it may be noted that
in the negative TQ no element gets inserted between the pack and tag,
whereas in the prosentential TQ particles like the polite marker ^o can
occur between them. See examples in (11).
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(11) a. Pi ka wa. ss. ci (»yo) an. ha?
POL
(Negative TQ)
b. Pi ka wa. ss. ci (yo) an. kul. ay (yo)? (PSTQ-1)
kuleh. ci (yo)? (PSTQ-2)
The tense in the prosentential tag is normally present, regardless
of the tense of the pack. As a marked case, however, it can be identical
to that of the pack. Consider now sentenses in (12) in contrast
to those in (13)
.
(12) a. Pi ka wa.ss.ci an. kul. ay? (Urmarked Case)
PAST PRESENT
*I suppose it rained, didn't it?'
b. Pi ka o.ci an. kul. ay? (Unmarked Case)
PRESENT PRESENT
*I suppose it's raining, isn't it?'
c. Pi ka o.keyss.ci an. kul. ay? (Urmarked Case)
FUTURE PRESENT
^I suppose it will rain, won't it?'
(13) a. Pi ka wa.ss.ci ankul. ay.ss.e?
PAST PAST
^I suppose it rained, didn't it?'
(Marked Case)
b. Pi ka o.keyss.ci an.kule.h.keyss.e? (Marked Case)
FUTURE FUTURE
"I suppose it will rain, won't it?'
I will now move on to the intonational features of the tag questions.
3. Terminal Contours of Tag Questions
In the negative TQ no pause is allowed at the boundary of the pack and
the tag; by contrast, the prosentential TQ allows a pause between them.
And Three terminal contours (TCs) may be recognized as a first
approximation: high (H) , mid(M) , and low(L)
.
(14) Pi ka wa.ss.ci (•//) an. ha? (Negative TQ)
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/H
(15) a. Pi ka wa.ss.ci—M an.kul .ay/kule.h.ci? (PSTQ-1/2)
\L
/H
b. Pi ka wa.ss.e—M an.kul .ay/kule.h.ci?
\L
The terminal contours at the end of the question tags also vary,
depending on the type of tag questions. The negative TQ has either high
(H) or mid (M) contour; the prosentential TQ has only a high contour, as
shown in (14).
/H
(16) a. Pi ka wa.ss.ci an.ha—M (Negative TQ)
/H
b. Pi ka wa.ss.ci/e an.kul. ay (PSTQ-1)
kule.h.ci (PSTQ-2)
When we put (13) and (14) together, we will have intonational contours of
tag questions shown in (17).
/H
(17) a. Pi ka wa.ss.ci an.ha—M (Negative TB)
/H /H
b. Pi ka wa.ss.ci—M an.ku.lay/kule.ci (PSTQ-1/2)
\L
The prosodic patterns I have examined cursorily may be rendered to the
corresponding punctuational devices in writing. The negative TQ which has
no pause or juncture between pack and tag may be given no punctuation mark,
which is in accord with the current practice in writing. The prosentential
TQs with high, mid and low contours between pack and tag may be marked with
a questicn mark (?), a comma (,) and a period ( .) between them,
respectively. If the prosentential TQ is marked with a question mark or a
period in writing, it is regarded traditionally as consisting of two
sentences. Only in the case of the comma (that is, mid level) intonation,
the whole utterance is regarded as a single sentence consisting of a pack
and a tag. In this case, the comma can be dropped altogether, thus
allowing no pause in between. Now the intonation-marked tag quesrions in
(17) are rendered to the punctuation marked writing in (18).
(18) a. Pi ka wass.ci an.ha? (cf. 17a-H)
b. Pi ka wass.ci an.ha. (cf. l?a-M)
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c. Pi ka wass.ci/e? an.kul .ay/kule.h.ci? (cf. 17b-H)
d. Pi ka wass.ci/e( ,) ar.kul .ay/kule.h.ci? (cf. 17bM)
e. Pi ka wass.ci/e. An.kul . ay/Kule.h .ci? (cf. 17b-L)
Another puncutational convention I would like to introduce at this point is
the use of a dash (— ) at the boundary of the pack and tag. Obviously it
has the effect of obliterating the intonational distinction noted at the
boundary of the pack and tag. It is shown in (19).
(19) Pi ka wass.ci-ankul. ay/kule.h.ci?
Speech Acts of the Tag Questions
We are now ready to go on to the speech acts of the tag questions. In
contrast to the neutral information-seeking speech act of a yes-no
question— neutral in the sense that the speaker is not biased as to the
truth/falsity of the proposition expressed in the question, the speech act
of a tag question is that a speaker seeking a confirmation or an agreement
as to the truth of the proposition asserted or supposed in the pack. The
speech act of the negative yes-no question has also the property of seeking
a confirmation/agreement in addition to the normal illocutionary act of
seeking information. The speech act of the prototypical tag question is
now analyzed as that of conjoining two types of illocutionary acts—an
assertive/suppositive and a requestive, in that order. The second conjunct
of the requestive has an embedded illocutionary act of
confirming/assenting. The prototypical speech act of the tag questions is
now stated in the form given in (20), which I will call Speech Act
Statement (SAS)
.
(20) Speech Act Statement (SAS): proto-TQ
In uttering 'U', which expresses p in the form of a TQ, SUPPOSES/
ASSERTS p and (STRONGLY) REQUESTS that H (STRONGLY) CONFIRM/ASSENT
that p.
The SAS of the proto-tag question (20) is now subject to adjustment so
as to fit into the variety of tag questions we have discussed so far. This
will be done by fixing the illocutionary act types represented in the
illocutionary act verb pairs in (20): either SUPPOSE or ASSERT, and either
(STRONGLY) CONFIRM or (STRONGLY) AGREE. Notice that in the second pair the
matter of variation in strength is also indicated. Those illocutionary act
verbs ASSERT, SUPPOSE, CONFIRM, ASSENT and REQUEST stand for the
illocutionary act types—respectively, assertives, suppositives,
confirmatives, assentives and requestives—those classified and
characterized by Bach and Harnish (1979). Let me elaborate a little on
their taxonomy and characterization of illoctionary acts, as a digression.
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According to them, assertives, suppositives, conflrmatives and assentives
belong to the same illocutionary act type, namely the constative. Their
constatives and directives correspond to Austin's (1962) expositives and
exercitives and Searle' s (1975) representatives and directives,
respectively. A constative is an expression of the speaker's belief and an
expression of his intention that the hearer form a similar belief.
Now consider our SAS in (20) and think of some ways in which we can fix
each illocutionary act type in it. First, think of the pack of a TQ. It
ends either in the suppositive ci_ or the assertive e and these endings
elicit either suppositive or assertive act, when used sentence finally
without any tag. So we can assign SUPPOSE to the first conjunct if the
pack ends in ci^ and assign ASSERT if it ends in £. Next, let us look into
the intonational contours of the tag. They have to do with the
illocutionary act of the second conjunct in our proto SAS in (20). The
rising terminal contour at the tag elicits a question or a request for
information, confirmation, agreement, or the like. And it seems to be a
universal way of eliciting an oral response from the hearer. So we assign
REQUEST to the second conjunct. But how can we tell whether the request is
a request for confirmation or a requeust for assent? In the case of a
negative TQ , which has a rising or level contour at the tag, it seems that
the rising contour elicits a confirmation-seeking act rather than an
agreement seeking one. It may be generalized to the prosentenial TQs as
well. Furthermore, the degree of rising, together with other vocal
qualities like shouting and whispering or fast and slow speech, seems to
indicate variations in strength of confirmation. The non-rising contour of
the negative TQ seems to elicit a request for assent, rather than a request
for confirmation.
Let us now turn on to the two prosentential TQs: PSTQ-1 , an.kul.ay?
and PSTQ-2, kule.h.ci? These prosentential forms can be used without a
pack. In isolation, the tag of PSTO-1 conveys a force of request for
confirmation and the tag of PSTQ-2 a force of request for assent. These
tags can be attached, as we saw in (10), to the pack ending in either e^ or
ci
.
So, in the PSTQs, the form of the pack, the e- or ci- pack, determines
the illocutionary act of the first conjunct of the SAS, that is, an
assertion or a supposition, and the form of the tag determines the
illocutionary act of the second conjunct, that is, request for confirmation
or for assent. Furthermore, when contrasted to the negative TQs, the PSTQs
seem to convey strong request on the scale of the force of request.
Let us now look into the intonational contours at the boundary of the
pack and tag. The three levels of TCs, which we assumed to be related with
the punctuational devices, must now be exanined in terms of illocutionary
acts. Now the question is: are there three levels of terminal contours
distinguishable in terms of their role in speech acts? It seems that only
two levels can be motivated: high and non-ligh. First of all, the terminal
contour at the boundary of a PSTQ has no illocutionary role for the first
conjunct of the SAS. They bring about variations in strength of the
illocutionary act in the second conjunct; the high TC elicits a request for
strong confirmation in tbe case of a PSTQ-1 , and a request for strong
assent in the case of a PSTQ-2. The mid and low TCs we set up earlier
would not seem to play any role distinct from each other. The two would
rather be collapsed, and I would treat the merged one as the unmarked TC
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with variation ir. strength, as contrtasted to the marked high TC . Together
with these intonational variations, other vocal qualities such as stress,
shouting, whispering, etc, regulate variations in strength of request,
confirmation and assent. It can be stated in our SAS as REQUEST
(STRONGLY), CONFIRM (STRONGLY), and ASSENT (STRONGLY).
6. Conclusion
In summary I will present those formally distinct Korean tag questons
.n (21) and their Speech Act Statements in (22).
(21) a. NTQ
/H (i)
Pi ka wa.ss.ci an.ha?—M (ii)
b. PSTQ-1
/H /H (iii)
Pi ka wa.ss.ci—M an.kul.ay (iv)
/H
Pi ka wa.ss.e—M an.kul.ay? (v)
c. PSTQ-2
/H /H (vi)
Pi ka wa.ss.ci~M kule.h.ci? (vii)
/H
Pi ka wa.ss.e—M kule.h.ch? (viii)
(22) Speech Act Statments: TQs
a. In uttering 'U' , which is in the form of an NTQ (with high TC)
,
S SUPPOSES a proposition p and REQUESTS that H CONFIRM that p.
(=21i)
b. In uttering "U' , which is in the form of a PSTQ-1 (with mid
TC) , S SUPPOSES a proposition p and REQUESTS that H ASSENT that
p.
(=21ii)
c. In uttering ^U', which is in the form of a PSTQ-1 (with ci-pack
and high-TC), S SUPPOSES a proposition p and STRONGLY REQUESTS
that H STRONGLY CONFIRM that p. (=21 iii)
d. In uttering "U', which is in the form of a PSTQ-1 (with ci-pack
and mid-TC) , S SUPPOSES a proposition p and STRONGLY REQUESTS
that H CONFIRM that p. ( = 21tv)
e. In uttering "U', which is in the form of a PSTQ-1 (with e-pack
and mid-TC), S ASSERTS a proposition p and STRONGLY REQUESTS
that H CONFITM that p. (=21v)
f. In uttering "U' , which is in the form of a PSTQ-2 (with ci-pack
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and high-TC), S SUPPOSES a proposition p and STRONGLY REQUEST
that H STRONGLY ASSENT that p. (=21 vi)
In uttering "U' , which is in the form of a PSTQ-2(with ci-pack
and mid-TC) , S SUPPOSES a proposition p and REQUESTS that H
ASSENT that p. (=21vii)
In uttering 'U' , which is in the form of a PSTQ-2 (with e-pack
and mid-TC) , S ASSERTS a proposition p and REQUESTS that H
ASSENT that p. (=21viii)
"A version of this paper was delivered at the International Pragmatics
Conference at Viareggio Italy September 1-7, 1985. The Yale Romanization is
used throughout.
(a) Auxiliary tags: Find them, did he? It's raining, isn't it?
(b) Tentations: He will, I suppose?
(c) Imputations: They will attend to it later, you say?
(d) Explications: How does he like it, I wonder?
(e) Intonation tags: Says, he is sorry, eh?
2
In Korean there are two syntactically distinct negative
constructions: (1) V/A~ci~NEG, (2) NEG—V/A. It is the first form that
we are concerned with in contrast to the tag question. For discussion of
the synonymy/nonsynonymy of the two negatives, which has long been a
controversy among the generative grammarians, see Im (1973), H. Lee(1970,
1972), K. Lee (1979), Oh (1971, 1978), and Song (1973, 1977, 1979).
Of the intimate speech level is the one used between the friendly
equals or by the speaker talking to his junior/inferior on informal
occasions. Its sentence ending is typically £. This is the least marked
speech level in Korean in that the polite marker ^ is attachable to this
level.
Matching patterns of English tag questions are reported in (a version
of) Australian English (Cattel 1973: 615-6):
(i) Harry: ... Claude is rich.
John: Claude is rich, is he?/»Claude is rich, isn't he?
(ii) John drank beer, did he?
(iii) Did John drink beer, did he?
are shown below for further reference (Bach and Harnish 1979:'»2-7).
Some subtypes of constatives:
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a. Assertives
In uttering e, Speaker S asserts proposition P if S expresses:
i, the belief in that P, and
ii. the intention that Hearer H believe that P.
b. Suppositives
In uttering e, S supposes P if S expresses:
i. the belief that it is worth considering the consequences of P,
and
ii. the intention that H believe that it is worth considering the
consequences of P.
c. Confirmatives
In uttering e, S confirms P if S expresses:
i. the belief in that P, based on some truth seeking procedure,
and
ii. the intention that H believe that P because S has support for
P.
d. Assentives
In uttering e, S assent to the claim for P if S expresses:
i. the belief in that P, as claimed by H (or as otherwise under
discussion) , and
ii. the intention (perhaps already fulfilled) that H believe that
P
e. Requestives (a subtype of directives)
In uttering e, requests H to do act A if S expresses:
i. the desire that H do A, and
ii
.
the intention that H do A because (at least partly) of S'
s
desire.
For discussion of the suppositive particle ci^, see Chang (1972).
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OH THE MORPHXOGY OF MORPHOLOGICAL CAUSATIVE VERBS IN KOREAN:
AN ARGUMENT AGAINST LIEBER'S MORPHEME-BASED LEXICON
Euiyon Cho
University of Illinois
This paper claims that word formation with
Causative Suffixes in Korean has been fossilized. To
support this claim, I present two types of empirical
evidence: (1) the variants of Korean causative suffixes
i, hi, ki, u, chu, etc. are not phonologically
conditioned; and (2) the causative suffixes are not
semantically transparent. On the basis of this, I
argue that morphological causative verbs in Korean must
be listed in the lexicon instead of being derived via
word formation rule (of. Aronoff 1976) and that
Lieber's (1930) model of the lexicon is inadequate,
which lists affixes and lexical items in the lexicon
that cannot be decomposed into further constituents.
I. Introduction
There are a number of verbs in Korean which are structurally analyzable
as stem plus suffix as in (1) . The suffixes i^, hi^, kA, lA, etc. have been
called causative suffixes and those verbs containing one of the suffixes
called derived causative verbs. Let us call these causative affixes
Irregular Causative Affixes (henceforth ICA) .
(1) mek -i -ta 'feed'
eat DEC
ilk -hi -ta 'cause someone to read'
read
us -ki -ta 'cause someone to laugh'
laugh
sal -li -ta 'make someone alive'
live
n+c -chu-ta 'slow down'
be late
SOS -ku -ta 'make soar'
soar
pi -u -ta 'make something empty'
be empty
In terms of structure, the causative suffix is added to verb, and the
word formation process shows systematic relations in meaning and in syntax.
Roughly speaking, the meaning of the ICA form, i.e. morphological causative
verb is 'cause someone/thing to do or Adjective'. The syntactic relation
between the two classes of words connected by the suffixation process
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appears to be that the (in) direct object of the ICA verb corresponds to the
subject of the corresponding input verb:
(2) a. Mary -ka Fred -1+1 us-ki-ess-ta.
SUBJ 00 laugh-CAUS-PAST-DEC
"Mary made Fred to laugh.'
b. Fred -ka us-ess-ta.
SUBJ laugh- PAST-DEC
"Fred laughed.'
(3) a. emma -ka Fred -eke sakwa -1+1 mek-i-ess-ta.
mother SUBJ TO apple DO eat-CAUS-PAST-DEC
"Mother fed Fred with apple.'
b. Fred -ka sak-^a -1+1 mek-ess-ta.
SUBJ apple DO eat-PAST-DEC
"Fred ate an apple.'
This way of structural and functional analysis of the above verbs
assumes that they are derived via Word Formation Rule a la the Word
Formation approach, especially Lieber's (1930) model of the lexicon which
lists affixes and lexical items that cannot be analyzed into constituent
parts in the permanent lexicon and which derives existing and potential
complex items by means of a structure-building rule, combining lexical
items drawn from the permanent lexicon. In other words, those
morphological causative verbs containing one of the ICAs do not have
lexical entries in the lexicon under Lieber's framework. Y-S. Kim's (1984)
work on the morphological causative verbs in Korean actually takes this
position (Kim's study will be examined in section II.).
This paper, however, argues against deriving the morphological
causative verbs by word formation rule. Even if the constituent analysis
of the causative verbs is possible, I argue from the synchronic point of
view that any verb in which one of the ICAs is included is listed in the
lexicon, following Wolff (1984) which lists all and only lexical items "for
which the relationship between sound and meaning is synchronically
arbitrary and which can participate in productive lexical processes" (Wolff
1984:5). This criterion for listing lexical items in the lexicon assumes
that word formation rules are employed either when new words are made by
applying to new items when they are introduced into the language or when
potential complex itsms are derived, which are both structurally and
semantically compositional (Aronoff 1976 and Wolff 1984). For example,
when the word Mao was introduced into English, the word formation process
-ist in English was applied to the borrowed word and the new word Maoist
entered into English. Another different word formation process belonging
to the latter case is the formation of -ing nominalizations in English.
The -ing form in English is not listed in the lexicon because this word
formation process is applicable to all of its potential domain, i.e. verb .
However, the word transmission (of a car) and words such as length ,
width, mirth, and truth , which are formed from adjectives, are listed in
the lexicon because either they have acquired its idiosyncratic meaning
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which is not compositional or the relevant morphological process is quite
limited even though they are structurally analyzable.
The empirical evidence for the argument that morphological causative
verbs in Korean must be listed in the lexicon rather than being derived by
word formation rule will be sought in the phonological and semantic aspects
of the morphological causative verbs; I will show that the variants of ICAs
in Korean are not phonologically conditioned and that ICAs are not
semantically transparent. This will lead us to the conclusion that ICAs in
Korean are on the verge of death as lexical items participating in a
synchronically productive morphological process. In other words, the ICAs
morphological process is fossilized and, therefore, those morphological
causative verbs containing one of the ICAs are regarded as lexicalized
items to be listed in the lexicon.
I will first examine one previous study on the morphology of causative
verbs in question, which was done within Lieber's (1980) framework, and
will try to argue that deriving morphological causative verbs in Korean is
inadequate. After proposing an alternative, I will provide empirical
evidence in section IV to support my argument that morphological causative
verbs must be listed in the lexicon. This will be followed by a brief
discussion on the theoretical implication of this study. From now on, for
the sake of reference, let us call those verbs containing one of ICAs
Morphological Causative Verbs (henceforth, MCV)
.
II. Against Lieber's Framework
The purpose of this section is not to review Lieber's (1930) framework
of the lexicon, but to show that her framework is inadequate as far as the
data of Korean MCVs are concerned. For this purpose, I will examine Kim's
(1984) study which takes the position that MCVs in Korean are derived,
adopting Lieber's model of the lexicon listing both derivational and
inflectional affixes and lexical items in the permanent lexicon which
cannot be decomposed into further constituents, e.g. long , not length . As a
consequence, under Lieber's framework, actual and possible complex lexical
items are produced by a word formation rule, i.e. a single context-free
rewrite rule which generates unlabelled binary branching tree structure
into which terminal lexical items are inserted according to their lexical
subcategorization restriction such as Adjective, [+Latinate], etc.
Since there are various forms of causative suffix, Kim formulates the
following morpholexical rules to represent the relatedness of the variants
i^, hj^, ki, u, hu, and ku listed in the permanent lexicon:
(4) Kim's (66) X+i ~ X+hi ~ X+ki
(70-71) X+hu ~ X+ku ~ X+u
Before proceeding with the main discussion, let me reformulate Kim's
lorpholexical rules because they are not appropriately formulated.
According to Lieber's concept of morpholexical rule, it is "a relation
defined between pairs of lexical items which are listed in the permanent
lexicon" (1980:39). Therefore, the Kim's morpholexical rule above assumes
that there are, for example, such monomorphemic lexical items as mek, meki,
netchi , and mekki which represent the same meaning when we substitute X with
the item mek "eat*. However, as every native speaker of Korean would
agree, there are no such allomorphs but mek having the semantic content
' eat' in Korean.
Following Kim's intention, therefore, I formulate the following
morpholexical rules for the ICAs , i^, hu, ki, li_, chu, ku, u, and iu:
(5) a. X ~ hX ~ kX ~ IX
b. X ~ chX - kX ~ iX
Under Lieber's model of the lexicon, the variants of the ICA would be
listed in the lexicon as follows:
(6) Category Class: Affix
Lexical Class 1 morpholexical rule (5a)
(1, hi, ki , li) phonological rep.
semantic rep.: CAUSE
subcategoriza-
tion: ]v ]v
?. morpholexical rule (5b)
(u, chu, ku, iu) phonological rep.
semantic rep.: CAUSE
subcategoriza-
tion: ]v ]v
As the subcategorization property of the ICA' s lexical entries shows,
the ICA has to be attached to verb(stem). But, there is one idiosyncratic
property of ICAs in terms of phonological shape, which is that not all
variants could be attached to any verb because the variants of ICAs are not
free variations. To solve this problem, Kim introduces Allomorphy
Selection Rules (ASR) . For the lexical items under lexical class 1 , he
states the following ASRs:
(7) a. J<i appears after a nasal or the segment ^.
b. Vu appears after a lenis stop (£, t^, £, k) that
has the potentiality to become aspirated.
c. i-elsewhere
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But, the ASR (7) cannot predict all the cases of the ICft' s affixation
process relevant to the lexical class 1, as Kim also notices; for example,
*math-hi(-ta) ( math-ki "leave something in charge of someone') and
* cuk-hi(-ta) ( cuk-i "kill') constitute counterexamples to the rule (7).
Therefore, the ASR (7) fails to attain the level of descriptive adequacy.
Moreover, when we consider the fact that the variants u, chu , ku, and
iu are not in complementary distribution with the variants i^, hi_, ku, and
li
, another problem arises: To provide appropriate affixation processes for
the variants u, chu, ku, and i_u, another sort of ASR has to be formulated.
As a consequence, unmotivated lexical features have to be introduced in
the lexicon of modern Korean. For instance, if we call (7) Type 1 ASR,
then every lexical entry of monomorphemic verbs listed in the permanent
lexicon has to contain the information concerning proper affixation
process; which verb should follow which type of ASR.
This way of handling the idiosyncratic property of the ICAs may appear
to be an elegant solution for the affixation processes of ICAs. However,
this solution has to pay the cost of ad hocity, using synchronically
unmotivated diacritics/lexical features. In addition, in order to handle
those counterexamples, e.g. »ouk-hi to the above ASRs, this approach of
deriving MCVs in Korean via word formation rule has to invent more
unmotivated lexical features.
In fact, even if unlimited numbers of umotivated lexical features are
allowed to be used in Lieber's model of the lexicon, it would eventually
fail to assign lexical features to every verb because the variants of ICAs
in Korean are not phonologically conditioned as we will see in the next
section. For instance, given the following two lexical items, memchu (-ta)
"stop' and nuk (-ta) "be soft/wet', what would be the possible corresponding
causative verbs formed by ICA word formation? Would they be memchu-i (-ta)
and nuk-i (ta) , or memchu-u (-ta) and nuk-hi (-ta) , respectively? I will
leave the question to those who subscribe to Lieber's model of the lexicon.
New, I would like to present an alternative in the following section.
III. Proposal and Assumptions
The alternative I propose is to list all of the lexical items
containing one of the ICAs in the lexicon instead of deriving them by means
of word formation rule. However, this does not mean that I follow the
lexical entry approach. For the argument that Korean MCVs must be listed
in the lexicon, I would like to argue that the causative suffixes in Korean
do not participate in the synchronically productive word formation process
as independent lexical items by showing that the affixation process of ICAs
is not phonologically conditioned and that a number of putative causative
verbs are no longer causative verbs because they have already lost the
meaning "CAUSE' which is supposed to be projected from the causative suffix
included in those MCVs. That is, ICAs are semantically opaque in modern
Korean.
To put it from the perspective of the productivity of word formation
process, since the variants of the ICA in Korean are on the way of
widespread phonological distortion and are no longer semantically
transparent, the ICA word formation is regarded as being fossilized in the
lexicon of modern Korean even though there are a number of existing MCVs
which could be recognized as word formation by speakers of Korean,
Therefore, those verbs containing one of the ICAs are considered to be
lexicalized items and, so, must be listed in the lexicon.
Before presenting evidence for my argument, let me briefly introduce
the presumed model of the lexicon this study takes.
As for the structure/organization of the lexicon, I follow Lieber's
model of the lexicon; the lexicon consists of the permanent lexicon and
rule component/lexical structure. Also, I assume that affixes are listed in
the lexicon. However, for the criterion listing lexical items in the
permanent lexicon, I follow Wolff (1984):
All and only those lexical items are listed in the lexicon for which
the relationship between sound and meaning is synchronically arbitrary and
which can participate in productive lexical processes ((Wolff 1934:5)
Emphasis is mine.).
Contrary to Lieber , this listing criterion allows even polymorphemic
forms to be listed in the lexicon if and only if they meet the above
condition. For exanple, the morphologically complex lexical item poki
^example' in Korean, which is composed of the monomorphemic verb £0 ^ see'
and the action nominal affix j<i, is to be listed in the lexicon because the
noun has acquired its own idiosyncratic meaning "example'. On the other
hand, the complex item poki "action of seeing' is to be derived by word
formation rule, e.g. Lieber's type of context free structure building rule
which combines the verb qo and the action nominal suffix ki^ drawn from the
lexicon into the complex item poki "action of seeing'. This is because the
formation of
-ki in the language is not only applicable to all of its
potential domain, verb, but also because the lexical meaning of the -ki
norainalization form is compositional.
As Wolff convincingly argues, this listing criterion frees the lexicon
from Lieber's semantic projection rules because it lists those
polymorphemic items whose meaning is not calculatable compositionally. This
listing criterion also affects the function of word formation rule: Word
formation rule is employed for making new words and for deriving possible
complex lexical items which are both structurally and semantically
compositional.
Tn what follows, I will present phonological and semantic evidence in
order to support the argument that ICA word formation in Korean is so
fossilized that every existing MCV in the language should be listed in the
lexicon.
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IV. Phonological and Semantic Evidence
C-W. Kim (.^9^3:^'iO-^^^) and Bak (1932) try to show that the affixation
of ICAs is phonologically conditioned by positing /hi/ as an underlying
morpheme for the causative variants, i^, ki, li^, u, chu , etc. In the first
part of this section, however, I argue against their analysis and show that
the variants of the causative suffix are not phonologically conditioned.
To achieve this goal, however, I am not going to go over all the cases
because it suffices to cite a couple of cases to show that the variants of
the ICA are not phonologically conditioned.
Let us first see how Bak deals with the cases in which the ICA is
phonetically realized as [i]. For these cases, he represents the following
underlying forms:
(3) a. /po-hi-ta/ [poida] "show'
/nu-hi-ta/ [nuida] 'get to defecate'
b. /mek-hi-ta/ [megida] "feed'
/cuk-hi-ta/ [cugida] "kill'
To explain the phenomenon in (8a), Bak sets up the following
h-Deletion rule:
(9) h-Deletion
h > ^ / [+voiced] (+) [-cons]
To support his argument that the variant i^ is derived from the morpheme
/hi/, Bak says that the above h-Deletion rule is a very productive rule in
Korean phonology, citing some data which undergo h-Deletion:
(10) /kihan/ [kian] ~ [kihan] "term'
/manhi/ [mani] ~ [manhi] "many'
As the data (8a) and (10) show, however, they are not the same sort of
phenomenon. Whereas the h-Deletion rule (9) must be obligatory in (8a), it
should be optional in (10). Therefore, the data in (10) lose their ground
as supporting data for Bak' s argument. In Korean, since h-Deletion rule as
a productive rule applies optionally, Bak has to set up another obligatory
h-Deletion rule which applies only to the data in (8a). Then the obligatory
h-Deletion rule is regarded as being neither phonologically nor
morphologically motivated, but lexically motivated because the range of
data to which the obligatory h-Deletion rule is supposed to apply is
confined to only those MCVs in which the causative suffix i is preceded by
a voiced segment. Therefore, Bak' s h-Deletion rule is considered to be ad
hoc as a phonological rule.
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Concerning the data (Sb), Bak posits another h-Deletion rule below
(linor rule to be lexically marked for the verbs in (8b):
(11) h-Deletion (minor)
h > ^/ k + ] causative
As far as the rule (11) is concerned, it is very hard to call it a
rule, because it is made to account for a very limited number of
morphological causative verbs.
The above discussion makes it clear that the variants of the ICA, M
and i are not phonologically conditioned
.
Moreover, another empirical
evidence showing that all of the variants of Korean causative suffixes are
not phonologically conditioned is the following fact; when native speakers
of Korean are asked to make possible morphological causative forms of
certain words, for example, memchu (-ta) "stop' and nuk (-ta) "be soft', no
uniform response is elicited. This is surprising because if variants of
the ICA are phonologically conditioned and, therefore, there are relevant
phonological rules internalized in the native speakers of Korean, the
produced forms should be identical among speakers. However, forms produced
by my informants did not appear to be identical.
I think the above arguments are enough to show that variants of ICAs
are not phonologically conditioned. But, let us take one more case
concerning the phonology of causative affix 1^ because even Kim (1934), who
expresses a doubt about phonological relatedness of ihe variants of ICAs,
tries to derive the variant ]^ via phonological rules.
To account for the data (12) below.
(12) /sal-hi-ta/ [sallida] "save (life)'
/mul-hi-ta/ [mullida] "get to pay (tax)'
Bak sets up the following 1^-Gemination rule which makes the segment 1
geminated in intervocalic position:
(13) 1-Gemi nation
1 > 11 / [*syl] (+) [+syl]
As the following derivation of the form /sal-hi-ta/ shows, Bak's
1;-Gemi nation rule accounts for the data (12) correctly:
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(14) /sal-hi-ta/
/sal- i-ta/
/sall-i-da/
[sallida]
Underlying Form
h-Deletion rule
1-Gemination rule and Intervocalic voicing
However, Bak' s (and Kim's) L-Gemination rule fails to derive correct
phonetic forms of the following morphological causative verbs in which
1-Gemination does not take place even though they meet the structural
description of 1-Gemination rule (13).
(15) a. /tal-hi-ta/ [talguda]
/il-hi-ta/ [ilguda]
b. /cul-hi-ta/ [curida]
/t+1-hi-ta/ [t+rida]
•[tallida]
•[illida]
•[cullida]
»[t+llida]
"heat (metal)'
"raise (topsoil)'
shorten'
"let in'
As for data like (15a) in which the segment h changes into k (before
voicing), Bak posits a weird rule called " Velarization rule' as in (16):
(16) Velarization rule
r nasal ]
k / I s J (+]
However, as we can see, this rule does not apply when the segment h is
preceded by the segment I. If Bak expands the structural condition of the
Velarization rule (16) to prevent those counterexamples in (15a), then a
crucial problem arises; the application of his h-Deletion rule, which
deletes h when it is preceded by a voiced segment, must be again lexically
restricted in order to make it not apply to the data in (15a). This would
be another ad hocity.
For the data (15b), repeated below, the following Liquid-Weakening rule
is set up by Bak, which changes the segment 1. to r_ between a vowel and a
vowel or a glide:
(15) b. /cul-hi-ta/ [curida]
/t+1-hi-ta/ [t+lida]
•[cullida]
•[t*llda]
shorten'
"let in'
(17) Liquid-Weakening'
-> r / [+syl] (+) [-cons]
However, after li-Deletion applies to the form /cul-hi-ta/, the
resulting form cul-i-ta satisfies structural descriptions of both
Liquid-Weakening rule (17) and 1^-Gemination rule (13). The only way to
block the application of the L-Gemination rule to the intermediate form
cul-i-ta is to restrict lexically the range of the application of
1^-Gemination rule (13) or that of Liquid-Weakening rule (17). What this
means is that the causative suffix form 1^ also is not phonologically
conditioned.
Summing up, it is hopeless to derive the variants of ICAs from the
morpheme /hi/ or anything else via phonological rules unless ad hoc
pseudo-rules are invented. That is, the above discussion shows that ICAs
are not phonologically conditioned. From the perspective of morphology, the
phenomenon that the variants of ICAs are not phonologically conditioned
indicates that causative suffixes in Korean are frozen as part of the
morphological causative verbs.
In the rest of this section, to support the claim that causative
suffixes in Korean are fossilized as part of MCVs, I will present semantic
evidence showing that a few of MCVs are no longer causative verbs because
they do not carry the meaning 'CAUSE' as should be expected from ICAs
included in those verbs. That is, ICAs are not semantically transparent.
Before looking at which MCVs have lost the meaning 'CAUSE', let us see
the primitive semantic structure of causative verb. For the
semantic/conceptual structure of causative, Jackendoff (1983) proposes the
following structure:
(18)
I
CAUSE X Y
I event ( thing ) ( event )
This semantic structure of causative shows that causation brings
another event. To put it differently, causative situation involves two
different events; one event is a causer's activity on a causee; another
event is what the causer brings about. From the perspective of
lexicalization, the event Y brought by X would be realized as either one
argument or a clause. In English, for exanple, the causative construction
"I caused him to die' is the case that the event Y is lexicalized into a
clause. On the other hand, the causative sentence "I killed him' shows
that the event Y is lexicalized into a single NP.
For the causative constructions like 'I caused him to go', it is easy
to decide whether or not the verb cause has the semantic property "CAUSE'.
But, for the verbs like paint in the causative construction 'I painted the
floor', it is not always crystal clear whether or not they carry the
meaning ' CAUSE'
.
Peterson (1985) provides a device to test whether a verb is a causative
or not in an agentive sentence: For a verb to be a causative verb in an
agentive sentence, somethings (events) in "the agent of something (event)'
and "the agent in something' must be different because causation involves
two different events/situations. For example, in the sentence "I painted
the floor', the agent I^ is the agent in painting the floor and also the
agent I^ is the agent of the paint getting on the floor. This shows that
the somethings "painting the floor' and "the paint getting on the floor'
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are two different events. Therefore, the lexical item 'paint'^ is a
causative verb containing the meaning 'CAUSE'. However, the verb 'throw'
in the agentive sentence 'I threw the book' is not a causative verb because
somethings appear not to be two different events as follows: 1 is the agent
in throwing the book and
_! is the agent of the book being thrown.
Being equipped with this device, let us now proceed to examine some
morphological causative verbs in Korean. The first MCV to be examined is
the verb pes-ki-ta 'to take off. If we apply Peterson's agentive
relationship to the verb pes-ki-ta in the agentive sentence (19), we get
the following information: Fred is the agent in taking John's clothes off
and Fred is the agent of John's clothes being taken off.
(19) Fred-ka John -'y os -+1 pes -ki-ess-ta.
SUBJ POSS clothes DO take off CAUS-PAST-DEC
'Fred took John's clothes off.'
The somethings 'taking John's clothes off and 'John's clothes being
taken off are not two different events which constitute one of the basic
characteristics of the semantic structure of causatives. Therefore, the
morphological causative verb pes-ki-ta fails to be a causative verb even if
it contains the causative affix ki.
That the lexical item peskita has undergone a semantic change is
reflected in the argument structure of the verb. As we saw before, if a
causative affix is added to a monotransitive verb (direct object, but no
indirect object), then the causative of a monotransitive becomes a
ditransitive verb (direct object and indirect object):
(20) a. Fred -ka sakwa -1+1 mek-ess-ta.
SUBJ apple DO eat-Past-Dec
'Fred ate an apple.'
b. emma -ka Fred -eke sakwa -1+1 mek-i-ess-ta.
mother SUBJ 10 apple DO eat CAUS-Past-Dec
'Mother fed Fred with an apple.'
'Mother caused Fred to eat an apple.'
However, as (21) shows, the MCV pes-ki-ta which are formed from the
monotransitive verb pes-ta appears not to be a ditransitive having both
direct and indirect object:
(21) a. John -i os -+1 pes-ess-ta.
SUBJ clothes DO take off-PAST-DEC
'John took his clothes off.'
b. Fred-ka John-+y os -+1 pes-ki-ess-ta.
SUBJ POSS clothes DO take of f-CAUSE-PAST-DEC
'Fred took John's clothes off.'
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b. •Fred -ka John -eka os-+l pes-ki-ess-ta.
SUBJ 10 clothes-DO take off-CAUS-PAST-DEC
That is, instead of having a ditransitive argument structure, the MCV
pes-ki-ta has a monotransitive argument structure as does its corresponding
verb pes-ta
.
Then, what is the lexical meaning of the MCV pes-ki-ta ? From the
perspective of semantic structure, those two verbs, pes-ta and pes-ki-ta
have the following same semantic structure:
Take Off X Y
event ( thing ) ( thing )
The only semantic difference between those two verbs lies in the
internal content of the argument Y; in the case of the verb pes-ta , Y must
be a thing attached to X; on the other hand, in the case of the MCV
pes-ki-ta
, Y should be a thing attached to something/someone else. The
following two sentences illustrate this difference. In (23a) whose verb is
the MCV pes-ki-ta
, the thing cangkap "glove' taken off by Fred is the one
put on someone else, not on Fred in the real world. On the other hand, in
(23b) containing the verb pes-ta , the thing "glove* taken off by Fred is
the one put on Fred, not on someone else.
(23) a. Fred-ka cangkap-+l pes-ki-ess-ta.
SUBJ glove-DO take off-CAUS-PAST-DEC
"Fred took (someone's) gloves off.'
b. Fred-ka cangkap-+l pes-ess-ta.
SUBJ glove-DO take off-PAST-DEC
"Fred took his (Fred) gloves off.'
As I have shown so far, since the MCV pes-ki-ta has undergone a
semantic change, losing the semantic property of the causative suffix ki,
synchronically it would be no longer legitimate to call it a causative
verb. Therefore, the causative suffix ki is no longer semantically
transparent.
Let us see another interesting case. The morphological causative verb
phi-u-ta "smoke' appears not to be a causative verb in the agentive
sentence (24) below as shown in the following: Fred is the agent in smoking
a cigarette and Fred is the agent of a cigarette being smoked.
(24) Fred-ka tampay-1+1 phi -u-ess-ta.
cigarette burn -CAUS-PAST-DEC
^Fred smoked a cigarette.'
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Considering a cross linguistic fact that in a morphologically formed
monotransitive causative sentence, the object, i.e. the causee appears as a
subject in its corresponding intransitive sentence (cf. Comrie 1976), we
should expect to have (21)' s corresponding sentence in which the object
tampay "cigarette' in (24) appears as the subject, if the sentence (24) is
a real morphological causative construction. Contrary to our expectation,
however, (24) 's corresponding intransitive sentence appears to be
ungrammatical as (25) shows. This syntactic phenomenon reflects the
semantic change occurred in the MCV phi-u-ta
.
(25) "tanpay-ka phi-ess-ta.
cigarette-S'JBJ bur n-PAST-DEC
The above semantic and syntactic phenomena indicate that the verb
phi-u-ta "smoke' containing the causative affix u has gained its own
idyosyncratic meaning in its life time as well as losing the semantic
property of the causative affix "CAUSE'. That is, the relationship between
sound and meaning that the MCV phi-u-ta "smoke' represents is
synchronically arbitrary. On the basis of this, I argue that those verbs
pes-ki-ta and phi-u-ta are simplex lexical items, not complex items, from
the synchronic point of view.
The above semantic phenomena provide empirical evidence for the
argument that causative affixes in Korean are semantically opaque. Here are
some verbs belonging to these cases.
(26) mac-chu-ta "hit (the mark)' cha-iu-ta "fasten'
kan-ki-ta "shampoo (hair)' pis-ki-ta "comb'
To sum up, I have shown in this section that the variants of ICAs are
not phonologically conditioned and that ICAs are no longer semantically
transparent as lexical items carrying the meaning "CAUSE'. This supports
the claim that the word formation involving ICA is so fossilized that the
morphological causative verbs containing one of the ICAs are regarded as
lexicalized items to be listed in in the lexicon.
The above phonological and semantic phenomena concerning ICAs also tell
us that ICAs are on the verge of death as independent morphemes
participating in synchronically productive morphological processes.
V. For Two Types of Lexical Rules in the Lexicon
Since I have argued that every MCV is listed in the lexicon, the
following question arises: How is the lexical relatedness between
monomorphemic forms and their corresponding causative forms, which are
structurally and semantically compositional, captured in the lexicon? To
put it differently, if we take the lexicon as a formal representation of a
speaker's knowledge of the lexical units of his language, then the lexicon
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must represent Korean speakers' linguistic knowledge relating monomorphetnic
items to their corresponding complex items containing one of the ICAs, even
though the word formation with ICAs is passively recognized.
With regard to the above question, I propose that this kind of lexical
relatedness in the lexicon be represented by means of Lexical Redundancy
Rule (Jackendoff 1975). Its theoretical result is to allow both Redundancy
Rule and Word Formation Rule as two types of lexical rules, attributing
unique functions to each lexical rule: Lexical redundancy rule is employed
to state relatedness between lexical items listed in the lexicon and Word
Formation Rule to produce new words and possible complex lexical items. To
put it somewhat differently. Lexical Redundancy Rule provides keys to the
analysis of existing forms and Word Formation Rule serves as the basis for
producing new and possible complex items. In terms of the organization of
the lexicon, Redundancy Rule would constitute part of the permanent lexicon
while Word Formation Rule would form part of lexical structure , to borrow
Lieber's terminology.
Within the generative studies of the lexicon. Lexical Redundancy Rule
and Word Formation Rule have been two competing lexical rules. Recently,
probably since Aronoff (1976), Redundancy Rule has been under attack from
the Word Formation approach for its being static and metalinguistic
characters. Wolff (1984) reproaches Lexical Redundancy Rule as follows:
The conception of lexical rules as redundancy rules flies in the face
of a theory of grammar that seeks to be a representation of speaker's
linguistic, rather than metalinguistic, abilities. This position also
minimalizes the possibility of lexical creativity (Wolff 1984:6).
However, if the proposed function of redundancy rule (as a key to the
analysis of existing forms) is excluded from the lexicon, then the word
formation approach would fail to represent the linguistic knowledge of
Korean native speakers, not metalinguistic, relating monomorphemic forms to
their corresponding lexicalized complex forms. That is, we could not
exclude a linguistic possibility that speakers would be able to make a
generalization observed in already known related lexical items, e.g. cuk-ta
^die' vs cuk-i-ta "kill' and mek-ta "eat' vs mek-i-ta "feed' when they
learn two related lexical items.
By allowing both Redundancy Rule and Word Formation Rule as lexical
rules in the lexicon, attributing unique functions to each rule, we could
make the grammar of the lexicon rich and properly constrained.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper, I have argued that morphological causative verbs in
Korean must be listed in the lexicon rather than being derived via word
formation rule. For this argument, I showed that the variants of causative
suffixes in Korean are not phonologically conditioned and that they are not
semantically transparent. On the basis of these two types of evidence, I
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claimsd that word formation with TCAs is so fossilized and, therefore, the
MCVs in modern Korean are lexicalized items.
In section II, I showed that Lieber's model of the lexicon, i.e.
morpheme- based lexicon, is empirically inadequate. As far as the issue
that what kinds of lexical items must be listed in the lexicon, this study
produces empirical evidence for Aronovian framework which lists also
complex items as well as simplex items if their word formation process is
on the low degree of productivity.
To sum up the result of this study in one sentence, borrowing
terminology from lexical phonology, morphological causative verbs in Korean
are not derived forms but underived lexical items.
•This paper was begun in Fall 1935 as a research paper in Seminar on
Phonology and Morphology taught by Professor Chin-W. Kim. The author is
grateful to him for comments on an earlier version of this paper.
See Appendix 1 for a list of verbs which form -Causative Affix form.
The term ^stem' is not used as a theoretical term in this paper.
The following abbreviations and transcription conventions are used
throughout this paper:
(A) Abbreviations:
CAUS: causative DEC: declarative DO: direct object
10: indirect object POSS: possessive SUBJ : subject
ICA: irregular causative affix
MCV: morphological causative verb
(B) Transcription: The transcription of Korean exanples is made in
Yale romanization system except for the following: u for wu and +
for u.
In Kim (1984), the causative affix IJ^ is treated as a phonological
variant of the causative form i. Because of this, Kim's ASR (8) does not
include the causative form li_. But I argue in section IV that l_i is not a
phonological variant of both 1^ and hi^
The issue of how morphological productivity is computed has not been
settled in the current literature. Even computing productivity would vary
depending on the model of the lexicon (cf. Lieber 1980). However, the term
"productivity' of word formation process is used in two senses here; " the
extent to which a morphological process applies to the forms" i.e. the
input range to which a morphological process applies and "the possibility
of applying the process in question to new forms" (Anderson 1935:15-19).
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5
In the case of Kim, instead of /hi/, /i/ is set up as an underlying
form for the causative form 1^. However, the following argument also
applies to Kim's case because after the segment h in /hi/ is deleted, the
resulting form /i/ is the sane as Kim's for other phonological processes
such as 1-Gemi nation.
on Bak" s original rule.
g
As is expressed, I assume that lexical rules are inside the lexicon.
Wolff (1934), however, argues that the lexical rule component is
independent of the lexicon.
g
In Aronoff (1976), affixes are not listed in the lexicon, but referred
to in word formation rules. This paper, however, assumes that affixes are
listed in the lexicon, following Lieber (1930).
A list of verbs which form the -Causative Affix form
in Korean
•This list is largely based on Bak (1982) and Kim (1934),
/-i/: nok- ^melt' , nu- ^urinate', n»- ^cotne out', nop- "be high',
po- "see', puth- "stick; catch (fire)', ssek- "rot',
sok- "get deceived', cuk- "die', mek- "eat', cul- "get
shorten', col- "(water) get dry', eel- "get salted',
/-ki/: an- "hold in arms', kan- "shampoo (hair); close (eyes)',
kolm-" fester'
,
pes- "take off, pis- "comb', nan- "remain',
olm- "get contaminated', tt+t- "pluck', kulm- "go hungry',
us- "laugh', math- "take charge of, sin- "put on (shoes)',
ssis- "wash'
/-hi/: ep- "take on one's back', enc- "place on', ilk- "read',
ip- "dress', anc- "sit down', cap- "catch', cao- "simmer
down', telep- "be dirty', kut- "be hard' palk- "be light',
pulk- "be red', sik- "get cold', mut- "get stained', nup-
"lie down'
/-li/: kel- "hang', kolh- "(stomach) remain unfilled; play trick',
al- "know', sal- "live', ss+1- "sweep', ppal- "suck',
tol- "turn', mul- "pay', oli- "rise', talh- "wear away',
ket- "walk', put- "swell', mal4- "get dry', h+l+- "flow down;
be spilt'
/-u/: phi- "burn', ci- "bear; fall', cci- "grow fat', kki- "hold
(between)', pi- "be empty', me- "be clogged', kkae- "awake',
sae- "(day) dawn', tot- "rise'
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/-iu/: kh+- "be tall', tt+- 'float', tep- 'be hot', tha- 'burn'
ca- 'sleep', cha- 'be full; fasten', se- 'stop; stand',
ssA- 'write'
/-ku/: SOS- 'soar', tot- 'rise: get high', tal- 'get hot', il-
' rise'
/-chu/: nac- 'be low', nic- 'be slow', mat- 'be hit; fit'
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University of Illinois
This paper is a descriptive study of the interaction of noun
morphology and syntactic coordination in Korean, examining in
particular how well the Korean facts fit the multi-headed approach
to coordination of Sag et al. (1985), and how the syntax of
coordination interacts with noun suffixation. Using phonological
diagnostics for word-hood proposed by Sadock (1980), evidence is
presented for three distinct types of coordinate structure, one
involving suffixation, one involving separate conjunction words
reminiscent of English coordination, and one involving no overt
conjunct marking. We then examine the interaction of coordination
with noun morphology, with special attention to case marking,
presenting evidence from this interaction that coordinate
structures have the same head-final properties as other phrases in
Korean. We argue that with modifications to capture these head-
final properties, it is possible to construct an analysis of case
affixation without the use of phrasal affixes, in spite of
appearances to the contrary. It remains to be seen whether a
phrasal affixation analysis can avoid the disadvantages of the
non-phrasal analysis.
1. Introduction . The syntax of coordination, the nature of morphological
systems, and the interaction of syntactic and morphological principles are
areas of considerable theoretical interest in recent years. We believe that
Korean, a language with a highly agglutinating flavor, provides a fertile
area for research on each of these questions and on their inter-relations.
Questions for which Korean may provide a particularly revealing test case
include the following:
A. How general is the approach to coordination presented in Sag et
al. (1985)? In particular, can coordination schemata and X-bar
feature principles be made to interact to provide an adequate
account of the Korean data?
B. Are there languages that require "phrasal affixation" of the sort
discussed by Sugioka (1984), Fabb (1984), Sadock (1985, 1986),
Kendall and Yoon ( 1986a, b) and others, or can more conventional
analyses be constructed, employing general feature inheritance
principles to achieve the effect of phrasal affixation? What kinds
of data would force a choice between the two approaches?.
Our main goal in this preliminary paper is descriptive, to lay out the
phenomena for subsequent theoretical discussion. We explore the interaction
of syntactic principles of coordination and morphological principles of
suffixation (especially case marking) in Korean noun phrases, attempting an
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analysis that does not include phrasal affixation. Our goal in this paper
is not to show that a non-phrasal analysis is superior, but to show that it
is possible, and to explore some of the principles that such an analysis
requires. Coordination in other categories will be discussed only briefly,
and phrasal affixation analyses not at all, but both will be covered
extensively in work in progress (Cho and Morgan, forthcoming).
The crux of the descriptive problem is to specify what may combine with
what in coordinate structure, and to determine how much of this
specification is in syntactic terms, and how much in terms of morphological
principles, with the main focus being the interaction of NP coordination and
case marking. The kind of problem we have in mind is exemplified in
examples (1) through (5).
(1) Koyangi-wa sae-wa kae-ka ...
cat-and bird-and dog-nom.
'the cat and the bird and the dog'
(2) *Koyangi-ka-wa sae-ka kae-ka ...
(3) *Koyangi-ka sae-wa kae-ka ...
(4) *Koyangi-ka sae-ka kae-ka ...
(5) Koyangi-ka sae-ka kuriko kae-ka
The descriptive framework we will use is in the spirit of the analyses of
coordination given in the theory of Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar
(GPSG), though we will deviate in certain ways from the analysis given for
English in Gazdar et al. (1985) and Sag et al. (1985). The crucial
assumptions we take from that work are these:
a. coordination is 'base-generated', rather than derived by
tranformation-like operations.
b. the notion 'head' plays an important role in syntactic theory, in
the fashion of work in (some version of) 'X-bar' theory.
c. at least some properties of phrases can be perspicuously represented
in terms of syntactic features.
d. feature properties of phrases are projected from properties of their
parts by general principles in which the notion 'head' plays a role.
We begin by sketching some general properties of the syntax of Korean,
with special attention to the internal structure of major phrase types, and
to the syntax of coordination. Ue then present evidence bearing on the word
structure of syntactically coordinate expressions, arguing that there are
three distinct types of coordination: one where conjuncts are marked
morphologically by word-level suffixes like -wa/kwa . -ina . etc., one where
conjuncts are marked syntactically by being combined with conjunction words
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like kuriko
,
and one where there is no overt marker of coordination. We
tentatively postulate coordination rules based on this data. In the final
section of the paper we explore how these coordination rules interact with
morphological rules to account for the facts of coordination. But several
problems remain unsolved.
2. Morphology . In this section we sketch some relevant aspects of the
morphology, by syntactic category. We restrict our attention to nouns and
verbs, but similar morphological properties can be found in other
categories
.
2.1. Noun morphology. There are a number of noun suffixes that mark various
properties, including case, focus, mood, plurality, and quantification.
Order of suffixes appears to require setting up several suffix classes.
2.1.1. Some noun suffixes . There are at least five morphemes that could
plausibly be analyzed as case suffixes, listed in A. There are doubtless
others. We are not concerned here with exhaustive listing, but with
providing enough distinct morphemes to uncover morpheme classes.
Distribution of multiple forms for a given case is phonologically
determined. Case marking is generally obligatory, though it may be omitted
in some syntactic contexts in certain informal styles. As one would expect,
the case suffixes are mutually exclusive.
A. Case markers:
Nominative:
-i/-lca
Accusative: -ul/-rul
Genitive:
-ui
Locative: -e
Instrumental
:
-ro/-uro
In addition, other forms one might reasonably consider case markers are
formed by combining the locative with further suffixes, like the forms
exemplified in B:
B. Suffixes formed by combining with zi
Dative: -eke
In, at: -eso
This does not exhaust the set of noun suffixes, which is rather large. Some
additional examples:
A NP whose referent has discourse focus may be marked by the focus
suffix -un/-nun .
The suffix -yo
.
with a poorly understood discourse function, may also
be attached to nouns.
The suffix -tul may be used to mark plural number. The plural marking
is generally omitted, but may be obligatory in certain contexts.
Some suffixes have the semantics of quantifiers; for example, the
suffix -to , 'also, even', and -ssik , 'each'.
2.1.2. Suffix order . Stating the possible orderings of noun suffixes seems
to require separating suffixes into mutual exclusion classes in a way that
is to some extent independent of semantic function. The classes are as
follows, with representative morphemes for each class:
C. Noun suffix classes:
1. -ssik . 'each'
2. -tul
.
plural marker
3. :^, locative case
-ro/uro , instrumental case
4. suffixes that combine with zS.'- so , -ke . etc.
5. -i/ka , nominative case
-(r)ul , accusative case
-ui
.
genitive case
-to
.
'even, also'
-(n)un
. focus marker
6. Discourse suffix: -yo
Suffixes in class 5 are mutually exclusive, as are those in 3. In addition,
the case markers in 5 may not combine with the suffixes in 3 and 4.
Presumably this follows from general principles of case assignment that
disallow double case marking.
When multiple suffixes are present, the order must be as in D.
D. Order of noun suffixes, by classes in C:
Stem +1+2+3+4+5+6
It is important to note that if we are correct the morphological system
requires stipulations of mutual exclusiveness of morphemes. We leave open
exactly how such stipulations are to be formalized. It is Just the
existence of such stipulations that is crucial for our analysis.
2.2 Verb morphology . We give here only a quick sketch of verb morphology,
to point out that verbs show a morphological pattern similar to that found
in nouns. We restrict our attention here to suffixes that mark aspect,
tense, mood, and discourse function. Verbal coordination is discussed more
extensively in Cho and Morgan (1987).
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Certain verb suffixes are often referred to as 'aspect markers', though
their real function might more accurately be described as marking speech
level and/or speech act properties like indicative/subjunctive. This class
includes -(8u)pni and others.
Past tense is marked by -oss , future tense by -kess .
'Mood'—a mixture of discourse and speech act properties— is marked by
suffixes like -ta (declarative).
The discourse suffix -yo may also combine with verbs.
E. Simplified list of verb suffix classes:
(1) -OSS past tense, -kess future tense
(2) -supni , "aspect" (more likely, speech level)
(3) -ta . -kka . etc.: 'mood'
(4) -yo . discourse suffix
The verb stem may not stand alone as an independent word, but must have
minimally tense, aspect and mood marking. Where more than one suffix is
present, the order is as in F.
F. Stem + tense + aspect + mood + discourse marker
3. Some relevant aspects of the syntax of Korean . We move now to a quick
sketch of the syntax of Korean as it bears on coordination.
3.1. Constituent order . Korean is a strictly head-final language. This is
true of all major phrase types, as exemplified in the S and NP examples
below:
(6) [ [ koyangi-ka] [ kae-rul] [ ponta] ]
the cat-NOM the dog-ACC sees
'The cat sees the dog'
(7) [ [ [ kae-rul] [ pon]] [ koyangi-ka] ]
the dog-ACC see-REL the cat-NOM
'The cat that sees the dog'
Except for the head-final requirement, order of sisters within a phrase is
relatively free.
3.2. The syntax of coordination . There are three coordination strategies.
The first involves kuriko or ttonun combined with phrases, the second
involves the use of morphemes like hako, kwa/wa
.
ko
.
etc. The third
strategy employs no coordination marker. For simplicity's sake we restrict
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ourselves here to forms translatable as English and , ignoring analogous
constructions translatable as or, etc.
The first strategy involves the word kuriko . which may combine with
conjuncts as diagrammed in 6 and illustrated in 9.
(binary)
(9) a. hayan koyangi-ka kuriko pharan kae-ka
'The white cat and the blue dog'
b. koyangi-ka (kuriko) kae-ka kuriko sae-ka
'The cat (and) the dog and the bird'
We will present evidence below that kuriko is an independent word, not an
affix.
The second coordination strategy involves, in place of kuriko .
coordination suffixes on the head of each conjuncts (except the last), with
the form of the suffix varying by syntactic category: hako or kwa/wa
(phonologically conditioned) for MP's, ko for other phrase types, as
diagrammed in 10 and illustrated in the NP in 11(a) and the VP in 11(b).
(10) a. [.,„ NP-wa (NP-wa) ... NP]
(11) a. Koyangi-wa sae-wa kae-ka
'The cat and the bird and the dog'
b. Kae-rul po-ko talliossta
'Saw the dog and ran'
The third strategy is like the second, except that no coordination
marker is present. This type of coordinate structuce, diagrammed in 12 and
illustrated in 13, has only the and interpretation.
(12) a. [jjp NP (NP) ... NP]
b. [jjp XP (XP) ... XP]
(13) a. Sae, camcari, pihaenggi-ka cal na-n-ta.
bird dragonfly airplane-NOM well f ly-PRES-DECL
b. Sae-ka, camcari-ka, pihaenggi-ka cal na-n-ta.
bird-NOM dragonf ly-NOM airplane-NOM
'The bird, dragonfly and airplane fly well.'
c. *Kongbuha ca mok-uro ka-asa-ta
study sleep eat-in order go-PAST-DECL
d. Kongbuha-ro ca-ro mok-uro ka-asa-ta
study-in order sleep-in order eat-in order go-PAST-DECL
'(somebody) went in order to study, sleep and eat.'
4. The morphology of coordination . In the previous section we claimed that
an important difference between coordination with -wa/kwa , -hako . -ina , -ko .
etc. on the one hand, and kuriko and ttonun on the other hand, is that the
former are suffixes on the head N or V, forming a word with it; whereas the
latter are separate words, independent constituents in the syntax, just as
the Hangul orthography suggests. In this aection we present evidence of this
difference. We point out differences in word structure between the two
types of conjunction, using the following criteria of wordhood, paraphrased
from Sadock (1980, 302):
(1) Obligatory sandhi processes operate within words, but are optional
or inapplicable between words.
(2) The phonological rules that apply within words are often
morphologically or lexically controlled, and can be subject to
exceptions and idiosyncracies.
(3) It is impossible to interrupt words with parenthetical material.
4.1. Phonological tests . For the first test—obligatory aandhi—we consider
phonological rulea of glottalization, voicing and aspiration.
4.1.1. Glottalization . Glottalization is obligatory within a word, but not
acroas word boundariea. If a syllable ends in a consonant (excluding nasals
and a lateral) and ia followed within the word by a ayllable which begina
with a consonant, then the initial consonant of the second syllable is
glottalized. The rule ia exemplified in (14) and (15):
(14) kak-ai [kak-s'i] 'bride'
(15) hulk-pyok aa-i [huk-p'yok aa-y] 'chasm of the clay wall'
Notice that (14), clearly a word, undergoea glottalization, in which s is
glottalized to a'. But in (15), clearly two words, a of the second word
does not undergo glottalization, though £ in the first word does.
The glottalization rule treats -kwa and -ko as auffixes, but kuriko as
a separate word. Thus, glottalization ia obligatory for -kwa if the
environment for glottalization ia met. On the other hand, glottalization
never appliea to the initial k of kuriko even if the preceding noun enda in
a conaonant, creating a consonant cluster which ia the environment of
glottalization. These facts are illustrated in (16) through (21):
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(16) cip-kwa [cipk'wa] *[cipkwa] 'house and'
(17) cikap-kwa [cigapk'wa] *[cigap-kwa] 'purse and'
(18) cip kuriko [cip kurigo] *[cip k'uriko] 'house and'
(19) cikap kuriko [cigap kurigo] *[cikap k'uriko] 'purse and'
(20) cak-ko [cakk'o] *[cakko] 'be small and'
(21) nolp-ko [nopk'o] *[nopko] 'be wide and'
4.1.2. Voicing . Voiced stops occur only between voiced segments. Stops
that are unvoiced in word-final position are voiced when followed by a
vowel-initial suffix. And in suffixes with initial voiceless stops, if the
suffix is combined with a stem whose final segment is voiced, the stop is
voiced. This voicing process is obligatory within a word, but applies not
at all or only optionally across word boundaries. The rule is exemplified
in (22) through (24).
(22) cip-tul [cipt'ul] *[cibt'ul] 'houses'
(23) cip-ul [cibul] *[cipul] 'house-ACC
(24) salam-tul [saramdul] '[saramtul] 'person-PLURAL'
Voicing distinguishes -kwa/wa and -ko from kuriko in a similar way.
Examples (25) through (30) illustrate this.
(25) cuin-kwa [cuingwa] *[cuinkwa] 'host/owner and'
(26) san-kwa [sangwa] *[Bankwa] 'the mountain and'
(27) cuin kuriko [cuin kurigo] *[cuin gurigo] 'the owner and'
(28) mol-ko [molgo] *[molko] 'be far and'
(29) ka-ko [kago] "[kako] 'go and'
(30) mol-ta kuriko [molda kurigo] *[molda gurigo] 'be far and'
(31) ka-n-ta kuriko [kanda kurigo] *[kanda gurigo] 'go and'
4.1.2. Aspiration . There is a word-internal rule that aspirates stops that
are preceded by /h/. This rule applies to -ko . as shown in (32), indicating
that it is a suffix. But in this construction kuriko does not occur in the
proper phonological environment for aspiration. Example (33) is not
syntactically well-formed; (34) is well-formed, but does not contain the
environment for aspiration of kuriko .
(32) norah-ko khu-n [norakho khun] *[norahko khun] 'yellow-and big'
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(33) *norah kuriko khun
(34) norah-un kuriko khu-n [noran kurigo khun]
4.2. Lexical idiosyncracy . We might interpret the allomorphy of -kwa/wa as
itself evidence that this element is a suffix. The conditioning factor is
the final segment of the morpheme preceding the conjunction. If the noun
stem ends in a vowel, then -wa must occur; if it ends in a consonant, -kwa
,
as illustrated in (35) and (36). This kind of allomorphic conditioning is
not unusual, we think, between morphemes in a word. It is far less common
for such conditioning to occur across word boundaries.
(35) a. koyangi-wa kae-ka 'The cat and the dog'
b. *koyangi-kwa kae-ka
(36) a. haksaeng-kwa sonsaeng-nim-i 'The teacher and the student'
b. *haksaeng-wa sonsaeng-nim-i
^•3. Parentheticals
. Generally, a word may not have an internal
parenthetical like thullimopsi 'certainly' or amato 'probably', as shown in
(35). Using this observation as a test of wordhood, we see that -wa/kwa
.
~ko
,
etc. behave as suffixes, whereas kuriko behaves as an independent word.
For example, no parenthetical can occur between -wa or -ko and the stem that
precedes them, though one can occur after them, as shown in (37) through
(39).
(37) a. Amato kae-ka taranassulkosita.
probably dog-NOM ran away (POTENTIAL)
'The dog probably ran away'
b. Kae-ka amato taranassulkosita.
c. *Kae-amato-ka taranassulkosita.
(38) a. Amato koyangi-wa kae-ka taranassulkosita.
probably the cat and the dog ran away (POTENTIAL)
'The cat and the dog probably ran away.
b. Koyangi-wa kae-ka amato taranassulkosita.
c. *Koyangi-amato-wa kae-ka taranassulkosita.
d. Koyangi-wa amato kae-ka taranassulkosita.
(39) a. Kae-ka amato cis-ko taranassulkosita.
the dog-NOM probably bark-and run away (POTENTIAL)
'The dog probably barked and ran away.'
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b. Kae-ka cis-ko amato taranassulkosita.
c. *Kae-ka cis-amato-ko taranassulkosita.
This suggests that these morphemes form words with the preceding stems.
Kuriko , on the other hand, can be either preceded or followed by a
parenthetical, as exemplified in (40). Note that for some reason, kuriko
cannot be preceded by amato , just as in English and cannot be preceded by
probably . But kuriko , unlike -wa and -ko , can be preceded by other
parentheticals, as shown in (41) and (42). This strongly suggests that
kuriko is an independent word.
(40) a. Koyangi-ka kuriko amato kae-ka taranassulkosita.
b. *Koyangi-ka amato kuriko kae-ka taranassulkosita.
(41) a. Kae-ka amato cicossulkosita kuriko taranassulkosita.
b. Kae-ka cicossulkosita kuriko amato taranassulkosita.
c. *Kae-ka cicossulkosita amato kuriko taranassulkosita.
(42) a. Koyangi-ka, nae saengkak-e, kuriko kae-ka taranassulkosita.
b. *Koyangi-nae saengkak-e-wa kae-ka taranassulkosita.
c. Kae-ka cisossta, nae saengkak-e, kuriko taranassta.
d. "Kae-ka cis-nae saengkak-e-ko taranassta.
Summing up, the evidence points quite clearly to the conclusion that
the morphemes -wa/kwa , -ko . etc., are suffixes, whereas kuriko is an
independent word.
5. Rule schemata for coordination . Assuming the correctness of our
morphological analysis of coordination, , the following schemata for
coordination can be provisionally postulated:
1. Conjunction word coordination
a. Single conjunction word schema: a single instance of the
conjunction word, combined with the final conjunct.
X -> H"^ H[C0NJ b]
where b is in {kuriko, ttonun, —
)
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b. Multiple conjunction word schema: a conjunction word combined
with every conjunct
X -> H H[CONJ a]
where a is in (kuriko, ttonun, ...)
2. Suffix coordination: a conjunction suffix appears on the head of
every conjunct phrase except the last.
X -> H[CONJ b]"*" H
where b is in (wa/kwa, hako, ko, —
}
3. Zero coordination: no overt conjunction appears on any conjunct.
(This coordinate structure has only the and interpretation).
In addition, the following rule is required, to license the conjunct word as
a left sister of the phrase with which it combines.
4. Conjunction-word rule
X[CONJ a] -> [CONJ a] H
In these schemata, X is a variable over syntactic categories, and the
operator is interpreted in the usual way, as indicating any non-empty
sequence of phrases of the specified category. The variable a in 1 ranges
over the set of conjunction words, b in 2 over the set of conjunction
suffixes. H signifies head, in the sense of X-bar theory, which entails
that this node must have the same syntactic category as the node of which it
is head.
Rule la admits coordinate structures like (43), consisting of any
number of daughters lacking CONJ, followed by one daughter which has a value
from a for the feature CONJ, (that is, is marked for one of the conjunction
words). Each daughter is a head of the phrase.
Rule lb admits coordinate structures like (44), consisting of a single
non-CONJ daughter followed by any number of daughters containing
conjunctions. Each daughter is a head of the phrase.
Rule 2 admits coordinate structures like (45), consisting of any number
of conjunct daughters and one final daughter which may or may not have the
conjunct property. Each daughter is a head of the phrase. The rule schema
requires that each conjunct have the same value for the feature CONJ. Since
we will assume for other reasons that CONJ is a head feature, then the Head
Feature Convention (HFC) could enforce this agreement in conjunction type.
Rule 3 admits cases like (46), consisting of any number of conjuncts
with no overt conjunction marker. Note that (46a) can only occur in
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syntactic environments where an NP without case is allowed.
Rule 4 admits conjuncts containing a conjunction like kuriko as initial
daughter, as in (47).
The examples in (48) are not admitted by any of the coordination
schemata.
(43) Koyangi-ka sae-ka kuriko kae-ka
cat-NOM bird-NOM and dog-NOM
(44) Koyangi-ka kuriko sae-ka kuriko kae-ka
cat-NOM and bird-NOM and dog-NOM
(45) Koyangi-wa sae-wa kae-ka
cat-and bird-and dog-NOM
(46) a. Koyangi sae kae
cat bird dog
b. Koyangi sae kae-ka
cat bird dog-NOM
c. Koyangi-ka sae-ka kae-ka
cat-NOM bird-NOM dog-NOM
(47) kuriko kae-ka
and dog-NOM
(48) a. *Koyangi-wa sae(-ka) kae(-ka)
cat-and bird-NOM dog-NOM
b. *koyangi sae-wa kae-ka
cat bird-and dog-NOM
Rules 1 and 2 impose ordering requirements. In suffix conjunction, the
conjunct that lacks the conjunction suffix must be last; whereas in kuriko-
type conjunction the conjunct that lacks a conjunction must precede all
daughters containing the conjunction word. Thus (49), (51) and (52) are
grammatical, but (50) and (53) are not.
(49) koyangi-wa sae-wa kae-ka
cat-and bird-and dog-NOM
(50) *koyangi-ka
cat-NOM
(51) koyangi-ka kuriko sae-ka kuriko kae-ka
cat-NOM and bird-NOM and dog-NOM
sae-wa
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(52) koyangi-ka
cat-NOM
sae-ka
bird-NOM
kuriko
and
kae-ka
dog-NOM
(53) *koyangi-ka kuriko sae-ka kae-ka
cat-NOM and bird-NOM dog-NOM
Rule 4 introduces a conjunction word as the left daughter of
with the appropriate value for CONJ. Thus (54) is grammatical, (55)
node
not.
(54) koyangi-ka kuriko kae-ka
cat-NOM and dog-NOM
(55) *koyangi-ka
cat-NOM
kae-ka
dog-NOM
kuriko
and
Some assumptions behind the analysis need to be discussed. First, we
assume that the conjunction suffixes and case markers are attached to noun
stems in the morphological component, and that it is there, not in the
syntax, that words like koyangi-wa are assigned [CONJ wa]. The obvious
alternative is an analysis involving phrasal affixation, which we will
examine in Cho and Morgan (forthcoming). Ue also assume that the morpheme
-wa has some feature that permits it to combine morphologically only with
noun stems, to form nouns; -ko only with non-noun stems, and so on.
Syntactic rule 4 allows a conjunction word like kuriko to combine with a
phrase of any category.
Second, we assume the application of feature-propagation principles of
the sort proposed in GPSG and other theories. Note that the categories in
the ID rules are underspeci f ied both for major category features V and N,
and for bar level. Ue assume that agreement in these features between the
nodes labelled X in these schemata will be enforced by feature projection
principles like the Head Feature Convention of GPSG, taken together with the
assumption that in coordinate structures each conjunct is a head.
Ue also assume that CONJ is a head feature, so that NP's whose head N
is [CONJ wa] will inherit this marking, as will constituents whose heads
have the form Vstem-ko , and so on. This will admit, for example, conjuncts
like those in (56) and (57).
haksaeng-ui
student-gen.
'the student's book-and.
N[CONJ kwa]
chaek-kwa
book-and
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(57) S[CONJ ko]
NP[CASE NOM] VP[CONJ ko]
NP[CASE ACC] V[CONJ-ko]
koyangi-ka kae-rul
the cat-NOM the dog-ACC
'the cat sees the dog and...'
po-ko
sees-and
It follows from these assumptions that there are two separate sources
for phrases marked for CONJ: in the syntax, rule 4 admits structures with
values for CONJ inherited from the conjunction word. In addition, the
morphological component builds up words like koyangi-wa marked for CONJ.
This property, since it is a head feature, will be passed up to the NP which
contains the word as head.
If we interpret rule 4 as allowing free instantiation of the CONJ
feature on the head, while enforcing CONJ agreement between the conjunction
word and the mother, then the rules will also admit conjuncts of the form
(58) and (59), combining kuriko with [kuriko NP] or with NP-wa.
(58) NP[CONJ kuriko]
[CONJ kuriko]
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(59) NP[CONJ kuriko]
[CONJ kuriko] NP[CONJ wa]
kuriko
and
koyangi-wa
cat-and
The latter appears to occur,
not occur; (61) is ungrammatical
adjustment in the rules, but we will not pursue the problem here
rules also interact to admit sequences like ^^(62), but not with
structure; rather the structure is as in (63).
in cases like (60). The former does
This difference may require some
. The
'flat'
(60) koyangi-wa kuriko sae-wa kuriko
cat-and and bird-and and
(61) *koyangi-ka [kuriko [kuriko kae-ka]]
cat-NOM and and dog-NOM
koyangi-ka kuriko sae-wa kae-ka
cat-NOM and bird-and dog-NOM
kae-ka
dog-NOM
NP[CASE NOM] NP[CONJ kuriko]
[CONJ kuriko] NP
koyangi-ka
NP[CONJ wa]
kuriko sae-wa
NP[CASE NOM]
kae-ka
cat-NOM and bird-and dog-NOM
Conjunct phrases like (64), on the other hand, are most plausibly ruled out
in the morphology; presumably word-formation principles that rule out
multiple suffixes from the same class would thereby rule out repetitions of
the same suffix.
(64) *koyangi-wa-wa
cat and and
As it stands, the analysis so far also makes some incorrect
predictions. First, if every conjunct is a head, then the prediction is
that every coordinate phrase will be marked [CONJ], and will thus be able to
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participate in larger coordinate structures as diagrammed in (65). This
prediction is incorrect.
(65) [jjp NPwa NPwa NPka] NPka
At present we have no explanation for why structures like (65) cannot occur
as instances of the third coordination strategy (schema 3). But we suspect
that such conjunction-less coordinate structures are limited to flat
structures (hence excluding cases like (65)), either as a matter of grammar
or of performance limitations.
Also, note that the rules and the assumed feature principles do not account
for the ungrammaticality of examples like those below. We believe there is
a simple morphological account of such cases, and will return to them later
when we consider the interaction of coordination schemata with morphological
principles.
(66) *Koyangi-wa-ka sae-ka
cat and NOM bird-and
(67) *ICoyangi-ka-wa sae-ka
cat NOM and bird-and
(68) *Koyangi-ka kae-rul po-ta-ko taranassta.
cat -NOM dog-ACC see-DECL-and ran away
'The cat saw the dog and ran away.'
(69) *Koyangi-ka kae-rul po-ko-ta taranassta.
cat -NOM dog-ACC see-and-DECL ran away
6. The interaction of syntax and morphology . We come now to the crux of the
problem: getting principles of syntax and morphology to interact In a way
that yields the right predictions about what may be conjoined with what in
coordinate NP's.
6.1. Discussion . In NP's coordinated by suffixation (the suffixes ( -wa/kwa .
-hako . -ina . ...), every conjunct but the last must be marked with a
conjunction suffix, and may not be marked for nominative or accusative case,
though the conjunction suffix may co-occur with other case suffixes. The
final conjunct may be marked for case. The distributional properties of the
whole coordinate NP again depend on the case marking properties of the final
conjunct. This is illustrated In (70).
(70) a. Koyangi-wa sae-wa kae-ka
cat - and bird-and dog-NOM
'the cat and the bird and the dog'
b. *Koyangi sae-wa kae-ka
cat bird-and dog-NOM
c. *Koyangi-wa sae-wa kae-wa
cat - and bird-and dog-and
d. *Koyangi-wa-ka sae-wa-ka kae-ka
cat-and-NOM bird-and-NOM dog-NOM
e. *Koyangi-ka-wa sae-ka-wa kae-ka
cat-NOM-and bird-NOM-and dog-NOM
An account of the conjunction/case suffix interaction can be
constructed using the coordination schemata and the morphological classes
set out earlier. Coordination schema 2 assigns flat structure to coordinate
MP's like (70). It requires that every conjunct but one carry the feature
CONJ, and that each conjunct have the same value for CONJ, hence the same
conjunction suffix. The non-CONJ conjunct is required to be last. To this
we add the following morphological stipulations:
A. Every overt terminal element in the syntactic tree must be a well-
formed word.
B. -wa/kwa , -ina , -hako are members of class 5.
C. No morpheme slot can be filled by more than one morpheme from the
same class. (Morphological condition on well-formed words)
It follows from B and C that no noun can simultaneously bear an accusative,
nominative or genitive case marker and a conjunction suffix; these case
markers compete for the same slot with the conjunction suffixes. The
explanation for the ungrammaticality of (70) (d) and (e), then, is just that
no two members of morpheme class 5 can occur on the same word.
With kuriko , on the other hand, case is preferred on each conjunct,
though it may be omitted, as illustrated in (71). But if it is omitted on
one it must be omitted on all, as shown in (72).
(71) a. Koyangi-ka (kuriko) sae-ka kuriko kae-ka
cat - NOM (and) bird-NOM and dog-NOM
'the cat (and) the bird and the dog'
b. Koyangi sae kuriko kae-ka
cat bird and dog-NOM
(72) a. *Koyangi sae-ka kuriko kae-ka
cat bird-NOM and dog-NOM
b. *Koyangi-ka sae kuriko kae-ka
cat - NOM bird and dog-NOM
The final conjunct, on the other hand, is not required by the
coordination schemata to have a conjunction suffix. Hence it may freely
have or lack a case suffix. But If it has no case marker, then no conjunct
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can be case-marked. Presumably X-bar feature inheritance principles (in
GPSG, the HFC) would entail that the whole coordinate structure counts as
unmarked for case. Sentences containing such a coordinate NP would in
general be ruled out by case assignment rules, which will require that the
NP have some case according to its syntactic relations in the clause. But
as mentioned before, there are in some informal speech styles relaxations of
the case requirements which allow NP's to occur unmarked for case. In such
contexts coordinate NP's where no conjunct is case-marked could occur.
In general, this analysis makes just the right predictions: since on
independent grounds it is clear that case markings that are constructed from
the locative are not in class 5, it should follow that they can occur with
the conjunction suffix. This prediction is correct, as shown in (73). Then
presumably a principle like the HFC will rule out cases like (74).
Condition D above will also rule out cases like (75).
(73) Koyangi-e-ke-wa sae-e-ke-wa kae-e-ke
cat-DAT-and bird-DAT-and dog-DAT
'to the cat and the bird and the dog'
(74) *Koyangi-e-ke-wa sae-wa kae-e-ke
cat-DAT-and bird-and dog-DAT
(75) *Koyangi-wa-wa ...
But one serious problem remains: how to prevent the HFC from ruling out
(71b). Given the assumption that all conjuncts are heads, we would expect
(71b) to be ungrammatical, since (contra HFC) the mother NP has a
feature
—
[CASE NOM]—that is not in the intersection of the daughters. The
obvious way of relaxing HFC for such coordinate structures— for example by
requiring only that the mother's case marking be the unification of the
daughters—would entail (incorrectly) that (74) is grammatical. What our
analysis lacks is a principle that entails that all non-final conjuncts must
have the same case marking, while allowing the final conjunct to differ from
all others in that it may be an extension of them.
Notice further that in every coordinate structure, it is the final
conjunct that behaves as head in determining the case of the mother. In
this respect coordinate structures share the head-final character that
pervades Korean syntax. Yet the otherwise useful assumption from Sag et al.
(1985) that all coordinate daughters are heads prevents capturing this
generalization. Here we have a case where the final conjunct is, as it
were, first among equals.
6.2. Summary . It is appropriate at this point to summarize our observations.
6.2.1. Conjunct marking . In NP's coordinated with kuriko
.
two patterns are
possible: kuriko may be combined with the final conjunct only, or it may be
present in every conjunct but the first. In case of conjunct marking by
suffixation, every conjunct but the last must bear a conjunction suffix. In
zero coordination, no conjunct bears either a word or suffix as conjunction
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6.2.2. Case marking . The following generalizations hold for all three types
of coordination:
a. For non-final conjuncts, either all are case-marked or none are
case-marked (though case on all seems to be preferred in kur iko
coordination), and of course there must be no conflict in overt
case-marking.
b. The final conjunct is a special case in two respects: first, case
marking on non-final conjuncts must be a subset, so to speak, of
case marking on the final conjunct, in the following sense: the
final conjunct must not bear an overt case marker for a case
distinct from the case overtly marked on non-final conjuncts. But
it may have case marking when non-final conjuncts have none. But if
the final conjunct has no case marker, then non-final conjuncts must
not have case markers.
c. It is the case marking on the final conjunct that determines the
case marking status of the coordinate NP as a whole. If the final
conjunct is case-marked, then the whole NP may occur in any position
consistent with that case. If the final conjunct bears no case
marking, then the whole NP can occur only in positions where case
marking is not required.
6.3. Implications . If a GPSG-style analysis of coordination is to be
maintained for Korean, together with an analysis of conjunction marking that
takes conjunction suffixes to be non-phrasal, some changes are necessary.
In particular, we need to distinguish the final conjunct as head for the
purposes of assigning case properties to the mother, and for the purpose of
allowing the final conjunct to be marked for case even though the non-final
conjuncts have no overt case marking. At the same time we need to insure
that case marking on non-final conjuncts agrees with that on the final
conjunct where more than one conjunct is case marked, and to Insure that
non-final conjuncts are identical in their case marking. At present the
only obvious candidate solution is to posit some obvious and direct
auxiliary principle to cover just cases of coordination (or perhaps multi-
headed structures in general), incorporating generalization c above directly
into the grammar of Korean.
Summarized, the right principles might look like this:
a. In coordinate structure, one conjunct is head.
b. All non-head conjuncts must agree in head features.
c. The head conjunct must be an extension of every non-head
conjunct (that is, the features on each non-head nust be a subset of
those on the head conjunct).
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d. The head conjunct must be final.
e. Head properties of the mother are those of the head conjunct.
The most satisfactory solution would be one that derived the special
properties of the final conjunct from whatever X-bar principle it is that
determines the uniformly head-final nature of Korean syntax. At present we
see no way to reconcile this goal with the goal of preserving the analysis
of coordination that derives its explanatory power from treating all
conjuncts as heads. It remains to be seen whether an analysis that treats
conjunction and/or case suffixes as phrasal affixes can provide a solution
to this dilemma. We will examine this question in future work.
Some forms that might appear superficially to be case markers (or
postpositions), like mith in (i) for example, are probably best analyzed as
nouns that form compound nouns with the preceding noun stem, hence can
themselves take case markers.
i. Chaeksang-mith-e
desk under-LOC
'under the desk'
is most likely due to a morphological
principle that rules out words consisting only of verb stems. Notice that
noun stems may stand alone as words, as in (13a). But verb stems must
combine with some suffix to form a word. As far as we can see at present,
this fact does not follow from more general principles, but must somehow be
stipulated fairly directly in the word formation rules. See Cho and Morgan
(1987) for more discussion.
For simplicity of exposition we incorporate both categorial and ordering
information in these rules, rather than following the standard ID/LP
separation of GPSG.
4
It is quite possible that cases like (61) could be admitted in the syntax
but ruled out on semantic or pragmatic grounds, since the doubling of the
conjunction kuriko is either semantically anomalous or pragmatically
pointless.
^ Note that (68) is well-formed if the verb suffix d^o is taken to be a
complementizer rather than a conjunction. This fact does not affect our
analysis, which predicts only that (68) cannot be a conjunct in a coordinate
structure.
A problem for our analysis is that -wa/kwa and -un/nun may co-occur, as in
the following:
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i . Koyangi-wa-nun kae-ka han thim-i tweossta
cat-and-TOP (focus) dog-and one team-NOM became
'The cat and the dog became a team.
'
This co-occurrence seems to be restricted to uses of -wa/kwa that have the
flavor of English 'together with', rather than simple coordination. Similar
examples with -ina
,
'or', in place of -kwa are ungrammatical . Ue strongly
suspect that these cases are not real instances of coordination, hence not
genuine counter-examples, but are instances of a double usage of the same
morpheme with a syntax reminiscent of English 'together with'. We suspect
that the apparent anomalies can be explained by an analysis in which this
morpheme is simultaneously in two morpheme classes; taken as a member of
class 5 it has the semantics of conjunction and behaves in a way that is
consistent with our analysis. Taken as a member of class 3, it has the
semantics of 'with' and the syntax of a postposition or a case marker, thus
presenting no real counter-examples to our analysis. This anomaly occurs
only for this one morpheme, not, for example, for -ina , which is perfectly
consistent with our analysis.
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IN KOREAN SPEAKERS' ARGUMENTATIVE WRITING IN ENGLISH
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University of Illinois
This paper examines two aspects of coherence--text
structure and coherence breaks— in Korean speakers'
argumentative writing in English, compared with the
writing of native speakers of English as well as of
their first language group. The structure of the
eleven essays on the three argumentative tasks given to
them Is analyzed using the interactional approach
elaborated by Aston (1977) and Tirkkonen-Condit (1985).
Coherence breaks found in the essays are described
following Wlkborg's (1985:95) classification supple-
mented by four additional types. The results of the
analysis of text structure show that the dominant
structure of the English essays of native speakers Is
claim+justificatlon+concluslon, while no one pattern
represents the writing of native speakers of Korean In
their first language; the same Is true of the five
English essays of Korean speakers. Furthermore, the
Korean essays are structurally non-linear as compared
to English essays of native speakers. Two out of the
five English essays of Korean speakers exhibit the
circular structure. There are, however, similarities
in the English and Korean essays; e.g. in the three
basic components of text str uc t ure --c 1 aim
,
justification and conclusion. These common features
suggest there may be a set of universal features
characterizing argumentative texts. The findings in
the analysis of coherence breaks show that there are
many more coherence breaks in the writing of Korean
speakers than in the writing of English speakers, which
seems to suggest that coherence breaks might be much
more tolerable in Korean than in English. Many of the
most frequent types of coherence breaks overlap in the
English and Korean essays of Korean speakers (e.g.
misleading and missing sentence connection).
0. Introduction
Since attention in linguistic analysis was directed to "discourse" or
"text," teachers and researchers of writing have begun looking at
linguistic levels beyond the sentence level, i.e. a whole text. Their main
focus has been textual features such as text structure, cohesion, etc.
Text analysts are not only concerned with providing descriptions of
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different types of text but also with proposing a method of description
(Longacre 1983, Beaugrande , 1980; Grimes, 1975; van Dijk, 1977 and 1980;
Aston, 1977; Hoey, 1979 and 1983; Tirkkonen-Condit , 1985). In addition,
some of the text analysts have conducted contrastive studies in an attempt
to characterize different types of texts in a language and a single type of
text in various languages, and of helping non-native writers to Improve
their writing skills In the target language (Kaplan, 1966; Hindi, 1983;
Kachru, 1982; Katchen, 1982; Kobayashl, 1984; Pandharlpande , 1982; Connor,
198A).
Most of the studies on written text have investigated narrative and
expository text. Until recently, argumentative texts have not attracted
much attention. There are, however, a few studies of such texts (Aston,
1977; Tirkkonen-Condit, 1984 and 1985; Connor, 1984; Connor andLauer,
1985). Argumentative writing is very important in American schools because
arguraentative„ tasks are very frequently given to students in class
examinations. With the ultimate purpose of helping Korean speakers to
write argumentative text in English, this paper Investigates the
argumentative writing of Korean speakers in English compared with that of
native speakers of English and that of their first language group. The
paper focuses on two aspects of coherence: text structure and coherence
breaks. Text structure is analyzed using the interactional analysis
proposed by Aston (1977) and Tirkkonen-Condit (1985) in which the text is
viewed as an interaction between the reader and the writer and the main
concern is the communicative purpose of sentences and their interactional
relationships. The analysis of coherence breaks (features which make it
difficult for the reader to understand the text) is based on the taxonomy
of types of breaks proposed by Wikborg (1985) which include six topic-
structuring problems and five cohesion problems.
The questions the study addresses are as follows:
1. Is there a text structure representing the argumentative writing of
native speakers of English and Korean, respectively?
2. Is the argumentative writing of Korean speakers in English similar
to that of native speakers of English or to that of their first
language group in terras of text structure?
3. What kind of coherence breaks frequently occurs in each of the three
groups of writing? Are there similarities or differences in the
type of the most frequent breaks among the three groups of writing?
The first two questions are the ultimate goal of this research. They are
investigated less directly than the third question.
The paper is divided Into four parts. In the first part, theoretical
background of the present analysis and methods of data collection are
discussed. In the second part, the results of the study are discussed.
The first subpart discusses the first and second questions above and the
second subpart the third question. The third part discusses the
limitations of the study. Finally, a summary of the discussion is
presented, followed by a conclusion, and implications of the study for
discourse analysis are pointed out.
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1. Theoretical Background and Methodology
1.1 Text Structure
Coherence refers to the semantic relations of text beyond_the surface
form. It is a function both of the text (e.g., cohesive ties ) and of the
hearer/reader's ability to interpret —his ability "to reconstruct the
speaker's or the writer's plan vd.th reasonable certainty by Inferring the
relations among the sentences, and their individual relations to the
various subgoals In the Inferred plan for the enterprise understood to be
at hand" (Green, 1986:71).
In order to describe text structure, various models have been proposed
(Beaugrande, 1980; Brown and Yule, 1983; van Dijk, 1977; Grimes, 1975;
Hoey, 1979 and 1983; Kaplan, 1972; Aston, 1977, etc.). Among the models
proposed, the interactive text analysis based on speech act theory has been
used in the studies on the structure of argumentative texts (Tlrkkonen-
Condit, 1984 and 1985; Connor, 1984). In this model, the text is seen as
an interaction between the reader and the writer. The communicative act of
each T-unit or sentence is defined in terms of illocutionary acts with
Searle's (1976) classification: representatives, directives, commissives,
expressives and declaratives. The illocutionary act "representative"
(illocutionary acts representing a state of affairs) has been noted as the
communicative act which occurs most frequently in argumentative texts
(Aston, 1977; Tirkkonen-Condit , 1985). The subcategories of this act have
been presented by Aston (1977:477-481): statement, assertion and reported
assertions. Besides the identification of illocutionary acts,
relationships between T-units or sentences are determined in terms of
interactional roles (e.g. situation, problem, solution, evaluation,
justification, explanation, conclusion, enlargement, exemplification,
raetastatement, etc.). The illocutionary and Interactional description
provides the hierarchical and logical structure of relevant assertions,
which is a very crucial feature contributing to coherence in argumentative
texts.
For describing text structure In English and Korean argumentative texts
the present study adopted the interactive text analysis, following
Tirkkonen-Condit' s (1984 and 1985) and Connor's (1984) research. The study
used the definition of the interactive roles and the classification of
their hierarchical Bosition presented in Tirkkonen-Condit ' s (1985)
research, as follows :
Situation states facts and circumstances which serve as background
Information to the problem. It is typically followed by problem.
Their hierarchical relation is coordinate to each other. The typical
type of sentence of situation is statement.
Problem is an assertion which the writer does not believe/expect the
reader to share in the truth of the propositions expressed. It often
includes a negative evaluation of the facts and circumstances
introduced in the situation component. Its hierarchical position Is
coordinate to the adjoining acts such as situation or solution. This
role is often marked by adversative conjunction (e.g. but , however
,
etc.).
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Solution Is an act which puts forward recommendations and proposal as
to how the problem should be solved. It Is coordinate to the adjoining
act which Is typically problem or evaluation. Some of the linguistic
features marking this function are causal conjunctives, such as
therefore
,
and so and directive type of sentences (e.g. ...must be
done . .
.
).
Evaluation consists of a positive evaluation or a negative evaluation.
Negative evaluation usually Initiates the problem component, while
positive evaluation follows the solution and speculates on the
feasibility or the outcome of the recommended solution. Evaluation Is
coordinate In relation to the adjoining act which Is solution. This
function Is frequently marked by quality-attributing adjectives (e.g.
good
,
bad. Important
,
untenable
, etc.).
Justification accounts for communicative acts In the sense that It
gives reasons for acts or actions. It Is typically subordinate to the
preceding act.
Explanation accounts for causes for propositions or facts. This act
usually interacts with statements, while justification is likely to
interact with assertions. Explanation Is subordinate to the preceding
act.
Elaboration is an act which specifies, or gives details, particulars,
or other elaborations of the preceding act. It Is subordinate to the
preceding act. One of the conjunctives used Is In particular .
Exemplification is one type of elaboration, but. It Is classified as an
Independent category. This act exemplifies an aspect of the state of
affairs or proposition expressed in the preceding act to which it Is
subordinate.
Enlargement is generalization in relation to the preceding act. It Is
superordlnate in relation to the preceding act. An example of
conjunctives marking this role is al 1 In al
1
.
Conclusion presents an assertion or a statement which Is justified or
explained by the preceding act to which It Is superordlnate. It also
states the consequence of the cause specified In the preceding act.
Conjunctives marking the function are In conclusion , to sum up ,
therefore
, as a result , etc.
Metastatement Is an act whose role Is to make explicit the relationship
of the subsequent act to the preceding act. This act Is subordinate to
the preceding act. It is characterized by certain types of sentences,
such as I will discuss . .
.
, and . .
.
has expressed the following Idea .
Reformulation constitutes a paraphrase or a restatement of the
preceding act. It repeats the illocutlonary features of the preceding
act to which It Is subordinate. For example, the reformulation of an
assertion Is Itself an assertion. One of the conjunctives used for
this function Is In other words.
Addition Is a paratactlc predicate related to the preceding act. This
act usually appears In a position In which It shares the Interactional
role of the preceding act. The act Is often marked by additive
conjunctives (e.g. In addition , moreover , also , etc.)
For the present study, 11 argumentative essays were collected from
Korean and American graduate students at the University of Illinois (see
Section 1.3). In the analysis of text structure, each essay was first
broken Into T-unlts or smaller units when the Identification of clear
Interactive relationship was necessary. After determining the
relationships between T-unlts, the structure of the text was presented In a
diagram, as In Appendix 2. When the Identification of Interactive roles
was not clear, no label was presented. The relative hierarchy between
T-unlts determined by their Interactive relationships was marked by arrows:
If the Interactive role of a T-unlt was superordlnate to that of the other,
the arrow Is headed from the latter to the former and If the hierarchical
position between the T-unlts Is coordinate, they are connected not by an
arrow but by a line.
1.2 Coherence Break
Text analysts have Investigated what makes a text coherent and what is
a reliable and valid indicator of coherence; however, what breaks coherence
has not been specifically examined except In Wlkborg's (1985) research.
Wlkborg's study was mainly concerned with types of coherence breaks in
university student essays written In English and Swedish. In order to find
the types of breaks, she marked breaks and the disturbing features which
made the line of reasoning more difficult to follow and then attempted to
describe the breaks and disturbing features. The types of coherence breaks
found were six topic-structuring problems and five cohesion problems as
below (Wlkborg, 1985:95):
(1) Types of coherence breaks In student writing
1. Topic-structuring problems
1. Unspecified topic
2. Unjustified change of/drift in topic
3. Misleading paragraph division
A. Irrelevance
5. Misleading disposition
6. Misleading headings
II. Cohesion problems
7.1 Missing, or Insufficient number of, references to the
cohesive chains which have been established as central to
the topic;
2 Insufficient number of cohesive chains
8. The distance between the cohesive items in a chain Is too
great.
9. The Inference ties are uncertain because:
1 reference Items lack an unmistakable referent In the text;
2 there Is Insufficient specification, with the result that a)
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the tie between two cohesive Items Is difficult to follow or
b) there are two many possible interpretations of what such
a tie might be.
10. The type of cohesive tie attempted does not actually hold.
11. Misleading information structure, because of
1 the distribution of given and new Information within the
sentence;
2 missing or misleading sentence connection.
The types of coherence breaks which were the most frequent were Type 9,
3, 11.2, 2 and 1 in the above list. Wikborg has provided the definitions
of only these five types with examples. One of the weak points of
Wikborg' s study is that she did not consider the possibility that coherence
breaks identified by native speakers of English could be different from
those identified by native speakers of Swedish and consequently, she
interpreted the types of coherence break found as applicable to both
English and Swedish texts. In the present study, Wlkborg's notion of
coherence break Is used for both Korean and English essays. It will be
Investigated in the future research whether the notion of coherence break
is language-specific.
In the present study coherence breaks were first marked and their types
were identified. The study used nine categories of Wlkborg's taxonomy
because it was not clear what type of coherence breaks misleading
disposition and misleading headings were. Besides the nine categories,
four other types found in the study were added to the classification of the
types of coherence breaks: misleading lexical items, lack of adequate
justifying supports, lack of some information or explanation, insufficient
linking of the inductive statements to the preceding discussion. They will
be discussed with examples in 2.2. While determining the type of coherence
breaks, when an overlap between the types of a coherence break was found,
the break was marked under both categories Instead of one of the
categories.
1.3 Data Collection
The data for this study were eleven essays written by three American
students and six Korean students at the University of Illinois.
Since the main purpose of the study Is to help Korean speakers to write
argumentative text in English on the tasks they may really have to carry
out in American schools, some restrictions were inevitable in the selection
of the topics and consequently the subjects. The three topics given in the
questionnaire, as stated below, were taken from the test questions the
researcher had taken in her TESL and linguistics classes in the United
States. In order to make the writing easier, supporting evidence for each
topic was provided (see the questionnaire in Appendix 1).
1
.
argument or counter-argument for the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis
2. argument or counter-argument for Dulay and Burt's claim that LI and
L2 acquisition processes are more or less the same.
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3. natlvist's argument against behavlorlstlc approach to language
acquisition.
The questionnaire was distributed to those who might have taken the courses
related to topics such as psychollngulstlcs. Half of the Korean speakers
were randomly selected to write In English.
Only nine out of thirty students voluntarily participated in the study.
As a result, the size of the data was much smaller than expected in the
research design. One Korean student wrote an essay for each topic. Her
three essays were shorter than the other essays; however, all of her essays
were analyzed.
The following list Illustrates the eleven essays analysed, in terras of
the language written, the native language of the writer and the topic
chosen.
Essay A: English essay written by English speaker 1 on Topic 1
Essay B: English essay written by English speaker 2 on Topic I
Essay C: English essay written by English speaker 3 on Topic 3
Essay D: Korean essay written by Korean speaker 1 on Topic I
Essay E: Korean essay written by Korean speaker 2 on Topic 1
Essay F: Korean essay written by Korean speaker 3 on Topic 3
Essay G: English essay written by Korean speaker 4 on Topic 1
Essay H: English essay written by Korean speaker 5 on Topic 1
Essay I: English essay written by Korean speaker 5 on Topic 2
Essay J: English essay written by Korean speaker 5 on Topic 3
Essay K: English essay written by Korean speaker 6 on Topic 2
Since the size of the data is small and the topic of the writing task
is register-specific, any results derived from the study would be
necessarily tentative.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1 Text Structure
The text structure of the eleven essays was analyzed following the
interactive text analysis model. The results of the analysis show that
there are differences between the writing of native speakers in English and
Korean and these differences are also found in the writing of Korean
students in English. In other words, in one aspect, some of the English
essays of Korean students share the features found in the native English
model, while the others are more similar to the writing of the first
language group.
The first difference found between the writing of the two native groups
is that there is a preferred structure in the English essays, while in the
Korean essays there is not. The structure found in all essays of the
native speakers of English regardless of differences in topics is claim +
justification + conclusion (see Table 1). In this structure, the first
unit presents the assertion of the writer, which is the thesis statement of
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Table 1
The outline of text structure
r Sulsject
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(2) The behavlorlstlc model of first language acquisition claims that
"the child comes Into the world with a tabula rasa, a clean slate
bearing no preconceived notions about environment, slowly
conditioned through schedules of reinforcement." Assume you agree
with the natlvistlc approach and write an argument against the
behavlorlstlc approach.
Instead of making one claim against the former as a natlvlst, Korean
speaker 3 develops two separate arguments for each point. The double
nature of the task Itself cannot, however, justify the structure repeating
the combination of claim and justification, because for the same task
English student 3 has not written two separate arguments but she has made
one claim combining both points: "Cognitive code language learning theory
Is a theory that explains some of the phenomena In language learning which
bahavlorlsra cannot account for" (the writer used the term "cognitive code
language learning" Instead of natlvistlc approach, assuming they share the
same approach to first language acquisition).
Among the five English essays by Korean students, two essays share the
structure preferred In the native English model, while three essays are
organized in different patterns similar to the Korean essays (see Table 1).
In the latter, one essay lacks a concluding unit; another has two claim
units without the justification parts; and the third is very distinct not
only from the native English model but also from the first language group,
because it does not contain a claim nor a justification unit that the
English and Korean essays contain without exception. This distinctive
essay Is the writing of Korean student 4 on Topic 1. In the essay, the
writer does not provide her evaluation of the Saplr-Whorf hypothesis in the
introduction part; rather, she presents a metastatement as the thesis
statement, as in (3)
(3) An extract from the English essay of Korean speaker 4 on Topic 1
.... 3) There are many pros and cons about this hypothesis.
4) In this paper, I am going to discuss the pros and cons about
the hypothesis to see whether it is right.
Since in the initial unit the writer just specifies what she will discuss
in the body part, the first part cannot be labelled as a claim unit nor the
body part as a justification unit.
There is one more point to be discussed about the structure of the
English essays of Korean speakers. Variations In the text structure of the
essays do not exist only with respect to individual writers but also with
respect to the topics. The three essays of Korean speaker 5 on three
different topics are structured with different organization patterns each.
Since the topics of the essays are different, one can say that the
variations in the text structure may be due to those in topics. This claim
is, however, premature because the essays on the same topic (Essay G and H,
and Essay I and K) illustrate different organization patterns depending on
writers and furthermore, two essays on different topics (Essay H and K)
share one structure. Thus, it seems that further research with more data
is needed to see whether topic would be a factor affecting the structure of
the writing of Korean speakers in English.
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One other difference found between the Korean and English essays of
native speakers Is worth mentioning. The argumentative writing of American
students Is structurally linear. In other words, the thesis statement
(usually the writer's main claim) Is presented In the first unit, and the
following units develop or support It without bringing a new important
topic or claim; then, the concluding unit refers back to the thesis and/or
subtopics In the justification unit. In contrast, the structure of the
Korean essays analyzed In this study Is not always stralghtly linear. In
the Korean essays, another claim is presented besides the one In the
initial part, as shown in the claim + justification + claim + justification
structure In the essay of Korean speaker 3 mentioned above.
The writing of Korean speaker 2, which has the same structure as that
of native speakers of English, also illustrates the unexpected introduction
of a new claim. In the writing, the writer first presents his claim and
its two supporting arguments. After each supporting argument, a conclusion
is drawn. When the writer provides a conclusion after the second
supporting argument, he suddenly presents a negative evaluation on the
conclusion, followed by a piece of justifying evidence. In the concluding
unit of the essay he then reasserts the first claim in the initial part and
the negative evaluation on the inductive statement.
The essay of Korean speaker 1 demonstrates an interesting indirect
development of arguments, as shown in (4). In the initial unit of the
essay, the writer presents a claim which is a choice statement(A or B): "It
is argued by providing counter-evidence that the Saplr-Whorf hypothesis
must be weakened or cannot be retained." The next paragraph provides two
supporting arguments for both A and B; and the following paragraph reaches
a conclusion which reasserts only A. Then, the writer suddenly refers back
to B, providing evidence supporting It in the next paragraph and in the
final paragraph he concludes the essay asserting B.
(4)
—
>
B <-
supporting
arguments
conclusion
claim B —
supporting
argument
conclusion
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Before reaching the paragraph bringing back B In the choice statement, the
coorldnator "or" In the thesis seems inclusive, since A and B both Imply a
negative evaluation of the Saplr-Whorf hypothesis. But, when one reads the
fifth paragraph, one realizes the coordinator "or" was exclusive. This
kind of topic shift seems to Illustrate a step-by-step strategy the writer
uses: first convince the reader of the weaker claim and then present the
stronger one. A similar strategy has been identified in an Indian's
interaction with a native speaker of British English in Gumperz (1982).
With respect to linearity in text structure, the writing of Korean
students in English is more similar to the native English model than to
their first language group. The writer's point is relatively consistent In
the essays except one, even though the linking of supporting arguments to
the claim as well as to the conclusion is questionable in some essays.
However, two essays demonstrate the step-by-step or circular strategy found
in some of the Korean essays. One of these essays is the essay of Korean
speaker 4 discussed before. In her essay, the Korean speaker first
illustrates arguments and counterarguments for the Saplr-Whorf hypothesis
and then, she presents her position as the conclusion of the essay (see the
description of the structure in Appendix 2). The bottom-up approach is
also found in the structure of paragraphs in the essay, as the outline of
the third paragraph demonstrates:
(5) Paragraph 3 in the essay of Korean speaker 4
evidence 1
+
evidence 2
+
evidence 3
conclusion
The other essay demonstrating a circular structure is the writing of
Korean speaker 5 on Topic 3 (see the description of the structure in
Appendix 1), In the writing, the first two paragraphs present a positive
and a negative evaluation of the behavloristlc model, respectively and then
the final paragraph presents the writer's main point: "the evaluation of
behaviorism depends upon how language acquisition is defined." Thus, the
writer's point is not revealed until in the final paragraph.
While there are variations in the three groups of writing, some
features of text structure are shared among them. First, the first unit is
typically a claim unit which presents the writer's point. Next, the claim
unit usually contains situation and evaluation, as in Table 2. The former
functions as providing a topic and background Information and the latter as
presenting the writer's point about the situation. In the essays analyzed,
most of the evaluation is negative, because of the topics given. Finally,
the structures of the essays analyzed have, except Essay G, a combination
of three components: claim, Justification and conclusion. This finding
suggests that the three components are the basic components in both English
and Korean argumentative texts or perhaps in argumentative texts in
general.
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Table 2
Type of sequences in the claim unit*
1 Subject
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lexical Items are one of the disturbing features which make the line of
reasoning difficult to follow.
(6) The English essay of Korean speaker 5 on Topic 2
1) There can be both similarities and differences b/w LI and
L2. 2) But I think learning mechanism Is almost same—learning
by repetition.
3) Although language has grammar, it does not always follow
grammar. 4) Also to be fluent in a language does not mean to be
punctual in grammar. 5) Fluency depends on its appropriate
expression
, too, 6) and this can be acquired thru repetition
(I.e. experience ).
7) Children also learn regularity of language first as do
adults. 8) This regularity (i.e. grammar) can serve as a base for
speaking or writing a language. 9) So if they know about
regularity, they are likely to overgenerallze it. 10) Irregular-
ities are learned thru experience both In children and adults who
learn L2, 11) and this will lead to fluency.
The second type of coherence breaks identified Is a lack of adequate
justifying supports, which has been pointed out In Connor's (1984) study on
ESL students' argumentative writing. It Is also demonstrated in the above
example. In argumentative writing, It Is very crucial to provide
sufficient supporting arguments for the claim made, because without them
the text would not be convincing. The second and third paragraphs in (6)
contain many assertive statements lacking justification (e.g. 6, 9, etc.).
The writer of the essay seems to assume that the assertions are shared with
the reader. However, they are not really shared knowledge. For example,
the writer asserts that children have a tendency to make an
overgenerallzatlon of regular forms of language. This assertion requires
some justification, such as children's utterances illustrating
overgenerallzed forms. In addition, the same type of coherence break is
found between the writer's claim in the T-Unit 2 and Its justifying
argument in the second and third paragraphs: the line of reasoning in the
supporting argument is very difficult to follow and furthermore it Is not
direct enough to justify the claim. Therefore, a lack of adequate
justifying supports is not only applicable to individual assertive
statements without any justification but also to the logical relation
between an assertion and its supporting arguments. This type of coherence
break would be found more often in argumentative text than in any other
type of text because of Its nature.
The next type is "Insufficient linking of the inductive statement to
the preceding discussion." This type has also been identified in Connor's
study (1984), even though she does not use the term "coherence break". It
Includes misleading logical reasoning. An example is the second paragraph
of the essay of Korean speaker 4 on Topic 1, as in the example (7). In the
paragraph, the conclusion given In the T-unlt (16) does not follow from the
previous arguments. The writer attempts to present two supporting pieces
of evidence for the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in order to reach the
conclusion: "language affects society." On the contrary, the arguments
lead to the conclusion that language does not influence thought. The
contradiction In the reasoning causes a break In coherence.
(7) The third paragraph of the English essay of Korean speaker 4 on
Topic 1
5) Some African languages have only three terras for "color";
6) therefore he can tell only three colors. 7) The question Is
"If he can tell only three colors, then does he see only three
colors In a rainbow?" 8) The answer Is "not." 9) His language
which has only three terms for color affects his conceptualization
and categorization. 10) His linguistic knowledge limits his
concept of "color," 11) and thus he can tell only three colors,
even though he perceives there are other colors than the three.
12) Hopi has no tenses in making a verb phrase. 13) Therefore the
concept of time Is different from Hopl and English speaks [sic).
14) However, Hopl recognizes the differences between present, past
and future tense. 15) They just don't have the vocabulary or
linguistic items to express the concept of time. 16) From the
examples of "color" and "time," language seems to affect the
society where the language is used . 17) However, we can see the
further examples that show the different point of view.
The fourth type of coherence break found is sentences lacking some
crucial information or explanation In order to be understood. In the
following literal translation of Essay E, for instance, the T-unlt (9) is
not comprehensible because it is missing the information that English has
only one word for snow. The second clause in (10) is not also
understandable unless the reader is aware of the fact that there is only
one Korean native word for blue and green. Since the writing task given in
the study was a form of class examination and the reader was supposedly the
instructor who had made the questions, the missing information in the two
examples can be justified by claiming that the reader already has that
information. However, it is questionable whether the reader would not be
disturbed by the missing information, even though he shares it with the
writer.
(8) An extract from the Korean essay of Korean speaker 2 on Topic 1
^> 9) Eskimo [sic] sahoy-ese-n+n nun-i cungyoha-nikka nun-e tayhan
ehwi-ka paltal-toy-e Iss-ciman k+roh-ta-ko mlkukln-1 ssaraknun,
harapaknun t+ng-+l kupyol mos-ha-n+n kos-1 anl-ta. 10) Color
—
-^ Terminology [sic]-to i-wa-kath-i chai-r+1 pol-n+nte munhwacek-i-n
chai-rako emkkyok-hi raal-ha-1 su-n+n eps-clman yokl-se-cocha
hankukin-Hn chung-kwa nok-e tayhay saykmayng-1-ra-n+n mal-l-n an
toy-n-ta.
(Translation)
—> 9) Since snow is very important in Eskimo's society, words for
snow are developed, but even so, it is not that American people
cannot distinguish small pellets of snow, big-flaked snow, etc.
10) Color terminology demonstrates a difference in the same way.
—-> Although one cannot say the difference Is a cultural difference,
It does not also make a sense to claim that Koreans who cannot
distinguish blue and green are color-blind .
(Numbers refer to numbers of T-unlts In the original essay in
Korean.
)
Frequency of coherence breaks of Wikborg's nine categories plus the
above four was counted, as In Table 3. It was found that the total number
of coherence breaks is very different between English speakers' and Korean
speakers' writing. While only one instance of coherence break is marked in
the essays of English speakers, there are 23 instances in the essays of
Korean speakers in Korean and 37 instances in the essays of Korean speakers
in English.
One finding in Korean speakers' writing is that there are as many
coherence breaks in Korean speakers' writing in their native language as In
English. This seems to suggest that Korean speakers do not pay much
attention to organizing their writing coherently for the reader's point of
view or that coherence breaks are much more tolerable in Korean writing.
Before drawing this kind of conclusion, however, further research Is
needed.
Another finding is that the most frequent types of coherence break
overlap in their Korean and English essays, as in Table 3. In the former,
Table 3
Frequency of the types of coherence break*
1 1 Subject /Language 1
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the most frequent types are "uncertain Inference ties," "missing and
misleading sentence connection," and "lacking adequate justifying
supports." The same types of coherence breaks are also the most frequent
in the latter. The category of coherence breaks which is frequently marked
only In the writing of Korean speakers In English is misleading lexical
items. The frequent occurrence of this type of coherence breaks may be
accounted for by their lack of fluency in English which is not as good as
in their native language. This explanation is supported by the finding
that more instances of misleading lexical items are found in the essay of
the Korean speaker whose English is less fluent, as demonstrated in (6).
While the most frequent types of coherence break are similar between
the writing of Korean speakers in their native language and English, some
variations are found in their subtypes. First, Korean speakers tend to
start a new orthographic paragraph without changing topics in their writing
in Korean, while in English they change topics within an orthographic
paragraph. In two Korean essays many paragraphs were only one sentence
long. One of the writers (Korean speaker 3) continuously changed
paragraphs without considering topic continuity, as the description of the
structure of her essay shows in Appendix 2. In one English essay of a
Korean speaker, in contrast, a transitional sentence appears at the end of
a paragraph instead of at the beginning of the next paragraph, as
illustrated in example (7). In another English essay, the claim and
justification units are written in one long paragraph. The variation found
in paragraphing might be explained by the following fact: formal
paragraphing is much more flexible in Korean as compared with English and
thus, Korean speakers are not concerned much about paragraphing in their
writing in Korean and change orthographic paragraphs frequently without
changing subjects; on the other hand, Korean speakers, especially those who
are studying in American schools, know the Importance of paragraphing in
English, but they have not been instructed adequately about how to do
paragraphing and consequently, unlike their writing in the native language,
they do not change paragraphs in English writing, even though they change
topics. That is, it may be a case of overcautlousness.
Secondly, in the English essays of Korean speakers misleading sentence
connection occurs more often than missing sentence connection, while the
latter seems more frequent than the former in their Korean essays. This
difference might be due to their lack of fluency in English.
Before proceeding to the concluding section, there is one more point to
be discussed here: the relation between the difficulty of the task and
coherence breaks and between the knowledge of the topic and coherence
breaks. More instances of coherence break are found in the writing of the
writer who thought the argumentative task difficult or who did not seem to
share much knowledge about the topic with the person who had made the
questions. In the questions given, as in Appendix 1, Korean speaker 3, who
had taken a course in which almost the same task was part of the final
examination, marked "very difficult" for the question "How easy or
difficult did you find the task?" and "not well" for the question "How well
did you know the issues relevant to the topic?" Much more coherence breaks
are marked in her writing in Korean than the other two essays in Korean.
In addition, many coherence breaks are found in the writing of a Korean
speaker in English who was the only one majoring in the field other than
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linguistics or TESL. One distinctive feature of the writing is that the
writer never used supporting evidence given in the questionnaire. Instead,
she wrote arguments with her own evidence. The arguments were not
effective enough to convince the reader of her claim, and moreover, the
line of reasoning was difficult to follow, as Illustrated in the example
(6). These caused coherence breaks In her writing. The two Korean
speakers' writings thus show that the difficulty of a writing task and the
knowledge of the topic affect coherence in the writing.
3. Limitations of the Study
The study has some limitations. First, the analysis relied only on
the intuitive judgement of the researcher. Thus, Its results would be
subjective. One may not agree with the analyst in details of description.
The researcher is working on identifying linguistic features marking
Interactive functions of sentences by using computer analysis. Next, the
writing tasks were related only to a specific field: applied linguistics.
Consequently, the findings of the study may be register-specific. Finally,
the size of the data was not large enough to draw a valid generalization.
Thus, one must be cautious in interpreting the results.
4. Summary and Conclusion
The results of the analysis of text structure show that claim +
justification + conclusion is a dominant structure in the eleven essays.
While this structure was shared by all three native speakers of English, it
was illustrated in only one Korean essay and two English essays of Korean
speakers. The structure of the Korean essays was not consistent and
linear, as compared with that of the English essays of native speakers. The
differences between the writing of native speakers of English and Korean
were also found among the five English essays of Korean speakers. This
suggests that Korean speakers' writing in English is not only influenced by
their first language but also the model preferred in English.
In addition to the differences, common features were found in the
writing of native speakers of English and Korean: 1) situation and
evaluation are the basic interactive acts of the claim unit; and 2) claim,
justification and conclusion are the basic components of the test
structure. These three features were also noted in the writing of Korean
speakers in English. This finding seems to show that there are universal
features of argumentative text in English and Korean, and perhaps in
language in general.
In the analysis of coherence breaks, four types of coherence breaks
were identified besides Wikborg's (1985) categories: misleading lexical
items, a lack of information or explanation, a lack of adequate justifying
supports and insufficient linking of Inductive statements to the preceding
discussion. Compared with the writing of native speakers of English, the
writing of Korean speakers in Korean had many coherence breaks. This
finding suggests two alternative conclusions. The first one is that the
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notion of coherence may be different in English and Korean writing.
Secondly, coherence breaks are much more tolerable in Korean texts than In
English texts. The fact that the notion of coherence presented In English
and Korean writing textbooks are not really different (Sraalley and Hank,
1982; Suh, 1985) seems to confirm the second; however, further research is
needed to draw that conclusion because it is not always true that what a
prescriptive textbook says represents what language users really do.
Like the writing of Korean speakers in Korean, there were many
Instances of coherence breaks in the writing of Korean speakers in English.
Furthermore, most of the types of coherence break which occurred most
frequently were shared by Korean speakers' writing in their native language
as well as in English, although some variations were noted in the subtypes
of the most frequent types. The result shows that in the writing of Korean
speakers in English, their native language is an important factor
influencing the coherence of the text.
As mentioned before, the size of the data was not large enough to draw
a valid generalization from all Korean writing and all ESL writing of
Korean speakers. Moreover, different structures might have been found if
other types of topics (e.g. requiring a solution to a given problem) had
been given. Thus, the present study suggests further research on Korean
and English argumentative writing of Korean speakers. Since the Korean
speakers who participated in the research had been studying in the United
States for more than one year, their writing might have been influenced by
English; therefore, it is suggested that the writing of Korean speakers in
both Korean and English who have not attended any American schools be
Investigated. Further research might find some culturally preferred
pattern, as shown in Kobayashi's (1984) study on English and Japanese
rhetorical patterns.
The present study has two pedagogical implications. First, ESL
students, including Korean speakers, need instruction in learning the
preferred structure in English argumentative text—claim + justification +
conclusion— In order to make their writing in English more comprehensible
to native speakers of English. Secondly, ESL students, especially Korean
learners, must be aware of the importance of logical reasoning in
argumentative writing; e.g., the link between the claim and its supporting
arguments or between an Inductive statement and the preceding discussslon
must be made explicit in writing.
"discourse" and "text" varies in the literature.
Some people distinguish the two terms, while others do not. As claimed in
Stubbs (1983:9), the terms simply imply differences in emphasis, but not
theoretical distinction. In this paper, no distinction is made between the
term "discourse" and "text." Only for convenience is the term "text"
chosen over the terra "discourse" in the paper.
2
In order to find how often the test question which asks students to
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vnrlte an argumentative answer Is requested In American schools and Korean
schools, the subjects of the study were asked to mark the frequency in the
questionnaire (see Appendix 1). Their answers revealed that argumentative
tasks are frequently asked for In American schools and they are more often
requested in American schools than in Korean schools.
1 1 Groups of students
I
Situation
You are taking a test In a class. The following three questions are
given. You have to choose one of them and write a one or two page long
answer which clearly presents your position or opinion. Your answer
must be more than two paragraphs long.
Note: In order to make the task easier, supporting reasons for pro
and con answers are provided after each topic. You can use
thera in writing the answer.
1) Sapir and Whorf proposedd the well-known hypothesis of linguistic
relativity or linguistic determinism. The hypothesis is: language
determines thought or culture to a very great extent and in many
ways. Do you agree or disagree with this hypothesis? If you agree,
expand the argument citing evidence. If you disagree, develop a
couter-arguraent
.
Evidence supporting the hypothesis : English makes use of tenses
whereas Hopi does not have tenses; thus, the concept of time is a
little different between the speakers of these two languages.
Evidence supporting the counter-argument : a) The physical environment
is reflected in a language, especially in the lexicon. For example,
English has only one word for snow whereas Eskimo has seven. The
reason Is that it is essential for Eskimoes to be able to
distinguish efficiently between different types of snow.; b) The
social environment Is reflected In a language. An example Is the
case where a society's kinship system Is reflected In Its kinship
vocabulary.; c) The values of a society has an effect on Its
language. For Instance, In a language taboo Is associated with
things which are not said, and In particular with words and
expressions which are not used. In practice, of course, this simply
means that there are Inhibitions about the normal use of Items of
this klnd-lf they were not said at all they could hardly remain In
the language.
(Reference: Peter Trudglll , Soclollngulstlcs )
In their study of second language acquisition, Dulay and Burt claim
that a second language Is acquired in essentially the same way as a
first language. Although there are obvious differences such as L2
learners already know a language, they are older, etc., Dulay and
Burt point out that LI and L2 acquisition are similar processes of
learning; and that LI and L2 learners' language system is rule-
governed and progresses through a series of stages by means of rules
that learners formulate and try out for themselves. What is your
reaction to Dulay and Burt's argument? If you agree, expand the
argument with further evidence. If you disagree, develop a counter-
argument.
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similarities between LI and L2 acquisition ; a) The goal Is the sarae-to
learn a target language; b) Learning process Is guided In LI acqui-
sition by the particular form of the LI system and In L2 acquisition
by the particular form the L2 system. For example, first language
learners acquire their target language In a similar way such as In a
similar order and second language learners from various language
background acquire certain grammatical structure in a similar order.
Differences between LI and L2 acquisition ; a) LI acquisition Is
universal, but L2 acquisition is not.; b) In normal human beings, LI
acquisition always leads to fluency, whereas there is a great degree
of variability in the final outcome of L2 acquisition— to 100 % of
native fluency. ;c) age of LI learners is relatively uniform, but
that of L2 learners is various. L2 learners are usually older than
LI learners.; d) L2 learners already know another language, while LI
learners do not have previous linguistic knowledge.; e) all kinds of
soclo-psychologlcal variables play a crucial role only in second
language acquisition—motivation, attitude, empathy, self-esteem,
inhibition, extroversion, etc.;f) According to Chomsky, a human
being Is born with a genetic help to learn a language and this
genetic help is available to the first language learner,
children. (This claim is related to the critical period hypothesis);
g) LI is not learned by teaching, whereas L2 acquisition
for most people takes place under formal instruction.
(Reference; Dulay, Burt and Krashen, Langauge Two ; H.D. Brown,
Principle of Language Learning and Teaching )
3) The behavioristic model of first language acquisition claims that
"the child comes into the world with a tabula rasa, a clean slate
bearing no preconceived notions about environment, slowly
conditioned through various schedules of reinforcement." Assume you
agree with the nativistlc approach and write an argument against
the behavioristic approach.
Evidence against the behavioristic approach to LI acquisition ; a) The
behavioristic approach claims that children learn their first
language by imitating adult speech, but children do not just imitate
adult speech. For example, children utter ungrammatlcal sentences
which their parents have never said, e.g. "a my pencil," "Nobody
didn't come," etc.; b) Overgenerallzation made by LI learners
supports that the learners formulate a rule with the language input
they receive in stead of imitating adult speech.; c) A child utters
a novel sentence which he has never heard before. This creativity
cannot be explained by the behavioristic approach.; d) A human
language is too complex for a child to learn by conditioning
learning in a short time.
1. How familiar are you with the kind of writing task you have Just
completed: a task which asks you to write an argumentative answer?
a. Not familiar at all
b. Familiar to some extent
c. Very familiar
2. How often do you have the type of the test questions given In the
task In American schools?
a. Never
b. Seldom
c. Sometimes
d. Often
e
.
Always
3. If you are Korean, how often did you have the type of the test
questions in the task in Korean schools?
a. Never
b. Seldom
c. Sometimes
d. Often
e. Always
4. How easy or difficult did you find the task?
a. Difficult
b. Relatively difficult
c. Neither easy nor difficult
d. Relatively easy
e. Easy
5. How interesting did you find the task or topic?
a. Uninteresting
b. Relatively uninteresting
c. Neither interesting nor uninteresting
d. Relatively interesting
e. Interesting
6. How well did you know the issues relevant to the topic?
a. Not well
b. To some extent
c. Very well
Write any comments on the writing task or the topics.
*It is a part of the original questionnaire which contains the instructions
for the writing tasks and the questions asked after writing
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APPENDIX 2: The description of text structure*
English speaker 1/ Topic 1
claim justification conclusion
situation-negative
1 evaluation
r 3
explanation
2
itastatement * justification
4-5 6 11 17
r T T
exemplification justl justl
7-9 12-14 18-19
k I i
conclu conclu conclu
10 15 20
I
enlargement
16
conclusion
21-22
Paragraph 1 P2 P3 I P4 P5
English speaker 2/ Topic 1
claim
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English speaker 3/ Topic 3
Korean speaker 3/ Topic 3
claim justification justification
I
neg eval ? justl ?
1 2 3-4—5 6
sit — pos eval -- meta < justl
7 8 9 10—11— 13
P2
I P3 I PA I P5 I I P7 I P8 I P9 I PIO
Korean speaker 4/ Topic 1
elaboration
V
I
sit-meta < elaboration » conclu—meta —exemplification- conclu
1 4 sit prob-solu sit neg 16 17 sit exera exera 26
r 5 7 8 12 eval 18 21-22 23
reform 4 / | I / T | (
2 conclu justl conclu | meta exem
9—11 13 justl 19 24-25
f
explan
20
PI I
conclusion
pos eval—neg eval conclusion
27 29-31 33-34
r T r
reform explanation elaboration
28 32 35
r
exemplification
36-37
P4
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Korean speaker 5/ Topic 1 Korean speaker 5/ Topic 2
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A PHONETIC MODEL FOR READING:
EVIDENCE FROH KOREAN
Chln-W. Kim
University of Illinois
and
Han Sohn
Yorsei University
It is hypothesized that, as in speech production and
perception, reading is also processed in terms of the
size of syllables rather than individual segments. In
order to test this hypothesis, a reading experiment was
conducted on the "readability" of the Korean script
Hangul, which is alphabetic (phonemic) but is written
in syllable blocks in the standard orthography. The
experiment involved two modes of reading: syllabic and
"deblocked" alphabetic, and Korean language learners at
several levels from beginning to advanced. It was
found that at all levels of learners, the syllabic
writing was read faster and with less hesitation by the
factor of 1 : 2, thus supporting the hypothesis. A
brief discussion on the implications of this finding in
teaching reading follows.
Introduction
A phonetic theory, postulated from many indications, has It that speech
perception, as well as speech production, is processed in terms of the size
of syllables, not phonemes (cf. Ladefoged 1967). Although reading is a
form of visual, not aural, perception, the phonetic model, if correct,
suggests that reading may also be processed in syllable chunks, not by
spotting phonemes (or the equivalent orthographic letters) individually.
We are assuming here that there is a point at which both hearing and
reading converge when the brain decodes (processes) the speech input.
We would like to present some evidence to corroborate this hypothesis
from Korean. We felt that the Korean script (called Hangul) presents an
ideal testing ground, for although Hangul is a phonemic writing system is
written in terms of "syllable blocks", for example.
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Standard (syllabic)
'vertical"
vowels '"^ "S "mountain trail'
san kil
<-' ^
"horizontal" ^ -3-
vowels ~tr €J 'palm lines'
son k+m
We conducted an experiment that involved what one might call
"deblocking" or linearizing the script, for example,
Linear (alphabetic)
A h L 1 I E
s a n k i 1
A ^ L_ -7 _ a
s o n k + m
The assumption was that the effect of this desyllabification or
alphabetization (linearization) of the Korean script on reading efficiency
by learners of beginning Korean should be evident, given the hypothesis
mentioned earlier.
2. Experiment
2U tokens of the following types were selected evenly according to the
vowel shape, (vertical and horizontal vowel shapes) and their syllable
structure patterns (CV, VC, CVC, CVCV, and VCV) because those tokens that
consist only of the vertical vowels do not provide a significant difference
in the two writing modes we are discussing. (See Appendix for tokens)
Among these 24 tokens, those in the set A are the isolated words
and those in the set B are the sentences (three of which are common
expressions). See the following Table 1.
20 subjects were selected equally from the level 1, 2, 3, and 4. The
student from the level 1 were exposed to Hangul for only 3 months in the
elementary Korean course at the University of Illinois. The level 2
students are from the third semester class, the intermediate course, and
the level 3 students are from the fifth semester class, the advanced course
at the University of Illinois. The students in the level 4 are near-native
Koreans who read Korean Hangul as fluently as Korean secondary school
students.
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Each subject read the tokens in two modes—the standard syllabic mode
first and then the linear mode— in a sound-proofed recording booth. The
subject was not accompanied by anyone during the recording.
The total length of each token was measured with a chronometer for all
speakers, and the values include inter-token pauses.
Table Syllable structure of tokens
If of syll. #of seg.
A. 1 .
2.
3.
i).
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
V-CV or CV-CV
V-CV or CV-CV
CV-CV or V-V
CVC-CV or CVC-V
CV-CVC
CVC-CVC
CVC-CV
CV-CVC
CVC-CVC
CV-CV-CV
mixed polysyllables
with simple vowel
nuclei
mixed polysyllables
with complex vowel
nuclei
vertical vowels
horizontal 4 vertical
horizontal vowels
vertical vowels
vertical vowels
vertical vowels
horizontal vowels
horizontal vowels
horizontal vowels
horizontal & vertical
mixed
35 92
sentence
sentence
sentence
sentence
sentence
sentence
sentence
sentence
sentence
sentence
sentence
sentence
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
mixed
mixed
mixed
mixed
mixed
mixed
mixed
mixed
mixed
mixed
mixed
mixed
vowels
vowels
vowels
vowels
vowels
vowels
vowels
vowels
vowels
vowels
vowels
vowels
8
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3. Discussion
Table 2 below shows the average length of each set (sequence) for all
speakers. The values include inter-token pauses, if any. The total
average length for all 24 tokens for all speakers was 199 sec. (3 min. 19
sec.) in the syllabic mode but 491 sec. (8 min. 11 sec.) in the alphabetic
mode. That is, the alphabetic mode was 2.5 times slower than the syllabic
mode for all speakers. The average syllable length was .56 sec. in the
syllabic mode but 1.38 sec. in the alphabetic mode and the average segment
length was .23 sec. in the syllabic mode, but .55 sec. in the alphabetic
mode.
Table 2. Average length for all speakers (numbers are in seconds)
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Table 3. Average length for each level
level
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Table 5 compares the average syllable length of isolated words in the
set A with that of sentences in the set B. One may hypothesize not only
that the syntactically concatenated words in the set B will be read faster
than the isolated words arranged in a random order in the set A (since
affixes are shorter vis-a-vis free morphemes of the same number of
syllables/segments, and since contextual cues facilitate the reading, and
they are absent in the set A), but also that the higher the level of
fluency of a reader /speaker , the greater the differential between the two
modes of reading/writing, since comprehensibility of the sentences plays a
lesser role for the lower level speaker/reader than for the higher level
speaker /reader. This will be especially true in the familiar (fixed)
phrases and expressions such as B,1 , 3, and 7. (B.I is a part of a line of
a well-known poem, and B.3 and 7 are frequently used expressions.) Again
the results are in conformity with these hypotheses. The average syllable
length is shorter in the set B than in the set A for all levels and modes,
and the differential between the two modes of writing/reading is
progressively greater at higher levels.
Table 5. Average syllable length: isolated words (A) vs. sentences(B)
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there was more frequent and longer hesitation in the linear mode than in
the syllabic mode. One German student in the level 1 gave the following
uninvited comment when frustrated trying to read the alphabetized Hangul.
"This is stupid." When it was pointed out that the German script is just
as alphabetic and linear, he could only stammer, "Well, but "
It is sufficient at this point to cite one interesting experiment. In a
brief article in Science
, Rozin et al (1971) reported an experiment which
showed that American children with reading problems could easily learn to
read English when represented in Chinese characters. 8 to 9 year old
experimental children were chosen for their reading deficiency. "They had
difficulty in identifying words by initial or final sounds and in combining
sequence of letters into a known English word", and "were unable to read
reliably a set of rhyming words (cat, fat, mat, sat) after being given the
pronunciation of at." Yet after a few hours of training in which they
learned Chinese characters representing some English words they could read
quite easily the sentences of these characters (e.g., * father
bought a black car'). The authors hypothesize that reading disability in
the case of sentences written in the English alphabet is largely
accountable in terms of the highly abstract nature of the phoneme, while
facility in the case of sentences represented in Chinese characters is on
the account of the fact that Chinese characters map into speech at the
level of syllables and words rather than at the level of phonemes or
alphabetic letters, as is the case in English, and propose the unit of the
syllable as the most suitable vehicle for teaching reading.
From a private conversation with Professor S. Makino, a Japanese
linguist, it has been learned that the same result as ours was obtained
from an experimental study on the Japanese Kana script.
The fact that the earliest and first writing systems in the history of
human civilization were all syllabic assumes a new air of credibility and
credit in the light of the above discussion.
The implication of the above finding in the teaching of reading is
fairly clear. The reason why Johnny can't read is because reading is
taught in the Sesame Street style.*
This paper was presented at the Annual Meeting of the Linguistic
Society of America, December 1983, Minneapolis, MN, and at the Conference
on the Korean Language and Linguistics, April 1984, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, CA.
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Appendix
I. Standard (syllabic)
A-1 OFSH, (H^U OM, &1XK ncf, aitii, tIEI, 7m
A-2 ^£1, iCf, R^, -S-SI, HH«. ^L^t. ¥Lf, JulAF
A-3 H^, ¥?, 2.^, •^¥, Jil^, £S, T?-4:, ^^
A-4 271, gfxl, SOI, S7I, go|, ifnf, SAK 2^71
A-5 mi,S 7Ftf, 7H^, JH.S tm, D|§t, Dig, uFi^
A-6 "A^, 2?f. SS, ^&. 92f. &S. a§. 41^
A-7 #4i, 5^, e¥, -g^, €S, ^¥, ^^. ^^
A-8 ^^, JE^, :2^, Mm, £^, ^^, S§, JIS
A-9 SE, 5S, §^, SS, ^M, g§, •!€, SS
A-io HSU, 7:|^7H, a^^^|, J1?dF, n^B.\, 7[s.^, ha-iei. uf^
M
A-ll tl^^S e."^^, e^a^. m#S, ML^A-l, §^^, ^^£F£|, CH
A-12 «!!Sf§, H2FA-{, £A{5, XI?13, ?IS?h, S|^(H, 5I2^^, s\5.
B-1 «ci0|Ef£. ^JL SiJl.
B-2 #UFB ^0| ^51SJM77f?
B-3 ^aiSl^MCf.
B-4 glS S0| gMcf.
B-5 §^t KOI SH^MCf.
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B-6 MS ^^^^0| gMCf.
B-7 31 S^^MCf.
B-8 0171^ nuoio^a..
B-9 ^sib ti^# siz £ f^a..
B-10 S.A-l3fCHl^ ?i}0| 2i(H2..
B-11 L^^^Sj 5lBq|^S -?-^ a.^°JM77[-?
B-12 n^ ^n^n SOI 2^q- 2.c\7[ x|o^ ^^^Mcf.
H. Linear (alphabetic)
A-1 o:ix]-, oVhH, 0-1^1, ol-n>, -i]-c>, >^l^:il,
A-2 OTHl, d-nV, o^aH, OTTH], nj_H.}^, att-:^,
1-1-1- v, -1-a.A y
A-3 n_i_ux, 1-T—IT, -S-J-UX, TZXtJX, l-n-AX, UJ-H-i-,
"ITTAu., OXOTT
A-4 o^i--il, n]-o^l, -ilHol, ;^-l 1--I 1 , It }1 o o 1
,
;^]-on].,n:^OA}-,-l}-n-Tl
A-5 iJ^iaVo, -i}-^l-i-, ^-|i-^~f, :^]-H]-o, 3-V:xl-J,
A-6 ti}-oa-^ta, -i-Jt_-j]-o, ^
-) i-;^ 1 t_, d}-H.u>a,
o^o-rVn, nV3.-i>a, :*l\_;^-la, a-]t_a}1o
A-7 nx^A-i-, -I—1-n-r, H-i-T-dX, axi-:i-i., y-i-H.HJ-,
-lJ.0t3T, -I-i-aAX, ;*-i-i-AX
A-8 xl—I-i-~l, "I-n-OTT—I, -I-i-nxH, Uu-H.— n, ajLAT^-,
OTTATi-, Oji-C-J-O, -I^HXt-
A-9 8'-i-i_T2-j_\_, -r—T_idJ_i_, ::^X0-J1—I, H-i-t- d T"'-,
;*j_AtiTH, •arTa.airo, -lJLH.n_i_a, :xTOiJXi-
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A-10 -I—a 1 -i-L., ^ 1 Qi—\ H, D j-nra 1 , -i-i--i-rn >,
A-11 ^ y^-iT-iu ]-s, ti H nn-TA }-i-, al-i-i-^i_3.]s.,
u >j Ho-o H. :j o, a-rH.2. 1-^A
-] , :^To-ii—in]-a,
AXHTTI n }-\_s. 1 , u ll -a: 1-1-n 1 1--I1—I,
IL j-HC-u-I |- O A ]-T_, -IT~I nx:5i_uo a 1
A-12 tj H ~i-s-j4-^ -1 °, ~i-u-~Ij+a -1 , n-i-A -1 no+x-,
;^ 1
-ar-Hij+^t o-tI Ot4^;^ V o, o^-in—lo-),
0-^nT*-^0-^, -71—I -y j^ O
-^ O
-rl X-
B-1 \_-]tao I ej-cij-o l^-i^ o -jiu-i-i..
B-2 O-L-e Id fH— t- A fen O ] n-ro -| AO 1 a ^ 1 Tl ]-
?
B-3 AJHS^I-arH'^O — tJX-lTZ]-.
B-5 OT^nj_oo— a n]-i*ol
-s- H ^ o — u i- ] u V.
B-6 1-— ?1 O—^ AT"A A }-A—no] ai-r^ai-lc}-.
B-7 n Jlu.:5. j-vd-A— d T- ] u v.
B-8 o ^ -I 1 X-— 1- -lai-A ] a o 1 o ^1 o^.
B-9 OTH 1 1-— X- -ar>T--I—ao—a O J 7]~i^ o:_i_ M-] O^i-,
B-10 C-1.A -1 -ij+i_o
^l i_— T- ;^H~iol oImo^ O-u..
B-11 s-|-i-;^-rolao-] ^ ^ ^t;^.^ t-fao— i- nxA— i- o
o]aolHi_lTi}-?
B-12 ;^l-i— n tiH~i'3"->+^-]°o-il n]-eol -ij-Mef o.
t^F~i}- xjtio— e-i.-i}-MO — tiT-iu]-.
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THE KOREAN WRITING SYSTEM: A LINGUISTIC EXAMINATION
Yong-Il Kong
Kyung-Hee University, Seoul
The native Korean script called hangul invented in
v.we 15th century is given a modern linguistic examination
and interpretation. After pointing out its virtues and
th
a x i^a xi on l ni^i t; t,3 iiu a
vices, it is concluded that the Inventor had a remarkable
insight into modern linguistic theories such as the concept
of syllable, phoneme, vowel harmony, and distinctive
features, the only possible weakness being the practice of a
phonemic, rather than, morphophonemic , writing system.
The recorded literature of old Korea hints that some kind of
writing was known in ancient Korea before the introduction of
Chinese ideography (Y. Kim 1962). Writing as a systematic
practice, however, was established after the introduction of the
Chinese system of writing in the early seventh century. From its
introduction, the Chinese system of writing was the only means of
writing in Korea until the invention of the present Korean
alphabet in the 15th century. The subsequent influence of the
Chinese language upon Korean was so great that the Korean
language has become a hybrid language with a dual strain of
Chinese and the original native language running through its
vocabulary
.
Before the invention of the Korean alphabet, two syllabic
writing systems, idu and kugyol, were derived from the Chinese
ideography by adapting some of Chinese characters to Korean
pronunciation. idu is believed to have been developed in the
6th century (Y. Kim 1962). Many of the poems of Silla dynasty
(57 B.C. - 935 A.D.) were written in idu and have been preserved.
idu
, however, did not develop into a system of syllabary
comparable to that of Japanese, although they both had a similar
origin. kugyol
, which was developed in the 14th century (Y. Kim
1962), was used to weld the grammatical structure of the Chinese
language, which is characteristically isolating, to the highly
agglutinative system of the Korean language, by serving as
grammatical particles. This function of kugyol was later
replaced by the new phonetic alphabet in the 15th century.
The new system of 28 alphabetical letters was officially
promulgated upon the publication of Hunmin-c hong 'urn ('the
standard writing for the people') in I446. It is significant
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that the new system of writing which made a complete departure from
the Chinese system of writing was made at a time when admiration
and learning of Chinese classical scholarship reached its apogee
of f lourishment. King Sejong, who has been credited as the
inventor of the new writing system, proclaimed in the preamble of
Hunmin-chong'um that the new script was made to provide the means
of writing for the common people and to provide a suitable means
of transcribing the Korean language -- a task for which Chinese
characters were not suited. The new alphabet, which was
originally called Hunmin-chong'um and later hangul by popular
abbreviation, soon became widespread, espeically among the common
people, and has since been established as the native writing
system. The following and continued success of this new writing
system, despite the adverse cultural environment in which the
authority and prestige of Chinese characters were enormous, has
been largely attributed to the high adaptability and simplicity
of the writing system.
H
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owever, the alleged excellence of the writing system has
ittle supported by systematic and scientific study. Past
3 of hangul have been devoted mainly to the investigation
origin of the shape of the letters. This is a marginal, ii
irrelevant, problem to the student of linguistics. A new
of phonetic alphabet of a language cannot be made without
based on some form of phonological analysis of the
ge. Therefore the investigation of the phonological
is of 15th century Korean, which must have preceded the
; of the new alphabet, and the way the analysis was
ented in the new system should be given the first priority
study of hangul as a system of writing.
The problems involved in the systematic representation of
language are among the controversial issues of linguistics today.
An attempt is made in the paper to investigate the phonological
analysis underlying the 15th century Korean orthography and to
evaluate the system of its representation in light of modern
theories advanced for the systematic representation of language.
The original sources for the study of the system of hangul
are limited to Hunmin-chong'um and Haerye ('explanations and
examples'). The former, written by King Sejong himself, consists
of three parts: Preamble, Description of Letters, and Uses of
Letters. Haerye
, written by Chong In-ji, a famous hangul
scholar, consists of five parts: Letters, Initials, Medials,
Combinations of Letters, and Uses of Letters. It was published
as a part of Hunmin-chong'um , and contains fairly comprehensive
explanations of the shapes of letters, articulatory features of
the sounds represented by the letters and the rules for
typographical combination of letters into characters.^
Explanatoins in Haerye show that hangul scholars recognized
the syllable as a basic unit for analysis of the sound system.
The syllable was identified first and then analyzed into initial,
medial, and final song . 2 The syllable was clearly represented in
the orthography as a character. A character, in principle.
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consisted of three letters, each representing an initial, medial,
and final phone. 3 The discussion of the system of Hunmin-
chong' u rn in Haerye was made in terms of the initial, medial, and
final phones.
It has been argued that recognition of the syllable as a
significant unit of phonological structure was due to the
influence of Chinese phonology which took the syllable as its
foundation. The influence of Chinese phonology upon the system
o f hangu 1 is most clearly seen in the system of initial
consonants, which was analyzed as composed of 23 units. The
consonant system of Hunmin-chong'um can be represented as in the
following chart. "+
'^^-^^^ Place of
^"^~~-^,,^a r t i c u 1 a ti on
Manner o f^~"~"^~—
^___^^^
articulation ^^
__
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descriptive system in which 23 initials of Hunmin-chong'um were
classified (Lee 1964). It is very probable that hangul scholars
used the Chinesee system of 31 initials as the basis of their
analysis. They might have examined Korean pronunciation of
Chinese initials and established the Korean system of 23 initials.
This probability is supported by the fact that Tongguk-chong'un
('a standard dictionary of rhymes'), which was published in I448
to standardize Sino-Korean pronunciation, had exactly the same
system of initials (Lee I964).
The most serious weakness of Hunmin-chong'um
, which came from
the influence of Chinese phonology, was that the system of initials
included units which did not exist in contemporary Korean. These
units are ^/z/ and "o /?/. A historical study shows that these
units were introduced to transcribe the standardized "correct"
pronunciation of Chinese characters (Huh I96O).
The phonetic description of the zero consonant marker has long
been a matter of controversy. O /0/ was described in Haerye as a
"transparent and void" sound. The writer follows those Korean
linguists who maintain that the unit had no phonetic reality (Huh
1960). hangul sholcars thought that every syllable began and
ended with a consonant. And they analyzed a syllable which began
with a vowel as preceded by a "void" (ghost) consonant O /0/.
Although it has generally been considered that the "void" /0/ was
one of the weaknesses of Hunmin-chong'um
, the writer believes
that this is an achievement of high linguistic sophistication.
This establishment of the void consonant can be understood in
terms of hangul scholars' concept of the linsutistic system as a
symmetrical and harmonic entity. By establishing the zero
consonant, (I) the pattern congruity of the glottal series was
achieved by eliminating a hole in the pattern, (2) the concept
of the uniform pattern of syllable structure was maintained, and
(3) typographical symmetry and consistency in the shape of
characters were achieved. The zero consonant letter served both
linguistic and orthographical necessities, that of simple and
symmetrical description of the system and that of consistency of
graphic formation.
A significant achievement of hangul phonology over the Chinese
system of analysis was the tri-partite division of the syllable.
This analysis of syllable structure coincides with the modern
analysis of syllable into three constitutents: an onset, a peak
(a nucleus), and a coda. Chinese phonology employed a bi-partite
division syllable-initial and syllable-final creating a
highly complicated system of syllable-finals (Lee I964).
According to Chinese phonology, the Sino-Korean /kak/ 'horn', for
example, would be analyzed as a syllable-initial /k/ and a
syllabel-f inal /ak/. The tri-partite division of the syllable
laid a foundation for the success of Hunmin-chong'um as a
phonetic writing system.
Moreover, hangul scholars discovered the phonemic identity
of syllable-finals with syllable-initials. The fact they reused
the letters for initial consonants to represent final consonants
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proves their perception of the identity. If they had failed to
recognize the phonemic identity of syllable-finals with syllable-
initials, hangul scholars would have ended up with the unphonemic
result of giving separate letters for identical initials and
finals. The tri-partite division of the syllable and the
discovery of the identity of initials and finals, then, were the
key factors which made the new system a truly phonemic writing
system
.
The use of consonant letters in the syllable-final position
was limited to eight letters: T /k/, u/n/, c/t/, fcj/p/, o/m/,
A /s/, 2. /r/, and A /g/. Haerye says: "initial letters are reused
to transcribe final phones, but eight letters are enough for that
purpose." From the viewpoint of modern phonological analysis, this
statement can be interpreted as a statement on the distribution of
consonants in the syllable-final position. hangul schoalrs
analyzed the occurrence of consonants in the syllable-final
position as limited to these eight consonants and represented
them accordingly. The reason for analyzing syllable-finals into
a system of only eight consonants was, as Haerye says, "that,
though the consonants of
-^ /koc/ 'flower' and ''^ /kac'/ 'skin'
are % and -^ respectively, they can be represented with A /s/."
Although this statement is made in a very simple and
linguistically unsophisticated way, it defines the basic
characteristics of Hunmin-chong'um as a writing system a
system which gives one letter per sound. It says, in modern
terms, that the opposition or the contrast between re /c/, ^
/c'/, and A /s/ is neutralized in the syllable-final position
and that these sounds are produced as A /s/. It also means that
only those sounds which contrast phonemically are represented in
the system of writing. A historical study has proved that the
system of final consonants of Hunmin-chong'um correctly
represented the system of phonemic contrasts in the syllable-
final position (Huh I960). It is significant to note that the
principle employed by hangul scholars in their analysis of final
consonants is basically similar to the principle employed by
Bloomf ieldian linguists in similar situations. A more detailed
discussion of this aspect of Hunmin-chong'um will be attempted
later in this paper.
Hunmin-chong'um had a system of 7 simple vowels and 4 compound
vowel letters. hangul scholars correctly preceived the vowel as the
nucleus of the syllable. Haerye says that, as Heaven, Earth, and
Man are the essence of the Universe, the medial phone (vowels) is
the essence of the syllable. This philosophization of the vowel is
reflected in the shaping of vowel letters. First, three letters
• /O/, — / 3/ , 1 /i/ which symbolize Heaven, Earth, and Man
respectively, were devised. And the rest of the vowels were
represented by combining these three letters.
The description and the explanation of the vowels in Haerye is
perfectly correct and flawless even from the standard of modern
linguistics. Haerye first describes three basic vowels in terms of
the contraction of the tongue (the tongue position) and the depth
of voice (the acoustic impression). It says:
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•/O/: the tongue is retracted and the voice is deep;
-^/a/: the tongue is less retracted and the voice is neither
deep nor shallow;
\ I \ I '. the tongue is not retracted and the voice is shallow.
The other four simple vowels are described in terms of the
degree of the opening of the mouth, relative to that of the three
basic vowels. The description of the vowels in Haerye can be
summarized as in the following table:
^"^'s;^^^ acoustic impr.
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writing with remarkable originality. The most original achievement
of hangul scholars is the visualization of a phonologcial system.
Not only the basic letters were shaped according to the shape of the
organs of speech, but the letters for sounds of homorganic series
were shaped by adding diacritics to the homorganic basic letters or
juxtaposing the basic letters. Thus, the writing system had
graphic correlation among the sounds of hormorganic series. This
graphic representation of the phonological system was unique and
unprecedented in any other system of writing at the time when
Hunmin-chong' um was made.
Another unique characteristics of Hunmin-chong'um as a writing
system is that it provided not only a correspondence between
individual letters and phonemes but, beyond that, a correspondence
between characters and syllables. This aspect of Hunmin-chong'um
can be examined from two different points of view, typographical
and linguistic. From a typographical point of view, the non-
linear combination of letters in a character complicates the
typographical process. Linguistically, this graphic syllabication
seems to represent more adequately the structure of utterances.
Since Korean is a syllable- timed language, Koreans perceive the
syllable as a distinct segment in speech utterances and pronounce
it accordingly. This graphic syllabication is another means by
which the structure of the language is visualized.
Th
conceiv
which s
opening
analyzi
speech,
belief.
(Heaven
Wood, a
the Uni
descrip
concept
lere is much evidence in Haerye that hangul scholars
'ed the sound system of language as an organic entity in
ound units form a harmonious and symmetrical system. In the
pages of Haerye
, it is stated that the authors were merely
ng and representing the law of Nature inherent in humanI i I
Much of the space of Haerye is spent in philosophizing this
They classified sounds in terms of three Spheres
Earth, and Man) and five Elements (Moon, Fire, Water,
1 Metal), which together combine to form the harmony of
.erse. The zero consonant marker O /0/ and the
tion of the system of vowels are manifestations of this
of the basic structure of sound system.
Finally, the system of representation of Hunmin-chong'um has
a strong similarity to what Chomsky (1964) calls the level of
taxonomic phonemic representation. Bloomfield says that the only
kind of written record which is scientifically relevant is "a
record in terms of phonemes, ignoring all features that are not
distinctive in the language" (Bloomfield 1933:85). Furthermore,
taxonomic phonemicists say that, if a record is to be strictly
phonemic, the conditions of bi-uniqueness and local determinacy
should be strictly observed, that is, all features that are
distinctive but not immediately observable in the stream of
speech such as morpheme boundary, word structure, and morphemic
relation should be ignored (Bloch 1958:93-96). As discussed
earlier in this paper, the establishment of the system of eight
consonants in the syllable-final position guaranteed the
observation of the conditions of bi-uniqueness and local
determinacy in the transceiption of isolated syllables. These
conditions were observed also in the transcription of connected
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utterances by faithfully representing even those morphphonemic
alternants, the occurrence of which could be predicted
consistently in terms of immediate phonological environment:^
e.g., hap.nida 'I do' in modern orthography was ham.nida in
Hunmin-chong'um
. In short, the 15th century Korean orthography
closely approximates the phonemic transcription conceived and
practiced by modern taxonomic phonemicists, and it almost
achieves the orthographical goal of "one letter per phoneme"
which has been proposed by many modern linguists.
However, the orthographical ideal of perfect correspondence
between letters and phonemes has been questioned by some linguists
in recent years. Departure to some extent from phonetic
consistency and compromise spelling in a practical orthography
were advocated by Daniel Jones. He says that each word should be
written in only one way, ignoring morphophonemic alternations
such as assimilation, elision, or coalescence. To alter the
spelling in order to conform to changes of pronunciation in
connected speech would merely render the written word less easily
recognizable... Reading would in fact be hampered by the use of
such variant spellings (Jones 1957). Jones is here arguing that
morphophonemic relations should be incorporated into a practical
orthography on the ground that it would give a word a definite
and easily recognizable visual form.
Besides this rather practical psychological advantage, the
incorporation of morphophonemics into the system of a written
record has deeper linguistic significance. This significance is
clearly stated by Bloch in his paper on Japanese:
A normalized notation, still firmly based on the phonemic
analysis but incorporating the most common or the most
important morphophonemic relation especially those that
are automatic and such grammatical features as word
boundary and pitch morphemes ... is usually far better adapted
to the discussion of morphpology and syntax than a wholly
unmodified transcription; when used for the writing of
connected text it reveals more of linguistic structure; and
those who already know the language find it easier to read.
(Bloch 1958:348)
This system of representation, which incorporates structural
information on the syntactic level, is given a full status as the
level of systematic representation of language by Chomsky (1964).
He argues that the level of systematic phonemics in which the
choice of elements is deeply determined by properties of both the
syntactic and the phonological components is the only level of
representation in the phonological component which provides the
simplest and the most generalized account of linguistic structure.
If a system of written record which meets all the requirements
of practical orthography and also adequately represents linguistic
structure is an ideal orthography, the 15th century Korean
orthography, which gives no consideration to the complex
morphophonemic system of the Korean language, is far from being an
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ideal one. It was not without reason that Korean linguists of
the early 20th century were interested in the systematic
representation of these morphophonemic relations in their
orthograpy. After years of study and preparation, Hangul-hakhoe
('the institute of the Korean language') established modern Korean
orthography upon its publication in 1933 of A guide for the
unification of Korean spelling . Although it is maintained that the
spirit of Hunmin-chong'um was faithfully followed, modern Korean
orthography marks a substantial departure from the 15th century
orthography. The most important modification is the use of all the
letters of initial consonants in representing final consonants,
'^
instead of eight as in Hunmin-chong'um . The resultant modification
made in the reformed system of writing is the fixed representation
of morphophonemic alternations which can be consistently predicted
phonologically (automatic alternationsS). a comparative discussion
of a characteristic representation of the modern orthography with
the corresponding representation of the 15th century orthography
will show more clearly the characteristic features of Hunmin-
chong'um as a writing system.
In modern Korean orthography, morphophonemic alternations such
as assimilation, palatalization, and metathesis are ignored by
representing only the base forms of alternants, as in:
modern spelling gloss pronunciation 1 5th c. spelling
a. han.mom 'one body' [ hammom] ham. mom
b. anh.ta 'be not' [ant'a] an.t'a
c. kat'.i 'together' [kac'i] ka . c '
i
d. anc.ta 'to sit' [anf'a] an.ta
The example in row (a) shows the fixed representation of
morphophohemic alternants caused by assimilation; in row (b),
metathesis; and in row (c), palatalization. The example in row
(d), although somewhat different, can also be explained
phonologically. The phonemic pattern of modern Korean permits no
three-consonant cluster within a syllable. Therefore, the
phoneme /c/ /net/ is dropped when not followed by a vowel to
become the initial consonant of the following syllable.
The base form represented in the orthography is the
morphophonemic alternant which appears in those environments in
which the phonemic pattern of the language does not force the
choice. This incorporation of morphophonemic relations into the
modern orthography provides an easily recognizable visual form of a
word (or a morpheme) which could otherwise be given a multiple
representation as in the 15th century orthography. More
significantly, the modern orthography systematically represents the
morphological structure of the language. This aspect can be more
clearly observed in the following example:
modern spelling gloss pronunciation 15th c. spelling
tac' 'anchor' [ tat] tat
tac'.i ' anchor' +Nom. [tac'i] ta.c'i
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This example shows that the representation of the
morphological structure is achieved by the fixed representation of
the base form of the stem and the nominative case marker. This
fixed representation clearly visualizes the stem-affix
relationship, and it undoubtedly serves to simplify the description
of the morphological structure of the language. This systematized
represenation of morphological structure is totally lacking in the
15th century Korean orthography.
The base form of the example above requires a further
discussion. In modern Korean as in Middel Korean, the phonemic
distinction among the members of homorganic stops and affricates is
neutralized in the syl label-final position. /p, p' , p"/ are
neutralized to /p/; /t, t' , t"/ are neutralized to /t/; /k, k'
,
k"/ are neutralized to /k/; and /c, c', c"; s, s"/ are neutralized
to /t/. Since this neutralization occurs only in the syllable
final position, and the distinction is restored when followed
vowel, the morphophonemics of this type can also be consistent
predicted. Accordingly, modern Korean writing system
orthographically represents the basic distinction even when ac
pronunciation does not show it. For example, /t/ in the sylla
final position is represented by eight symbols: /t, t' , t", c, c-,
c", s, s"/« This multiple representation of a single phone marks a
departure in modern Korean orthography from the orthographical
ideal of "one letter per phoneme."
Viewed from the principle of taxonomic phonemics, a multiple
representation of a single phoneme cited above is a serious
violation of the conditions of bi-uniqueness and local
determinacy. The violation of linearity condition is also involved
as we saw in the example in row (b) cited above. At this point, it
is not difficult to see that the representation of modern Korean
orthography corresponds to that of systematic phonemics advocated
by Chomsky, whereas the 15th century orthography is basically the
phonemic transcription of taxonomic phonemics.
It is interesting to see that the 15th century and modern
Korean orthgraphies, which were both established before the advent
of modern linguistic theories, basically correspond to the system
of linguistic representation proposed by Bloomf ieldian and
Chomskian linnguistics respectively. This is very suggestive of
the fact that the basic concepts of modern linguistic theories can
be found in the linguistic thoughts of the pre-scientif ic era in
Korea.
The evaluaton of Hunmin-chong'um , therefore, should be done in
terms of the phonemic principles on which the making of the system
was based. Even though it has a few minor weaknesses, Hunmin-
chong'um is one of the most perfect phonemic systems of writing
ever devised and is a product of the most penetrating analysis of
language in the pre-scientif ic era. Considering the cultural
environment in which the system was created and the correctness of
the underlying phonological analysis, the achievement of hangul
scholars and the excellence of Hunmin-chong'um as a system of
writing deserve the highest admiration.
lThe discussion of hangul in this paper is based on the
information in Haerye .
^ song literally means 'voice'. It corresponds to 'phoneme' in
a modern term, song will be labelled hereafter in this paper in
one of the following three ways: phone, vowel, consonant, depending
upon the context.
^The typographical combination of these letters into a
character is governed by simple rules according to the shape of the
letters. The medial letter is written either to the right of or
under the initial letter, and the final letter is put under the
medial letter, e.g., "'^ /kak/, -^p /kok/.
4This chart is based mainly on the explanation in Haerye .
References are also made to Huh (196O). The zero consonant
marker I'il has been omitted from this chart.
^The 'lingual' and the 'dental' sounds are alveolars and
sibilants respectively in modern terms. They are so termed because
the tip of the tongue touches the alveolar ridge in the production
of the alveolar sounds and the side of the tongue touches the
teeth in the production of the sibilants. This terminology was
borrowed from Chinese phonology.
"This aspect of hangul is not explicitly explained in Haerye .
Evidence for this statement is found in the books written in hangul
during the preparation period for its promulgation.
7By final consonants is menat here those of orthographical
syllables. Final consonants of orthographical syllables in
modern orthography are very often initial consonants of
immediately following syllables in connected speech.
8As defined by Wells (1949)
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This paper deals with various aspects of syllable-
related phenomena in Korean with reference to the
framework given in T. Vennemann (1985). Korean data are
scrutinized in terms of his eight "universal'
Preference Laws in order to determine the extent of the
universality of his Laws (with some exceptions). This
language-specific study is a test case for the theory
of universal phonology to the extent that it explains
the changes of syllable structures in the history of
the Korean language.
The first part of this research deals with various aspects of syllable-
related phenomena in the history of the Korean language. One may apply to
these data any of the syllabic principles recently suggested as universal
such as the Principle of Maximal Onset by Selkirk (1982) and others, the
principle of autosegmental syllabification by Steriade (1932), and " CV-pho-
nology' by Clements and Keyser (1983), anong others.
Here, however, the theoretical framework recently given by Vennemann
(1985) will be exclusively adopted to examine how these "universal' laws
contribute to a more natural explanation of Korean data, and to discuss
some empirical implications of the data for and against the theory.
Vennemann (1935) synthesizes many works previously published beginning his
pioneering study 1972 through 197U, 1978, 1982, 1983 and Murray and
Vennemann (1933). The present paper will therefore refer to that synthesis
only, because his 1985 work contains the most complete framework to be used
as a universal basis.
For convenience, the essential parts from Vennemann (1985) will be
quoted at first; viz. the scale of Unviversal Consonantal Strength and some
preference laws for syllable structure.
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(1) Increasing Consonantal Strength
voiceless plosives
voiced plosives
voiceless fricatives
voiced fricatives
nasals
lateral liquids (1^-sounds)
central liquids (rj-sounds)
high vowels
mid vowels
low vowels
The list of laws and their details are as follows.
(2) A. Preference laws for individual syllables
1 . The Head Law
2. The Coda Law
3. The Nucleus Law
B. Preference laws for sequences of syllables
4. The Weight law
5. The Law of Initials
6. The Law of Finals
7. The Strength Assimilation Law
S . The Contact Law
(3) The Head Law: A syllable head is more preferred, (a) the closer the
number of speech sounds in the head is to one, (b) the greater is
the Consonantal Strength value of its onset, and (c) the more
sharply the Consonantal Strength drops from the onset toward the
Consonantal Strength of the following syllable nucleus.
(4) The Coda Law: A syllable coda is more preferred, (a) the smaller is
the number of speech sounds in the coda, (b) the lesser is the
Consonantal Strength of its offset, and (c) the more sharply the
Consonantal Strength drops from the offset toward the Consonantal
Strength of the preceding syllable nucleus.
(5) The Nucleus Law: A nucleus is more preferred, (a) the steadier its
speech sound, and (b) the lesser the Consonantal Strength of its
speech sound.
(6) The Weight Law: In stress accent languages an accented syllable is
more preferred the closer its syllable weight is to two moras, and
an unaccented syllable is more preferred the closer its weight is
to one mora. (The optimal stressed syllable is bimoric, the
optimal unstressed syllable is unimoric.)
(7) The Law of Initials: Word-medial syllable heads are more preferred
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the less they differ from possible word-initial syllable heads of
the language system.
(3) The Law of Finals: Word-medial syllable codas are more preferred
the less they differ from possible word-final syllable codas of the
language system.
(9) The Strength Assimilation Law: If Consonantal Strength is assimi-
lated in a syllable contact, the Consonantal Strength of the
stronger speech sound decreases.
(10) The Contact Law: A syllable contact A$B is more preferred the
lesser the Consonantal Strength of the offset A and the greater the
Consonantal Strength of the onset B more precisely: the greater
the characteristic difference CS(B)-CS(A) between the Consonantal
Strength of B and that of A.
It seems to me possible to state additionally that (2A) must be over-
ridden by (2B) , when they apply sequentially in a franework admitting
relative ordering. This overriding relationship is intuitively quite ne-
cessary, because one has to deal eventually with sequences of syllables
after handling individual syllables. After all, language consists of
linear sequences of syllables.
Vennemann (in personal communication) laid down a set of principles by
which the laws operates in case of conflict. Since we are talking about
"laws' which will inevitably be violated, it is more likely that ordering
is necessary. On the other hand, rules cannot be violated at will. Note
that Vennemann (.^9^^) advocated the No-Ordering Principle of "Rules': Rules
of grammar cannot be extrinsically ordered.
Note also that Vennemann (1985) already envisaged a conflict between
(9) and (10) in his conclusion and wisely mentioned that "improvement on
one parameter can entail deterioration on another. It is impossible to
optimize a language system on all parameters at once; there cannot exist an
"optimal' language system as such but only systems that are optimized on
some parameters. The same holds true even within the narrow limits of
syllable structure."
However, the actual cases in which we have to take care of relative
priority in applying some of (2A) and some of (2B), sequentially, are
rather limited to a certain permutation: e.g. Apply (2A 1, 2, 3) to a
syllable X and also (2A 1, 2, 3) to a syllable Y, and then apply either (2B
7) or (2B 8) to "the sequence of the coda of syllable X and the head of
syllable Y, i.e. the coda by (2A 2) and the head by (2A D." between (2B
7) and (2B 8), namely (9) and (10) must precede (9). See (16) for more
details.
Although the contents of (2B 5) and ( 2B 6) presuppose (2A 1) and (2A
2), there would be no ordering problem between (2B 5) and (2B 1), and
between (2A 6) and (2A 2). It is enough that one must define (2B 5) and
(2B 6) without relying on (2A 1) and (2A 2), as in (7, 8) and (3, 'O in
order to make them independent of each other.
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Here is a case in Korean data matching part (a) of the Head Law, c.f.
(3). In this case, "initial consonant P plus vowel plus other consonant in
the twelfth century changed into "P-initial consonant clusters" after
losing a vowel by the fifteenth century: £ V t -> £t, £ V ^ -> psk , etc.
The resulting syllable heads were in Middle Korean (from 11th century to
16th) reduced to single (glottalized) tense sound by the end of the
seventeenth century: £t -> tt, psk -> kk, etc. Although digraphs such as
tt and kk are used here, they represent a "single* tense sounds. The
following exanples are cited from K.-M. Lee (1972).
(11) 1 2c . 1 5c
,
17c.
p V t pt
p V s
p V c
p V sk psk
X
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Mthough it is not an example of sound change, there is another inter-
esting case related to part (a) of the Head Law. That is, the inventory of
the Korean alphabet provides a dummy symbol " o' for the head position of
"naked' syllables (namely, syllables with empty heads), e.g. arini of|,lo|
"children', ocinj £*J«H "a squid'. This symbol is certainly more than
null.
In addition, some occurrences of "o' may indeed be as having a sound
value [fi], namely, voiced [h]. This [fi] is nothing but an alternative form
of [k], e.g. ka-ko -> ka-fio "go and' & ar-ko -> ar-fio "know and' (ko
changes into ho between ^, r^, z and a vowel) . The fact that a dummy symbol
and a consonant [h] share the same "o' might be additional evidence that a
syllable head with one consonant is preferred to null.
As the third case matching (3a), here is an exanple from MK in the
sixteenth century. As a strengthening process of onset speech sounds, the
epenthesis of the glide ^ in intervocalic position became popular, e.g. hA
+ a, -> hAva " do and so'
,
yahiy +5 -> yah4-yy "lose and so' .
On the other hand, just like the Pali exanple syandana -> sandana in
Murray (1932), Korean also developed ^-deletion rule for head clusters
reducing them to one consonant since the nineteenth century, e.g. syam ->
sam "island' , syo -> so "cow' ; kyesita -> kesita " be (honorific)'
,
hyesan -> hesan "comet'
.
However, there are some other rules in Korean against (3a) that delete
the consonant in the head completely rather than reduce it to one. They
are the deletion of r_, z, a, h, and h in different periods of Korean
history, cf. S.-O Lee (1977): rule 18, 20, 25, 34, 35, 36 these rule
numbers are the same as the ones given in the 1977 paper. The list of
rules are here attached as an appendix to avoid the repetition of the same
rules in other sections. Nevertheless, these rules are minor rules that
affect only a small number of data in most cases. Exactly speaking, to
those examples of word-medial syllable heads in sequences of syllables, the
Law of Initials (7) applies, e.g. rules 20, 25, 3'», 35, 36.
According to (3b), the greater is the Consonantal Strength value of its
onset, it is more preferred as a syllable head. This law can be related to
the fact that in Korean the weakest Consonant on its Strength scale, i.e.
the liquid, never occurs in the syllable-initial position. In addition,
(3b) relates to the fact that there are many more entry-words starting with
plosives than affricates or fricatives in a Korean dictionary. In other
words, more Korean words start with consonants with greater strength.
It is also the case that weak, unaspirated and unreleased plosives
never occur in onsets of words but only in syllable-final positions as
defined in (4), the Coda Law. It means that [p"" , f , k"" ] are not strong
enough in Consonantal Strength to be onsets, in Korean as well as in other
languages.
Note at the same time that there are cases against (3b) in Korean, cf.
S.-O. Lee (1977): rules 7, 9, 10, 11, 11, 15, '^^ . These rules make
Consonantal Strength value of the onset smaller. At the moment it is
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rather difficult to explain why these rules do not follow (3b), but we will
make a general conclusion at the end of this paper . Exactly speaking
again, the Law of Initials (7) applies to those examples of word-medial
syllable heads: rules 7, 9, 10, 11, 15, 11 (but not to 14). But there are
other rules, 6, 26, 30, which increase Strength and comply with (3b).
It is difficult to find a good example in Korean to support or to
refute (3c), because Korean has always had only a very limited set of
initial consonant clusters as already shown in (11).
The Law (la) is nicely supported by the fact that eleven consonant
clusters in coda of the Present-day Korean()<s, nc, nh, rk, rm, r£, rs, rth
,
rph , rh , and £s) are simplified by dropping one member of each cluster. For
instance, when a nasal and a liquid abut in the coda, a nasal is preferred
to a liquid in the simplification of consonant clusters and likewise a
liquid to a plosive and also a plosive to a fricative: nasal -> liquid ->
plosive -> fricative. Note, however, that Vennemann's scale of Consonantal
Strength is in the different order from the Korean case, namely, a liquid
is preferred to a nasal, etc.: "liquid -> nasal -> fricative -> plosive".
Yet the number of sounds in the coda is reduced any way.
Besides the case mentioned above, there are other cases where final
consonants (mostly r) are completely deleted. Cf. S.-O. Lee (1977): rules
16, 21, 27, 33. These rules also support (4a). On the contrary, there is
only a rare case in v;hich the epenthetic n is inserted in the coda to avoid
a hiatus: rule 24. The rules 22 and 24 are for sequences and need to refer
to the Law of Finals (3)
.
There are some rules which support (4b), but also a few rules which
refute (4b) in Korean. The former include rules 8, 12, 15, 17, while the
latter include rules 1, 3, 5 in S.-O. Lee (1977). Rules 3, 5, 15, 17 are
related to sequences which should be reconsidered with reference to Law
(3).
Nevertheless, part (b) of Coda Law is evidently realized in Modern
Korean in the neutralization of the final plosives into their weak,
unaspirated, and unreleased correlates in syllable-final position.
(12) nap [nap--] 'lead'
nat [naf ] " grain(s)
'
nak [nak"* ] 'pleasure'
Interestingly, however, [t**] in (12) represents neutralization of not
only t but also s^ and z into [f ] that took place in syllable final
position by the middle of the sixteenth century. This change (s^ or z to
[f]) is against the preference for the lesser Consonant Strength in the
offset. On the other hand, c^ was formerly neutralized into [s"*] by the
fifteenth century, and this change (.o_ to [s""]) is in conformity with the
preference law (4b).
In addition, there is the phenomenon that r_ is realized as [1] in the
syllable/word- final position. One may consider that this final [1] is the
unreleased version of r_, but 1^ is not weaker at all than r^ in the scale of
Consonantal Strength. It means this change (r_ to [1]) might be a
1_2c
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the number of word-raedial syllable heads has not been increased. As a
result there is more variety in word-medial syllable heads than in word-
initial syllable heads in Korean.
The Law of Finals is likely to be quite compatible with Korean data.
However, only similar (not the same) kind of data can be found in the
Present-day Korean. Vennemann (1985:328-329) presented the Sanskrit case
in which final consonants are doubled before other consonants. Compare the
Sanskrit forms such as sap.ta- -> sap.pta- ^ seven' , ak.tubhih -> ak.ktubhih
" at night'
, ar .kah -> ark.kah " sun' , ar .ta -> art.ta 'concerned with
relevant Korean examples which will be presented in (17) to illustrate the
similarity to other cases o*" the Contact Law.
As for Strength Assimilation Law, there are two exanples in Present-day
Korean favorable to this Law. First, nasal lateralization can be
presented. Note that the lateral with lesser Consonantal Strength
dominates the nasal with greater Consonantal Strength. In (14), /r/ is
represented as [1] to show phonetic representation. Note that both of the
patterns presented in Vennemann (1935: 331, l.n -> 1.1 , r .n -> r.r; 333,
n.l -> 1.1 , n.r -> r.r ) are evident:
(1 U) a. progressive nasal lateralization (l.n -> 1.1)
chal.na -> chal.la 'a moment'
khal.nal -> khal.lal 'the blade of a knife'
il.ny n -> il.ly n 'a year'
b. regressive nasal lateralization (n.l -> 1.1)
man.li -> mal.li 'ten thousand li, ca. 2,500 miles'
sin. la -> sil.la 'one of the Three Kingdoraes'
can. la -> cal.la 'the province of Chonla'
There is another favorable case to this law, viz. regressive nasal
assimilation. Note here that the nasal with lesser Consonantal Strength
dominates the plosive with greater Consonantal Strength.
(15) a. p.m -> m.m
pap.mdkta -> pan.makta 'to eat food'
b. p.n -> m.n
cap.n+n -> -> cam.n+n 'holding'
c. t.m -> n.m
raat.rayan+ri -> man.myan+ri 'the wife of one's eldest son'
d. t.n -> n.n
pat.n+n -> pan.n+n 'receiving'
e. k.m -> n.m
kuk.mur -> kun.mur 'soup'
f. k.n -> n.n
raak.n+n -> m9n.n+n 'eating'
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So far, in either progressive or regressive assimilation, the speech
sound with lesser Consonantal Strength dominates. However, the opposite is
observed in the so-called ^lateral nasalization' in the Present-day Korean.
In other words, the sound with greater Consonantal Streagth, i.e. nasal,
dominates. In (16), however, L "-* 11 ^^ a strengthening by Contact Law and
£ -> m is an assimilation. Thus, these changes are related to Contact Law
rather than Strength Assimilation Law. This is interesting for the same
data in (16) may be applied to two Laws, namely (9) and (10). However,
if (9) is applied, (16) will be an exception to (9). Therefore, (10)
should be applied to interpret (16) without treating it as an exception.
This is a case that the relative ordering between (9) and (10) is required
and (10) must precede (9) based on the data (16).
(16) a. p.r -> p.n -> m.n
sip.ryuk -> sip.nyuk -> sim.nyuk ^sixteen'
b. t.r -> t.n -> n.n
pic.ryan -> pit.ryan -> pit.nyan -> pin.nyan "debt'
c. k.r -> k.n -> n.n
ptk.ro -> ptk.no -> ptn.no "white dew, white heron'
d. m.r -> m.n
kara.ro -> kam.no "sweet dew'
e. i^.r -> n.n
kon.ro -> kon.no "merits'
There is an equal number of pros and cons to this Strength assi-
milation Law according to a check of the list of rules in S.-O. Lee (1977).
Pros: rules(9, 11, 13, 26); cons: rules (1, 2, 3, 5). In this case, it is
rather difficult to decide in favor of one or the other.
As for (10), Contact Law, Korean has a kind of fortition (A.B -> A.
BB) , which is different from the gemination suggested by Vennemann (A.B ->
A.AB). The following Korean data are quoted from U. Ho (1965).
(17) a. p.p -> p.pp ap.pak -> ap.ppak "pressure'
t.p -> t.pp nat.pota -> nat.ppota "to despise'
k.p -> k.pp kak.pyar -> kak.ppyar "special'
b. p.t -> p.tt kup.tori -> kip.ttori "the base molding of a
wall'
t.t -> t.tt kas.turumaki -> kat.turumaki -> kat.tturumaki
"old-fashioned hat and coat'
k.t -> k.tt nak.tani -> nak.ttam "discouragement'
c. p.s -> p.ss nap.se -> nap.sse "tax payment'
t.s -> t.ss nas.sar -> nat.sar -> nat.ssar "age'
k.s -> k.ss nak.saft -> nak.ssaft -> "completion of a build-
ing'
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d. p.c -> p.cc nap.cakkho -> nap.ccakkho ^a flat nose'
t.c -> t.cc kas.cani -> kat.cani -> kat.ccani "a man
wearing a hat, a hat
maker'
k.c -> k.cc nak.ci -> nak.cci " a small octopus'
e. p.k -> p,kk nap.k mi -> nap.kk mi "a kind of spider'
t.k -> t.kk tot.kuta -> tot.kkuta ^to make higher'
k.k -> k.kk tok.kam -> tok.kkam ^flu'
There is also a different kind of contact epenthesis from the one
suggested by Vennemann (A.B -> A.CB). The first case is ^-insertion
between vowels to avoid a hiatus in the sixteenth century: hA.
a
-> hAya
.
The second case is n-insertion in two different environments: mur
.
yak ->
mur .n.yak -> mur .ryak [mulljak] ^liquid medicine'.
So far, we have seen that the Korean data are mostly compatible with
the Vennemann' s Preference Laws and other framework, although there were
some cases only similar but not the same as he demonstrated and even some
seemingly apparent counterexamples. However, to solve these seemingly
exceptional cases, the conclusion in Vennemann (1985) can be appealed. He
concluded that "when syllable structure is altered without any resulting
syllable structure improvement, or even with a deterioration of syllable
structure, the change is not syllable structure change in the technical
sense but change motivated by some other factor and only incidentally
affects syllable structure." Therefore, we must find the reason why a
certain case does not comply with the Preference Laws, whenever an
apparent exception is encountered. In this paper, some of the exceptions
are still unexplained and I hope these will be resolved in the near future.
It is interesting to note that Vennemann' s framework is focused on the
environment of phonological rules especially in terms of the positions in a
syllable or a sequence of syllables. On the other hand, the framework by
C,-W. Kim (1972, 1973), i.e. conspiracy in phonology, is focused on the
changing part (A -> B) of the rules rather than the environment of rules
(/ ^$) , cf. A -> B / $.
In any case, as already mentioned in S. 0. Lee (1977) , it is very
crucial to consider the relative importance and frequency of rules at
issue, in other words, a sort of "functional load' of each rule in the
language. Almost a decade ago, I suggested that it would be desirable to
pursue the study of "functional load' of rules as well as phonemes, but I
myself have not been able to take care of this problem simply because of
indolence. Through a systematic method, this task must be challenged soon.
APPENDIX
The numbers of the rules are the same as the ones given in S. 0. Lee
(1977).
(1) 15c. fi-> p / C e.g tcjfja > topko "help and'
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(2) 15c. ^ -> p /)h] kisk +/3i- -> kisk +^p+- -> kisp+- 'be happy'
k| mit + ^i > "lit + p+- "be reliable'
(3) 15c. h -> t / + n nyah + nAn -> nyat.nAn (-> nyannAn) "put
into'
Some irrelevant rules are not listed here.
(5) 15c. s -> t / (cl is + nAni -> itnAni (-> innAni) "tie, so'
(6) 17c. X -> kh / # xya -> khye "pull*
(7) Old K, t -> r / V V »patdr -> parar "sea'
(3) 12c. t -> r / n "kat -> kar "thirst(y)'
(9) 14c. b -> /3 / 4yl taybat -> tayyjat "bamboo field'
(10) 15c. /J -> w /\V
y
I
sy3^ir -> sawur -> saur capital city'
r — V » koba -> ko a -> kowa "be pretty and'
> h / (y\
V4
(11) 15c. k -> ^ 1 » mulkai -> "[mulgai] -> [raolFiay] "sand'
ar + ko -> ar + ho "know and'
(12) 15c. c -> s / i koc -> [kos""] "flower'
(13) 16c. h -> 1 / 1 [ol] + [fia] -> [olla] "mount and'
(U) 17c. ft j -> fc 1 / (i^ tisay -> cisay "tile'N [yj
(15) 18c. l-> r / V V nolhay -> nolay -> noray "sing'
(16) Pres. K. c -> 9 / r jcl kors -> kor + kwa [kolgwa] "direction and'
(17) Pres. K. (c 1 -> s / # cac + +r -> [c3s+l] "milk' (ace.)
jchj path + +r -> [pas+1] " field' (ace .)
(13) Old K. r -> * / # (i"l <till Pres. Korean>
^yj ryansim -> yansim "conscience'
(20) Mid K. r -> / V V "narih -> nayh "stream'
(21) Mid K. r -> / It "hyer -> hya "tongue'
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(.2?.) 15c. r -> / [+cor] *kyez+rsari -> kyez+sari "mistletoe'
(214) 16c. / -> n / V
_
V syo-aci -> syonaci "calf
(25) 16c. z -> J* /j (11 sAzi -> sAi "between'
V
_
V
(26) 15c. z -> c /)ml V • namzin -> namcin "man'
(n) (monso ->) momzo -> momco "in person'
(27) 17c. r -> / ph arph -> aph "front'
(30) 18c. c -> k / |i| timchAy -> cimchAy -> kimchAy
(yj "pickled cabbage'
(32) 19c. y -> J» /( ( s I sy3m -> sam "island*
syo -> so "cow'
fl kyesita -> kesita "be' (honor.)hyesan -> hesan "comet'
(33) Old K. • y-> «s /
_
|cl * nan^K ->nano "tree* ([namg]
1//J before vowel-initial suffix)
(3'<) 15c. ^ -> * / V su^i -> sui "easily'
[+back] i sa/Ji -> sai "shrimp'
(35) 15c. h -> «( /Jz
_
V kAzhay -> kAzay "scissors'
18c. U — V = (15)
(36) 15c. h -> * / V
_ V maktahi -> maktay "stick'
(37) I6c.»->y/v V hA+a-> hAya "do and so'
(38) 18c. fk ]-> fc 1/ P \i) kir+m -> cir+m "oil'
[khj tchj ( yj khi -> chi "winnow'
MOTES
•This research has been supported by a Fellowship from the Alexander
von Humboldt Foundation, and encouraged and advised by Professor Theo
Vennemann while I was spending a year (1985-86) at the University of
Munich.
Perhaps deletion is so different from reduction in nature that it is
not fair to apply (3a) to the case of deletion from the very beginning.
Robert Murray (in personal communication) suggests that this
"ordering' between (9) and (10) is language specific. He does not think we
will ever be able to predict which syllable structure improvement will take
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place but only certain characteristics of it, e.g. its generalization
pattern.
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There have been numerous syntactic and semantic
analyses of the two types of negative declarative
sentences in Korean. This paper is concerned with two
recent attempts to differentiate between the two types
of negation in terms of (1) the Aristotelian semantic
opposition of "contrary" vs. "contradictory" and (2)
pragmatic ambiguity. It is suggested that, especially
among younger speakers, Short NEG may be the unmarked
form with Long NEG being used when either the conver-
sational situation or the subject calls for a less
casual form.
In Korean there are two types of negative declarative sentences, one
in which the negative morpheme an(i) is placed before the verb and another
in which the verb is nominalized using £i, followed by the negative
morpheme an(i) and the verb hata "to do.' These two types of negation will
be referred to as Short NEG and Long NEG respectively in this paper (cf.
Choi 1985). A number of proposals have been made to differentiate between
these two negative forms in terms of underlying structure and, more
recently, in terms of the scope of negation.
In this paper I am concerned with two recent and related proposals
regarding negation in Korean and pragmatic ambiguity. Horn (1985) suggests
that the two types of negation can be differentiated in that Short NEG is
unambiguously descriptive and Long NEG is interpretable either
descriptively or metalinguistically. Horn claims that negation is
ambiguous pragmatically, not semantically , and distinguishes between
ordinary truth functional negation which negates a proposition, and
metalinguistic negation which negates not only the propositional content of
an assertion but also presupposed and implicational material connected with
the assertion. In making his suggestion about Korean, Horn cites data
presented by Choi (1983), later published as Choi (1985).
I will first argue that Choi's (1985) claim that the two types of
negation in Korean can best be differentiated by employing the Aristotelian
distinction of "contrary" vs. "contradictory" opposition is not well
supported due to a significant omission in his analysis of scalar
predicates in Korean. Second, I will argue that Horn's suggestion that
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Short NEG is unambiguously descriptive cannot be supported in view of data
which indicate that Short NEG is used in a metalinguistic sense in some
cases. Finally, I will suggest two possibilities of pragmatic influence or
the choice between Short and Long NEG
Before dealing with these three specific issues, I will briefly
outline the basic facts of Korean negation. Cho (1975) notes that for most
native and non-native Korean grammarians, a sentence may be negated in two
ways. The following examples taken from Cho illustrate this view. For the
affirmative sentence in (1), both (2) and (3) are possible negatives.
(1) Mar y-ka ca - ess ta.
SM sleep-past DE
"Mary slept.'
(2) Mary-ka an ca-ess ta.
not
"Mary did not sleep.'
(3) Mary-ka ca-ci an h&-ess ta.
NMZ do
"Mary did not sleep.'
(Following Cho's abbreviation system, in the above exariples SM = subject
marker, DE = declarative sentence ending, NMZ = nominalizer .)
Cho analyzes the two types of negation as differing in scope, with the
Short NEG type shown in (2), which he terms preverbal negation, exhibiting
narrow scope over just the verb, and the Long NEG type shown in (3), termed
postverbal negation, as having either narrow scope over just the verb or
wide scope over delimiters. Based on this analysis, he concludes that
Short NEG is always unambiguous since it can have only narrow scope, while
Long NEG is potentially ambiguous due to its possible wide-scope reading.
Short NEG and Long NEG sentences are seen as synonymous when the Long NEG
negation is a narrow scope (verb) negation.
Kuno (1980) also analyzes the scope distinction as being one of verbal
negation vs. sentence negation; (2) being an instance of verbal negation
and (3) an instance of sentence negation.
Song (1973, 1979, 1932) claims that the two types of negation in (2)
and (3) are not both instances of the negation of a single affirmative
sentence as shown in (1), but rather that only (2) is the negative
counterpart of (1) and that (3) is related to a different underlying
affirmative sentence. According to Song's analysis, (4) is the affirmative
sentence corresponding to (3).
(U) Mary-ka ca - ki lul ha-ess ta.
SM sleep NMZ OM do-past DE
"Mary slept.'
Song (1932) presents convincing data which seem to refute the claims
made by Cho and Kuno that Short NEG is unambiguously verbal negation
whereas Long NEG may be either verbal or sentence negation. An example
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from Song of negation using Short NEG is presented in (5). As he points
out, this sentence does seem to have to be interpreted as sentence negation
since the expected verb negation is semantically incongruous. Only the
sentence negation reading is possible and this should not be the case if
Short VEG is restricted to verbal negation.
(5) pi ka manhi ani wassta.
rain a lot NEG came
'It didn't rain a lot.'
I will not go into further details of these claims, but simply mention
them here to give an overview of the basic facts of Korean negation and
recent claims made concerning the scope of what is negated by the two types
of negation. (Choi 1985 deals with certain aspects of each of the three
analyses.)
"Contrary" vs. "Contradictory" Opposition
Turning now to the "contrary" vs. "contradictory" opposition proposal:
Choi claims that the distinction between the use of Short NEG and Long NEG
can best be characterized in terms of the Aristotelian semantic opposition
"contrary" vs. "contradictory", rather than in terms of verbal vs. sentence
negation. He views Short NEG usage as instances of "contrary" opposition,
and Long NEG, in some but perhaps not all instances, as "contradictory"
opposition. In a contrary opposition, both members signify universally
and, therefore, while both members cannot be true, it is possible that
neither is true. An example provided in Horn (1978) of a contrary
opposition gives the universally signified affirmative and negative
counterparts in (6).
(6) Every man is just. // No man is just.
An affirmation and negation are contradictory when one member
signifies universally and the other member does not signify universally.
In such an opposition, the range of possibilities are exhausted in that one
member must be true and the other false. Borrowing an example again from
Horn (1978), a contradictory affirmative/negative opposition is given in
(7).
(7) Every man is white. // Not every man is white.
Choi applies this Aristotelian analysis to scalar predicates in
Korean. Horn (1935) discusses the negation of scalar predicates at length
as an instance of metalinguistic negation in that scalar predicate negation
is marked as metalinguistic when it gives a "more than" or "other than"
reading instead of the unmarked, descriptive "less than" reading. An
example is given in (3).
(8) a. Descriptive "less than" reading
She is not pretty.
b. Metalinguistic "more than" reading
She isn't pretty. She is beautiful.
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c. Metalinguistic "other than" reading
She isn't pretty. She is intelligent.
Based on Horn's metalinguistic analysis, Choi presents the following
Korean data and claims that the unacceptability of Short NEG is due to the
fact that scalar predicates are instances of contradictory opposition and,
therefore, require Long NEG. His Korean data are presented in (9) and
(10).
(9) a. ? ku yeca nun an yeyppu-ko alumtawe.
that woman not pretty beautiful
b. ku yeca nun yoyppu-ci^ ani hako alumtawe.
'She isn't (just) pretty. She is beautiful.'
(10) a. ? ku yeca nun ^n yeyppu-ko kaysengcek-iya.
individualistic
b. ku yeca nun yeyppu-ci ani hako kaysengcek-iya.
"She isn't pretty. She is individualistic'
Choi asserts that the unacceptability of the (a) sentences in (9) and
(10), in which Short NEG is used, is due to the metalinguistic nature of
the negation: (9) having a "more than" reading and (10) an "other than"
reading. Since he views this type of scalar predicate negation as
involving contradictory opposites. Short NEG is ruled out due to its
"contrary" opposition nature.
It seems that Choi has left out a significant point in his analysis of
this being the reason that Long NEG is more acceptable with Korean scalar
predicates than Short NEG. The point that is missing in the analysis is
that stative verbs in Korean favor Long NEG regardless of whether the
reading is descriptive negation ("less than" for scalar predicates) or
metalinguistic ("more than" or "other than"). In (11) a descriptive "less
than" reading is presented and the acceptability judgments are consistent
with those for the metalinguistic readings in (9) and (10).
(11) a. ? ku yeca nun an yeyppupnita.
that woman not pretty
b. ku yeca nun yeyppu-ci ani hapnita.
"That woman is not pretty.'
The difference in acceptability between (11a) and (lib) is due to the
fact that Short NEG is disfavored by stative verbs in Korean. This fact
holds regardless of whether the negation is descriptive as in (11) or meta-
linguistic as in (9) and (10). Short NEG is also disfavored by
polysyllabic verb stems, as Choi pointed out in arguing against Kuno's
(1930) analysis. On two counts, then, the Korean verb yeypputa "to be
pretty' disfavors the Short NEG. Kim-Renaud (1974) presents the results of
an empirical study attesting to the disfavoring of Short NEG by stative and
polysyllabic verbs. The speakers with whom I consulted consistently found
Short NEG to be much less preferable than Long NEG with stative verbs.
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Furthermore, there was a qualitative difference in the distinction made by
speakers when judging Short and Long NEG acceptability with stative and
nonstative verbs. Acceptability preferences with nonstative verbs are raost
often quite subtle if present at all. However, acceptability preferences
with stative verbs are much more definite, with speakers judging Short MEG
to be "extremely strange" or "not possible". This disfavoring of Short NEG
with stative verbs appears to be consistent regardless of " less than",
"more than", or "other than" reading.
Perhaps it would be possible to make an argument that nonstative verbs
disfavor Short NEG because the potential of all three types of negative
readings ("less than", "more than", and "other than") exists with such
verbs and, therefore, they require the "contradictory" opposition type of
negation. This seems unlikely, however, since such a potential is also
present in nonstative verbs and yet they do not disfavor Short NEG.
The second argument that Choi makes in favor of the "contrary" vs.
"contradictory" distinction to differentiate between Short and Long NEG in
Korean concerns pragmatic presupposition. The Short NEG is judged
acceptable as an answer to a question in a situation in which a
presupposition shared by the two speakers involved limits the focus of what
is being asked to a "contrary" opposition situation. Choi's data is
presented in (12) and (13).
(12) Speaker A: i cip sasseyo?
this house bought
"Did you buy this house?'
Speaker B: a. ? aniyo, an sako pillyesseyo.
bor r owed
b. aniyo, sa-ci ani hako pillyesseyo.
"No, (I) didn't buy. (I) borrowed (it).'
The data in (12) are without presuppositional material and Long NEG is
preferred. Within the following contextual situation, Choi feels that
Short NEG can be used, resulting in the sentences in (13).
(13) Situation: "If Speaker A knows that Speaker B was going to buy
the house which both Speaker A and Speaker B knew and
that at that time Speaker B was indecisive about
whether he/she wanted to buy it or not, and then ...
Ba is as acceptable as Bb."
Speaker A: ku ttay ku cip sasseyo?
that time that house bought
"Did you buy that house?'
Speaker B: a. aniyo, an sako pillyesseyo.
aniyo, sa-ci ani hako pillyesseyo.
No, (I) didn't buy (it). (I) borrowed (it)."
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According to Choi the acceptability of Short NEG in (13) is sanctioned by
the fact that the presuppositional material sets up a "contrary"
opposition.
For some speakers there does not seem to be a distinction in the
acceptability of Short NEG regardless of the presuppositional material
involved. Given the situations in (14), (15) and (16), a number of
speakers preferred Long NEG to Short NEG regardless of the presuppositional
material involved.
(14) Situation: Speaker A sees Speaker B driving a new car and,
knowing that Speaker B did not previously own a car
asks Speaker B the question.
A: catongchalul sasseyo?
car bought
^Did you buy a car?'
B: a. ? aniyo, aji sako pillyesseyo.
b. aniyo, sa-ci ani hako pillesseyo.
'No, I didn't buy it. I borrowed it,'
The situation presented in (14) is of the type considered by Choi to be a
contradictory opposition and thus it would be predicted that Long NEG would
be preferred. The data supports that prediction.
(15) Situation: Speaker A knows that Speaker B is considering buying
certain car and Speaker B knows that fact. Speaker A
knows that Speaker B planned to look at the car the
previous day. Speaker A asks Speaker B the question
when he sees him after Speaker B was supposed to look
at the car:
A; ku catongchalul sasseyo?
the car bought
"Did you buy the car?'
B: a. aniyo, ^ sasseyo.
b. aniyo, sa-ci ani haesseyo.
"Mo, I didn't buy it.'
The situation in (15) is a "contrary" opposition and thus should allow
Short NEG. This prediction does not hold for the data in (15) however.
(16) Situation: The situation is the same as in (15) except that
Speaker A sees Speaker B in the car that B was
considering buying and asks:
A: ku catongchalul sasseyo?
the car bought
"Did you buy the car?"
B: a. ? aniyo, an sako pillyesseyo.
buy borrowed
b. aniyo, sa-cl ani hako pillyesseyo.
"No, I didn't buy it. I borrowed it.'
A situation is presented in (16) where the presuppositional material is
supported by the fact that Speaker B is actually driving the car in
question. According to Choi's claim. Short NEG should be allowed in such a
situation. Long NEG, however, is preferred in this situation.
In all three situations presented above, the preferred response is
with Long NEG. it should be noted, however, that Long NEG was the
preferred response, not the only acceptable response. In no case did the
speakers rule out the use of Short NEG; they simply stated that they would
use Long NEG. Since the situations varied in terms of Choi's "contrary"
vs. "contradictory" opposition status, but the acceptability judgments did
not vary, I was not able to get a reading which supported the use of Short
NEG in the case of "contrary" opposition and Long NEG in the case of
"contradictory" opposition.
Short NEG as Unambiguously Descriptive?
Horn (1935) suggests that Korean is perhaps a language in which there
is an unambiguous distinction between descriptive and metalinguistic
negation in the sense that Short NEG can be used only descriptively while
long NEG may be used either descriptively or metalinguistically. This
suggestion is not strongly supported by Choi's data, however, if we accept
the disfavoring of Short NEG by stative verbs as the reason for Long NEG
being preferred in scalar predicate situations rather than viewing the
reason as one of "contrary" opposition.
An additional piece of evidence against Short NEG being used only for
descriptive negation concerns the usage of a scalar predicate which does
not involve a stative verb. Horn cites the sentence in (17) as an example
of a metalinguistic scalar predicate negation.
(17) Max doesn't have three children — he has four.
In this example the proposition that Max has three children is not negated,
but rather the implicature that he has only three children is negated.
Song (1982) presents a similar exanple in which Short NEG may be used
for this type of metalinguistic negation.
(18) John-i sakwa-lul tu kay ani mekessta.
apple two piece NEG ate
"Two apples, John didn't eat.'
"John didn't eat two apples.'
This sentence could be used to assert simply that John did not eat two
apples, that is, he ate less than two apples, in which case it would be
descriptive negation. However, Song points out that it can be used to
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assert that John ate more than two apples. This is shown in the expanded
sentence in (19)
.
(19) John-un sakwa-lul tu kay aji mek-ko yele kay mekessta.
eat-and several
"John didn't eat two apples but several.'
The reading in (19) is an example of metalinguistic negation and Short
NEG is used. This data indicate that Short NEG in Korean is not
unambiguously descriptive as Horn suggests.
Other Pragmatic Possibilities
The question remains then that (1) if the choice between Short and
Long NEG is not based on a verbal as opposed to a sentential scope
distinction, nor on a "contrary" vs. "contradictory" opposition
distinction, and (2) if Short NEG is not unambiguously descriptive, what
influences the choice of Short or Long NEG (aside from Short NEG being
disfavored by stative and polysyllabic verbs)? The two possibilities that
I have to offer are based on data from and discussions with native Korean
speakers but are admittedly quite speculative. In view of the subtlety of
the distinctions which speakers make in preference of one form over
another, speculative offerings do not seem as inappropriate as they might
otherwise
,
First, the choice between Short and Long NEG seems to be made by some
speakers (especially younger speakers) in terms of the "casualness" of the
conversational situation. As well as I could determine, by "casualness"
the speakers were referring to speech used in normal, everyday conversation
between peers. In ordinary conversation, they were inclined to use Short
NEG more than Long NEG unless Short NEG was disfavored for some specific
reason, such as stativeness or polysyllabicity.
Kuno (1980) points out that the younger generation of Koreans tend to
use Short and Long NEG interchangeably. I found that with the exception of
stative verbs, there actually seems to be a preference for Short NEG in
everyday conversation. It was also indicated that the more formal the
conversation setting, the greater the tendency to use Long NEG. This
suggests that younger speakers choose between Short and Long NEG on the
basis of the pragmatics of the conversational setting rather than on
syntactic or semantic grounds. A possible way of testing this tentative
hypothesis would be to determine if smong younger speakers there is a
positive correlation between a greater incidence of Long NEG usage and the
use of the declarative sentence endings indicating deference to the
addressee. If lexical items and sentence endings are selected in part on
the basis of the speaker's relationship with the addressee and the relative
status (in terms of age, position, etc.) of the conversational participants
as they seem to be in Korean, it does not seem out of the range of
possibility that, presented with a choice of two negation possibilities, a
speaker would make that choice based on the same type of criteria.
The second possibility T would like to suggest is that for those
speakers who prefer Short NEG in casual conversation. Long NEG is
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frequently used in situations in which the focus of the conversation
involves a decision-making process. The following situations and sentences
illustrate what I am referring to by a decision-making focus situation.
(20) Situation: Speaker A knows that Speaker 3 is planning to move
and that one possibility under consideration is buying
a house-
Speaker A: cipul sasseyo?
house bought
"Did you buy a house?'
Speaker B: a. aniyo, an sasseyo.
NEG bought
b. aniyo, sa-ci anhasseyo.
buy NOM did not
"No, I didn't buy one.'
In the above interchange, the speaker made no differentiation whatsoever in
preferring Short of Long NEG (but Short NEG was the first response),
presumably because he was not focusing on the decision process involved in
Ixiying or not buying a house, but simply on the fact that up to the present
time he had not bought one. Contrast (20) with (21) and (22) in which the
decision process is focused on. (In these examples the focus is forced by
the use of the lexical item kyelceng hata "to make a decision, to decide'.
(21) Situation: Speaker A knows that Speaker B was giving serious
consideration to buying a particular house and Speaker
B knows that Speaker A knows that fact.
Speaker A: ku cipun sakilo kyelceng haysseyo?
the house buy decision do
"Did you decide to buy the house?'
Speaker B: a. ? aniyo, acik kyelceng an haysseyo.
yet NEG
b. aniyo, acik kyelceng ha-ci anhasseyo.
NOM did not
"No, I didn't decide yet.'
"No, I haven't decided yet.'
In (21) the speaker asserts that he has not made the decision of whether or
not to buy the house in question. It should be noted that the Short NEG is
not judged to be unacceptable in this case; it is however at least somewhat
less preferable than Long NEG. A similar preference judgment is made in
(22).
(22) Situation: Identical to that in (21).
Speaker A: ku cipun sakilo kyelceng haysseyo?
"Did you decide to buy the house?'
Speaker B: a. ? an sakilo kyelceng haysseyo.
NEG buy decision did
b. sa-ci an hakilo kyelceng haysseyo.
NOM NEG do
"I decided not to buy it.'
In (22) the speaker asserts that he has made a decision not to buy the
house, ftgain, it should be noted that Short NEG is not judged to be
unacceptable in this case, but simply somewhat less preferable than Long
NEG.
The decisional situations presented in (21) and (22) in which Long NEG
is preferred are not necessarily unrelated to the idea of "casualness"
discussed earlier. I am suggesting that, by speakers who generally prefer
Short NEG, Long NEG is perhaps selected when making an assertion about
something which they view as especially important or serious, particularly
if the speaker has in mind the decision process rather than focusing on the
activity referred to by the verb.
Summ ar y
The claim made by Choi (1935) that the difference between Short and
Long NEG can best be explained in terms of the Aristotelian opposition of
"contrary" vs. "contradictory" is not well supported when Long NEG
preference by stative verbs is considered. In light of data which shows
Short NEG usage for metalinguistic negation, Horn's (1935) suggestion that
Short NEG is unambiguously does not seem to be a viable one.
I suggest that the choice of Short or Long NEG by Korean speakers,
especially by younger speakers, may be influenced by the casualness of the
conversational situation and the importance which they attach to the
subject under discussion,. Short NEG seems to be preferred as the urmarked
from in casual speech with Long NEG used when the speaker is focusing on a
decisional process rather than on the action denoted by the verb.
NOTES
•I an especially grateful to Professor Gun-Sok Nah of the English
Department at Yonsei University (Seoul) and Suk Koo Lee, a graduate student
in that department, for their time and patience in answering my questions;
to Professor Ik-Hwan Lee for generously allowing me to use his library; and
to Professor Chin-W. Kim for his patience and lack thereof at the
appropriate times.
The examples from Horn (1978) are quoted from Choi (1985).
2
Kuno (1980) attributes the unacceptability of Ba (below) to the fact
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that Short NEG is used for verb negation and 9a is an instance of sentence
negation, requiring Long NEG . Choi (1985) disagrees, stating that the
unacceptability is due to the polysyllabic verb stem.
Speaker A: 1960-nyeney thayenassupni-kka?
year was born Q
^Were you born in I960?'
Speaker B: a. ? Aniyo, 1960-nyeney an thayenassupnita
b. Aniyo, 1960-nyeney thayena-ci anhassupnita.
"No, I wasn't born in I960,'
graduate students.
In Long NEG structures, an(i) hata is usually shortened to anhta .
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Korean has a vowel fronting rule or umlaut in a few
nouns and verbals. What I attempt to do in this paper
is to examine both phonological and morphological
constraints on the umlaut process and suggest an
alternative analysis. In this analysis, the
distinction between non-af fixational umlaut vs.
affixational umlaut will be made. In Seoul dialect,
the umlauted variant is usually used in an informal
context. Its informal nature will be examined and be
related to the productivity of umlaut.
It has been noted that Korean has a vowel fronting rule or umlaut
whereby a few nouns and verbals have optional vowel alternations such as a
~ig, 2 ~ e t o ~ fl. u ~ i.1 + ~ 1 as shown in (la-b) in which (la) shows nouns
while (lb) shows verbals.
(1) a. a~»: agi "atgi 'baby', abi "aibi 'father', cami ~ c«mi 'fun'
a ~ e : ami ~ emi 'mother'
o ~ a : kogi ~ kflgi 'meat'
u ~ y : cuin ~ cyn 'owner'
b. a ~ ae : caphi ~ c«phi 'to be caught'
namgi ~ nflmgi 'to leave'
3 ~ e : magi ~ megi 'to feed'
makhi ~ mekhi 'to be eaten'
o " a : sogi ~ s8gi 'to cheat'
ccotki ~ ccfltki 'to be chased'
u ~ y : cugi ~ cygi 'to kill'
+ " i : tt+tki ~ ttitki(ttikki) 'to be plucked'
One apparent fact about umlaut is that the high front 1^ triggers this
process either intermorphemically or morpheme-internally. Since it
involves certain phonological constraints, it has been considered as a part
of Korean phonology. However, since it also involves a number of
exceptions from the phonological point of view, morphological constraints
are invoked as well. While both phonological and morphological analyses
assume that umlaut is a synchronic phonological rule, this assumption is
called into question in S-G . Kim (1976) in which the above alternations are
treated as two variants, only one of which is put to use by speakers
unconsciously and the other is used consciously in certain contexts,
according to Kim, the dialectal difference is responsible for the selection
of one variant for unconscious use over the other, and the relationship
between the two variants are listed in the lexicon by a via rule.
The earlier discussions about umlaut will not be reviewed in detail
but several points will be mentioned with respect to the present
discussion. What I attempt to do here is to examine both phonological and
morphological constraints on the umlaut process and suggest an alternative
analysis in which the umlaut process will be grouped into two kinds, i.e.
non-affixational vs. affixational . In this analysis non-affixational
umlaut will be described as a morphological rule while affixational umlaut
will be treated as a productive string dependent rule which is introduced
in Lieber (1931). The morpholexical rule is similar to a via rule in the
sense that it applies to a small, arbitrary set of forms, while the
productive string dependent rule applies to any form which meets the
structural description.
The data which I use here is based on standard Seoul dialect in which
the forms derived by umlaut is used in a rather informal context. With
regard to its informal nature, the further connotations which the umlauted
variants may have will be examined and be related to the productivity of
umlaut.
I. Phonological constraints
As mentioned before, umlaut is conditioned by high front vowel i.
Except the cases in which vowels [a, 3, o, u] become \x, e, 0, y]
respectively when they are immediately followed by high front i^ e.g.
/ca+iu/ [caeu] "to put to sleep' /s4+iu/ [seu] "to erect', /poita/ [p8ta]
"to be seen' /nuita/ [nyta] which can be described in terms of a vowel
coalescence rule, umlaut occurs when the intervening consonant is a
[-coronal]. Thus, umlaut takes place when the intervening consonant is £,
m, n, k, kk. However, when the consonant such as 1^, £, c, ch, n, t
intervenes two vowels, umlaut does not take place because it divides the
distance between two vowels and thereby neutralizes the regressive
assimilatory power of vowel i as discussed in S-N. Lee (1957). The
following examples show that umlaut is triggered when the intervening
consonants are [-coronal]:
(2) a. agi ~ aegi "baby'; tali ~ »t«li "foot'
b. ciphani ~ ciph«ni ; paci ~ •p«ci "pants'
c. pocagi ~ poc«gi "cloth wrapper' ; machi ~ "maKhi "as if
d. ami ~ emi "mother' ; kasi ~ kaesi "thorn'
The following exanples also support the fact that the intervening consonant
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must be [-coronal]:
(3) a. matkita -> makkita -> makkita, •m«tkita "to entrust'
b. namgita -> nangita -> r«ngita, •naemgita "to leave'
c. hankil -> hankil -> h«nkil , •hankil 'broad street'
When the intervening consonant is [+coronal], that consonant is also
assimilated into [-coronal] and then umlaut is applied. As C-W. Kim noted,
German is quite free of such constraints, because there exist exeinples like
Mann-Manner
, Gott-Gfltter . It is rather peculiar that the nature of
intervening consonants controls umlaut in Korean since other languages do
not seem to have such constraints.
C-W. Kim (1973) used the peripheral vs. central distinction in
describing umlaut and tried to establish the relation between umlaut and
centrifugality. According to him, umlaut takes place only when the
intervening consonant is a peripheral one since it can neutralize the
centralization by umlaut but umlaut is prevented when the intervening
consonant is a central one for if it is allowed, it will create too much
centrality assuming that there is a counterdirectional centrifugal tendency
in Korean.
Phonetically speaking, there is quite a distance between back vowels
a, ^, o and front vowel ^ from the articulatory point of view. Since that
distance causes a great deal of tongue movement, umlaut makes it possible
to save the tongue effort by fronting the back vowels intojg , e, fl, etc.
This economy of effort seems to be related in a sense to the fact that the
umlauted variant is usually used in a relaxed informal context. In a
relaxed speech, it is more likely that one uses the forms which require
less effort in articulatory terms.
2. Morphological constraints
Despite the apparently phonological nature, a purely phonological
approach cannot succeed because it cannot account for the fact that the
homophonous affixes with i^ sometimes trigger umlaut but sometimes do not.
For that reason, morphology has to play a role in describing umlaut in
Korean. Umlaut is conditioned by the presence of certain suffixes which
have the form of (C)j^ in a derived word. There are a number of suffixes
having a form of i. While causative, passive and nominalizer suffixes
condition umlaut, adverbializer , nominative and copula suffixes do not, as
shown in (4)
:
(4) a. Causative
-i_, -hi, -ki/ Passive -i
a ~ a» : angi ~ aefigi "to be embraced'
caphi ~ c«phi "to be caught'
» ~ e : makhi ~ mekhi "to be eaten'
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namgi ~ nengi ^ to pass'
o ~ a : sogi ~ sOgi "to deceive'
ccotki ~ ccfltki " to be chased'
u ~ y : cugi ~ cygi "to kill'
+ ~ i : tt+tki ~ ttitki "to be plucked'
kkukita ~ kkwikita "to crumple'
b. Nominalizer -i_
a ~ Je : ciphani ~ ciph«ni "stick'
a
~ e : mdgi ~ megi " food'
o ~ a : macpogi ~ macpflgi "plain glass'
c. Adverbial -i^
ppalli, »ppjelli "fast'
melli, •melli "far'
koi, "kfli "beautifully*
d. Nominative / Copula -i^:
cam-i, •c«mi "sleep'
cak-i , 'cek-i "enemy'
con-i, •c8n-i "bell'
cuk-i, •cyk-i "soup'
Likewise, the deverval derivational suffix - ki can sometimes trigger umlaut
while the gerundive suffix -ki does not:
(5) a. Deverbal -ki
macpogi ~ macpflgi "olain glass'
b. Gerundive -ki
po-ki, "pOgi "seeing'
sum-ki, "symgi "hiding'
Since certain forms of -(C)_i never alternate with umlauted forms,
morphological constraints are needed in describing this process. Thus,
both phonological and morphological constraints are involved in umlaut
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phenomena in Korean. Despite its sporadic nature due to morphological
constraints which often make synchronic phonological rule complicated,
umlaut must be seen as a phonologically alternating process which is
conditioned by morphology.
Assuming that both constraints are utilized in this process, I will
suggest an analysis in which non-affixational process and affixational one
are distinguished and each should be viewed in terms of morpholexical and
string dependent rule respectively using Lieber's terminology.
Lieber (1981) proposed two logically possible analyses for German
umlaut, i.e. morpholexical and string dependent rules and argued that
German umlaut phenomenon must be treated in terms of string dependent rules
rather than morpholexical rules. Morpholexical rules relate umlauted
non-umlauted stem variants in the permanent lexicon. Meanwhile, within a
productive string dependent rule analysis, suffixes are divided into either
[+11] or [-U] in the permanent lexicon and at the stage in which stems and
affixes are put together, a vowel is fronted when followed by a morpheme
bearing [+LI]. Lieber adopts the latter analysis which refers to segmental
properties of the items over the former one which defines just
unpredictable variation in the stem forms. What is more suitable for
Korean umlaut, however, is an analysis which utilizes both kinds
of rules because umlaut process in Korean not only includes productive
rules sensitive to the segmental nature of the string but also includes
arbitrary morpholexical rules which state the relation between two
variants. In Korean, there is a limited set of lexical items which have
umlauted variants. What characterizes this set of items is that umlaut
takes place morpheme-internally.
(6) agi ~ aegi "baby' : cami ~ o«mi "fun*
api ~ «pi "father' : pocaki ~ pooatki "wrapping cloth'
dmi ~ emi "mother' : nambi ~ naenbi "pan'
Whether a given lexical item has its umlauted variant or not is a quite
arbitrary matter since a lexical item which meets the same phonological
envirorment does not have umlauted variants:
(7) nabi, »natt>i "butterfly'
homi, •hflmi "weeding hoe'
While it is the case that front high vowel i_ of the items in (7) came
from -4y historically and thereby did not meet the umlaut conditioning,
such historical facts are not longer available in synchronic phonology.
Thus, for those limited times, morpholexical rule states that a given
lexical item is related to its umlauted variant in the lexicon as in (8):
(3) [C^ [ V ] C^] f^. [ V ] C^]
[-§or] [-U]° [-§or] [-hU]°
a. agi ~ .Rgi
b. 3rai ~ emi
c. cami ~ c«mi
The relation defined by morpholexical rules is a phonological one in
the sense that phonological constraints to umlaut are still operative.
According to Lieber (1981), the relations defined by morpholexical rules
mimic the sorts of relationships defined by more productive morphological
processes. Though morpholexical rules are just classificatory, they are
subject to the same phonological constraints as productive string dependent
rules which will be discussed later. In the examples like (5), it can be
noted that one's use of one variant between two forms is not conditioned by
any given context. In other words, its umlauted variant as well as
non-umlauted one can be freely used in the formal context.
The following examples which also involve non-affixational umlaut
should be distinguished from the above case in the sense that the umlauted
variant is used only in informal situations:
(9) a. tomi ~ tflmi ^sea-bream'
b. kogi ~ kflgi 'meat'
c. thokki ~ thflkki 'rabbit'
The relation between two variants should be also defined by a morpholexical
rule for the above items. However, another diacritic [+informal] should be
associated with the umlauted variants. In general, the umlaut process by
itself does not affect category, subcategor ization or semantic
representation (Lieber :1 981 ) . It is a quite idiosyncratic nature of Korean
umlaut that umlauted variants are related to informal situations. More
often than not, umlauted variants can even convey vulgar, low and bad
connotations. The relationship between umlaut and informality will be
further examined with regard to umlaut which occurs in affixational
processes which involve nominalizer, deverbalizer , causative and passive
suffixes.
Derivational suffixes are divided into either [+U] or [-U] in the
lexicon. Thus, affixes which trigger umlaut such as causative, passive,
and nominalizing suffixes are specified with [+'J] while adverbial, subject
marker, copula-i are specified with [-'J]. When stems and affixes which
carry a diacritic [+U] are put together during the derivation, umlaut takes
place if the stem is followed by a suffix bearing [+1)1, as represented in
(10):
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(10) suffix -i^: semantic representation: Causative
or
Passive
Norninalizer
subcategorization: ]„ ]y (Causative/Passive)
]„ ]^ (Naninalizer)
diacritic: [+U]
For instance, the representation of the verb cap- Ho catch' will be like
(11):
(11) [ [ cap- ]y hi ]y
Pass
[+U]
Once umlaut is triggered by a diacritic [+11], a productive phonological
rule stated in (12) comes into play and a vowel of the stem gets fronted:
(12) Umlaut: V -> [-bk] / C [+U]
[+bk] I
[-cor]
The sane process applies in nominalizing affixation as in (13):
(13) [ [ mak- ]y i ]^
Nominal
[iu]
What characterizes the umlaut process which involves affixation is
that the derived umlauted variant is usually used in the informal context.
Its informal use seems to make umlaut process productive in some sense in
verbal stems and nominals. The informal nature is further connected to
slangish, vulgar shades of meaning. This can be better seen when the
context is given as in (Tl):
(14) a. mal an tulumyen cykinta.
word NEG listen-if kill
"I'll kill you if you don't listen to me'
b. ku nun anat eykey cayphyet -ta.
he top wife by be caught-past
'He is henpecked'
c. wu nun ayki lul asihgyet-ta.
crying baby -Obj. let hold-past
"he was left holding the crying baby'
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d. mul meyki-ca
water feed-let's
Met's hassle him'
Not all the umlauted variants are connected to slangish, low connotations.
But they are always used in an informal situation. One extreme case which
reveals the special use of umlaut with bad connotations can be noted in
fossilized norainals given in (15):
(15) a. ap cap-i "guide' vs. ap caep-i "agent'
b. p'algan-i "red one' vs. p'alg«n-i "communist'
c. nolan-i "yellow object' vs. nolact^-i "miser'
d. nulan-i "brownish yellow object' vs. nulen-i "(very common)
yellow dog'
In (15), the items on the left side do not alternate with umlauted forms.
Though this case is restricted to a few lexical items, it is very unusual
that the presence of umlaut can cause the meaning difference. Interestingly
enough, the umlauted items carry bad connotations. The examples like the
above make the argument weak which relates the use of one variant over the
other to the dialectal, sometimes idiolectal difference. Another example
which shows special use of umlaut can be seen in (16):
(16)
see-deverbal don't
" I hate; it's ugly'
b. poki
like
" I like; it's pretty'
- ki in (I6a-b) is a deverbalizing suffix which can trigger umlaut. However,
only when it is followed by a word which has a negative meaning, umlaut can
take place as in (I6a).
Given the assumption that umlaut in the affixational processes takes
place within an informal context, it can be said that umlaut is not an
unpredictable process which applies only to a limited set of lexical items
but a productive process which can be predicted by a rule. What I suggest
is that arbitrary and unpredictable facts such as morpheme-internal
umlauted variants or umlaut triggering vs. non- triggering suffixes should
be specified in the lexicon by morpholexical rules and diacritic features
respectively while general and predictable facts like umlaut in affixations
must be treated in terms of rules. Within this analysis, whether a given
suffix triggers umlaut [+U] or not [-U] belongs to an arbitrary fact which
should be specified in the lexicon. However, the umlaut process which
happens when a [+U] suffix is attached to a stem is not arbitrary at all
but rather governed by a rule which has phonological constraints. If we
assume that the umlaut process can be treated by morpholexical rules alone,
we have to list individual stems which have umlauted variants in the
lexicon. But given the present analysis, only a single stem form is
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required in the lexicon and the umlauted variant is derived in the
derivation, which achieves a great deal of economy in the part of the
lexicon. Another fact which seems to be language-specific but nevertheless
cannot be overlooked in Korean umlaut is that the umlaut process usually
takes place within informal contexts. The informal use of umlaut also
supports that this process is not a close-ended phenomenon but rather
productive in that a speaker can have umlauted variants in derivational
morphology when he tries to convey informal, slangish effects. The
analysis which confines umlaut to morpholexical rules can also give an
account for the umlaut process but cannot make any predictions about
potential umlaut forms which individual speakers and dialects can have.
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TOWARD AN INTEGRATED THEORY OF MORPHOPHOMOLOGY
:
VOWEL HARF40NT IN KOREAN
Hyang-Sook Sohn
University of Illinois
The present study proposes a more restrictive
account of Korean vowel harmony on the basis of the
theory of underspecification and nonconcatenative
morphology. I argue that the harmony is based on the
morphological process and that the harmony feature is a
feature-sized morpheme [+low], but not [-low]. As a
consequence of the underspecification of features, the
feature value of the feature [low] is predicted to be
"+', and this prediction is borne out. Within this
proposal, the dark ideophone feeds the input to the
word formation process and the light ideophones are
derived from their dark counterparts. Thus, dark and
light harmonic dichotomy is realized by way of
nonconcatenative association of a feature-sized
morpheme. From this follows the empirical difference
between the vowel harmony of ideophones and that of the
verbal morphology: one is conditioned by a morpheme and
the other by a feature which is not free to spread due
to its intrasegmental constellation on a melody tier.
The vowel harmony process of Korean has been one of the frequented
topics of Korean phonological studies (C.-W. Kim 1976, Kira-Renaud 1976,
McCarthy 1983, C.-W. Kim and Ahn 1984, Y.-S. Kim 1935, and Ahn 1985, among
others). Major difficulties in dealing with the vowel harmony phenomena
are due to the phonological and morphological reasons.
From the viewpoint of phonology, the harmonizing vowels do not form a
natural class, as shown in (1):
(1) i a ; u
e /«7 8 /o7
Vowels above the line are the so-called "dark" vowels, whereas those below
the line are "light" vowels. Since the two round vowels below the line are
not low vowels, classification of the harmonizing vowels into two
categories in terms of a phonological feature is impossible within the
vowel system as in (1).
From the viewpoint of morphology, on the other hand, there is no
affixal morpheme that brings the light and dark distinction in semantic
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meaning. Consider the examples in the following:
(2) a. phu'Rden "dark aspect of plunging'
b. pho'Rdan "light aspect of plunging'
The dark ideophone in (2a) carries a bigger motion of plunging, while the
corresponding light one in (2b) represents a relatively small motion. This
semantic distinction is carried by the distinction of vocalism u-^ vs. o-^,
which has traditionally not been regarded as morpheme- based.
The present study, thus, attempts to provide a synthetic account of
these two seemingly discrepant questions, by integrating the recent
developments of phonological and morphological theories. Representing
segments in terms of the underspecification of features, I will argue that
vowel harmony with respect to relative height is not an ad hoc system in
the synchronic grammar of Korean. The feature [+low] is not only the
phonological feature that controls the harmony, but a morphological feature
as in McCarthy (1983). Unlike in McCarthy, however, I will argue that dark
forms feed the input to the derivation of the corresponding light forms.
That is, the phonological representation of the dark form, not a third
abstract form which never surfaces, must be entered in the lexicon. I will
also show that the harmony process of ideophones is distinguished from the
so-called harmony in the verbal morphology in the synchronic grammar.
In what follows, an eight vowel system of Korean as shown in (3),
rather than ten vowel system as in (1) is assumed (Sohn in preparation),
deriving the two front round vowels from the corresponding diphthongs.
However, we will not go into details since it is not directly relevant to
the present discussion.
1 . Theoretical Backgrounds
Morphophonological investigation of vowel harmony in Korean has been
made possible by the recent developments of the theory of
underspecification on the one hand, and the nonconcatenative morphology and
studies of the lexicon on the other.
In recent phonological studies, issues of simplicity and phonological
cost from the perspective of language learner have been a major concern in
providing phonological explanation of both segmental and suprasegmental
phenomena. Particularly of interest in the present study is the theory of
underspecification (Kiparsky 1982, 1983, Pulleyblank 1983, Archangel! 1984,
Borowsky 1985). Within this theory, any feature or feature value which is
predictable on either universal or language particular grounds is kept from
being specified in the underlying representation. Thus, the distinctive
features for vowels such as high, back, round, low, and in some language
ATR are not all specified in the underlying representation. Universally,
[+high] is coefficient with [-low] and [+low] with [-high]. Therefore, one
of the features is redundant to the other. In case of a language with five
vowels /i, e, a, o, u/, the feature [-round] is redundant in front and low
vowels. Thus, the segment which is underlyingly specified with [-back]
or [+low] does not have to be specified with a round feature at all. The
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system of the underlying representation is further constrained so that no
feature is specified on all segments, nor is any feature specified with
both feature values ^ + ' and ^ -' . As a consequence, phonological rules are
simplified since there are much fewer features available at the point of
rule application. The incohate feature matrix becomes full fledged for
phonetic representation as late in the phonology as possible (Pulleyblank
1983, Archangeli 1934).
Determination of the totally unspecified feature matrix on the basis
of language particular information gives a clue as to which feature value
is not to be specified in the underlying representation. Noticing the
asymmetry of the vowels with respect to the epenthetic process, Archangeli
(1984) shows that the vowel which turns out to be epenthetic is assumed to
be the least marked. That is, the segment which is spelled out
consistently for the inserted vowel is the one totally unspecified in the
underlying representation. In this way, the least marked segment of a
language is encoded in the underlying system. In the case of Yawelmani,
the feature values for the epenthetic vowel [i] are not allowed in the
underlying representation. To put it differently, it is [-high], [+low],
[+back], and [around] that may appear in the underlying feature matrices.
It is notable at this point that by preventing the opposite feature value
from appearing in the underlying feature matrices, vowels in the
underspecified system are "potentially distinct', and become truly distinct
once values are assigned.
It is argued in Sohn (1986) that the asymmetry of the vowels is
observed with respect to deletion as well, providing evidence from the
Korean +-deletion phenomenon. The vowel [+] being the least marked, the
features for the vowel [+] ([+high], [+back], [-round], and [-low]) are
unspecified and an underspecified system of Korean results, as given in
(3).
(3) Underspecificationleaeaaou'?'
[back] - - -
[round] + +
[high] - - -
[low] + +
In the underlying representation in (3). the vowel [+] is totally
unspecified so that it can be asymmetrical to the rest of the vowels in
terms of the emptiness of the feature matrix. The underlying
representation of Korean vowels in (3) is well represented in that the
eight vowels are potentially distinct, [-high] is not underspecified for
MJ and /a/, since [-high] is redundant to [+low] specification. None of
the four features in (3) can be omitted from the underlying representation
since, otherwise, a non-potentially-distinct segment would result in the
underlying representation.
fill
Essential to the underspecified system are the redundancy rules which
in the unspecified features, as given in (1).
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(4) Redundancy rules
A. default rule
a. [ ] > [-high] / r+low|
B. complement rules
b. [ ] > [+high]
c. [ ] > [ + bacl<]
d. [ ] > [-round]
e. [ ] > [-low]
By the Elsewhere Condition (Kiparsky 1982), the more specific rule (4a)
applies prior to (Mb).
As phonological studies on tonal phenomenon, reduplication, and vowel
harmony (Goldsmith 1975, Halle and Vergnaud 1931, Marantz 1982, Yip 1982)
have provided evidence for nonlinearization of features into autosegmental
tiers, morphological studies also developed partitioning morphemes into
smaller units, as extensively discussed in McCarthy (1979, 1981, 1932,
1933, 1986). His motivation of nonconcatenative morphology originates from
the Semitic root morphology. The morpheme /ktb/ "to write', for example,
represents various semantic meaning according to which template it enters.
The template provides linearization of the two nonlinear planes of root
consonant and vocalisms. Thus, the traditional notion of word formation as
a concatenation of morphemes in tandem must be broadened enough to allow
nonconcatenative morphemes.
Study of the organization of the lexicon (Lieber 1980), on the other
hand, has made possible this point of view on morphology by allowing
autonomy of word formation process. That is, syntactic trees as an output
of word formation in the lexicon is not solely responsible for the semantic
interpretation. As a result, cranberry , for exanple, does not necessarily
have to mean some berry related to cran . Therefore, there is nothing that
bars division of cranberry into two morphemes of cran and berry . Thus, as
McCarthy puts it, "word formation is generalized from simple concatenation
of morphemes to the assembly of forms by the association procedures of
autosegmental phonology". Within this view, morphemes range from actual
word to a single phonological feature.
Based on the phonological theory of underspecification and the
morphological theory of nonlinear concatenation, we now turn to the
analysis of Korean vowel harmony process.
2. Vowel Spreading
In this section I will show that the harmony process is best captured
by leaving some vowel slots unspecified for the melody and having them
specified by a phonological rule of spreading.
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Consider first some ideophones in (5):
(5) Dark Light
a. k'»ftchun-k'4ftchuT^ k' a7icho?^-k' ai^chor^ ^hopping'
b. chullaTi-chullaTi cholla?\-chollaft "waving'
c. raullaft-mulldft mollar^-mollaK "soft'
d. cu]^al-cul^al coital -corral "murmuring'
Hyphen is used to indicate that the ideophones are derived by reduplication
of the root morpheme. In what follows our discussion will be confined to
vowels of a root morpheme. The examples in (5) show the alternation
between the vocalisms [d-u] and [a-o]. The vocalisra of the root morpheme
[a-u] is underlyingly represented as in (6) within the theory of
underspecification.
(6) V V
I I
[-hi] [+rd]
Instead of entering all four features in the underlying representation, the
features [-high] and [+round] are sufficient to derive the vowels [3] and
[u]. Other features [+back, -round, -low] for the vowel [a], and [-back,
+high, -low] for [u] are assigned by a set of redundancy rules.
Another type of vocalism commonly found, in addition to {d,u} and
{a,ol, is repetition of an identical vowel, as shown in (7):
(7) a. chdllsr^-challsH
b. sallaft-sallaft
c. panc'ak-panc'ak
d. sukun-sukun
challari-challai^
sallat^-salla?^
pane' ak-panc'ak
sokon-sokon
" slopping'
"gently'
"twinkling*
" noisy'
The vocalism of this class of ideophone is predictable given the melody of
the first vowel slot. To capture the native speaker's intuition on the
vowel content of this class of ideophone I suggest that the vowels of the
root morpheme be represented by simply indicating a vowel slot and leaving
the melody plane totally unspecified. The underlying representation of the
dark ideophone in (7a), for example, is given in (8).
(8) V
I
[-high]
, ©
The second vowel V_ is assigned a feature matrix by a phonological rule of
spreading.
(9) Spreading
[0.F]
Condition: the rule applies only in ideophones.
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I assume that spreading of the specified vowel melody is unbound within
the domain.
By spreading (9), V. in (8) is spelled out as [3] and so is Vp, since
the empty second vowel is filled by spreading the preceding feature matrix
[-high] available. Whenever there is an unassociated vowel in the Vp
position, it is filled with the preceding vowel matrix by a phonological
rule of vowel spreading.
Thus, the forms k'anchun in (5a) and challaB in (7a) are derived as
follows:
V V b. V
I I I- - -
-
k' [-hi] r^ ch [+rd] n ch [-hi] 1 1
©
The spreading rule (9) is not applicable in (10a), while it applies in
(10b) since there is an unassociated vowel slot. A set of redundancy rules
apply to spell out the vowels [a] and [u] for (10a) and two [d]'s for
(10b).
Using the underspecified feature system and representing the identical
vowel as an empty slot enables the number of features in the underlying
representation to be reduced, and captures the true harmony process in the
ideophones in (7)
.
Although the underlying representation like (3) in combination with
the spreading (9) greatly simplifies the grammar, problems arise from the
representation (8) due to the emptiness of the Vp. Recall that the vowel
[+] is the least marked in Korean and hence, is totally unspecified in the
underlying representation system (3). Thus, the nonlinear representation
of the vowel [+] is simply (11), which is identical to the representation
(11)
Once the representation (11) is accepted as the vowel [+], it turns out
that the ideophone of two identical vowels is represented as if its second
vowel were the vowel [+] underlyingly.
The following examples in (12), however, show that leaving unspecified
the second vowel of the two identical vowels in an ideophone is not
correct.
(12) a. han4-l-h nil
b. pus+l-pus+1
c. nur4-s-nur+s
d. mik'+l-mik'-i-l
han+l-han+1
pos4-l-pos+l
nor+s-nor+s
matk'+l-maek' + l
sheer'
" drizzling'
^yellowish'
"slippery'
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The vocalism of the ideophone in (12a) is represented as follows:
(13) V.
r ©
-hi]
Note that the representation in (13) is identical to (8). In the
representation (13), but not in (8), spreading of the feature [-high] must
be blocked to derive the correct vocalism [a-+]. Application of the
spreading (9) to the representation (13) would result in the vocalism
•[3-a], which is not a correct form for (12a). Therefore, in the presence
of both of the two types of vocalism, as shown in the pairs (8) and (13),
they must be underlyingly differentiated so that the spreading rule could
apply in a distinct way.
In search of a solution to this apparent problem, let's reconsider the
representation of the vowel [+] in the nonlinear framework. In discussion
of +-deletion phenomenon in Sohn (1986), I argued for the distinction
between a vowel linked to an empty feature matrix as in (lUa) and the one
unassociated with the melody tier as in (l^b):
(14) a. I b. I
X ©
[ ]
X slot with a vertical line above it is equivalent to a vowel slot V, and
the notational variance between x and V to refer to a vowel is trivial in
the present discussion. Although both of the representations lead to the
vowel [+] in the phonetic representation, they behave differently with
respect to the +-deletion: the one in (14a) is not vulnerable to deletion,
while the one in (14b) is. I also showed that the epenthetic vowel [-t] to
break the consonant clusters of the loan word is represented as in (14a),
while the vowel 4^ in the native word is represented as in (14b).
If the vowel [+] in the ideophones is aligned with the epenthetic
vowel [+] and is represented as a vowel slot associated with an empty
matrix, as in (14a), rather than (14b), then the two representations in (8)
and (13) are desirably distinguished. Unfortunately, there is no testing
ground to prove the representation of the vowel + in ideophones as in
(14a), since the structural description of the ;V-deletion is not met: there
is no ideophone ending with the vowel +, nor is there any suffix that
ideophones subcategorize. Nonetheless, the representation of the vowel +
in the ideophones as in (14a) will be maintained, insofar as no other
evidence argues to the contrary. The representation (14a) is independently
motivated in Korean phonology to represent the epenthetic vowel +.
Once the representation (14a) is accepted for ideophones as well as
for the epenthetic vowel, the representation in (13) is revised as (15):
(15) V V
I r
[-hi] [ ]
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Now that the second vowel is associated with a matrix, though empty,
spreading of the feature [-high] is by rule blocked in the representation
like (15), hence giving the correct vocalism of [a-f] in the phonetic
representation.
Derivations of the phonetic forms sukun in (7d) and pus4-l in (12b) are
as follows:
(16)
.0
s [+rd] k n Spreading (9)
[sukun]
V V
I I
p [+rd] s [ ]
[pus+1]
Spreading (9) n.a.
So far, it has been shown that underlying representation based on the
underspecification of features reduces the number of features specified in
the underlying representation, and that the second vowel which is identical
to the first in the ideophone is simply represented by a vowel slot
unassociated with a feature matrix. The unassociated vowel slot, though it
would be spelled out as the vowel [+] by redundancy rules if nothing
happens in the phonology, is subject to the rule of spreading in the vowel
harmony domain of ideophones. Thus, underspecification theory provides two
different means of filling in an empty slot: one is a set of redundancy
rules, and the other phonological rule of feature spreading. In case of
Korean ideophones, the unassociated vowel slot is assigned a feature matrix
by spreading the preceding vowel melody. Another obvious advantage taken
by the representation of the unassociated vowel (14b) is that the harmony
process is more sharply captured since exactly the same feature matrix of
the first vowel is assigned to the following vowel in this class of
ideophones.
3. Vowel Harmony
In discussion of the vowel spreading in the preceding section it is
implicitly assumed that the dark ideophone is the base of the word
formation process and that the light ideophones are derived from their dark
counterparts. We now turn to clarifying these assumptions and accounting
for the vowel harmony process of the light ideophones. Unlike the feature
spreading rule (9) which accounts for the harmony within an ideophone base,
the vowel harmony in the light ideophone involves morphological operation.
In previous accounts of vowel harmony of Korean, both dark and light
forms are derived from a neutral form which is neither dark nor light, by
associating [±harmony feature], whatever the harmony feature might be: it
is the phonological feature [±low] in McCarthy, while in Ahn it is [±L]
that indicates relative height.
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The dark and light forms are derived as follows in McCarthy's system:
(17) a.
f-bk
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(3), the feature value of the feature [low] in the underlying
representation is restricted to ^+' only, and hence the value ^-' for the
feature [low] is not available in the underlying representation of any
lexical item. That is to say, so far as the nonconcatenative morphology
allows a feature-sized morpheme using the feature [low], only [+low], but
not [-low], is eligible for entering the lexicon as a morpheme.
Provided that only [+low] is identified as a feature-sized morpheme
which carries the semantic representation of light motion of ideophones,
word formation process is restricted to the derivation of the light
ideophone, but not of the dark ideophone. As a consequence, only the dark
ideophone is listed in the lexicon and forms the base of the derivation of
the light ideophone. Thus, this proposal is preferred over the analysis
which postulates two separate derivations of dark and light ideophones from
a third neutral form.
To illustrate the way lexicon is organized with respect to ideophones,
(19) a. [+low]: lightness of ideophone
subcategorization: [ ]
where X is an ideophone.
b. Root ideophone: Dark
I ===> Light Ideophone
[+low]
(19a) specifically says that the phonological representation [+low] is a
feature-sized morpheme that carries the semantic representation of
lightness in ideophones, and that it has a subcategorization frame that
requires nonconcatenative association to the root morpheme. The
subcategorization frame characterizes the nonlinear concatenation of
feature-sized morpheme, as opposed to prefix-, infix-, or suffix-ation. By
the word formation process (19b) dark ideophone feeds the input to the
derivation of the light counterpart, in conjunction with the light morpheme
[+low].
Before we move on to the derivation of the light ideophone from its
dark counterpart, a discussion of the directionality of derivation is in
order: light ideophone is derived from the dark base, but not vice versa.
The first argument stems from the fact that the theory forces us to posit
[+low], but not [-low], to be a possible morpheme in the lexicon. The
theory of underspecification and the epenthetic vowel in Korean lead us to
posit [+low] as the markedness value. From this certain predictions
follow: first, if there is a feature-sized morpheme involving [low], the
value must be "+". According to the representation based on
underspecification, the feature [-low] is not available until late in the
phonology. Thus, the phonological representation [-low] as a morpheme,
which would carry the semantic representation of darkness, cannot enter the
lexicon. Therefore, it must be the light morpheme [+low] that is listed in
the lexicon. Secondly, if there is such a morpheme, then it is predicted
that no ideophone is specified with the feature [+low] in the underlying
representation, and this prediction is empirically borne out: the light
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ideophones show up in their underlying form only, without the feature
[+low], and they attain this feature as a result of the morphological
process of nonconcatenating the affix [+low].
Another argument for the directionality of the ideophone derivation is
based on the morphological aspect. As pointed out in Kim-Renaud (1976) as
well, there are dark ideophones that do not have light counterparts, but
there are no light ideophones that do not have dark counterparts..
(20) a. ulkan-ulkaT^ •olkaft-olkat^ 'chewing'
b, pindun-pindun "pjendoi^-pjendu'R 'idling'
c, +sisi "asisi 'chilly'
d, tansil-taTisil •tar^sil-tat^sil 'merrily (dancing)'
Those ideophones in (20) which do not have their corresponding light
counterpart, are marked in the lexicon with a marking condition •[Word
Formation Rule (19b)], so that these bases do not feed the input to the
ideophone derivation. The asymmetry between dark and light ideophones
shown in (20) suggests that the light ideophones are derived fron their
dark counterparts, rather than the other way around.
It has been argued on both phonological and morphological grounds that
the light ideophones are derived from the corresponding dark ideophones. We
now turn to the derivation of the light ideophone.
Once the word formation rule (19b) is carried out, it is phonology
that is concerned with its output. The Universal Association Convention
(UAC) of the autosegmental phonology provides mechanisms for docking the
feature-sized morpheme [+low] in the leftmost vowel.
(21) Universal Association Convention (Archangel! 1985)
Map a sequence of melody onto a sequence of anchors.
a. one-to-one
b. left-to-right
It is assumed that vowel melody plane is separately represented from the
consonantal plane (Archangeli 198'<), and hence the autosegment for vowel
harmony is always associated with the leftmost vowel of the base by this
convention.
The morphophonological feature [+low] associated by the UAC (21)
spreads to the right and results in multiple associations, hence
functioning as a harmony feature.
(22) Harmony Spreading
V V V
.1 ;2^^3
v-
[+low]
,
where [-t-low] is a morphophoneme.
Harmony spreading (22), however, is to be distinguished from the feature
spreading (9) in terms of both the feature content and the mode of
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spreading: in case of the harmony spreading (22), only the
morphophonological feature [+low] spreads to the following vowels as far as
they belong to the base of the ideophone. In case of the feature spreading
(9), however, any feature may spread insofar as the following vowels are
unlinked to the melody plane.
It is the harmony spreading (22), in conjunction with the
morphophonological feature [+low] and word formation rule in the lexicon as
in (19), that is responsible for the harmonizing characteristics of Korean
ideophones. Since the dark ideophone constitutes the base of the word
formation of the light ideophones, [+low] never appears in the lexical
representation of ideophones. It is only by way of the nonconcatenative
association of the light morpheme [+low] that the phonological feature
[+low] can surface in the ideophones. This is why vowels harmonize into
two groups, as illustrated by a dividing line in (1): one with the presence
of the feature [+low] and the other with its absence.
The light ideophones k' anchon in (5a) and challaB in (7a), for
exanple, are derived as follows:
(23) a. V V
I I
k' [-hi] n ch [+rd] n
U - ' "
[+low] UAC (21) i HS (22)
[k' anchon]
©b. V
ch [-hi] 11 n Spreading (9)
I
[+low] UAC (21)
[challan]
In (23a) the morphophonological autosegment [+low] is associated with the
leftmost vowel by the UAC (21) and spreads to the following vowel slot by
the harmony spreading (22). As for the second vowel in (23a), however, the
feature matrix [+round, +low] , resulting from the nonlinear concatenation
of the feature-sized morpheme to the base, is further assigned features
[-high, -back] by redundancy rules, and spells out a segment [D], which is
not present in the vowel inventory of Korean. Since the resulting segment
is not a possible sound of Korean, it is adjusted by raising in the
phonetics, as formulated in (24):
(21) Phonetic Implementation
[+low] •> [-low] / r+roundl
Due to the phonetic implementation of raising the low round vowel, it is
always the vowel [o] that appears in the light ideophone if the vowel is
specified with [+round], as shown in the exanples in (5) and (7).
V
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(28)
f
p [+rd] s [-bk] 1 [-hi]
I
^
-''_.---
'
UAC (21)
Ui - '' HS (22)
[+low] Delinking (27)
The alternation between [posilak] and [pasilak] in the corresponding
light forms of the dark ideophone [pusildk] is thus accounted for in terras
of at which point in the grammar this impossible segment is taken care of:
if the clash among the features is avoided in the lexical phonology, the
light vowel [a] results, whereas the vowel surfaces as [o] if the clash is
not filtered out until the phonetics. This option varies from speaker to
speaker, and from time to time even for a single speaker. From this
perspective, delinking (27) is an optional rule.
So far, we have examined the alternating light ideophones derived from
a single base, and have shown that there are two ways of preventing
generation of an impossible segment in the phonetic representation: one in
the phonetic component, and the other earlier in the phonological
ccmponent. Since these two rules apply in the different components of the
grammar, their effects are disjunctive. In the unmarked case, the light
ideophone is derived resorting to the phonetic implementation (24).
Consider the following ideophone pairs:
(29) a. put+1 pot+1 "pat+l "soft'
b. put+1 pat+1 »pot+l 'trembling'
c. raulldft mollan "malln 'softy'
d. mullan mallaR •molla?i 'flabby, flaccid'
The base put+1 , unlike in the example in (25), has two non-alternating
light counterparts. The dark vowel [u] becomes [o] in the light ideophone
(29a), while it becomes [a] in (29b). The two ideophone pairs in (29c, d)
parallel those in (29a, b). When the resulting impossible feature matrix
[+round, +low, +back, -high] is adjusted to the sound inventory of Korean
by the phonetic implementation (21), it is spelled out as [o] as in
(29a, c). On the other hand, when it is governed by the delinking rule
(27), it surfaces as [a] as in (29b, d).
The two light ideophones in (29a, b), however, are not alternating,
since they are distinguished with respect to their semantic representation,
though sharing a single underlying representation. Therefore, each lexical
entry must be specified with phonologically relevant strategy in deriving
the light counterpart. For example, the base put+1 is listed in the
lexicon as follows:
(30) a. [put+1]: 'soft'
b. [put+1]: 'trembling'
[+Delinking (27)]
In the lexical representation in (30a), it is not specified in the lexicon
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that the phonetic implementation (24) is at work, since it goes by default
in the phonetics. As a contrast, the lexical representation (30b) is
entered with a specification that the morphophonological feature takes
precedence over the already specified feature, if in conflict.
To summarize, it has been argued on the morphophonological ground that
the harmony feature of Korean is [+low], but not [-low], and that the
harmony process is based on the nonconcatenation of this feature-sized
morpheme. Thus, the so-called harmonic bifurcation of dark and light
vowels is accounted for by the dominant harmony feature [+low] . It has
also been shown that in the synchronic grammar the impossible segment
resulting from the association of the autosegmental harmony feature [+low]
is adjusted by the phonetic implementation in unmarked case, though there
are other ways of rectifying it if marked in the lexicon to that effect.
Thus, the account proposed in the present study is preferred over
McCarthy's in that there is no abstract solution, and over Ahn's in that
there is no phonologically or morphologically unmotivated diacritic
features involved.
We now turn to the property of neutral vowels in the harmony process
of Korean.
1. Neutral Vowels
It is well observed in the literature of vowel harmony (Clements 1976,
Halle and Vergnaud 1980, Vago 1985) that there are vowels which block the
spreading of the harmonizing feature. In some cases, this vowel simply
blocks the harmony process, allowing the harmony to pass right over it. In
some others, it not only blocks the harmony process, but prevents harmony
frcm propagating past over it. Furthermore, it sometimes triggers its own
harmony domain as well. The former is called neutral vowel and the latter
opaque vowel.
Consider the following ideophones of Korean:
(31) a. kllc'uk-kilc'uk kaac'ok-k«'c'ok Hall, long'
b. k'ic*k-k'icak k'«cak-k'«cak 'scribbling'
c. pisil-pisil passil-patsil 'staggering'
(32) a. k+lkcak-k+lkcdk kalkcak-kalkcak 'scratching'
b. s+lc'ak salc'ak 'stealthy'
c. h+nt+l-h+nt+1 hant+l-hant+1 'rocking'
The vowels [i] and [+] in the first syllable of the dark ideophones above
do turn into [«] and [a] respectively in their corresponding light forms.
Compare the ideophones in (31) and (32) with those in (33) and O"*)
.
(33) a. paTisil-paTisil paTisil-paT^sil 'smiling'
b. pusisi posisi 'gently rising'
c. pancil-pancil pancil-pancil 'shining'
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(34) a. sink+l-slnk+1 s«Rk+l-s«nk+l 'smiling'
b. pus+l-pus4-l pos+l-pos+1 "drizzling'
c. s+lk+m-s+lk+m salk+m-salk+m "stealthy'
The vowels [i] and [+] in the non-initial syllables of the dark ideophones
above do not change into [*] and [a] in their corresponding light
ideophones.
The light ideophones k'jecak and salc'ak in (31b) and (32b), for
exanple, are derived as follows:
(35) a. V V b. V VII II
k' [-bk] c [-hi] k s [ ] 1 C [-hi] k
[+low] [+low]
[k'ecak] [salc'ak]
The vowels [i] and [+] on the first syllable of the base undergo
association of the morphophonological feature [+low], resulting in the
vowels [«] and [a] respectively.
The light ideophones pancil and pos+1 in (33a) and (3'»b), however, are
different from the derivations shown so far:
(36) a.» V V b.» V VII II
p [-hi] n c [-bk] 1 p [+rd] s [ ] 1
[+low] [+low]
Spreading of the feature [+low] to the following vowel slot results in
wrong forms * pancael and * posal
.
Since the vowels [i] and [+] are Intact by
the harmony process in the non-initial syllable, harmony spreading (22)
must be blocked in this environment.
Vowels [i] and [+] are not subject to the spreading of the harmony
feature [+low] in the non-initial syllable, hence remaining as [i] and [+],
rather than [«] and [a], respectively in their light counterparts.
Therefore, they must be neutral vowels behaving like consonants invisible
to the harmony process. Vowels [i] and [*], albeit blocking the spreading
of the harmony feature [+low], are not opaque since they do not trigger
their own harmony to the next vowel to the right: the dark vowel /*/
preceded by the neutral vowel [i] in pusil»k in (25) changes into [a] in
its light counterpart.
Consider now the ideophonic pairs in (31a) and (32a), where the two
vowels in the base are identical and neutral with respect to the harmony
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process. The base ideophones plsil and h^-nt+l in (31c) and (32c)
respectively result in a geminate structure by spreading (9), as shown
below:
(37) a. V (v) b. V (v)
U-- 1.-"-'
p [-bk] s 1 h [ ] n t 1
Thus, the nonconcatenative association of the tnorphophonological feature
[+low] as in (38) automatically assigns the feature [+low] to both of the
slots under the geminate structure.
(38) a. \^
p [-bk] s 1
I
[+low]
Since the second vowel does not carry its own feature matrix, there is no
mechanism to skip the spreading of the harmony feature [+low] to the second
vowel only, excluding the first one. As a result, the neutrality of the
vowels [i] and [+] in the non-initial position cannot be represented with
regard to the harmony process.
Thus, another mechanism is necessary to properly represent the neutral
vowels in the harmony process. Here, we invoke Tier Conflation (McCarthy
1986) to the effect that the consonantal and vowel planes are conflated
after the application of the spreading (9). As a result of tier
conflation, the feature matrix doubly linked to the two vowels copies
itself in order for the two vowels to be singly linked to the feature
matrix. Otherwise, the association lines of the geminate structure would
violate the well-formedness condition on association (Goldsmith 1976,
Pulleyblank 1983), since the consonantal and vowel planes are intertwined
in the proper linear sequence after tier conflation, as represented below:
(39) a. C VC VC b. CV CCV C
II III I
h [ ] n t [ ] 1
Tier conflation in nonlinear representation gives the sane effect as the
bracket erasure convention in lexical phonology in that It conditions
applicability of phonological rules.
With the geminate structure degeminated by tier conflation, the
morphophoneme [+low] is added to form the light counterpart.
(40) a. V V b. V VII II
p C-bk] s [-bk] 1 h [ ] n t [ ] 1
[+low] [+low]
1.
1
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By the UAC (21) the morphophonological feature [+low] is associated to the
leftmost vowel. Spreading of the feature [+low] to the right, however, is
blocked due to the presence of the neutral vowels in the non-initial
position. Thus, the correct forms pasil and hantA-1 are derived
corresponding to the dark ideophones pisil and h+nt-t-1 in (31c) and (32c)
respectively.
In this section, we have examined the vowel harmony process of Korean
with respect to the neutral vowels i^ and +. Geminate structure involving
neutral vowels provides crucial evidence for tier conflation, since
otherwise blocking effect on spreading the harmony feature [+low] cannot be
expressed in the geminate structure.
5. Vowel Harmony in Verbal Morphology
A process similar to the vowel harmony of ideophones is observed
between verbal stem and the immediately following a^initial suffixes such
as d "infinitive' and »s' "past tense marker'. Historically, this part of
verbal morphology is recognized as undergoing the same vowel harmony
process as the ideophones. In the synchronic grammar, however, vowel
harmony process is in general confined to the ideophones. I will show on
both phonological and morphological grounds that the behavior of the
suffix-initial vowel /a/ in the verbal morphology is distinguished fran the
harmony in the ideophones.
Phonologically, the alternation of the suffixal vowel /a/ does not
follow the dichotomy of dark and light vowels postulated in the harmony
system of ideophones, as shown in (41):
(41) a. s'ip-3 "to chew'
b. t'e-3 "to separate'
c. kh«-a "to mine'
d. k'+nh-d "to cut'
e. mdk-? "to eat'
f
. cuk-d "to die'
g. sok-a "to be deceived'
h. karti-a * to wind'
The infinitive suffix alternates between [a] and [a] according to the
stem-final vowel: the infinitive suffix surfaces as [a] only after the
stem-final vowels /o/ and /a/, as in (41g,h). Otherwise, it appears as
[a], as in (41a-f). The crucial difference in the vowel harmony processes
of ideophones and verbal morphology lies in the behavior of the front low
vowel [«] . The vowel [at] belongs to light vowel harmonizing with [a] in
ideophone, whereas it behaves as a dark vowel harmonizing with [3] in
verbal morphology, as shown in (41c). Thus, unlike the harmony system of
ideophone as illustrated in (1), the alternation of the vowels in the
verbal morphology is illustrated as follows:
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Historically, the verbal morphology shows the same harmony process as
ideophones since there is no empty cell in the back round vowels in the
historical grammar and the suffix /a/ alternates with [a] after both front
and back low vowels. It is, however, no more tenable in the synchronic
grammar of Korean since dark and light distinction is available only in the
back vowels, as shown in the diagram (42). Thus, it follows that the
alternation of the suffix vowel in the verbal morphology must be
distinguished from the vowel harmony process of the ideophones.
From the morphological point of view, the feature [+low] in ideophones
is motivated as a feature-sized morpheme on the ground of nonconcatenative
morphological theory. As a consequence, it is autosegmentally represented
on a separate tier and spreads to the following feature matrices, hence
resulting in a vowel harmony system. In case of verbal morphology,
however, there is no motivation to treat the feature [+low], if any, as a
harmony morpheme. It is the immediately preceding stem-final vowel that
conditions the alternation of the suffix vowel /a/. That is, the
stem-final and suffix-initial vowels are in a master-slave relation since
the one affects the other. Recall that the vowels of the base ideophones
are all equal in that none of them determines the feature matrix of the
other. Therefore, the two vowel phenomena, though seemingly a single
phonological process, must be identified as different processes: ideophones
reveal true vowel harmony process, while verbal morphology simply involves
segmental alternation conditioned by a preceding vowel.
Before we move on to the account of the alternation of the
suffix-initial vowel between [a] and [a], the underlying representation of
the suffix needs to be settled. If the suffix is underlyingly /a/, then it
alternates with [a] after the vowels /a/ and /o/. On the other hand, if
the suffix is underlyingly represented as /a/, then it alternates with [9]
after the rest of the Korean vowels. None of the two environments,
however, makes a natural class of segments. On the simplicity ground, the
present study takes /a/ as the underlying representation of the infinitive
suffix, since otherwise there is no phonological explanation for the
alternation of /a/ to [a] after all the front vowels as well as sane back
vowels.
Crucial to the account of the alternation are the vowel pairs between
stem and suffix: [ae-a] as in (41c), [a-a] in (Ule), [o-a] in (41 g), and
[a-a] in (41h). The underlying representations of these pairs in terms of
underspecification of features are as follows:
(43) Stem Suffix
[ae-al: V V
I I
r-bkl [-hi]
loj[:
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a collective plane including all these feature tiers forms the vowel
melody.
To illustrate the featural representation of the two vowels in (43a)
in detail,
(46) \
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The so-called vowel harmony in the verbal morphology is thus captured
by the two different rules of [+low] spreading (UU) and [+low] insertion
(47). Of course, it is accounted for by a single process of spreading (UM)
in the historical granmar since the vowel /o/ is regarded as a low round
vowel. However, resorting to the historical granmar results in a totally
abstract solution. Under a system in which the vowel /o/ is underlyingly
represented as a low round vowel as in McCarthy, spreading of t+low] to the
suffix vowel takes care of the alternation of /«/ to [a] after the stem
vowel /o/, as it does after the stem vowel /a/. This account, however, has
been argued against since it requires an absolute neutralization in the
grammar. Furthermore, the abstract vowel system still needs a stipulation
to prevent the front low vowel /E/ from participating in the vowel harmony
of the verbal morphology. Therefore, the alternation of the suffix vowel
/a/ into [a] after the stem vowel /o/ must be accounted for in terms of a
separate rule of [+low] insertion (47), as distinguished from harmony
spreading (22) on the one hand and from [-flow] spreading (44) on the other.
The present analysis in which the suffixal alternation of the verbal
morphology is explained by the two phonological processes is further
supported by the fact that different scales of acceptability are recognized
when the applications of the two rules are violated.
Consider first the following commanding verbal forms:
(48) a. cha cha-la •cha-3-la 'to kick'
b. po po-a-la "po-d-la "to see'
There is a vowel contraction occurring between the stem-final and the
suffix-initial identical vowels in (48a). When the verbal stem ends with a
vowel /a/ or /o/, the following suffix vowel /»/ must alternate into [a].
Thus, non-application of [+low] spreading (44) as in (48a) or that of
[+low] insertion (47) as in (48b) results in totally unacceptable forms.
The non-application of these two rules, however, results in as
acceptable a form as the application of these two rules, when the verbal
stem ends with more than two consonants, as shown in (49) and (50):
(49) a. salm salra-a-la ~ salm-d-la 'to boil'
b. c'alp c'alp-a-la ~ c'alp-d-la 'to be short'
c. palp palp-a-la ~ palp-8-la 'to step on'
d. halth halth-a-la ~ halth-d-la 'to lick'
(50) a. kolm kolm-a-la " kolm-a-la 'to be stale'
b. olm olm-a-la ~ olm-a-la 'to be infected'
The two consonants intervening between the stem vowel and the suffix vowel
of the verbal forms in (49) and (50), whether the stem vowel is /a/ or /o/,
may interrupt the two rules of spreading and insertion.
Unlike the peripheral cases in (48) to (50), in which the two rules of
[low] spreading (44) and [+low] insertion (47) share a single scale of
acceptability upon their non-application, these two rules indicate
different degrees of acceptability when there is a single consonant
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intervening between the stem-final and suffix-initial vowels. In what
follows, four types of notation are used to indicate the hierarchy of
acceptability: "•", "»?", "??", and "?" range from "•" as "unacceptable" to
"?" as "somewhat acceptable", and the degree of acceptability improves
rightward along the scale. Absence of any notation indicates "acceptable".
(51 ) a. coh
b. noh
co-a-la
no-a-la
co-3-la
no-^-la
to be fond of
to put'
(52) a. nah na-a-la
b. t'ah t'a-a-la
c. s'ah s'a-a-la
d. p'ah p'a-a-la
»? na-i-la
»? t'a-a-la
»? s'a-a-la
•? p'a-*-la
^to produce'
' to brait (of hair)
"to accumulate'
" to granulate'
The stem-final consonant /h/ above is deleted before the vowel-initial
suffix. Non-application of the [+low] insertion (17), when the stem vowel
is /o/ as in (51), is totally unacceptable. To the contrast,
non-application of the [+low] spreading (U4), when the stem vowel is /a/ as
in (52), is more acceptable than in the former.
Compare also the forms in (53) where the stem vowel is /o/ with those
in (5'4) where it is /a/:
(53)
(54) a
a.
that the suffix alternation in the verbal morphology is accounted for by
the two different processes, but not by a single process. Secondly, the
fact that the degree of the acceptability upon the non-application of these
two rules is affected by the number of the consonants intervening between
the controller and controlled vowels, reveals that these two rules apply at
the different point of the phonological derivation frcm the harmony
spreading rule (22) in the ideophones. These two points further support
the argument that the seemingly similar processes involved in the vowel
harmony of ideophones and the verbal morphology are in fact different
phonological processes in the synchronic grammar of Korean.
6. Conclusion
Integration of the nonconcatenative morphology and the theory of
underspecification forces to postulate the harmony feature as [+low] but
not as [-low], and enables to economize both phonological and morphological
derivations. The nonconcatenative morphology lays out the theoretical
basis to enter a feature-sized morpheme in the lexicon. As for this
feature, the theory of underspecification is capable of making a prediction
on its feature value, and this prediction is borne out throughout the
analysis.
The analysis proposed in the present study has some advantages over
the previous accounts. First, the present account overcomes the difficulty
arising from the semantically motivated phonological features [±dark] and
[flight] in Kim-Renaud (1976), namely, the misconception of the relation
between semantic and phonological features. Following the organization of
the grammatical components of the standard theory (Chomsky 1965), semantic
features [dark] and [light] have nothing to do with their manifestation of
the phonological features as [tlow] . Within an integrated theory of
morphophonology, however, identifying [+low] as a feature-sized morpheme
makes it possible for the feature to result in a dark and light harmonic
dichotomy by way of nonconcatenative association. Secondly, the present
analysis does not complicate the grammar by positing an abstract underlying
vowel system, and hence leading to an otherwise unmotivated context-free
rule throughout the entire grammar, as in McCarthy. The present analysis
also dispenses with a diacritic feature [iL] in Ahn, which is neither
phonologically nor morphologically motivated.
The present analysis accounts for the different harmony diagrams for
ideophones (1) and the verbal morphology (42): in the former the harmony
feature is morphologically motivated and spreads, hence causing the vowel
[*] to harmonize with [a]. In the latter, however, the feature [+low] of
the vowel [«] is neither morphologically motivated nor is it phonologically
free to spread due to its constellation on the melody plane, hence failing
to align with [a]:
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(55) a. in ideophone
V V
t I
[-back] [-high]
[+low] UAC (21) & HS (22)
[e-a] Phonetic Rep.
b. in verbal morphology
V V
I
I
[-high]
[-backj [+low] spreading (44) n.a.
[*-d] •[«-a] Phonetic Rep.
Thus, it follows naturally from the different characteristics of the
feature [+low] that the so-called vowel harmony of the verbal morphology is
distinguished from the one in the ideophones.
NOTES
• This paper has benefited greatly from discussions with Michael
Kenstowicz and comments from Diana Archangeli. I am also grateful to
Chin-W. Kim for the helpful suggestions in relation to the notes 7 and
3. Any faults are of course mine.
are left blank in the
feature matrix and that they are filled in by redundancy rules later in the
phonological derivation, is not a brand-new proposal. It has been floating
around in the form of the so-called morpheme structure rules or condition
(Stanley 1967, Chomsky and Halle 1968, Kean 1975).
There are a few light ideophones whose corresponding dark forms are
not acceptable:
a. kallae-kall* »k^lle-kalle ' dividing into forks'
b. kalki-kalki "kdlki-kdlki 'shredding into pieces'
c. karak-karak "kirik-kar^k "in sticks'
These, however, do not constitute true counter-examples, since the root
morphemes kallai and karak are listed as noun stem in the lexicon, and the
ideophones are derived by reduplication of the noun stem, but not by the
word formation process (19b) of nonconcatenation of an autosegment to the
base.
segments, another process is in need to account for the problematic case
like (a).
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(a) silc'uk s«Lc'ok ~ s«lc'uk ^ being reserved'
In the alternative light ideophone [s«lc'uk], the second vowel of the base
[u] alternates with neither [o] nor [a]. In order to account for this case
a third phonological rule to the effect of delinking the harmonizing
feature [+low] must apply at some point in the phonology before the
phonetic component.
M
The vowel system of Korean in the historical granmar is
reconstructed with no empty cell in the low round vowel position in C.-W.
Kim (1976). Thus, the horizontal line that characterizes the vowel harmony
system of Korean in terms of [-low] is transformed into the diagonal line
after the vowel shift.
this rule, or the rule applies before tier conflation at which point no
consonant matters in spreading the vowel melody. Thus, the [+low]
spreading (44) may apply without violating the universal association
convention even when the verbal stem ends with a consonant, which
intervenes between the stem-final and the suffix-initial vowels.
In Archangeli's (1935) term, a multi tiered planar is assumed,
contrary to her argument for coplanar representation. However, coplanar
representation, if [+low] and [-back] are represented on a single melody
tier, is equally compatible insofar as non-application of rule (44) in
(43a) is concerned. The assumption herein is nontrivial, and further
investigations on nonlinear representation of features are in order (see
also Sohn 1985b).
class lecture to argue that a single harmony process is not capable of
accounting for the vowel alternations in the ideophones and the verbal
morphology.
This criticism is originally due to Professor C.-W. Kim in his
class lecture.
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ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE EARLY PAEKCHI
LANGUAGE AND THE KARA LANGUAGE IN KOREA*
Soo-Hee Toh
Chungnam National University
An examination of the Early Paekche language which
was spoken on the central region of the Korean peninsula
in the ancient period (Toh 1977; 1979/80; 1982; 1984b)
and the Kara language which was spoken in the southern
region in the contemporary period as could be gleaned
primarily from the place names recorded in the old texts
reveals that they show both similarities and differences
such that similarities appear to be central in character
while the differences smack of southern elements.
This makes it difficult to pinpoint the origin of the
Kara language. However, if the similarities are mainly
due to language contact, then it may be said that its
genetic affinity may be with the southern Han branch.
1 . Language in the central region of the Korean peninsula
The language situation in the central region of the Korean
peninsula in ancient times appears to be a complex one, for the
occupation of the region changed hands several times during seven
centuries. As Figure 1 shows, Paekche was founded in this region
and ruled for five centuries (18 B.C. - 475 A.D.), then during
the next century it was invaded by Koguryo, after a century of
which it finally became the territory of Silla. It is easy to
imagine that the language must have undergone some violent
changes, although it is not necessarily the case that just
because the owner of the land changed hands from the Nation A to
B then to C, the language also changed from the language of A to
that of B then to that of C. If we take A to be the language of
Paekche, B the language of Koguryo, and C the language of Silla,
then it can be said that A, the indigenous language, must have
taken B and C either as a superstratum or a substratum.
Despite this kind of complex language situation in the
central region of the peninsula in the ancient period, there has
been a total neglect in the subject during the past seventy
years. Most scholars simply assumed that the language of the
region was that of Koguryo. This assumption was based on a
statement in Kim Pu-shik's Samkuk-saki (Chronicles of Three
Kingdoms) that the place names of the region are those of
Koguryo. Only in recent years this assumption has been
qeustioned. Toh (1977) opened the debate by arguing that, since
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Paekche was founded here and ruled the region for five centuries,
the indiginous language must be assumed to be that of Paekche.
Toh (1980) reiterated his argument by declaring that the language
of the region is the Early Paekche language. Kim Pang-han
(I981a,b) also argued that the central language of the period was
not the Koguryo language but was the "native" language of the
Hans. Toh (1982) strengthened his earlier argument. The
following figure is taken from Toh (1982) and repeated here.
Figure 1
.
The Korean peninsula during the Three Kingdom period
Region A(a+b): Early and middle period of Paekche
(18 B.C. - 475 A.D.
)
Region A + B: Koguryo's occupied territory (476 - 553 A.D.|
Region Bb: Silla's occupied territory (553 - 668 A.D.)
Region C: Hahan territory before Paekche's occupation
(before 346 A.D.), then Paekche's territory
until 660 A.D.
Region Dc: Silla territory (57 B.C. - 935 A.D.)
Region Dd: Kara territory (42 - 532 or 562 A.D.), then
Silla's occupied territory
Region D: Koguryo's original territory (37 B.C. - 668
A.D. )
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the relationship
between the language of Region A (the Early Paekche) and that of
Region Dd (Kara). In the course of discussion, the relationship
between the language of A and that of B (Yemaek?) and between the
latter and the language of Dc (Silla) will be also touched upon.
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2. The history and language of Kara
Kim Pu-shik, the author of the Chronicles of Three Kingdoms
(1145) totally neglected the contemporary Kara nation. He was
faithful in recording the history of Silla, Koguryo, and Paekche,
but the mention of Kara is made only when it relates to the other
three nations. There is also no entry of Kara in the systematic
chronologies given in Volumes 29-31 of the Chronicles.
Why didn't Kim Pu-shik include Kara and write Sakuk-sagi
(Chronicles of Four Kingdoms)? Was it because the texts on the
basis of which he wrote his Chronicles did not include Kara? Was
it because it was modeled after Chinese history of Three Nation
Period? Was it because the contemporary Chinese texts on Korea
rarely mentioned Kara? Or was it because Kara, as a federation
of five or six "states", was different from other three nations
in political structures? I am not a historian, and I leave to
historians a resolution of these questions.!
Fortunately, II Yon's Samguk-yusa (The Residual History of
Three Kingdoms) includes a history of Kara, although the title of
the book still refers to only three kingdoms, not four.
Chronology in Volume 1 includes Kara and gives the names of five
"states", and Volume 2 gives an account of the foundation
mythology. Thus we know that the Kara nation was founded in 42
A.D. by King Suro and lasted nearly five centuries until 532.
However, the word samguk 'three nations' in both Samguk-sagi and
Samguk-yusa has acted as a powerful mnemonic guide and had us
forget the fact that there was a fourth kingdom in the Korean
peninsula during the first five centuries of the Christian era.
The following table gives a comparative chronology of the four
nations.
Kingdom
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this passage, and pointed out that the Japanese pronunciation of
the Chinese character meaning 'a door' was t_o. Lee Ki-Moon
(1968; 1981), based on this and others found scattered in Volume
34 of Samguk-sagi , reasoned that the Kara language may have an
affinity with the Koguryo language. But Kim Pang-han (1983:141-
143) argued that the evidence is too fragmentary to rule out the
possibility that the Kara language is essentially "southern",
i.e., closer to the Silla language. Toh Soo-hee (1982:308-310)
examined this problem and came to the conclusion that the
language of the central region of the ancient period and the Kara
language were quite similar. However, Kim Yong-jin (1982:53-72)
argued that since a word unequivocally belonging to the Puyo
branch (Koguryo) such as mai 'water, river' is found in the Kaya
territory, in contrast to the corresponding Han branch (southern)
word mi_r, the Kara language should be said to belong to the Puyo
branch.
On the other hand Chin-W. Kim (1983:159-167) speculated that
the Kara language may be related to Dravidian on the basis of a
hypothesis that if Dravidian is related to Uralic, and Uralic to
Altaic, then since Korean is said to be Altaic, the Kara language
may be related to Dravidian, especially in view of an intriguing
account in Samguk-yusa of how the queen and her entourage of the
founder (King Suro) came from India.
3.2 The territory of Kara
We don't know for certain what books Kim Pu-shik consulted
when he wrote the geography section in Samguk-sagi , but we may
speculate that King Kyongdok (742-765) of Silla must have
compiled a book of place names after the unification of Silla in
order to incorporate the place names of the new conquered
territories, and that Kim Pu-shik must have consulted this book.
It has been Silla's practice to establish a chu (province)
immediately after occupying a new territory. For example, during
King Chinhung (540-575) when Silla occupied Hansan-kun of
Koguryo, she renamed it as Hansan-chu . Likewise, Silla
established Wanaan-chu in 555 in the former Wansan of Paekche;
Usu-chu in 637 during the reign of Queen S6nd6k in Usu of
KoguryS; Habilla-chu in 658 during King T'aejong Muyol's reign in
what used to be also Koguryo's land Habilla ; etc.
The above examples show that when Silla renamed new
territories, she in general continued with the old names, adding
merely the suffix chu 'province' to the existing place names.
But after the unification of the entire peninsula when Silla
restructured her administrative units, some changes took place in
the place names as well. The following table shows at a glance
some of these changes:
Before Munmu(677) During Shinmun(687) After Kyongdok(757)
Sabol-ohu Sabol-chu Sang-chu
Hansan-chu Hansan-chu Han-chu
Usu-chu Suyak-chu Sak-chu
Habilla-chu Haso-chu Myong-chu
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Ungch' on-chu
Wansan-chu
Mu jin-chu
Ungch' on-chu
Wansan-chu
Mu jin-chu
Ung-chu
Chon-chu
Mu-chu
The above table shows that not only King KyongdSk renamed
the provinces, there are also some differences, slight as they
may be, between the names in the first column and those in the
second. The names in the first column are as recorded in the
geography section four in Samguk-sagi , and those in the second
column are found in the geography sections one through three. W<
can surmise here that the names in the first column are older
than those in the second and are closer to the original names in
the old territories. In fact, King Kyongdok specifies that some
names "were XXX in original Paekche names", or "were YYY in
original Koguryo names."
A similar fate must have fallen to the place names of Kara,
As Kara was annexed to Silla (532), she must have given Silla her
place names as well. And these names must have undergone some
changes more than two centuries later (757) when King Kyongdok
undertook reorganization of administrative structures. But the
"veil" makes us unable to see the original Kara names, if any, in
the surviving place names. Our task then is to sift through the
available material and discover or rather recover the original
Kara names.
Fortunately, some evidence, fragmentary as it may be, is
found in Geography section one of Samguk-sagi ;
Koryong-gun was originally Koryong-state of Kaya,
Silla renamed it Kodongram-gun after occupying it.
Kimhaesogyong is the name of old Kumgwan-nation
,
alias Karak-nation or Kara...
A search through Geography section one, Volume 34 of Samguk-
sagi turned up the following Kara names:
1. Koryong-kaya > Kodongram ( alias konung) > Hamnyong
2. Kumgwan ( alias karak, alias kaya) > Kumhae-sogyong >
Kum ju
3. Asiryang ( alias Hana-kaya) > Haman
To these, the following may be added:
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4. Lee Pyong-do's (1959:388) reconstruction of five Kaya as
shown in the following table:
In Sai iguk-yus
i. Hara-Kaya (Haman)
ii. Koryong-Kaya (Chinju?
iii. Tae-Kaya (Koryong)
iv. Songsan-Kaya (Songju)
V. So-Kaya (Kosong)
In Ijo-saryak *
Kumgwan-Kaya (Kimhae)
KorySng-Kaya (Chinju?)
Pihwa-Kaya (Ch' angnyong)
Ara-Kaya (Haman)
Songsan-Kaya (Songju)
Ijo-saryak is an old Koryo text. In the
parentheses are given the current place names.
5. Five Kaya was reconstructed as follows by Ooda Shoogo, a
Japanese scholar (his A course in Korean history : p. I40):
Samguk-yusa /
Tongguk-yoji-sungnai
Ijo-saryak
Federation: Kumgwan-Kaya (Kimhae) Tae-Kaya (Koryong)
i. Ara-Kaya (Haman) Kumgwan-Kaya (Kimhae)
ii. Koryong-Kaya (Hamnyong) KorySng-Kaya (Kari)
iii. Tae-Kaya (Kory8ng) Pihwa-Kaya
iv. Songsan-Kaya (SSngju) Ara-Kaya (Haman)
V. So-Kaya (Kosong) Songsan-Kaya (Songju)
6. The strongest evidence telling us the territorial
boundaries of Kara nation is the following royal tombs:
1. Royal tomb in Imdang-dong, Kyongsan-up, Kyongsan-
gun, North Kyongsang province
ii. Royal tomb in Mil mountain, Haman-gun (=Hara-Kaya )
,
South Kyongsang province
iii. Royal tomb in Chidong mountain, Koryong-gun (=Tae-
Kaya). North Kyongsang province
iv. Royal tombs in Kyo-dong and Kyesong-dong,
Ch' angnySng-gun, South Kyongsang province
V. Royal tomb in Pokch' on-dong, Tongnae-ku, Pusan
vl. Royal tomb in Unbong-myon, Namwon-gun, North Cholla
province
The contour of territory D-d in Figure 1 was arrived at on
the basis of the above.
3.3 The Kara language material
(1 ) Place names
In the following are the place names in Geography section
one of Volume 34 of Samguk-sagi . I divided them Into two groups:
those that belonged to the Silla territory from the beginning
(area D-c) and those that are assumed to have originally belonged
to the Kara territory (area D-d).
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i. Place names in area D-c (Silla terrotory)
kun (county) hyon ( town) before 757 after 757 Early Koryo
10
1
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ii. Place names in area D-d (Kara terrotory)
kun
25
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Figure 2: Distribution of Kara (D-d) and Silla (D-c) place names
(2) Other source material
(a) Names of states
From internal sources: karak, kaya, hara-kaya, koryong-kaya,
tae-kaya, songsan-kaya, so-kaya, kumgwan-kaya, pihwa-kaya, sang-
kara-do, ha-kara-do
From Japanese sources: karang, nam-kara, uibu-kara
(b) Names and titles of kings
In Samguk-yusa vol. 1
1. suro
2. kodung
3
•
map' urn
4. kojulmi, kummul
5
.
ip' um
6. chwaji, alias kumt'(
7. ch'wihi alias kumhi
8. chiji alias kumji
9. kyomji
10. kuhyong
In Samguk-yusa vol. 2
suro
k6dung
map' um
kojulmi alias kummul
ihyep' um
chwaji alias kumjul
ch'wihi alias julga
chiji alias kumji
kyomji alias kumgyom
kuhySng
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In Samguk-aagi vols. 32 and 34. we find several royal names
that are not found in Samguk-yusa , e.g., i jinago , nae jinjujl ,
tosolchi , kasil , etc. These are, however, the names of kings of
one of the Kaya states, not the names of the kings of Federal
Karak. In addition, there is a mention in volume 29 of Tongguk-
yo ji-sungnam that King i jinago had a nickname noejilchuil and
that King suro had a nickname noejilch' ong' ye .
^
(c) Names of Karak chieftains ( gan/kan ' s)
ado-gan > agung-gan
p'ido-gan > p' i jang-gan
lyusu-gan > lyugong-gan
sinch'on-gan > sindo-gan
yodo-gan > yogye-gan
odo-gan > osang-gan
lyuch'on-gan > lyudok-kan
och'on-gan > onung-gan
In the above, the latter names are revised ones.
(d) Names of queens
(e)
hohwanghu ! queen of the 1 st king suro
mojong-buin ; queen of the 2nd king k6dilng
chongsin ;
pok !
ind6k ;
pangwon ;
Personal nai
queen of the 3rd king map' urn
queen of the 4th king kobimi
queen of the 5th king ich' okp'um
queen of the 6th king chwa ji
queen of the 7th king ch' wihi
queen of the 8th king chi ji
sinbo, kigwang, agung, kukch'ung, toryong(?), chinsa,
kumsang, pun julsu (i jul), t'alchi (ni julgum), cholchigong,
se jong , mudo , muduk , kanhyok
(f) Official titles
kan, kak-kan, abi-gan, a-gan, taea-gan, kup-kan, sa-
gan , sanong-gyong, ch' onbu-gyong, chong jong-gam, IjiSlgum
These names show that Karak gradually adopted Silla titles.
For example, 1 julgum here corresponds to Silla's ni julgum . The
father of the wife of king kuhyong is recorded ^as pun jtllsu-i jul .
The last part of this name must have been ijulgu m, gSm having
been lost in the process of transcription or transmission.
(g) Others
kuji, mangsan-do, nanyo, kye jip, pyolp'o jin, todo-ch'on,
chup' o-ch' on, nunghy^n, kich'ulbyon, kuha-kuha
I have listed most of the words whose origins are thought to
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be in the Kara language. Our task is to add to this from
external sources, especially from old Japanese texts. A
comparative and critial analysis of these materials should give
a rough shape of Kara words. It should also enable us to
determine how the Kara language has changed over the years.
4. Distinctive features of the Kara language
Ancient historical texts recorded that Kara is a federation
that rose out of Pyon-han , one of three Han nations situated in
the southern part of the Korean peninsula. This leads us to
conclude that the Kara language belonged to the Han branch. But
a good portion of the Kara material presented above does not
appear to support this lineage. For example, a statement in
Samguk-sagi quoted above that " tor is a Kara word for 'door' in
Silla" can be taken to mean that the Kara language is very different
from the Silla language. If true, this implies that Kara does
not belong to the Han branch, for the Silla language is
thought to be of a Han language. It is true that an example
involving a single lexical item cannot be a definitive clue
in determining a genetic relationship. Our task then is to find
and examine more examples of the tor type that shows a contrast
between the Kara and Silla languages. I think this will go a
long way in defining the characteristics of the Kara language.
In the following are a dozen or so lexical items of this kind.
(1) * mai 'water, well, stream' : * m4r 'water'
As can be seen in Figure 3, mai is found once in area A-a,
14 times in area A-b (A marks 2 to 15)i 4 times in area B 9
marks 16-19), three times in area C (a marks 20-22), twice in
area D-d (A marks 23-24), but none is found in area D-c, the
Silla territory. The distribution of this item is thus confined
to the central region of the peninsula. On the other hand, m4r
appears to be confined to the southern region: it is found thrice
in area C, and once in area D-d. I think the one Example in area
A should be regarded as having spread from the south.
Divergence of what must have been a cognately single lexical
item into two forms mai and m i_r was discussed in Toh 1984. It is
enough to point out here that two different forms were in use in
the Kara language.
(2) * tar 'high, moutain' : *mori 'mountain'
tar is found once in area A-a, 5 times in area A-b (ffi marks
2-6), 6 times in area B (©marks 7-12), 4 times in area D-d (^
marks 13-16), and twice in the area E. It is worth noting that
this item contrasts with * mori > moy 'moutain' in the Han branch
language.
(3) * tu 'riverbank'
This item is found 3 times in area A-b (:K marks 1-3)f
twice in area B (:|C marks 4-5), and once in area D-d, but is not
found in areas C and D-c. It is therefore impossible to know
what the corresponding word was in the Han branch, although
tutt Ik in Middle Korean and the current ttuk are likely to be its
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decendants
,
(4) *mir 'three' : * siri > *s_ai > * 3ay 'three'
This item is found once in the border area between areas A-b
and B, and 5 times (•marks 2-6) in area D-d. * 3ir > sa^ is also
found in area B. It is interesting that * mir and * 3iri coexist
in the same area B.
(5) * iri 'star' : * py3ri 'star'
* iri is found in area D-d (the A mark in the figure), the
old Kara territory, and therefore is a significant example. It
is interesting to note that the upper tributary of the Naktong
river is still called iri-ch'on or song-ch'on ( ch'on means
'stream' and song is a Sino-Korean character meaning 'star').
(5) * sar 'blue' : * korang 'blue'
sar is found once in the north above area A-a (cf. sar-su =
ch'ongch'on-kang 'blue/clear river'), once in area A-b, three
times in area D-d (©marks 3-5), and once in area B. This
contrasts with korang in area C as in the place name korang-puri
> ch'ong-yang .
(7) *k_oma^ 'a bear'
This item is found once in area A-a, also once in area A-b,
twice in area C ( marks 3-4)f and once again in area D-d. It
should be noted that this lexical item is found as far south as
area D-d, although the animal is not indigenoous to the area.
See Toh (1979-429-512) on the origin of koma .
(8) *££ 'hill, ridge'
This item is found 3 times in area A-a ((©marks 1, 2, and
4), twice each in areas A-b (®marks 3 and 5), B ((©marks 5 and
7), D-d (®marks 8 and 9), and E, but is not found in areas C and
D-c. This may indicate that the item migrated from north to
south.
(9) * paAy 'rock, mountain-pass'
This lexical item is found 3 times in area A-a (Dmarks 1-
3), 5 times in area A-b (Dmarks 4-8), and 3 times in area B (O
marks 9-11), but is not found in other areas (C, D and E). This
fact leads us to ponder if this item was confined to the central
region and therefore is not of the Han branch, and if so, what
the corresponding Han word might be. Scholars have assumed that
pawi 'rock' in contemporary Korean derived from pah4y in Middle
Korean which in turn came from the Silla language. But its
limited distribution in the central region may cast a doubt on
this assumption.
(10) *i^ ( <*ki) 'castle' : * cas 'castle'
This item is found 6 times in area A, 3 times in area B,
once in area E, 8 times in area C, and twice in area D-d, but is
not found in area D-c. For »ki > »i, see Toh (1984.47-51).
(11 ) * nami 'sea' : * patAr 'sea'
nami is found along the west coast (once in area A, and
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three times in area C), while pat r is found along the east
coast (southern Kang' w8n province).
(12) * na 'ground' : * ra 'earth'
na is found in central region (area A), while ra is found in
the southern region (area D). This regular correpondence is
broken by a single occurence of na in area D-d, and a couple
of occurences of ££ in the north in east-central Kangwon
province. This is probably due to a diffusion or language
spread.
Figure 3: Distribution of similar and dissimilar it<
in Early Paekche and Kara language
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5. The relation between the Early Paekche and the Kara languages
When two languages show similarities, it is not always easy
to determine if the similarities are due to a genetic affinity or
simiply due to a close language contact. Levin (1980) raised
this quesiton with respect to Old Korean and Old Japanese. It is
possible that two languages which were originally genetically
related may no longer be so recognizable after a very long period
of separation, and any similarities may then be ascribed as due
to language contact. Conversely, it is also possible that two
unrelated languages may have had an extensive contact, but when
this historical fact is blurred by the mist of time, one may be
tempted to ascribe the similarities as due to a genetic affinity.
I think such is the case with the Early Paekche language and the
Kara language.
An examination of the distributional pattern of a dozen or
so old lexical items has revealed that areas A, B, and D-d share
common features that lack in areas C and D-c. One may ask why
the features found in areas A and B are also found in area D-d,
but not in areas C and D-c. We can answer this question in two
ways. One is to say that it is because the Kara language (area
D-d) was genetically related to the Early Paekche language (area
a), and the other is to say that it is because two nations had a
very close contact during the Early Paekche period. I am
inclined to take the latter view (see Toh 1984).
During the Early Paekche period, Paekche had a very close and
frequent contact with Japan, transmitting much of her old culture
to Japan. Kara, because of her geographical location or because
of her friendly relation with Paekche, must have played the role
of the mediator, a stepping stone or a bridge, in the trade
between Paekche and Japan. Much of the vocabulary that shows
similarities may have been due to this geo-historical fact.
A word of caution is in order here, however. When one is
inclined to one side, one tends to be blind to the other side.
We have so far tried to find in the Kara territory those
linguistic features that are found in the central region, and
indeed, we have found a bunch. But at the same time, one should
not close one's eyes to the fact that some features found in the
Kara territory are not found in areas A and B. Contrasts
between na and ra 'earth' (item 12 above) and between Iri and
py»ri 'a star' (item 5 above) are such examples. What is the
significance of these coexisting forms? Other examples of
coexisting forms are * p4r 'field', * mir and * siri > £9^ 'three',
etc. Besides these, there are items that definitely look like
belonging to the Han branch in the Kara territory such as *m 4 r
'water', * kacir 'rough', * karo 'duck' etc. We cannot determine
at this point which one played the role of a superstratum and
which one the role of a substratum. This belongs to a future
research. A hasty speculation one make here is that in view of
the fact that Kara was situated in the south and her parent is
likely to be Py6n-han
, the Kara language must have been a Han
language in its basic and essential character.
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*This paper was supported by a research grant from Hangul
hakhoe , the Korean Language Research Society in Seoul.
^The following remark is made in C-W. Kim (1983.165-7):
I am a linguist, not a historian. But a historial note
is in order. By all accounts, Kaya was a full-fledged nation
that lasted five centuries from 42 to 532 AD. Yet
inexplicably, it has been neglected by historians and in the
public mind. I can see two reasons for this, one internal
and the other external. Internally, Kim Pu-shik, the author
of Samguk-sagi (1145), was a faithful toadist to China, and
modeled his book after the Three Nation Period in China,
calling his book, Chronicles of Three Kingdoms
, thus
excluding Kaya, the least influenced by Chinese culture. To
my mind, the five centuries preceding Silla's unification of
the peninsula should be called "Four Kingdom Period", not
"Three". The external reason is that during the Japanese
colonial period, Japanese historians tried to hide the fact
that Tsushima Island was once a terrotory of Kaya (it was
lost to Japan in 408 AD). There is also a theory that a
princess of Kaya went over to Japan and became a founding
queen there. It is not surprising for the colonialists to
attempt to distort and/or obfuscate history to suit the
purpose of colonialism. What is surprising is that the
historians of a once subjugated but now liberated nation
would be content to accept the history of their nation
written by colonial masters.
^There are many indicaitons that 11 yon, the author of
Samguk-yusa tried to give Kara a status equal to other three
contemporary nations. He must have lamented the fact that in Kim
Pu-shik's Samguk-sagi
, a history of Kara was not included. It is
significant to note that the title of the volume on Kara is
Karak-kukki , ki 'a record, a history' being the same affix as £_i
in Sam guk-sagi , and that the layout of the volume is the same as
the one used by Kim Pu-shik for the other three in his book.
^Chin-W. Kim (1983:161-2) makes the following speculation:
The triangle relation is based on the assumption that
if A is related to B and B is related to C, then by the
transitivity relation, A is also related to C. On one hand,
there has been a remarkable resurgence in recent years in
attempts to relate Dravidian to Uralic, e.g.. Burrow 1943,
Bouda 1953, Sebeok 1945, Tyler 1968. On the other hand,
there have been attempts to link Uralic and Altaic, enough
for the term "Ural-Altaic" to be coined... if the above
assumptions hold a grain of truth, then almost by default,
but by a logical relation, one must say that Dravidian and
Altaic are related... Attempts to relate Altaic and
Dravidian have in fact been made, e.g., Meile 1949, Menges
1964, 1969.
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FORTITIOH OF LOAMWORDS IM KOREAM
Sang-Pil Yeo
Hyosung Women's University
Taegu, Korea
This paper examines the fortition phenomenon of
English loanwords used by Korean speakers in terms of
some criteria proposed in natural phonology to
distinguish between rules and processes and presents
evidence to show that the application of a process in
the nativization of loanwords is in proportion to its
productivity in native words.
Natural phonologists claim that borrowing could and should be handled
with reference to a distinction between rules and processes. The reason
for the distinction is that rule exception is an overly powerful device,
and there is no way of accounting for assimilated and unassimilated
borrowings with such device. Stampe(1973a) contends that the recent
phonological work "has been marred by a failure to make the distinction
between processes and rules, on the mistaken assumption that all
constraints and substitutions are governed by acquired rules" (p.U6).
Yavas (1982) expresses the importance of the distinction as "the trademark
of natural phonology" (p. 123).
Although "the real nature of such rules is not entirely clear"
(Oonegan and Stampe 1979:143), there are differences in many respects. The
important differences will be cited here from Donegan and Stampe
(1979:144-145).
Process
a. phonetically motivated
b. innate
c. unconscious application
d. no violation without
special effort
e. applied to tongue-slips,
foreign words
f. optional or obligatory
g. or dered later
Rules
lack of phonetic motivation
learned
conscious application
allow exceptions
not applied to such cases
obligatory
ordered earlier
As an example of a natural process, Stampe (1973a:44) cites the aspiration
of voiceless stops at the onset of stressed syllable in English. Velar
Softening and Tri-syllabic Laxing are classified as learned rules.
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Now, let us examine the fortition phenomenon of Korean obstruents.
English initial voiceless stops are perceived by Korean speakers as
aspirated stops. ' while the same segments are regularly replaced by lenis
ones when unreleased and by aspirated ones plus epenthetic vowel /+/ when
released. However, English initial voiced stops are not so simple and neat
as voiceless stops. Pae (1967a:40) notes that "English /b, d, g/, [are
perceived by Korean speakers] as the tense series in most cases " (underline
mine) and assume that such perception "seems to be due to the strong
voicing quality of these consonants compared with the fricative nature of
the intervocalic lax varieties of Korean /p t k/." But his observation is
not sufficiently convincing. In A Dictionary of Loanwords in Korean (Pae
1981), contrary to his observation, most word-initial voiced stops are
transcribed in the Korean script as corresponding to lenis stops. For
example, among 2M7 English loanwords with /g/ in the word initial position,
only 42 loans are transcribed as /k'/ and the rest, as /k/. Notice that
his transcriptions reflect "the linguistic facts," as claimed in the
foreword of his dictionary. Examine the following examples from his
dictionary:
(2) English /b, d, g/ > Korean /p'.t'.kV
game
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dial > /taial/
dumping > /tamphin/
His assumption for the fortis-perception seems to be inadequate in
that there is no evidence to support it. Assuming an analysis along the
lines of Ohso (1971) and Lovins (1974), I would like to suggest that Korean
speakers perceive the English voiced stops as Korean lenis counterparts by
way of "backwards derivation" of the stop voicing process. The fortition
process of lenis stops, however, is accounted for in terms of the fortition
process in syllable-initial position. The fortition process is also
evidenced by the diachronical changes in Korean. According to Huh
(1965:429-130), the fortition process of consonant cluster phonemes was
expedited by that of word-initial lenis in the Korean phonological history
during the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries. The following examples
verify the existence of the lenis-fortition process:
(4) /koc/ >
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The examples (6) show that the stop voicing process is obligatory and thus
so productive that it applies not only to obstruents in voiced environments
of loanwords but also to those in the final position followed by Korean
vowel-initial affixes.
In Korean, there are two different kinds of fortition phenomena which
occur when a lenis obstruent is preceded by an unreleased stop or when it
is in voiced environments. The following examples show different fortition
phenomena clearly:
(7) a. /ot-kam/
/mat- ton/
[otk'am]
[matt" on]
'cloth'
'cash'
/kuk-pap/ [kukp'ap] 'rice served in soup'
/mit-cul/ [mitc'ul] 'underline'
/pap-sot/
b. /san-kil/
/kal-ta/
/san-pul/
/cam-cali/
[paps' ot]
[sank'il]
[kalt'M]
[sanp' ul]
[Cc arir
call
'rice pot*
'mountain path'
'reed'
'forest fire'
' sleeping place'
For ease of reference, let us the former case ' Post-oljstruent
Fortition' and the latter case ' Post-sonor ant Fortition.' The
Post-obstruent Fortition phenomenon is easily explained in terms of
articulatory phonetics. The complete closure of an unreleased stop causes
l^uildup of oral air pressure which results in tensing of the following
lenis obstruent. Kim-Renaud (.^9^>^:^3^) formulates the phenomenon as
follows:
(8) fortition
r-rel|
L-sonJ
-> [+tense] / [-rel]
The Post-obstruent Fortition is so productive that its application to
loanwords is manifested in the following exanples:
(9) /pik-keira/
/nok-taun/
/s+lip-taun/
[pikk'eim]
[nokf aun]
/k'^ik-poksi n/ [ k'^ikp' osi n]
[s+ript'aun]
'big game'
'knock down'
'kick boxing'
'slip down'
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/hat-tok/
/pas+k et-pol/
/aut-pol/
[hatt'ok"]
[pas+k etp'ol]
[ autp' ol]
" scrapbook'
"hot dog'
'basketball'
"out ball'
The Post-sonorant Fortition phenomenon is, however, not so simple as
to be neatly explained by a few phonological processes, because there are
too many counter-examples which violate the proposed rules. The fortition
phenomenon, which has traditionally been called " sai sios' (interval -s^)
phenomenon, has been analyzed by many linguists(C.-W. Kim 1970, Kim-Renaud
1974, Chung 1930, K. H. Lee 1982, among others).
The Post-sonorant Fortition occurs in compound nouns, Chinese
loanwords, verb stem + suffixes, and modifier + nouns. What is to be
discussed here is not an analysis of the whole fortition phenomena, but
fortition in compound nouns in order to provide evidence for or against the
application of fortition to loanwords. The reason for limiting the
question to compound nouns is that, as might, be expected, nouns are by far
the most frequently borrowed class of words.
Before going further, let us survey a few studies of the fortition
phenomenon. In his insightful analysis of _t-epenthesis in Korean with the
purpose of incorporating it with boundary phenomena, C.-W. Kim (1070:17)
formulates the following rules for fortition:
f»
>J
n / C+ + jy) j
(a)
t / f + C ) (b) (+: word boundary)
Rule (10a) inserts n between ++ (compound boundary) when it is preceded by
a consonant and followed by i or jr. The following examples show this kind
of fortition which has been called " r>- insertion ' :
/masan++y3k/ [masannyak"] "Masan station'
Rule (10b) inserts _t between •+ when the compound boundary is preceded and
followed by a consonant, and the Post-obstruent Fortition (8) applies, and
finally the Consonant Cluster Simplification process deletes the now
unnecessary t.
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Kim-Renaud (1974:163) formulates a similar rule to account for the
fortition phenomenon:
(12) * > t / [+son] ^ I-cons I (C: compound boundary)
l-tensei
She mentions that the application of t-epenthesis is optional if one or
both of the stems are polysyllabic.
According to both rules (10b) and (12), all compound nouns are
supposed to undergo fortition without exception. However, a closer look at
more compound nouns reveals many examples which do not undergo fortition
although the environments are met. Observe the following exanples:
(13) /pom-ka+1/ [pomga+1] "spring and fall'
/sil-pi/ [silbi] "string-like rain'
/s'al-sul/ [s'alsul] Vice wine'
/cims+ft-pal/ [cims+ftbal] "animal's paw'
/son-capi/ [sonjabi] "knob'
"fundamental law'
The exanples (13) obviously indicate that the fortition phenomenon
occurring in compound nouns is not phonologically explained by the proposed
rules.
Chung (1980;56) argues that "fortition marks the special structure and
meaning of the combination and also that it is not boundaries but lexical
categories that determine the application of fortition." He characterizes
the environment for fortition as follows: "the first element of the two
elements in a compound should be the modifier of the second and the second
should be an original noun (not a derived noun)" (p. 42). He revises the
fortition rule as follows:
(lit) c > [+tense] / C
[+lax] [+sc
And he proposes to mark each compound lexically as to the application of
the fortition rule. Therefore, lexical items have the rule feature [-Rule
14] when they do not undergo fortition.
At the first sight, his revised fortition rule seems to capture all the
appropriate generalizations, but still we have the question of how to
classify compound nouns as to the application and non-application of the
rule. He assumes that his semantic and lexical category can solve this
problem, but here again we can find counter-examples to his criteria. For
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exaniple, he classifies a determiner + noun as a non-compound which does not
undergo fortition. It turns out, however, this is not the case. According
to Minjung-sugwan's Korean Dictionary (1974), the word ^n is a determiner
which means "woman.' Whenever this determiner occurs before nouns which
have lenis in the initial position, they undergo fortition. Observe the
following exanples:
(15) /an-ton/
/an-pumo/
/an-salam/
/an-cuin/
Cant' on]
[anp'umo]
Cans' aram]
Canc'uin]
"woman' s money'
"mother'
"wife'
"landlady'
Another case of non-fortition is a compound noun of which the first
element describes the shape or material of the second. If Chung's claim
were correct, compound nouns such as /sShs n-kuk/ "fish soup,' /namul-kuk/
"vegetable_ soup^' /k_ oft-kuk/ "bean soup,' would be CsflRs n-guk"],
Cnamul-guk'] , Ck oi^guk"], respectively. On the contrary, fortition occurs
in these words.
Let us examine Chung's fortition cases; if the first element denotes
time, place, origin (not possession), use, or proper name, or the second
element is a monosyllabic Sino-Korean word, then the compound nouns undergo
fortition. The following exanples show that some of his semantic criteria
are not adequate to predict all cases of fortition:
(16) a. Denotation of "time'
/kail-poli/ Ckailbori] "autumn barley'
/kyaul-cam/ [kyauljam] "hibernation'
/sdttal-k+mJ-ra/ Cs»tt' alg+m+m] "New Year' s Eve'
b. Denotation of "place'
/pata-pftn/ CpadabSra] "sea snake'
/t'an-pas»t/ Ct'anbdsat"] "mushroom'
/t+1-palan/ Ct+lbaram] "field wind'
c. Monosyllabic Sino-Korean word
/kyot^oft-pi/ Ckyot'^oftbi] "transit expense'
/kica-tan/ Ckijadan] "pressmen*
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/cocon-sa/
/san-cam/
[cojonsa]
[sanjam]
pilot'
store'
Now, let us consider the reason why fortition occurs, i.e. what is the
function of fortition? Many Korean grammarians have been concerned with
this question and proposed various reasons for t-epenthesis. The main
points will be cited here.
(17) a. to prevent the initial consonant of the second element from
being voiced.
b. to represent the tensing of the initial consonant.
c. to achieve a phonetic harmony.
d. to represent a genitive marker.
e. to strengthen the semantic tie.
All the above views except (17d) can be interpreted as an attempt to
prevent the initial consonant of the second element from being weakened in
order to enhance the distinctiveness of two elements of a compound noun.
As far as the fortition cases are concerned, this interpretation is
sufficiently convincing. This is, however, not the whole story of
fortition. Due regard has to be paid to the fact that the number of
non-fortition cases is not so small as to treat them as exceptions. The
above interpretation is tantamount to saying that some compound nouns are
psychologically motivated while others are not even though their
environments are exactly the same as those in which fortition occurs.
Therefore, the view that fortition is an attempt to enhance the
distinctiveness of the second element seems to lose its persuasive power,
when we consider non-fortition cases at the same time as fortition ones.
This is plainly shown in the pairs of the following examples:
(18) a. /t'an-p3t;i/
/t' an-p^s^s/
b. /kyaitoe-p3p/
/ky9nce-pam/
c. /t'am-panul/
/k+m-panul/
d. /p un-ton/
/kutvton/
[t'anp'adi-l]
[f anbasat"]
[kyanjep'ap]
[kyanjebam]
[f amp' anul]
[k+mbanul]
[p unt'on]
[kundon]
" sallow'
"mushroom'
"economic law'
"economic crime'
" bead of sweat'
"gold ring'
" petty cash'
"wasted money'
As indicated by the above examples, it seems useless to try to search for
an adequate reason to account for the fortition phenomenon which occurs in
compound nouns. Kim-Renaud (1974:168) (1974:) claims that both
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n-epenthesis and t-epenthesis are productive processes which apply even in
the case of loanwords, presenting a few examples as evidence for their
productivity:
(19) /kok+p-ink^^+Z [kog;mnif^k'^+] ^high quality' + ink
/pata-p+laus+/ [padap'urausi] "sea* + blouse
/ratlo-sok/ [radiot's'ok'] radio + 'inside'
She further comments on this phenomenon, saying that "the applicability of
t-epenthesis (...) is not easily predictable, determined not only by
phonological but also by semantic-syntactic and lexical criteria..."
(p. 168).
We propose that the Post-obstruent Fortition is a process and the
Post-sonorant Fortition is a rule to be acquired in the sense of
Stanpe(1972)
. There are many important reasons to believe that the latter
is not a process but a rule. First, it lacks phonetic motivation. Second,
although its application becomes habitual, the fortition is formed through
speakers' conscious observation of linguistic differences. Third, there
are many phonetic exceptions, but the alternation is quite regular for the
morphological construction to which it applies. Fourth, it does not seem
to apply to loanwords, which will be discussed below. Finally, the
ordering of the fortition rule before the stop voicing process corresponds
to Stampe's claim that acquired rules precede natural processes.
According to Donegan and Stampe (1979:1'l'*)
,
processes apply to tongue-
slips. Pig Latins, foreign words, etc. but "rules do not ordinarily apply
in these cases." Let us examine whether or not the fortition rule applies
to loanwords in the same environment as the native words of forti-
tion cases. Observe the following exanples:
(20) /y nt an-kas+/
/yakan-kelra/
/t' aK-pol/
/samil-piltiTi/
/satoT^-tftn/
/il-talla/
[y nt ank' as+]
[yagank'eim]
tt'at^p'ol]
[samilp'ildil^]
[andoTif ftn]
[ilt'alla]
' briquet' -t-gas
' night' + game
' ground' + ball
'Sanil' + building
"Andong'+ dam
"one' + dollar
The above forms seem to illustrate the fortition phenomenon. If the data
In (19) were the whole story, one might conclude that fortition applies to
loanwords contrary to our claim. However, the lenis obstruents of some
English words are borrowed as the Korean fortis counterparts through
initial position strengthening, thus making such a conclusion Incorrect.
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In other words, the fortition phenomenon of the above examples is not due
to the application of the fortition rule, but the result of the initial
position strengthening, because the initial consonants of the isolated
forms are also pronounced as fortis. The following are typical
counter-examples to Kim-Renuad' s claim that "t^-Epenthesis (...) is
productive, applying also to borrowed words"(p. 168):
(21) /kol-ket' /
/k*^ol-lol/
/t'^ol-keit'^+Z
/taigi'ft-pot-J-/
/t9m-pel/
/p enkwin-buk/
/wetin-t4-les4./
[k'olget"a]
[k*^olgal]
[t'aibinbod+]
[ tambel
]
[p eHgwinbuk"]
[wedind4-res4-]
"goal getter'
"call girl'
"toll gate'
" diving board'
"dumbbell'
" Penguin book'
"wedding dress'
/in-t+lop/ [ind+rop~] in-drop'
As shown above, the fortition rule is blocked in loanwords and the stop
voicing process applies instead, even though the environment is fit for the
fortition cases of native compound nouns. Since the former is entirely
conventional or traditional, its application does not make utterances
easier to say, but rather presents much articulatory difficulty to enhance
distinctiveness. As pointed out by Donegan (1973;6), the application of
the fortition rule does not vary according to variations of style or tempo
which affect the phonetic difficulty of an utterance. Therefore, although
Post-obstruent Fortition and Post-sonorant Fortition are similar-looking
phenomena, they must be viewed and treated as unrelated and separate.
In conclusion, English loanword data suggest that the productivity of
process is closely related to the nativization of loanwords, but that there
are two kinds of processes to be blocked or triggered in adaptation of
loanwords even though they are more or less productive in the native
phonological component. The evidence from the fortition phenomena supports
an assumption that Post-obstruent Fortition Is a process while
Post-sonorant Fortition is a rule in the sense of Stanpe.
•This paper represents a slight revision and reordering of topics pre-
sented in Chapter II and Chapter III of my 1984 Yeungnan University
dissertation, entitled: A phonological study of English loanwords in
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Korean.
The term fortition is used in this paper in the limited sense of
tensing lenis obstruents,
p
"The three types of Korean obstruents are referred to in the litera-
ture as (a) 'forced,' 'strong,' or 'tense and unaspirated,' (b)
'unaspirated,' 'weak,' or 'lax and slightly aspirated,' (c) 'aspirated' or
'tense and heavily aspirated.' In this paper, the first type will be
referred to as the 'fortis,' the second as the 'lenis,' and the third as
the ' aspirated.
'
Throughout this paper // shows the underlying representation, and []
shows the surface representation. A hyphen is used for a morpheme
boundary, S for a syllable boundary, and > for ' derived^^ from.' C"
represents an unreleased stop, C a fortis consonant, and C a strongly
aspirated one. For typographical convenience, the following symbols have
been adopted: [c] is used for the IPA symbol [tj], [j] for [d3], [5] for
[p, [r] for [£], [ + ] for [w] , [a] for [J], [a] for [ft], and [y] for [j].
4
The underlying liquid /I/ is weakened to [r] both intervocalically
and in intervening position between a vowel and a glide followed by another
vowel:
1;-Weakening
1 > r / [ + syl]_ [-cons]
For a number of examples like those in (7b), see C.-W. Kim (1970),
Kim-Renaud (1974), and K. H. Lee (1982).
Choi's (1971:1) study of foreign borrowings into Korean shows that
borrowed words registered in the Say Hankul Sacen [New Korean Dictionary]
(Hankulhakhoy 1968) consist of the following parts of speech and
percentage:
Nouns
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CC-Simplification (Chung 1981:71)
a.
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SOME QUERIES COHCERMIMG THE SYNTAX OF MULTIPLE
SUBJECT CONSTRUCTIONS IN KOREAN*
James Hye-Suk Yoon
University of Illinois
In this paper, I examine two outstanding issues
concerning the syntax of the so-called "multiple
subject constructions" (MSCs) in Korean; namely, the
issue of whether a subset of MSCs are to be derived
syntactically from sentences containing a possessor NP
through some syntactic means, and the issue of whether
the first of the two (or more) NPs in an MSC is a
"subject", in the sense of bearing the Grammatical
Relation (GR) of a subject. In answer to these
questions, I shall argue that MSCs cannot be derived
from more canonical sentences and that the first NP
does not bear the GR of a subject but instead acts as i
sort of a ground-setting Focus for the sentential
comment that follows it. I then suggest a way in which
this property of MSCs in Korean can be naturally tied
in with the often mentioned "Topic-promiment" property
of Korean.
1 . Introduction
The existence of the so-called "double" or "multiple" subject
constructions (hereafter MSCs) in some languages, such as the sentence
shown in (1), has been taken by various linguists as indicating a parameter
along which languages may vary (e.g. Li and Thompson 1976; Huang 198U,
1985).
(1) Chulsoo-ka khi-ka kh+ta
Chulsoo-NOM height-NOM great
'It is Chulsoo who is tall'
Li and Thompson (1976) suggested that the parameter sets apart "Topic
prominent" (Tp) languages from "Subject prominent" (Sp) languages, with
Chinese and English being representative of each class. They consider
Korean and Japanese both subject and topic-prominent.
If they are correct in their speculation that what is involved is a
parametric variation, we need to take a closer look at the relevant
constructions in the Tp languages which represent the parameter. According
to Li and Thompson, MSCs are examples par excellence of the ways In which
Sp and Tp languages differ. Therefore, in this paper I will look into some
aspects of the syntax of MSCs in one Tp language, Korean, within the
framework of GB theory so as to understand the nature of parametric
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variation, if any, that may be manifested in MSCs.
In this paper, I will attempt to provide answers to two recurring
controversies surrounding MSCs in Korean within a GB framework. The first
issue I address concerns the question of whether certain types of MSCs,
represented by exanples like (1) above, are to be derived syntactically
from sentences like (2) illustrated below. The second issue concerns the
subjecthood of the first NP in an MSC.
Regarding the first issue, there are some linguists who wish to derive
a subset of MSCs in which the first NP stands in a possessor relation to
the second NP (as in (1)) from more "canonical" sentences like (2) in which
the first NP is contained as a Possessor of the second NP. Linguists who
adhere to this view include Kuno (1973), Kang (1986), and Choe (1986),
among others.
(2) Chulsoo-+y khi-ka kh+ta
Chulsoo-GEN height-NOM great
"Chulsoo's height is great' (= is tall)
However, others (Yim (1985), Park (1980), Li and Thompson (1976))
posit no derivational relationship between (2) and (1). They argue that
there is a difference in meaning between (1) and (2) and that there are
MSCs like (3) for which no plausible derivation from a more basic source
can be posited.
(3) Chulsoo-ka pal-i nelpta
Chulsoo-NOM foot-NOM is-wide
"It is Chulsoo who has wide contacts'
Pihaengki-ka 747-i kh;ta
Airplanes-NOM 747-NOM big
'It is airplanes that the 747 is big'
The thrust of their argument is that since one needs to recognize (3)
as basic (i.e., as base-generated), positing an additional mechanism to
derive a subset of MSCs from other sources is unnecessary. However, this
argument, which is based on certain assumptions related to the Occam's
Razor, does not rule out the possibility of deriving some MSCs while
base-generating others. The question as to whether there is a single
source for MSCs or not cannot be decided on a priori grounds but is instead
an empirical question that can only be answered within a given framework.
The first argument rests on certain assumptions about the relationship
between syntax and semantics that are not clearly spelt out. Although Yim
(1985) writes within a GB framework, he provides no syntactic arguments
against the derivational view and simply claims that movement analyses are
"generally rejected", a sweeping and mistaken over generalization given the
number of recent proposals that utilize derivation.
Therefore, in this paper, I will look at the syntactic evidence
concerning the plausibility of movement from a GB point of view and
conclude on the basis of such evidence that movement is not feasible as an
option in deriving some MSCs.
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The second issue seems less a point of contention than the first but
is no less important in understanding the nature of MSCs. It has to do with
the "subjecthood" of the first NP in an MSC . Regarding this, there are some
who claim directly or indirectly that the first NP is a subject. Kuno's
Subjectivization proposal (1973) and Kang' s recent adaptation of it to
Korean (1985) ma'-ce explicit claims about the subjecthood of the first NP.
The Syntactic Adjunction approach of Choe (1986) in which adjunction is
taken as creating multiple Grammatical Functions (GF) can be viewed as
making a similar claim even though the GFs are not primitive entities in
GB. In addition, any proposal that treats MSCs like (1) as involving
Possessor Ascension (PA) ("NP/ECM" in GB terms), such as Kang (1987), also
belong to this group since in PA, the ascended possessor assumes the GR
previously borne by its host (in keeping with the Relational Succession
Law).
As opposed to this, Shibatani (1977) proposed that the first NP has
"nominative case" but does not bear the grammatical relation of a subject
because aside from morphology, it shows no subject properties. Similar
claims have been made in Lee (1987) and Kim (1987) within a GPSG framework.
The debate concerning the subjecthood of the first NP in an MSC, when
translated into a GB framework, concerns primarily the A/A' status of the
position it occupies at S-structure , however it may have gotten there (see
(14) and (15) where the possibilities are illustrated).
My use of the term multiple subject constructions for expository
purposes throughout this paper is not meant to imply that the first view is
correct. In fact, I will provide evidence against the position that it is a
subject (or bears the GF of subject) by arguing that the position it
occupies cannot be an A position and by showing that it has none of the
usual subject properties, contrary to what Kang (1986) and Kuno (1973)
claim.
These two issues are logically separate (cf. (14) and (15)) but this
fact se:!ms to have gone unnoticed because the majority of those who view
the first NP as a subject assumes a derivational analysis. But this is just
one of the many logically possible alternatives. Therefore, I will deal
with each issue separately.
2. Against Movement Analyses of MSCs
I will first address the issue of whether syntactic movement is a
viable option in ( 1 ) from (2), independently of the subjecthood of the
first NP. What I have to say principally concerns proposals where
syntactic movement or adjunction is assumed to be involved in deriving (1),
such as the proposals of Choe (1986) and Kang (1986) and Kang (1987). In
GB theory, Subjacency (Chomsky 1981) and Chain Conditions (Chomsky 1986a)
provide the diagnostics of movement, and when these are lacking, we suspect
that what is involved is something other than movement, unless some other
independently motivated explanation is available (e.g. parameterization of
Bounding Nodes)
.
Therefore, it is incumbent on anyone proposing a movement analysis of
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MSCs to show that the movement shows familiar properties of Move-alpha. If
it doesn't, then one nejds to provide principled explanations as to why it
doesn't. Both Kang (1986) and Choe (1986) note that the Chain properties
are not observed in MSCs and attempt to provide some explanations (or
stipulations, in the case of the former) to account for this fact.
However, even if one could somehow daal with this problem, movement
analyses cannot be maintained because the putative movement involved in
MSCs violates a fundamental diagnostic of movement rules, Subjacency.
2.1 Problems with Subjacency
The crucial kind of data which argues against movement analyses is
provided below;
(4) a. Nampanku-ka murtnyengkukka-ka namca-ka sumyeng-i ccalpta
Southern hemispher3-N0M civilized countries-NOM men-NOM life-
span-NOM is-short
^ It is the southern hemisphere that civilized countries are such
that men are such that their lif'j-span is short'
b. [[[ [nampanku-+y ] munmyengkukka—J-y] namca—J-y] sumyeung]-i
ccalpta
Southern hemis-GEN civilized countries-GEN men-GEN life-span-NOM
is-short
c. nampanku-ka [ [[[[ t ] munmyengkukka—J-y] namca—l-y]
sumyeng]-i ccalpta]]]]]
(Ma) is an example of a truly "multiple" subject construction which the
proponents of movement would derive from Clb), since the relationship
between each adjacent pair of NPs is one of containment expressible in a
possessive NP. But in order to derive (Ha) from (Mb) without violating
Subjacency, the only possible order of derivation is to first derive (5a)
from (4b).
(5a) [nampanku-+y munmyengkukka-+y namca]-ka [[t sumyeng]-i ccalpta]]
and then derive (5b) from (5a).
(5b) [nanpanku-+y munmyengkukka]-ka [[t namca]-ka [[t sumyeng]-i
ccalpta]]]
(4a) can now be derived from (5b). Crucially, if the movement is to be
subjacent, what is predicted not to be possible is a sentence like (4c),
since to derive (4c), one has to raise the most deeply embedded Specifier
in severe violation of Subjacency. Now, since there is no conceptual limit
to the nmber of NPs possible in an MSC, the number of intervening NP nodes
could have been greater. Thus, the movement is potentially unbounded. The
possibility of parameterizing bounding nodes or of positing an escape hatch
is not available since the movement is unbounded and the extraction is from
NPs where no independent escape hatches exist.
For Choe (1986), the problem with Subjacency did not arise since she
considers sentences analogous to (4c) ungrammatical , in fact she considers
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them so bad that she attributes their ill-formedness not only to Subjacency
but to ECP as well, citing suggestions by H. Kayne that Subjacency
violations are relatively mild when compared with ECP violations. Because
of this, she maintains that syntactic adjunction - the mechanism
responsible for deriving (1) from (2) in her framework - does not cross a
barrier, i.e., it is subjacent.
But neither I nor do the majority of Koreans shares her intuitions. If
sentences such as (4c) are acceptable, her theory faces serious problems
since she will have to allow unbounded adjunctions, or she has to look for
mechanisms other than adjunction in order to accomodate such data. However,
it seems initially plausible to accomodate (Uc) in a movement analysis
without positing ad hoc "landing sites" in NPs to allow successive cyclic
movement at least in the system of Chomsky (1986b), because Bounding Nodes
(barriers) are not fixed once and for all but are relative to L-marking by
theta-governing lexical heads and is sensitive to Agreement as well. In
the following section, I will suggest a way in which one can keep
adjunction and yet be able to account for (U)c.
2.2 L-marking in NPs and Subjacency
One of the novel attractions of Chomsky's Barriers (1986) is that
bounding nodes (or barriers) are relativized to L-marking, so that an NP or
S is not always a bounding node. Of the mechanisms responsible for
L-marking, there is a device called Spec-Head Agreement (feature sharing)
assumed to hold in IPs. What it does is make it possible for the Specifier
of a subject NP in an ECM environment to be extracted even though INFL
normally lacks the ability to L-mark subjects, because the IP itself is
L-raarked by the matrix verb and the subject NP L-marked as well by agreeing
with the head I of the L-marked IP. Goodall (1986) proposed to extend
Spec-Head Agreement to NPs in Clhinese so that if an NP is L-marked, its
Specifier will also be L-marked, for reasons analogous to the ones under
consideration here.
If we adopt this idea together the the mechanisms for L-raarking of
subjects in Korean assumed in Choe (1986), it becomes possible for (4c) not
to be a violation of Subjacency.
The idea works as follows. Suppose that Spec-Head Agreement holds in
NPs (perhaps only in inalienable possession NPs if Choe (1986) is correct
in saying that "extraction" is not possible in general from alienable NPs
— but see "Chulsoo-ka sunsaengnim-i coh+sita") and that L-marking in
Korean works as follows:
(6)(=Cho9(1986)'s 25f)
L-marking for Korean ;
a l-marks b iff a directly or indirectly assigns a theta-role to b.
(INFL indirectly assigns a theta role to the subject)
According to Choe (1936) then, all subjects in Korean will be L-marked
regardless whether the clause itself is L-marked, unlike English.
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Furthermore, if we assume additionally that Spec-Head Agreement holds in
NPs, then an extraction like (4c) will be possible, since there will be no
barriers in the path of its extraction.
< : L-marking
< >: sp-Hd Agr
murTnyengk)ikka-+y
This extension saves (4c) but unfortunately makes wrong predictions in
other cases. Furthermore, there is a problem with Choe's proposal
concerning L-marking. If subjects in Korean are always L-marked, one
predicts that complements of head nouns of NPs in subject position should
be extractable with no violation of Subjacency as in (8). And if the
additional assumption about Spec-Head Agreement in NPs is correct, one
predicts the extraction of complements of NPs embedded as the Specifier of
another NP occurring as a subject as in (9). Neither of these predictions
is borne out, however.
(3) a. [Chulsoo-+y [wangwi-+y kyes+ng]]-i uyeniessta
Chulsoo-GEN throne-GEN inheritance-NOM by-chance
Chulsoo's inheritance of thethrone( complement) was by chance
b. "V^angwi-ka [ [Chulsoo-+y [ t kyes+ng]]-i uyeniessta
An extraction like (3b) is predicted to be O.K. because subjects are
L-marked and complements of nouns are by definition L-marked. So there is
just one barrier crossed by adjunction to IP of the NP wangi and nothing
goes wrong with the ECP. Yet the result is ungrammatical . Additionally, if
Spec-Head holds in NPs, the derivation of (9b) from (9a) should be possible
as well.
(9)a. [ [ Chulsoo-+y [wangwi-i-y kyes+ng]]-+y sosik]-i tochakhaessta
Chulsoo-GEN throne-GEN inher itance-GEN news-NOM arrived
'The news of C's inheritance of the throne arrived'
b. "Wangwi-ka [[[ Chulsoo-+y [ t kyes+ng]]--f-y sosik]-i
tochakhaessta
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: L-marking
< >: Sp-Hd Agr
t ky=s+ng—fy
Since the highest NP is L-marked as a subject and its Specifier is L-marked
by agreeing with the head which is L-marked, the extraction of the NP
wangwi
, should be O.K. but it is not.
One may argue that such an extraction is impossible because what is
extracted is not a possessor. Indeed one may argue that what can be
extracted has to be a particular kind of possessor, an inalienable
possessor. Such arguments at best call for construction-specific
constraints that are avoided whenever possible in GB. Besides it is not
obvious that only inalienable possessors can be extracted anyway. If indeed
only inalienable possessors can be extracted, then one has to account for
the relationship between the head noun and the inalienable possessor which
will allows it to be syntactically extracted while alienable possessors
cannot be so extracted. The most plausible candidate is L-marking, so that
Specifiers standing in a relation of "inalienable possesion" will be
L-marked by the head whereas "alienable possessors" will not. But we have
seen problems with suggesting that head Ns L-mark their possessors because
L-marking voids barrierhood and allows the extraction of complements (which
are L-marked regardless of whether the Specifier is an inalienable NP or
not).
There are other ingenious ways to block an extraction like (9b).
Hyon-Sook Choe (personal communication) suggests that L-marking by two
different lexical heads may not void barrierhood, adopting in essence
Baker's (1985) idea. The point is not the lack of conceivable explanations
but rather the question of whether these added explanations provide any
useful insight into the nature of MSCs. I contend that they do not, since
there is evidence apart from considerations of Subjacency which lead us to
believe that the attempt to employ movement to derive a subset of MSCs is
on a wrong track altogether.
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2.3 Evidence from Idioms
The interpretation of phrasal (sentential) idioms provides additional
arguments against movement analyses of MSCs. Phrasal idioms are assumed to
be inserted as a unit at DS, just as words are. This assumption helps
explain the fact that a phrasal idiom acts as a unit in the syntax and
.
that its internal phrasal structure is opaque to syntactic processes, as I
have argued elsewhere (Yoon 1986). Thus, the fact that a sentence like (10)
below can have both a literal and an idiomatic reading shows that a verbal
like "be likely" triggers Raising rather than Equi (Soames and Perlmutter
1979) because the idiom would be a unit at DS under Raising but not under
Equi.
(10) The cat is likely to be out of the bag.
(DS under Raising = [[e] likely [ the cat be out of the ba g]])
Now, in Korean we have phrasal idioms that are sentential.
(11)a. pal-i nelpta
foot-NOM is-wide
*has wide contacts, knows a lot of people'
b. son-i kh4-ta
hand-NOM is-big
* is very generous'
And such predicates can occur in MSCs like (12) below;
(12)a. [Chulsoo-ka [pal-i nelpta]]
"Chulsoo has wide contacts' (plus literal meaning)
b. [Chulsoo-ka [son-i kh+ta]]
^Chulsoo is very generous' (plus literal meaning)
Since the relationship between the referent of the first NP and that of the
second NP is one of inalienable possession, sentences in (12) would be
derived from (13) according to the proponents of movement analyses.
(13) a. [Chulsoo-+y pal]-i nelpta
b. [Chulsoo-+y son]-i kh+ta
But sentences in (13) lack the idiomatic reading and has only the literal
reading. This is an anomaly in a movement analysis, given standard
assumptions that idiomatic readings cannot be derived.
Under an approach where (12) is not derived from (13). the presence of
the idiomatic reading in (12) as well as the lack of it in (13) is easy to
explain. If (12) is a base-generated structure, the idiom pali-i nelpta
is a unit at DS, while in (13), the putative DS for (12) under a movement
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analysis, the NP pal-i anil the AP nelpta do not form a constituent and
therefore cannot be interpreted idiomatically.
2.4 Problems with Chain Properties
Another indication that something is wrong with the movement idea is
that the Chain resulting from movement possesses typical properties of
neither an A nor an A'-Chain. Since the decision as to whether what is
involved is an A or A' Chain depends on one's stand on the subjecthood of
the first NP , I will deal with this in the next section.
3. On the Subjecthood of the first NP:
3.1 Some Alternative Ways of Analyzing HSCs
The issue of the subjecthood of the first NP in an MSC, when combined
with the issue of whether movement is involved in MSCs, yields the
following five possibilities, illustrated schematically in (14) and (15).
(14) First NP is not a subject (=no Possessor Ascension) ;
a. Movement /Adjunct ion (forms an A'-chain analogous to
"Topical ization"
)
b. No Movement (NP2 is the base-generated subject; "Possessor"
relation between NP1 and NP2 established by pragmatics; NP1 is A'
relative to the predicate of IP and acts as "Focus") Li and
Thompson (1976), Park (1980), Yira (1985)
IP
/ \
NPKFoc/A') IP
/ \
NP2(A) I'
/ \
VP I
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(15) First NP is a subject (= Possessor Ascension) ;
a. ECM (MP1 is in base-generated Spec position. Case and other
"subject properties" attributed to ECM by INFL. Genitive Case in
Spec either not assigned or optional, inducing ECM)
b. Movement /Adjunction (forms an A-chain (Choe (1986), Kang (1986))
IP
/ \
^NPI(A) IP
/ / \
/ NP2(A) I'
I
/ \ / \
NP1 N VP I
c. Non movement (NP1 is base-generated subject in A position; NP2
is an Adjunct. The relation of "possession" established by
pragmatics)
i)
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According to Choe (1985), subjects in Korean are always L-marked, so
the Specifier of subject NPs can always be governed from outside. If one
assumes with Massam (1985) that what makes MP/ECM possible is the
non-uniqueness of Genitive Case or its optional assignment, the lack of
Genitive Case within the subject NP will induce INFL to govern into the
subject NP so that the Specifier of the subject will be able to get Case.
This proposal, although it has some merits (see below) that others do
not have, is inadequate on at least two accounts. First of all, if the
Specifier of the subject NP is only ECMed, one expects its D-structure
constituency to remain unaffected. Howeer, there is evidence that the
the "ECMed" Spec acts as a separate constituent from its head, whereas
in the non-ECM counterpart it doesn't.
(16)a. •Younghee-+y ece apeci-ka tola-kasiessta
Y-GEN yesterday father-NOM pass-away
b. Younghee-ka ece apeci-ka tola-kasiessta
Y-NOM yesterday father-NOM pass-away
Also, there is the intuition that (15a) does not reflect the structure
of predication involved in MSCs. In an MSC, the first NP acts as a
"subject" upon which the rest of the structure (second NP plus its
predicate) is predicated. If Predication requires mutual c-command, then
in a configuration like (15a), the requirement is not met since NP1 does
not c-command its "predicate" and the "predicate" is not even a
constituent.
However, (15a) makes an interesting prediction which may turn out to
be correct. Since ECM is involved in (15a), one predicts that although NP1
can be a "subject" for the purpose of being governed and Case-marked by the
INFL, it will not show "subject properties" that require c-command into the
VP, since NP1 does not c-command anything in the VP. This translates into
the prediction that it cannot be the antecedent of an anaphor in object
position if antecedents have to c-command the anaphor. This may be a
correct prediction if the 1st NP cannot be an antecedent under Core Binding
(Yang 1985) that requires c-command but only under Peripheral Binding that
is restricted by c-command.
(15c) is a possibility that no one has considered. As far as I can
see, it is plausible. Under this analysis, the second NP would be analyzed
on a par with adverbials and "floated quantifiers" that can optionally get
"casenmarked" (cf. (29) and (30) below). If (15c) is correct, one is
claiming that the first NP is in an A position and has other subject
properties besides morphological case-marking. However, as I shall argue
below, such is not the case. Indeed, it is the second NP rather than the
first that has all these properties.
I will consider (15b) in a little more detail since this is virtually
the proposal made in Choe (1986), and more or less Kang (1986), although
the latter has a slightly different orientation from the former. In my
opinion, it faces quite serious problems. The first problem is one common
to all movement analyses, violation of Subjacency. But I think there are
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tirfo additional problems concerning the Projection Principle (Chomsky 1931)
and Chain Conditions respectively (Chomsky 1986a').
Under the view that phrase structure rules are to be eliminated in
favor of projections of lexical properties (Stowell 1981, Travis 1981,
Fukui and Speas 1985), A positions are those positions that are
obligatorily selected by lexical heads whereas A' positions are those
positions that are either optionally selected by lexical heads or those or
those obligatorily selected by functional heads (COMP, DET, INFL). In this
view, there can be no such a thing as a non-thematic A position (see Fukui
and Speas 1986 for arguments) nor could there be a position which is
"simultaneously" an A and an A' position (contra Massam 1985).
Thus, a predicate like tall in (1) which takes one obligatory argument
(i.e, which is semantically intransitive) can project only one argument
position. This position furthermore, by the Projection Principle, will
remain throughout the syntactic derivation as the sole A position.
Therefore, unless some means of making the original subject position an A'
position is available, there is no other way in which the adjoined position
can be an A position, since a one-place predicate can project only one A
position, given that all other means of building phrases are eliminated.
Therefore, the only way in which "tall" could project more than one A
position is to become a transitive predicate, which it is not in (1).
Notice that this problem does not arise if the Chain is an A' -chain as
in (11a). But (11a), and (15b) for that matter, even if problems with
Subjacency and the Projection Principle could somehow be overcome, still
raise some questions as to the nature of the Chain involved, as pointed out
rightly by Choe (1985) and Rang (1986).
First of all, if the Chain is an A' -chain as in (lib), although the
Projection Principle is not violated, the Chain lacks the typical
properties of a normal A'-Chain. This is because A'-chains have both Case
and Theta role determined at the tail of the Chain (Chomsky 1986a). But
the A'-chain involved in (lib) has two distinct Cases on the head and the
tail (Nominative and Genitive respectively).
Now one could try to explain this as Massam (1985) does by assuming
that the A'/A-position that the NP moves to is a "subject" position,
although it is only a predication subject. She assumes further that
predication subjects may be required to be in a particular case. I do not
find this a particularly convincing explanation lacking supporting evidence
from other A' positions that are also presumably subjects of "predication".
For instance, since semantically a sort of "predication" is involved in
Topicalization structures (one is predicating something of the preposed
phrase), why doesn't the topicalized indirect object in (17) below require
a different case than Dative? If this is a parametric variation, what
exactly is the content of the variation involved?
(17) To John, I will never sell this book.
In addition, this view of predication is substantially different from
the original view espoused in Williams (1980, 1981) for whom subjects of
predication by definition occur in A positions since they are defined as
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external arguments of lexical hsads. Massam (1985) claims that the notion
of Predication she assumes is that of Rothstein (1933) where elements other
than the "external argument" (Williams 1980), as long as the o-command
requirement is met, can act as subjects of predication. Rothstein (1983)
thinks this is necessary if one is to "reduce" the stipulative nature of
the Extended Projection Principle (EPP) to the notion of Predication. I an
not sure that anything is "reduced" by rewording the EPP as "predication"
if now the latter has to be divorced from an empirically and intuitively
verifiable notion of lexical argument structure and external arguments.
If one assumes that Genitive case assignment is optional, following
Massam, or that the Genitive case-marker is incorporated, as in Choe
(1986), then by the Chain location algorithm the Chain is an A chain and we
get (15b).
The idea that genitive case can be withheld, leading to ECM by INFL is
highly improbable for Korean in view of facts like (13) where INFL would
have to govern the most deeply embedded Spec, in severe violation of the
Minimality Condition (Chomsky 1986b).
(13) John-i apeci-+y chinku-+y tongryo—I-y chinchek-i cukessta
J-NOM father-GEN friend-GEN colleague-GEN relative-NOM died
If incorporation is involved, it is invisible since there is no
morphological indication either on the head noun or the verb that something
has been incorporated. The idea of invisible incorporation (Stowell 1981,
Baker 1985) to my mind makes incorporation totally empty of empirical
content. For these reasons, and because of Subjacency violations, I find
(15b) difficult to support as a plausible analysis.
This leaves us with (14b) and (15c), neither of which employs
movement. In the next section, I will decide between (IMb) and (15c) on
the basis of the tests for the subjecthood of the first and the second NPs
and conclude that (iMb) has to be the correct way to represent MSCs since
the arguments for the subjecthood of the first NP are not valid.
3 .2 Tests for Subjecthood and their Consequences:
Defining the Grammatical Relation of subject in languages like Korean
and Japanese is not easy since neither case-marking nor position serves to
uniquely identify subjects as they do in some other languages. However,
ever since the late 70' s the tests for subjecthood proposed by Shibatani
(1978) the antecedent of reflexives and subject honorification, have
often been used indiscriminately as diagnostics for subjecthood in both
Japanese and Korean. The tests have been employed in such a manner that
anything that can be either the antecedent of reflexives or the target of
honorification has been claimed to be a "subject". Such a line of reasoning
would of course make perfect sense if reflexives could be bound only to
subjects and nothing else and if honorification singles out subjects
uniquely and no other categories.
However, with respect to the question of what can be the antecedent of
reflexives, there is a general consensus that the subjects are not the only
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categories that can serve as antecedents. Thus, showing that an NP in
question can bind a reflexive may be necessary, but by no means sufficient
evidence that the NP is a subject. In order to establish beyond doubt that
an MP is a subject, one would have to show that the NP in question shows
other subject properties in addition to the ability to antecede reflexives.
Thus, just as clusters of properties are necessary to establish, say, a
level of Logical Form (LF) , clusters of properties related to subjects
would have to converge on a single NP in order for it to be a "subject". It
is for this reason that the Philippine languages pose a problem for the
idea that "subjects" are universal, since in these languages the familiar
"subject properties" are split between two or more norainals in a clause.
It may be that there is indeed a distinction between anaphors that are
bound to subjects and those bound to non-subjects as some would like to
claim (Yang 1935), reflected as either the difference between Core and
Peripheral Binding or "logophoric" and pure anaphors. If this is the case,
then Core Binding could be used as a diagnostic for subjecthood whereas
Peripheral Binding cannot (see below).
With regard to subject honorification, I shall argue below that while
the grammar of honorifics is seemingly sensitive to the GR of subject, it
is possible to link the "subject honorific" to categories other than
subjects in pragmatically biased contexts. That is, I shall argue that
sometimes pragmatics salvages sentences that are strictly speaking
ungrammatical
. This is not really surprising in the case of honorification
since honorification is a primarily pragmatic notion in the first place, a
fact which leads some linguists to reason that there is no grammar of
honorification per se but only honorific concord, subject only to whether
or not the honorific can be felicitously attributed to the referent of an
NP. I think that this latter view is too strong for Korean (and Japanese),
since in pragmatically neutral contexts (see below), the honorific morpheme
is linked to the subject, even when there is more than a single NP that
qualifies pragmatically as potential antecedents (i.e, has a socially
superior human referent).
Besides these two well-known subjecthood tests, Kuno (1978) has argued
that the ability of an NP to be ECMed under certain matrix predicates, the
ability to receive an "exhaustive listing" (=focus) interpretation, and the
ability to occur in "adversity passives" are also indicative of the
subjecthood of the NP that undergoes these processes. Regarding these, I
shall argue that they do not constitute legitimate tests for subjecthood at
all.
On the other hand, there do seem to be genuine tests for subjecthood
that have not been utilized for reasons I do not fully understand. One such
test is Equi constructions. Tests for subjecthood with Equi predicates that
are otherwise known to be subject-control predicates (try, attempt, want,
etc.) is one such test. Since in subject-control verbs the controller of
Equi (PRO/pro subject of embedded infinitivals) is always a subject and
nothing else, this is should be an unambiguous test. Also, coordination is
sensitive to whether the gaps have the same grammatical functions.
Therefore, coordinate subject deletions should also provide an unambiguous
subjecthood test.
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Summarizing, I have suggested that whereas there are indeed some
independent tests for subjecthood, we should be cautious in claiming that
something is a subject just because it can antecede reflexives or be linked
to the honorific morpheme in interpretation. For the former, I suggested
that by itself it cannot test for subjecthood at all if there is no
distinction between Core and Peripheral binding. If there is such a
distinction, only Core or anaphoric binding (as opposed to Peripheral or
logophoric) suffices as a subjecthood test. For the latter, I suggested
that we should watch out for the salvaging effect of pragmatics in some
pragmatically biased contexts. With these provisos, let us examine each of
the proposed test.
3.2.1 Honorification
Consider the sentences in (19) below;
(19) a. ?Kim-sacangnim-+y kohyang-i me-si-ta
Kim-boss-GEN hometown-NOM far-HON
b. ?Kim-sacangnim-i kohyang-i me-si-ta
Kim-boss-MOM hometown-NOM far-HON
c. Kim-sacannim-+y pise-ka coh+-3i-ta
Kim-boss-GEN secretary-NOM good-HON
d. Kim-sacangnim-i pise-ka coh4—sl-ta
Kim-boss-NOM secretary-NOM good-HON
Kuno (1978) took the possibility of attributing the honorific suffix
in (19b) to the first NP to argue that it is a "subject", assuming that
anything that can be linked with the honorific affix is a "subject".
However, I do not think this is sufficient evidence for us to conclude
that the first NP is a "subject". As I mentioned above, the notion of
honorification is primarily a pragmatic one, so that even when the grammar
dictates otherwise, as long as a pragmatically felicitous inference can be
made, it is possible for pragmatics to "salvage" ungrammaticality . The
fact that the grammar of honorifics is strictly tied to the subject NP is
shown clearly in (19d) where pragmatically, the boss is in a favored
position to be respected, and yet, because the second (subject) NP has an
animate referent, the honorific suffix unambiguously goes with the
grammatical subject.
The situation described in (19b) is pragmatically odd. This is because
the referent of the subject NP to which the honorific is linked is
inanimate and showing respect is something one typically does to humans.
Thus, grammatically speaking, (19b) is out. Nevertheless, when someone
utters (19b), it is possible to make the pragmatic inference that the s/he
intends to show respect to the boss and not to his hometown. Thus, while
the grammar of honorifics rules (19b) out, we can nevertheless interpret
the intention of someone who utterly it. (19b) is a case where pragmatics
is salvaging ungr ammatical sentences. If so, we expect to find (19b)
odd and awkward, and indeed it is so.
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For this reason, all of the native informants I have been able to
check find (19b) awkward or impossible, though they concede that they can
understand the intention of someone who utters it. Japanese speakers
presented with analogous sentences also find them awkward, contra Kuno
(1978) who does not indicate its awkwardness. The effect of pragmatics
overriding ungr ammaticality is shown more strikingly in (19a) which most
people find awkward and yet they say they would use such a sentence in
natural discourse. (19a) has a unique subject NP on anyone's account. No
one would conclude on the basis of the fact that people can attribute -si-
to the referent of the NP in Spec position that it is a subject.
Analogously, the mere fact that the pragmatically felicitous reading of
(19b) is one in which the honorific is linked to the first NP does not
prove that it is a subject.
On the other hand, the second NP is not only unambiguously linked with
the "subject honorific" morpheme in pragmatically neutral contexts like
(19d), but is the trigger of other processes sensitive to subjects like
coordinate subject deletion, controller of Equi in subject control verbs,
as well as being crucially a lexically selected (external) argument of the
predicate.
(20)
a. Kim-sacangnim-i pise-ka coh+-3i-ko 21°. pucirenha-si-ta
Kim-boss-NOM Secretary-NOM good-HON(S)-and 2i:o(S) diligent-HON(S)
b. Kim-sacangnim-i pise-ka [ pro cip-e kalye-ko] haessta
Kim-boss-NOM Secretary-NOM [pro(S) home-to go-COMP] tried
c. melta ("be far") lexically selects an NP that refers to a location
3.2.2 Reflexivization
Arguments based on the antecedent of reflexives to show that the first
NP has subject properties assume that whatever is the antecedent of
reflexives is a subject. But this is certainly not the case as evidenced
in (21) below.
(21) (from Yang (1935))
[[tongsaeng-i caki-+y ton-+l ta sseperi-n] Chulsoo]
brother-NOM self(C)-GEN money-ACC all spend-COMP Chulsoo
[Younghee-ka caki-1+1 miwehan+n kes]-i Chulsoo-1+1 si-lphl-ke
Younghee-NOM self(C)-ACC hate fact-NOM Chulsoo-ACC sad
haessta
make
Alternatively, it is possible that there is a distinction between Core
Binding where reflexives in Korean/Japanese obey the Subject Antecedent
Condition
, and Peripheral Binding where it does not hold, a distinction
which may be similar to the distinction between anaphoric and logophoric
pronouns. If there is no distinction between Core and Peripheral binding,
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then one cannot use the ability to antecede reflexives as a subjecthood
test at all.
Suppose there is a distinction. Then what is needed in order to prove
that the first NP in an MSC is a subject is evidence that it falls under
Core binding rather than P3ripheral binding. (22) exemplifies Core binding
where the reflexive is bound to c-commanding subjects. An important thing
to note here is that when there is more than one c-coramanding subject the
reference of the reflexive is ambiguous, as shown in (22), that is, it can
be bound to any c-commanding subject and not just to the closest one.
(22) John-i [Mary-ka [caki(J,M)-ka puca-la-n 3a3il]-+l raol+n+n kes]-i
J-NOM M-NOM self-MOM rich-COMP fact-ACC unaware fact-NOM
isanghaessta
strange
^John thought it strange that Mary did not know that self (J,M)
was rich'
Kang (1986) argues on the basis of sentences like (23) that the first
NP is a subject since it can be the antecedent of reflexives.
(23) John-i caki-+y cip-ese aein-i casalhaessta
John-NOM self (J ,lover )-GEN homs-at lover-NOM commited-suicide
Before providing an explanation for (23), let us compare (23) with (24);
(24) John-i aein-i caki-+y cip-ese casalhaessta
John-NOM lover-NOM self (lover ,»J) -GEN home-at commited-suicide
If both the first and second NP are subjects in (24), the reflexive should
be bound under Core Binding, meaning crucially that it could be bound
either to the first or the second NP, as was the case in (22). But it is
not. Most informants find it impossible or extremely awkward to associate
the reflexive with the first NP. (22) and (24) are identical in terms of
the surface order and the command relations of possible antecedents of the
anaphor and yet it is not possible for the reflexive in (24) to be bound
ambiguously. This indicates strongly to the extent that the
first NP in an MSC can bind a reflexive, it has to be under Peripheral
rather than Core binding. (23) would then be an instance of Peripheral
binding (see Yang 1935 for more examples), a claim which is substantiated
by the "logophoric" interpretation of the pronoun.
Thus, being an antecedent of an anaphor in itself does not constitute
evidence that the NP is a subject. Therefore, for the antecedent of
anaphors to qualify as a subject, it needs to have independent subject
properties. Such is not the case with the first NP in (23) as the following
evidence from honorification (which we argued to sensitive strictly to
subjects in pragmatically neutral contexts) coordinate subject deletion and
subject controlled Equi shows.
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(25)
a. John-i caki—t-y cip-ese aein-i casalha-si-essta
J-NOM self-GEN houss-at lover-NOM commited-suicide-HON (lover)
b. John-i caki—t-y cip-ese aein-i yak—i-l mek-ko pro casalhaessta
J-NOM self-GEN home-at lover-NOM pill-ACC take-COMP pro(l)
commited-suicide
c. John-i caki-+y cip-ese aein-i [ pro cuk+lye-ko] sitohaessta
J-NOM self-GEN home-at lover-NOM [£ro(l) die-COMP] attempted
3.2.3 E.C.M
"Subject to Object Raising", or ECM is another of Kuno's subjecthood
tests. Kuno (1978) observes that the first NP of an MSC can undergo
"Raising" (ECM) as shown in (26) and uses this to argue that it is a
subject.
(26) John-i [Mary-1+1 apeci-ka n+lkessta-ko] saengkakhaessta
J-NOM [M-ACC father-NOM old-COMP] thought
'J considered Mary's father (to be) old'
This argument rests on the assumption that whatever can be "raised" is a
subject. But I believe the assumption is unfounded. Consider sentences like
(27).
(27) John-i [ece-1+1 nalssi-ka chuwessta-ko] saengkakhaessta
J-NOM [yesterday-ACC weather-NOM cold-COMP] thought
^J thought yesterday was cold'
I doubt anyone would consider the "raised" adverb in (27) to be a subject.
Therefore, to prove that Mary-14-1 in (26) is a subject, one has to show
that it shows other indisputable subject properties besides being able to
be ECMed. But such properties are lacking, as shown in (23) below.
(28)
a. John-i Mary-li-l apeci-ka n+lkess-ko pro chuhata-ko saengkakhaessta
J-NOM [M-ACC father-MOM old-and pro(f) dirty-COMP] thought
b. John-i Mary-l-H chinku-ka n+lk-J—si-essta-ko saengkakhanta
J-NOM [M-ACC friend-NOM old-HON(f )-COMP] thinks
3.2.1 Exhaustive Listing
Another argument put forth in support of the subjecthood of the first
NP in an MSC comes from the fact that it can receive an "exhaustive
listing" interpretation, whereas objects of transitive adjectives marked
with nominative case cannot. This rests on the assumption whatever can
receive "exhaustive listing" interpretation is a subject. Consider in this
regard sentences like the following:
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(29) a. Ece-puthe-ka nalssi-'<a coa-ci-essta
Yesterday-fron-nom weather -nom good-become
b, Nalssi-ka ece-puthe-ka coa-ci-essta
In both of the above sentences, no one would consider the PP "from
yesterday" to be a subject, and yet in both versions, it preferentially
receives the "exhaustive listing" interpretation, to the exclusion of the
real subject "weather". It is hard to maintain, then, that "exhaustive
listing" is something reserved exclusively for subjects. Similar evidence
is available from "floated" quantifiers which are clearly not subjects and
yet can receive "exhaustive" interpretation when affixed with the
nominative particle.
(30) Haksaeng-i sul-+l nemyeng-i masyessta
Student-NOM beer-ACC four-counter-NOM drank
[Nemyeng-+y haksaeng]-i sul-+l masyessta
Four-GEN students-NOM beer-ACC drank
"Students, the four of them, drank beer'
3.2.5 Adversity Passives
Kuno's final argument has to do with adversative passives in Japanese,
but since Korean lacks such a Passive, one cannot test for subjecthood on
the basis of it. In order for Kuno's argument in Japanese to work, he would
need to show that besides being able to be marked by -ni , the first NP of
an MSC involved in an adversative passive shows other well established
properties of subjects.
4. What about "Case Marking"?
The arguments put forth in sections 2 and 3 unanimously point to an
analysis like (lUb) as the most plausible analysis for MSCs in Korean and
unambiguously answers the two questions raised at the outset of the paper
— movement cannot be involved in MSCs, and the first NP does not behave
like a subject and so the position it occupies must be an A' position
relative to the predicate of the sentence.
This raises questions about the prima facie evidence that leads people
into thinking of sentences like (1) as containing two subjects — the
"nominative case" that is morphologically realized on the first NP. If the
first NP is not a subject and does not occupy an A position, why does it
nevertheless have "nominative case"? Or is it not nominative case but
something else? I will not venture any definite answers answers at this
point, but merely suggest some plausible ways one could pursue however we
choose the answer the question.
First, if the -ka on the first NP Is the realization of Abstract
nominative Case assigned by the nominative Case assigner, then one needs to
explain why in Korean a non-argument can or is required to have Case. This
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would necessitate abandoning the Visibility requirement on Case theory so
that non theta-marked categories can also be assigned "Case" in Korean
—contra the Visibility Condition. There are various other possibilities
that one could pursue to formalize this observation. This could involve
possible parameter izations of the one-to-one restriction on Case, or the
notion of the subject of Predication, so that arguments in A' positions can
be subjects of predication or that they have to take a particular "case",
as suggested by Massan (1985).
If -ka on the first NP is not a realization of Abstract Case, which I
believe to be the case, then one plausible story for the "nominative
case-marker" is that it really is some kind of a "discourse-particle" (or a
delimiter) like n+n, to, man
,
(called "special particles" in traditional
grammar) whose distribution is not determined syntactically but
pragmatically
. The advantage of this view is that it can keep the
Visibility Condition as a requirement on Case theory. This is more than a
supeficial gain because within GB, a category that is assigned Abstract
Case corresponds more or less to "terms" in Relational Grammar. Thus the
number of categories that can be assigned Abstract Case should be identical
to the number of theta-marked arguments that a predicate has. This is
exactly the correlation captured by the Visibility Condition. Therefore,
saying that Case can be assigned to non-theta-marked categories is an
implicit denial of this restriction, and of the Stratal Uniqueness Law and
the Theta Criterion as well. By saying that the ka on the first NP is not a
realization of Abstract Case, we can keep the apparently valuable
generalization captured in the Visibility Condition.
Some indication that this may be on the right track comes from the
Kuno's observation that the first NP can only have the "exhaustive listing"
interpretation while real subjects are not restricted in this way. We
could translate this to mean that it is marked by a discourse particle
functioning as a "focus marker", just as it can be marked with other
delimiters like the "topic marker".
Put together with the fact that the first NP does not play a role in
the syntax of the clause that follows it (except by indirect pragmatic
inference), this means that the MSCs are no different from English
Topic-Comment structures like (31) where the "as for" phrase is clearly a
separate constituent from the clausal comment that follows it and is
licensed not by any property of the predicate of the clause but as an
adverbial that is perhaps "Fully Interpreted" (Chomsky 1986a) by being
"predicated of" the clausal comment at the relevant level of interpretation
(LF or maybe LF' ).
(31) As for John, Mary is pretty
The only difference between the two languages would be that while
English uses periphrastic constructions like as for , it. . .that to mark a
constituent as Topic, Focus, etc., Korean uses a variety of affixal
particles (n£n, to, ka, man , etc.), in addition to periphrastic devices, to
to indicate the pragmatic status of a nominal constituent vis-a-vis the
ensuing clausal comment. This is hardly surprising given the agglutinative
nature of the language and given the parallel existence of other types of
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periphrastic (phrasal) and affixal (morphological), such as Causative
Formation, in the language.
I am therefore tempted to analyze MSCs as a sort of "gapless focus
construction", just as we have "gapless topic" and "gapless
delimitative" constructions.
(32) Gapless (Mongap) Topic Construction
John—J-n khi-ka kh+ta
J-TOP height-NOM tall
"As for John, she is tall'
Gapless (Nongap) Delimitative Construction
John-man khi-ka kh+ta
J-DEL height-NOM tall
"It is only John who is tall'
Gapless (Nongap) Focus Construction (alias "Multiple Subject")
John-i khi-ka kh+ta
J-FOC height-NOM tall
"It is John who is tall'
What I am suggesting is that the first NP in an MSC may not be
licensed by the predicate of the IP that follows it in the sense of being
Case-marked or selected as an argument, but by principles that license "As
for" phrases and other parentheticals in English, presumably as part of
Full Interpretation at LF.
Partial support for reducing MSCs to "focus" constructions comes from
Chinese where there are gapless "topic" constructions but not ones
analogous to MSCs or gapless "delimitative" construction shown above. This
can be explained as follows. Since Chinese lacks the morphological means to
distinguish finely among focus, delimitation and topic (i.e., doesn't have
particles that indicate these), the function of occurring in the leftmost
position of the clause is identified with Topics, as is common in other
languages. Korean (and Japanese as well as Lisu for which there are
analogous discourse particles) does not simply assign a Topic
interpretation to the leftmost NP but interprets it according to the
"discoursal status", so to speak, indicated by the discourse particles
attached to it.
This possibility deserves further consideration, since this is not
only consistent with the syntactic evidence we have gathered so far but
jives well with other well-established properties of the language, such as
its agglutinative nature and the parallel existence of other types of
"gapless" constructions.
If this view turns out to be correct, the nature of "Topic prominence"
that Li and Thompson believed was embodied in MSCs does not lie in some
surprising property of the syntax of MSCs, because as far as its syntax is
concerned there is nothing there is nothing surprising about the MSCs which
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license a clause initial bare NP as an adverbial upon which the rest of the
clause is "predicated".
Whatever else we may learn about MSCs, I think we now have limited but
clear answers to the two questions raised at the outset concerning the
syntax of MSCs. Therefore, we should pose additional questions from the
vantage point of what we have learned.
NOTES
•I would like to acknowledge the valuable suggestions of my
colleague Euiyon Cho in developing the ideas in this paper. My thanks also
goes to the participants of the 1987 Harvard Workshop on Korean
Linguistics, in particular to Susumu Kuno and John Whitman for their
comments and Hyon-sook Choe for her responses to my arguments against her
analysis. Any remaining faults, of course, are my own.
Kuno (personal communication) has indicated that (4c) may not be a
violation of Subjacency if extraction takes place from a structure like
(4b' ) given below.
(4b') [nampanku-4-y [[[munmyengkukka-iy] namca-4-y] sumyeng]-i ccalpta
But as he also pointed out, such an alternative structure is not available
for the sentence given below.
Chulsoo-ka apeci—J-y chinku-+y tonryo-ka tomangkassta
C-NOM father-GEN friend-GEN colleague-NOM ran-away
whose DS under movement can only be;
[[[ [Chulsoo—t-y] apeci-4-y] chinku-+y] tonryo]-ka tomangkassta
Besides, Subjacency is not the only argument against movement analyses as I
will show below.
2
M.Y. Kang (1987), who essentially takes an ECM approach, overcomes
this problem by having the head noun incorporate into the V at LF so that
the head noun and the V( P) will be in the right configuration for
Predication. This proposal is inadequate, however, since the evidence from
adverb placement shows that the head noun and the ECMed Spec are already
separate constituents at SS, if not at DS.
the leftmost position in a clause is
NOT reserved for Topics in Korean but for a variety of NPs that are
focused, topicalized, entailed, etc.
H
This is not to say that Chinese does not have periphrastic (phrasal)
means of indicating the varying discourse status of pre-clausal NPs but
solely that a bare NP that precedes a clause is treated naturally as a
Topics and not focus.
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